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ѮᢊМᏰ فkám ᒗమѮᢊҔᇭ ê ӓқȊȉġ

ૉ chún ၲ٤ཷ چاê ᖵΔহ Ã-tàng ࿇Օຝ։ ê ཷ چاte
ሒګਙएᗑمԱΔ ڶê ؆ࠐਙᦞ lóng  چاཷנkoh t{g--khì ࠩ in 
ئृاཷڶഏΖቝᝑΔ။তๅᠦऄഏᗑمԱΔऄഏཷاਙᦞ ùi ။ত
 נkoh t{g--khì ࠩऄഏئഏΙឌഏๅᠦֲاཷءอएԱΔֲاཷءਙᦞ
m¼ ùi ឌഏءֲڃΖ
 ùi 17 ધࠩ ta ຬᥛ࠹ tiõh ྤ k¼ng ؆ࠐਙᦞ ê ཷاอएΖChitkóa ؆ࠐਙᦞᅝխΔՕຝ։ lóng tòe tiõh ཷاਙᦞ ê ᆵኟ tôa-á ᠦၲ
Δቝᝑڰཚ ê ๛ᥞ kap २ཚ ê ᜔ֲءᅮΖ‹-koh ˜a  ڶch…t kóa ڂཷ
ृا؈ئاཷװഏΕྤऄ৫ t{g--khì soah tÎ ài ബ سte ཷ چاê ࠏΖቝᝑ
ڰཚ ê ᔤּ׆ཛ kap २ཚ ê խဎاഏ tÎ ਢ chit ᣊ ê ബسਙᦞΖ
ԫࠐᝑΔཷ چاte ๅᠦཷاਙᦞᗑمԱΔឈྥ te ਙएືڤݮ
ᙰሒګᗑمΔ˜-koh teࠡהᏆᘣቝᆖᛎΕ֮֏Ε֮ᖂ soah ྤԫࡳ Ãtàng ឭๅ៱ཷاਙᦞ ê ອᐙ kap ༳൳Ζຍ༉ਢࢬᘯ ê ৵ཷاွΖ
Ho¼n-sè ڶԳᄎംΔ kám բᆖاཷޔழཚ kiâࠩ৵ཷ اê ၸ àΛ
ྤ k¼ng ê ᖂृ ho¼n-sè  ྤڶk¼ng ê ߠᇞΖݺڇࠐΔ2000 ءڣՒਙ᤻
ψاၞ᤻ωᙇᤢ᜔อՕᙇ chit ڣঠൎ Ã-tàng ጩਢ२זխဎاഏཷ اkap
৵ཷاழཚ ê ։រΖ
ਙए ê ءՒ֏ွᐛ te խဎاഏཷ ࠫ᧯اÃ-kha t¼u-t¼u-á ᔏ
Ե৵ཷاழཚΖTòe tiõh ਙएءՒ֏ ê ছၞΔءՒߢ֮֏ m¼ t¼ut¼u-á hông ૹီΖቝᝑ chit kúi ࠐڣٺՕᖂຬᥛ مګbÃ chió ֮ᖂ
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kap ߢ ê ઌᣂߓࢬΖChit ཱིႨ ká-ná ।ࣔءՒߢ֮֏բᆖנ
ᙰ֚Εբᆖឭๅ៱ཷاਙᦞ ê ອᐙ àΖ‹-kohΔkám ట إán-neΛૉ chún
ùi ٺՕᖂ֮ᖂߓࢬၲ ê ᓰ࿓Εᜰᙄ ê ઔಘᄎΕkap ࿇। ê ᓵ֮ࠐ
Δဎ k¼ng-khoán iáu ፂኙᚌႨ ê ٝၦΔah ءՒߢࢬ ۾ê ֺࠏ
k¼ng-khoán టೣ܅Ζ
ڂബسਙᦞ khah ړൽᥨْ؆ࠐอए ê ءᔆΔીࠌᅝছٺՕᖂ
֮ᖂߓࢬ soah ཏሙᎁٵψဎωਢψᇩωΕ˜ ਢཷ ृاêψ؆
ഏᇩωΖChit ཱིψᎁٵωွ᧩قΔڼழئΰܶץ۰
اΕড়Εαê ՂՕٲᖲ tÎ te lehψဎωᅝ teh ຘመඒߛ᧯ࠫၞ
۩ψփ֏ωthang ٽ֏ْ teࠌشΕ۟ਢ࠷זئ ê إᅝ
ࢤΖՈ༉ਢᝑψဎωᅝ teh t¼u-t¼u-á hông ࢭᎁ HÎ-lóΕড়୮Ε۰
اග ê ᄅئΖᅝ tong ࠌشဎ ê إᅝࢤ hông ᒔمԱΔࠡהගᆢ༚
ࠌشගᆢئ ê რᣋ ún-tàng ઌኙ૾܅Ζহ beh ംΔn¼ chúnψဎωÃtàng ਢψᇩωΔ৻ᑌ pê-pê อए 50  מê ཷृاߢ êψֲ
ωbÃ-tàng chiâ-chòψᇩωΛHit-kóa ࠐ۞ֱ۫ഏ୮ ê ႚඒՓቝᝑ
ψ ֣  ܌៖ ω ΰ Thomas Barclay, 1874-1935 α Ε ψ  ز ᙤ ω ΰ William
Campbell, 1871-1918αΕψ್ωΰGeorge L. Mackay, 1844-1901αΔ
࡚ԫԳ koh ఎᆵ bÃ chió ش֮ᐊ--ê ê ֮Ζਢ án-chóa in ê ئ
ψωbÃ-tàng ᇆψᇩωΔsoah tÎ hông ٨؆ഏΛIáu koh
 ڶhit-kóa ࠐ۞ࣟতࠅࢬᘯ êψ။তᄅωΕψkham-p¬-di-a ᄅωê ᄅ
ᄅԳ ê ئψ။তω֗ψkham-b¬-di-a ωthái ྤޏᇆψ
ᇩωΛ
ࠃኔՂΔဎ Ã-sái ਢഏ êψഏ اê ߢωΰlanguages of
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citizensαΔ˜-koh ኙ˜ਢψߢωΰTaiwanese languagesαΖဎ
Ε h¼m ။ত kap ࠡהᄅฝ اê ߢ k¼ng-khoánΔÃ-sái ਢ ê
ഏ اteh ࠌ شê ߢհԫΔ˜-koh lóng ˜ਢࠠڶႚอᖵז֏֮।
ࢤ êψߢωΖKá-sú ್ΕݚᄑᅜΕຑᖏ chit-kóa խഏԳᣋრ
ᎁٵ koh chiâ-chò ഏ ê ᄅ۰اΔin ᅝྥڶᙇᖗࠌشψဎω
in ê ئ ê ᦞܓΖ‹-koh ຍࠀྤז। in ࢴڶᖂߢ ê ᦞܓΔkoh
khah ྤז।ࠡהගᆢ lóng ài ࣋ඵڶගΕشޏڶψဎωئ ê
ᆠ೭Μ‹-koh టױ൦ऱਢΔ ڶbÃ-chió ֮ᖂ ê ઔߒृ soah ະԵ৸ ەê
l³-k¬-moâiΔ۞ᎁ൷ဎΕ࣋ඵئ chiah ਢψ֨୲ץωê ।
ΖChit ཱིψ֨୲ץωê ࠠ᧯।༉ te leh ֮ᖂߓࢬ ê Եᖂەᇢ kap
ᓰ࿓ૠᅝխΚlóng شဎ᧯Εk¼ ئᅝ˜-chiâ-m…hΖቝᝑΔట
chÃ  ࢬߓ֮ê Եᖂەᇢ kan-taەဎΕྤ༼ࠎسەᙇەئ ê ᦞ
ܓΙᓰ࿓ kan-taؘޣଥรԲ؆Εsoah ྤޣଥئΙՂᓰ
kan-taᝑဎࢨृֲᐊ ܂ê ܂Εsoah bÃ-giàn տฯئ֮ᖂΖChit ཱི
ê ֮ᖂߓ ءtÎ ài ټإψխഏ֮ᖂߓิזωchiah tiõhΜHit-kóa
kiò-se ka-te ֨ᐖՕ êψئ֮ळωΔૉ beh ᝑਢψ֨୲ץωê ।Δ
khah ᙁᝑਢزᣋᘩවئ ê ٥ حthang ፂᥨ in ਝ ڶê խ֮ਝܓ墿
ni¼-ni¼Ζ
ૉ chún բᆖ kiâԵ৵ཷ اê ழཚΔື૿ᝑ--ê ֮ᖂߓࢬך
የཷاழཚψഏਙωອᐙΕඈ؞ئ ê ွ tú-hó ਢ siÎng-hó ê
ࠏΖ
Chit  םءthçh ߢΕᎁٵᠲΔ༉ਢ beh ൶ಘԳ te ৵ཷا
ழཚኙψئࠌشωΕψئ֮ᖂωkapψ֮֏ࢤ᧯ωê ։ࣴ
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ऄΖگࢬםءᙕ--ê ਢृ te 1996 נڣഏᦰސߢᖂᖂ ࠩۯkah 2004 ڣ
te ګՕߓ֮ඒ םchit ཚၴ teٺઔಘᄎࢨृཚࢬע࿇। ê ڶᣂߢΕ
ᎁٵΕkap ֮ᦰᐊઔߒ ê ᓵ֮ΖChit-kóa ᓵ֮ᅝխΔ ڶch…t kóa ڂ
ڶຑࢤ ê ᒴਚࢬאຝٝփ୲ૹڶᓤΖ tiõh ᓵ֮ ê ݙᖞ kap ᔹᦰ ê
ֱঁࢤΔtãk ᒧᓵ֮ iáu ਢᅃנעݮΖᓵ֮ᐊ ܂ê ߢ tÎ ᅃྤ k¼ng ê
ؾऱ։ܑࠌشΕဎΕkap Ζ
Chit ڶםءթᓳנڤإठ ài ტట chÃ ԳΖChit گםءᙕ ê ᓵ֮ڍ
ᑇਢ teભഏᐚڠՕᖂᦰ םê ழࢬᐊ--êΔhit ཚၴૉྤᐚ ڠDallas-Fort
Worth چᗑᜤᅩᅩ֖ ê ᅃ tÎ టָႉܓൕࠃ֮ ê ઔߒΖChit ء
 םê ᒳᙀ kap ீᒚ ê Օפृᚨᇠ᥆ψॾٛഒࡳωê რႅΕᑰߐᓊΕ
ඩܩს kap ຫᣝܩΖ‹-t¼ án-neΔઔߒ ê ܗᆢ m¼ ኙ chit  םءê
ڶנటऴ൷ࢨृၴ൷ ê ಥΔin ։ܑਢຫᐠటΕຫࢣܩΕຫগ֮Ε
႓⛨ΕޕᇣᑽΕܨ။ႂΕ്دဉΕkap ࡵੱΖᅝྥΔૉྤψඒߛ
ຝഏං۩ࡡᄎωkapψפګՕᖂωê ᇖܗΔchit םء༉టָਊૠ
liÎng נڰठΖૉྤψᑗڜ᠔ೃω९ཚ ê ᢥܗΔءԳ ê ֮ઔߒ m¼ ట
ָᥛࠩ taΖ

ጽ࣏Мġ
ѠࠄǸԋεѠЎ!س
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ȐύЎހȑ!
࣠ڕၲ٤ཷچاᖵΔݺଚאױ࿇Օຝ։ऱཷڇچاሒ
ګਙएᗑم৵Δڶऱ؆ࠐਙᦞ݁ئृاཷڶࠡࠩڃࠀچاཷנ
ഏΖᤝڕΔ။তๅᠦऄഏᗑم৵Δऄഏཷاਙᦞൕ။তࠩڃࠀנऄ
ഏئഏΙឌഏๅᠦֲاཷءอए৵ΔֲاཷءਙᦞՈൕឌഏֲڃ
ءΖ
ൕ 17 ધࠐאຬᥛ࠹ࠩլٵ؆ࠐਙᦞऱཷاอएΖຍࠄ؆ࠐ
ਙᦞᅝխΔՕຝ։݁ᙟထཷاਙᦞऱᆵኟۖᠦၲΔᤝڰڕཚऱ๛
ᥞࡉ२ཚऱ᜔ֲءᅮΖྥۖՈڶԫࠄृاཷڂ؈ئاཷװഏΕྤऄڃ
ഏؘ࣍۟אႊബچاཷڇسऱࠏΖᤝڰڕཚऱᔤּ׆ཛ֗२ཚऱխ
ဎاഏ༉ਢຍᣊऱബسਙᦞΖ
ԫࠐᎅΔཷڇچاๅᠦཷاਙᦞᗑم৵ΔឈڇਙएڤݮՂሒګ
ᗑمԱΔྥۖהࠡڇᏆ壆ڕᆖᛎΕ֮֏Ε֮ᖂথؘآ౨ឭๅ៱ཷ
اਙᦞऱອᐙፖ༳൳Ζຍ༉ਢࢬᘯऱ৵ཷاွΖࢨڶԳᄎംΔ
բᆖاཷޔழཚߨࠩ৵ཷاऱၸԱႯΛլٵऱᖂृࢨڶլٵ
ऱߠᇞΖݺڇࠐΔ2000 ᜔ڣอՕᙇءطՒਙ᤻ψاၞ᤻ωᛧΔࢨ
אױঠൎီ२זխဎاഏཷاፖ৵ཷاழཚऱ։រΖ
ਙएऱءՒ֏ွᐛထڇխဎاഏཷࠫ᧯اՀΔດዬᝬԵ
৵ཷاழཚΖᙟထਙएءՒ֏ऱᝬၞΔءՒߢ֮֏Ոດዬ࠹ૹ
ီΖᤝڕΔ२ࠐڣٺՕᖂຬᥛمګլ֮֟ᖂ֗ߢઌᣂ
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ߓࢬΖຍैႨۿ।ࣔءՒߢ֮֏բנᙰ֚Εբឭๅ៱ཷاਙᦞ
ऱອᐙΖྥۖΔ࣠టڼڕႯΛ࣠ڕൕٺՕᖂ֮ᖂߓࢬၲऱᓰ
࿓ΕᜰᙄऱઔಘᄎΕ֗࿇।ऱᓵ֮ࠐΔဎսྥፂኙᚌႨऱٝ
ၦΔۖءՒߢࢬ۾ऱֺࠏսྥઌᅝೣ܅Ζ
࣍طബسਙᦞለ୲࣐ൽᥨࠡ؆ࠐอएऱءᔆΔᖄીᅝছٺՕᖂ
֮ᖂߓࢬཏሙᎁٵψဎωਢψᇩωۖլਢཷृاऱψ؆ഏ
ᇩωΖڼԫψᎁٵωွ᧩قΔئΰܶץ۰اΕড়
Εαᅝছऱٲᖲԯ࣍ڇψဎωڇإຘመඒߛ᧯ࠫၞ۩ψփ
֏ωٽא֏ࠡڇࠌشΕ۟ਢ࠷זئऱإᅝࢤΖՈ༉ਢ
ᎅψဎωإດዬࢭᎁ HoloΕড়୮Ε۰اගऱᄅئΖᅝဎ
ࠌشऱإᅝࢤᒔم৵Δࠡהගᆢ༚ࠌشගᆢئऱრᣋঞႨؘઌ
ኙ૾܅ΖݺଚլᆃംΔ࣠ڕψဎωאױਢψᇩωΔ߷۶ٵ
ਢ२ृاཷזߢऱψֲωլ౨ګψᇩωΛ߷ࠄࠐ۞ֱ۫ഏ
୮ऱႚඒՓ壆ڕψ֣܌៖ωΕψزᙤωΕψ್ωΔ࡚ԫ
ᔘࠀఎՀլ֟א֮ထ૪ऱ֮Δ۶הଚऱئψωլ
౨ጠψᇩωΔথ٨؆ഏΛ۟ਢ߷ࠄࠐ۞ࣟতࠅࢬᘯ
ψ။তᄅωΕψਭ୕ንᄅωऱᄅᄅԳऱئψ။তω֗
ψਭ୕ንω۶լޏጠψᇩωΛ
ࠃ ኔ Ղ Δ ဎ   א ױਢ   ऱ ψ ഏ  اऱ  ߢ ω ΰ languages of
citizensαΔ܀լਢψߢωΰTaiwanese languagesαΖဎΕ
ࡉ။ত֗ࠡהᄅฝاऱߢԫᑌΔאױਢऱഏشࠌڇاऱ
ߢհԫΔ܀ຟլਢࠠڶႚอᖵז֏֮।ࢤऱψߢωΖڕ
್࣠ΕݚᄑᅜΕຑᖏຍࠄխഏԳᣋრᎁٵࠀګഏऱ
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ᄅ۰اΔהଚᅝྥڶᙇᖗࠌشψဎωࠡئऱᦞܓΖ܀ຍࠀլז
।הଚࢴڶᖂߢऱᦞܓΔޓլז।ࠡהගᆢຟ࣋ඵڶග
Εشޏψဎωئऱᆠ೭Μױ൦ऱਢΔڶլ֮֟ᖂऱઔߒ
ृথະԵ৸ەऱࣽँΔ۞ᎁ൷ဎΕ࣋ඵئթਢψ୲ץ
֨ωऱ।Ζຍጟψ֨୲ץωऱࠠ᧯।༉࣍ڇ֮ᖂߓࢬऱԵᖂ
ەᇢ֗ᓰ࿓ૠᅝխΔ堚ԫאۥဎئီۖ᧯ֺᠪۛᝫլڕΖ
ᤝڕΔࢬߓ֮ڍऱԵᖂەᇢەဎۖլ༼ࠎسەᙇەئ
ऱᦞܓΙᓰ࿓ؘޣଥรԲ؆ΕথլޣଥئΙՂᓰᓫ
ဎࢨֲᐊ܂ऱ܂Εথլ୵ᓫئ֮ᖂΖຍᑌऱ֮ᖂߓࢨ
ᚨᇠټإψխഏ֮ᖂߓิזωթኙܣΜۖ߷ࠄ۞א֨ᐖՕऱ
ψئ֮ळωΔፖࠡᎅਢψ֨୲ץωऱ।Δլڕᎅਢፂᥨࠡਝڶ
հխ֮ਝܓ墿ۖزᣋᘩවئऱ٥حᒽԱΖ
࣠ڕբᝬԵ৵ཷاऱழཚΔՂ૪ऱ֮ᖂߓࢬךየཷاழ
ཚψഏਙωອᐙΕඈ؞ئऱွإਢ່ࠋऱࠏΖ
ءאߢΕᎁٵᠲΔ༉ਢ൶ಘԳڇ৵ཷاழཚኙ
ψئࠌشωΕψئ֮ᖂω֗ψ֮֏ࢤ᧯ωऱ։ࣴऄΖء
ࢬگᙕऱਢृ࣍ 1996 נڣഏᦰސߢᖂᖂ ۟ۯ2004 ڣٚඒ࣍ګՕ
ߓ֮ཚၴΔ࣍ٺઔಘᄎࢨཚࢬע࿇।ऱڶᣂߢΕᎁٵΕ֮֗
ᦰᐊઔߒհᓵ֮Ζٺᒧᓵ֮ᅝխΔڶڂࠄڶຑࢤਚຝٝփ୲ૹڶ
ᓤΖݙޣᖞፖᔹᦰऱֱঁࢤΔٺᒧᓵ֮սࠉᎎנעΖᐷ૪ᓵ֮ऱ
ߢঞࠉլٵऱؾऱΔ։ܑࠌشΕဎΕፖΖ
ءנڤإאठტऱԳॺൄڍΖءگᙕऱᓵ֮ڍᑇਢڇ
ભഏᐚڠՕᖂ༉ᦰழࢬᐷᐊऱΔ༉ᦰཚၴڍᐚڠሒ壂چᗑᜤᅩ
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1. ݈֏
Beh ൶ಘዧ֏֮ڗഎ1 ê ഏ୮Δᘣቝ။তΕឌഏ h¼m ֲ ءê ๅዧ2ሎ
೯ΔÃ-sái ùi 2 ଡֱࠐٻ൶ಘΚรԫΔዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ h¼m ዧڗ࿇ᄭچ
խഏ ê յ೯ᣂএΙรԲΔዧ֏֮ڗഎഏ୮փຝ ê ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐ
ឰΕಳ֏֮ޣ࿇୶ ê ္ޣΖ
Ùi ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ h¼m ዧڗ࿇ᄭچխഏ ê յ೯ᣂএࠐΔ။ত
kap ឌഏ te  ڰײlóng bat խഏऴ൷อएመΔ༉ጩ৵ࠐๅᠦխഏࠐᗑ
مΔm¼ lóng ԫऴፂਢխഏ êψ᥆ഏωê ॵ᥆ۯچΖ။ত h¼m ឌഏ ˜ta ਙएՂਢխഏ ê ॵ᥆ഏ ê ۯچΔte ֮֏Ղ m¼ ࠹ψխإอ֮֏ωê
ᨠ࢚ࠐ֭ΖIn ˜-ta tiõh ᖂψዧڗωΔm¼ tiõh ᙅښψնᆖω ê
ࠢײඒಝΖֲءឈྥ te ਙएՂ ˜-bat խഏอएመΔ˜-koh ڂዧཛ
h¼m ାཛ ê ൎႨ ê ᐙΔխഏ m¼ chiâ-chò ֲ֧ءၞ֮ढࠫ৫Εᑓُ ê
ኙွΖᖞ᧯ࠐᝑΔዧ ֏֮ڗê ഏ୮۞ዧཛၲࡨΔԫऴ࠹խഏ ê ਙए
h¼m ֮֏ֱ૿ ê ֭ᐙΔຍ m¼ ਢ chit-kóa ഏ୮¢g-b¼ng ຘመψᐒೈዧ
ڗωࠐሒګਙए kap ֮֏Ղݙ٤ᗑ مêψ؆ైڂڇωΖ
Ùi ഏ୮փຝ ê ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰΕಳ֏֮ޣ࿇୶ êψփຝڂ
ైωࠐΔchit-kúi-ê ഏ୮ڂ९ཚଗشψዧڗωkapψ֮ߢ֮ωᐊֱ
ڤΔທګ༳༽ዧ ڗê ֮Գอएၸ్ h¼m ๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳ3 ê ၸ్ኙمΖ
ངԫᇩᝑΔዧ˜ ڗ-ta ָᖂΕָᐊΔۖ chit ጟ ࠢײêψ֮ߢ֮ω
ᐊֱ ڤh¼m ៗԳᏯᝑ êψػᇩωݙڤݮ٤ྤ k¼ngΔທࠢײګᆖ ê
1

ࢬᘯ ê ዧ֏֮ڗഎਢਐ bat  ृࢨشiáu teh ࠌشψዧڗωᐊߓอ ê ഏ୮ࢨृچ

ΖᘣቝΔΕ။তΕཛធΕֲءΕխഏΕଉཽΕkap ᄅࡕףΖ
2

ψๅዧωte chia ਢਐຘመ֮ޏڗѧѧᐒዧࠫૻृࢨڗዧشࠌڗ࿓৫Δࠐሒګഏ

୮ ê ਙए kap ֮֏ ê ݙ٤ᗑمΖ
3

ๅߧᆬ th¢g-chhiah-khaΙៗԳ chò-sit-lângΖ

ᅇӷЎϯ୮ ê ಥᅇၮ! 3

ψᇞᤩᦞω༳༽ te ֮Գၸ్ ê ֫ᙰΖๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳؓழៗ to 
bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ thang װᖂᐊዧڗΕᖂࠢײΛChit ጟൣ ݮl³-bóe
ዝ᧢༳༽ዧ ڗê อएृ kap ˜-bat ዧ ڗê อएृ ê ၸ్ܑΖ
១ᝑΔዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ ê ๅዧሎ೯༉ਢഏփ ê षᄎՕฒ beh
ián-tó ഏփ êΕ৬ êΕ֮Գอएၸ్Δၞԫޡឭๅഏ؆ êΕՕխഏ êΕ
ਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌΔࠐሒاګගഏ୮ΰnation-stateαê ݙ٤ᗑمΖ

2. ႔ф̼͛ ê ።Ϋࡦഀ
խഏኙৱْ ê ᢰ h¼m ؆ഏԳ ê ኪ৫ tú-hó Ã-sái । teψնࣚࠫωê
ୃᖂ৸უΖխഏ ê ০৬ݺ۞אمխ֨ ê ᨠΚאଈຟႽ֨Δ
ٻ؆Ց ޢ500 ߺԫଡႽ⩊גΔlóng-chóng նଡΖᠦଈຟ lú  tÎ lú ມ
᨟Ιࠐ۞ֱࣟ ê tÎ ᇆψࣟڎωΔতֱ ê ᇆψত᨟ωΔֱ۫ ê ᇆ
ψ۫ڨωΔ ֱקê ᇆψ߅קωΖೈԱຍհ؆Δխഏ০ iáu  ޣin ài
ڣޢψཛಥωࢨृ chiâ-chò խഏ êψᢋ᥆ഏωΖ
۫ցছ 111 ڣΔዧཛ ê ዧࣳ০۾נᏆψত။ωΰ။তαΔലψত
။ωԵխഏ ê ऴ൷อएΖԫऴࠩ۫ց 939 ڣΔত။شܓାཛՕ႖ ê sîchÔn chiah ๅᠦխഏ ê ऴ൷อएΖឈྥ။তԳๅᠦխഏࠐ ψᗑمωΔ˜koh ။তؘႊࢭᎁխഏ êψࡲഏωê ۯچΔchit-ê ൣݮԫऴᥛࠩ२
זΖ۫ցছ 108 ڣΔዧࣳ০ࣚײཛធΔمψᑗωΕψట྾ωΕ
ψᜯ֢ωkapψخဟωಷΖ۫ց 4 ધΔtòa te ᚅጸۂতקԫ êψ
ᣝωԳ۾ސᑗಷΔ۞ࠐޔխഏ ê ऴ൷อएΔཛធ תsio-sòa ݮ
ګψᣝωΰKoguryoαΕψۍᛎωΰPaekcheαkapψᄅᢅωΰSillaα
3 ଡ׆ഏΙឈྥๅᠦխഏอएΔՕ᧯Ղ iáu ਢዧࠫڤ৫Ζ۫ց 668 ڣΔ
ᄅᢅψอԫωཛធԱΔᗨᄕᑓُାཛࠫ৫Ιsòa--lâi êψᣝ׆ཛω
ΰ918-1392αkoh ᒔمઝᜰࠫ৫Δψխഏωê ᆖ᧢ψཛធԳωؘଥ ê
ᓰ࿓Δዧ ڗêψإอω ۯچm¼ te chit-ch¼m ࡐದࠐΖֲ ءùi ٣ழז
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tÎ  ڶh¼m խഏ൷ᤛ ê ಖᙕΔዧཛࣳ০ ê sî-chÔn koh bat ψᔅωءֲ
ψዧࡡ؉ഏ׆ω८ٱΖឈྥֲ˜ ء-bat ࠹խഏอएΔ˜-koh ڂዧཛ
h¼m ାཛ ê ᐙԺΔխഏ m¼ ᧢ֲءᑓُ ê ኙွΖ
ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ೈԱਙएືᙰ࠹խഏ֭հ؆Δ؆ԫଡ٥ٵ
ۥ༉ਢଗشψዧڗωΕ֧ၞψᕢ୮৸უωkapψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΖTe ଗش
ዧ ڗê sî-chÔnΔin lóng tú-tiõh ዧྤڗऄ৫ݙ٤।ሒ in ka-te ê ߢ ê ം
ᠲΖIn tÎ شܓψዧڗωψಝᦰω4Εψଃᦰω5Δࢨृທψᄅዧڗωࠐ
ᚨ בchit-ê ംᠲΔ۟৵ࠐᖕψዧڗωê ݮڗኬኬ࿇୶ נin ka-te ê ᄅ
֮ߓڗอΔᘣቝᝑ။ত êψڗωΰChu-NomαΕཛធ êψHangulω6Ε
kap ֲ ءêψټωΰKanaαΖឈྥ in ڶ࿇୶ נka-te ê ֮ڗΔ˜-koh chitkóa ᄅ֮˜ ڗ-ta te Օխഏ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌՀ૿టָژسΔ۟ te in
ka-te ê ഏ୮փ૿ m¼ ᔡ࠹ਝܓ墿 ê ֮Գอएၸ్ ê ᎘ီ kap ؚᚘΖ
ψᄅ֮ڗωchiâ-chòψዧڗωê ॵ᥆ ۯچê ൣݮΔᥛࠩ 19Ε20 ધΔ
֘ཷاΕ֘০ഏ ê اගᆠ chhiâ-i¼ದࠐΔchiah t¼u-t¼u-á ၲࡨ᠏᧢Ζ

2.1. ႔ф ê ൴ण kap ᇆᜩ
ዧ ڗê រ tú-hó ࠐ۞ࡨዧ ڗê ۥΔࠠໂψݮΕଃΕᆠωΔԫ
ڗԫଃᆏΖ ê រڶՀ૿ 5 ଡΖChia-ê រΔԫຝ։ਢዧ ڗtú ໌ທ
ê ழ༉ ڶêΔԫຝ։ਢڂ৵ࠐ९ཚࠌشዧࢬڗዝ࿇ ࠐנê រΖ

4

ಝᦰΚଗشዧ ڗê რ৸Δءشഏߢ࿇ଃΖ

5

ଃᦰΚBô-chhap ዧ ڗê რ৸Δkan-ta ଗشዧ ڗê ዧ࿇ଃΔࠐ।ሒءഏ ê ᣊۿ

࿇ଃΖ
6

Hangul:ψতឌωڼழጠࡅឌഏ֮ڗψឌ֮ωê რ৸ΖHangul ਢཛធ֮ઔߒଫ

ං೯ृψࡌழᆖωΰChu Si-gyongαte 1913 ڣՂၲࡨࠌشΖקឌጠࡅཛធ֮ڗ
ϘChosonchaϙΰཛធڗαࢨृϘChongumϙΰإଃαΖ
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1.Жલ߄ॣфૈǴᇤᏤຒȐwordȑê ཀ֖Ƕ
2.ЖલፄॣຒȐpolysyllableȑᢀۺǴ״ᇟقวǶ
3.Жલᆒዴ܄ǴᇟཀኳጋόమǶ
4.Ⴤ chÃǵИᏢИǴ״ЎϯวǶ
5.ӷኧ chÃǴӑڇѺӷǵႝတϯคБߡǶȐጯࣁЎǴ1996ȑ
ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê Գا༉ਢڂࠌش।რ êψዧڗωΔທګψՑω
h¼mψ૿ω։ၲΔᐙထ৵ࠐ ê ֮֏࿇୶ΖTe ۫ᑛषᄎ֮ᢌ༚ᘋ
ழཚΔྤრխข سêψֱߢω֮ᖂΔؚధࢮԭ֮ ê إอۯچΰᣊࠢײۿ
ዧ֮ۯچαΔګݮ৵ࠐ۫ᑛاٺගഏ୮ΰnation-stateαê اග֮Εഏ
֮اᖂΖ⅄ढ chit ጟൣྤݮऄ৫ te ࣟࠅ࿇سΛڂ༉ਢዧچ֏֮ڗ
 ê Գ lóng ଗش।რ ê ዧڗΕ֮ߢ֮ᐊߓอΔທྤڗ֮ګऄ৫।
ߢۥΔ۞ྥ tÎ bÎe נػᇩ ê ഏ֮اᖂΖ
ዧ ڗê ᄭᙰΔױᔾ ê ᖕਢ ùi ཛ৵ཚ ګݮêψظ֮ωጩದΖԫ
ऴࠩࡨࠓܟքഏψอԫω֮ڗԱΔψዧڗωêψݮωchiah Օᄗ
ࡳᆵࠐΔm¼ ùi chit-ch¼m ၲࡨΔײዧ êψՑωh¼mψ૿ωإڤݮ
 ڤte ᠨՐሁՑ։ၲ࿇୶ΖÙi ਞટᖏഏࠩዧཛ ڣأchit ழၴࢬข سê
πᇣᆖρΕπᓵρΕπρΕπؐႚρkapπಖρΔײګݮዧ
 êψ૿ω᧯֮ࠢײΖዧאז৵ êψ֮Գωlóng ࡚ chit ጟψ֮᧯ω
ψإอωΖ
խഏ ê อएृ༉ਢຘመψዧڗωΕψᕢ୮৸უωkapψઝᜰࠫ৫ω
ê ૠΔፂ in ê ਝܓ墿Ζޢԫଡუ beh chiâ-chòψՓՕ֛ωၸ్ ê
ԳΔೈॺ h¼m ০ ڶchhin-chiâᣂএΔૉྤ tÎ ài ᖂψዧڗωΕᦰψײ
ࠢωkoh ຏመψەᜰࠫ৫ωΖ‹-kohΔchia-êψዧࠢײڗω˜-taָᦰΕָ
ᐊΔm¼ ָᇞΔڂ in ê ᐊֱڤਢ êψ֮ߢ֮ω૿Δࠀ˜ਢ
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ᖕψՑωࠐᐊ êΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔֲൄࢬࠌ شêψػᇩωh¼m ᐊ ê
ψ֮ߢ֮ωਢݙ٤ྤ k¼ng êΖ۾ՕڍᑇԳՑ ê ៗԳΔྤၵៗ to ྤ
ၵ bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ thang ᖂᐊψዧڗωΕψ֮ߢ֮ωΛChit ጟൣݮ
t¼u-t¼u-á ګݮψ၆ගωkapψៗԳωê ၸ్Δൎ֏৬षᄎΖڶԫ
ঋᝑΚψնᆖᦰຘຘΔ˜-bat ᚋ䜷Ιዧڗૉᦰᄎ batΔᏯᧃ
༉ڽؚωΔ༉ਢ teh ᝑዧָڗᖂΕָಖΕkoh ָᐊ ê ࿓৫Ζ

2.2.  ݑê ௲႔࿅
Te ࡨࠓܟքഏԱΔْᤉᥛٕנψᚢতωΖ۫ցছ 207
ڣΔԫۯጥᝤᐖࣟΕᐖ۫ΔᇆψTrieu Daωΰ᎓۲αê խഏ ê ല૨Δ
ലદࣾԿߡԵْ ê ጥᝤփ૿Δࠀمګψত။ωഏΖ۫ցছ 111  ڣê
ழΔዧཛ ê ዧࣳ০۾נᏆψত။ωΔലψত။ωԵխഏ ê ऴ൷อ
एΖԫऴࠩ۫ց 939 ڣΔত။ chiah شܓାཛՕ႖ ê sî-chÔn ๅᠦխഏऴ
൷อएΖឈྥ။তԳๅᠦխഏ ψᗑمωΔ˜-koh ။তؘႊࢭᎁխഏ ê
ψࡲഏωê ۯچΔchit-ê ൣݮԫऴᥛࠩ 19 ધऄഏ۾Ꮖ။ত chiah ޏ
᧢Ζ
Te။ত ê ৬ழཚΔޕཛΰLy dynastyαh¼m ຫཛΰTran dynastyα
ΰ۫ց 1010-1428αùi խഏ֧ၞ chin-chÃ ֮ढߓอΔץਔψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔ
ࠐൎ֏ψᕢ୮৸უωh¼m ࡳཛ זê ৬ഗ៕ΖངԫᇩᝑΔឈྥ။
ত˜ਢ te խഏ ê ऴ൷อएհՀΔխഏኙ။ত iáu ਢڶటՕ ê ᐙΖຍ m¼
ਢ⅄ढመߪ ê ။ত ê ᖵᖂ୮ຫૹ८ΰTran Trong Kim, 1882-1953α
ᝑΚ
ȨǾόᆅεΓλ࠸ǴፔѐᏢѝᏢύ୯ᐕўǴԶόᏢҁ
୯ўǶ၃፟ЎകΨाڂڗΪύ୯Ǵჹҁ୯ϐ٣߾ࢂѝӷό
ගǶ୯Γעҁ୯ᐕў࣮ԋ༾όىၰǴፕࣁޕϐคҔǶ೭Ψ
ࢂҗΪԾђаٰԾρؒԖ୯ЎǴಖғѝॷշΪдΓޑᇟ
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قǵдΓޑЎӷԶᏢǴϙሶ٣ڙΓৎགϯǴԶԾيค
ҺՖՅǴԋႽ߫ᇟ܌ᇥȬ༮္൜ѦȭٗޑᅿݩރǾȩ
Ȑഋख़ߎǵᔎёٰǴ1992ȑ
19 ધխཚΔऄഏشܓႚඒՓ࠹૰୭៶ՑΔٻ။তנΔޣ
ࠪՒچᓽᚍΖ1885 ڣऄഏ h¼m խഏ堚ཛૡψ੍֚යપωΔ堚ཛࢭᎁ
ऄഏ te ။ত êψঅᥨωۯچΔ။ত hông ڤإԵऄഏ ê ऴ൷อएΖԫ
ऴࠩԲڻՕᖏཚၴΔֲءႨԺၞԵ။তΔࣔݳΰHo Chi Minhα
شܓխΕऄΕֲ ê Կߡᣂএ chiah te 1945 مګڣψ။তا٥ࡉഏωΖ
৵ ࠐ koh ᆖ መ 2 pái ಳ  ޣᗑ  مΕ ឭ ๅ ؆ ࠐ อ ए ê  ٱ৫ ֭ ߷ ᖏ ञ
ΰIndochina War, 1946-1954; 1964-1975αchiah ৬ؾمছ êψ။তषᄎᆠ٥
ࡉഏωΖ
။ত ê ߢ h¼m ਙए ê ዝ᧢ᣂএΔÃ-sái ùi Հ૿ chit ്।ࠐנΚ
ழཚ
۫ցছ 111۫ց 939
939-1651
1651-1861
1861-1945
1945-

ਙएۯچ
խഏऴ൷อए
խഏ ê ᢋ᥆ഏ
խഏ ê ᢋ᥆ഏ
ऄഏ ê ཷچا
اගᗑم

Ց
။তᇩ/֮ߢଃ
။তᇩ/֮ߢଃ
။তᇩ/֮ߢଃ
။তᇩ/֮ߢଃ/ऄഏᇩ
။তᇩ
* ەJohn DeFrancis, 1977

ᐊߓอ
ዧ֮ΰዧ֮ߢ֮ڗα
ዧ֮/ڗ
ዧ֮/ڗ/ඒᄎᢅ್ڗ
ዧ֮/ڗ/ඒᄎᢅ್ڗ/ऄ֮
Quoc Nguΰᢅ್֏ഏڗα

2.2.1. ູࠒ ê ༈ಛਪቸفಛ
။ত ê ႚอᐊߓอਢאψዧڗωΕψ֮ߢ֮ωψإอچ
ۯωΖ။তԳ ka-te ࢬ໌ທ êψڗωê شຜ h¼m ࠌشԳՑ lóng టڶ
ૻΔਢཙዧုڗᇞΕ۵ᆖ kapψྤۯچωê ਬԳ7 teh ࠌشΖ
ψڗωΰiá-seψڗڗωαਢઌኙխഏψዧڗωࠐᝑΔতֱ ê ֮ڗ
ê რ৸Ζψڗωਢ te ။তࠌشψዧڗωԱΔ࿇شψዧڗωటָ।

7

ਬԳΚcha-b¯-lângΙഡՖΖ
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ሒ။তᇩΔchiah t¼u-t¼u-á ࿇୶ࠐנΖឈྥ။তԳທ נin ka-te ê ڗΔ
˜-koh ڗࠀྤ࠷זψዧ֮ωm¼ ྤऄ৫ڶψዧڗωê إอۯچΖڂ
ਢΚรԫΔte Օխഏ৸უ h¼m ઝᜰࠫ৫հՀΔ။তԳૉუ beh ࡴΕ
ψᖂംω tÎ ài ٣ᖂᦰᐊψዧڗωΕᙅښψ֞ωΕψω ê
ࠢײඒಝΖChit ጟൣݮհՀΔటָܑڶጟ֮ ڤݮڗÃ-tàng h¼m ዧڗઌኙ
ݼΖรԲΔឈྥ။তԳ໌ڶທ in ka-te êψڗωΔ˜-kohψڗωഗء
Ղਢਊᅃψዧڗωທ ڗê ࠐ໌ທΔۖψڗωፂ h¼mψዧ
ڗωk¼ng-khoán êψ؆ݮωΖངԫᇩᝑΔψڗωk¼ng-khoán ਢψᗤ
ߡגω֮ڗΕk¼ng-khoán ਢᓤᠧΕָᦰᐊ ê ֮ߓڗอΖ۟ Ô-tâng-sî-á
ψڗωkoh ֺዧ ڗkhah ָᐊΔڂψڗωti¼-ti¼ ٽ2 ଡዧڗΔ1
ଡז।࿇ଃΔ؆ 1 ଡז।რ৸Δࠐ chiâ-chò 1 ଡᄅ ê ڗψڗωΖᤝ
ڕᝑΔ။তԳٽψڗωkapψڗωࠐ chiâ-chò ᄅ êψڗڗωΙٽ
ψڗωh¼mψতωchiâ-chòψڗতωΖ
။ত ê ֮ڗԫऴࠩ 17 ધ chiah נଃߓอΖ1624  ڣê sî-chÔnΔ
ऄഏ ê ႚඒՓψሁωΰAlexandre de Rhodesαࠐࠩ။তΖْشᢅ್ڗ
ࠐئᐊ။তΔl³-bóe koh te 1651 נڣठรԫءπ။তΕᆿရ׃Εࢮ
ԭࠢڗρΰDictionarium Annamaticum, Lusetanum et LatinumαΖChit 
ᢅ್ߓڗอ৵ࠐᆖመଥޏΔchiâ-chò ࣔݳؒ။তᗑمԱഄԫ ê ഏࡳ
ᐊߓอΖψᢅ್ڗωte 17 ધႚԵ။তԱΔԫऴ lóng kan-ta֟ᑇ ê ֚
ඒஈ teh ࠌشΖឈྥᢅ್ڗଃߓอֺψዧڗωࢨृψڗω១
chÃ--lehΔ˜-koh ԫऴࠩ 20 ધᗑ مchìn-chêngΔm¼ ྤऄ৫ te ။তՕฒ
ᅝխཏሙದࠐΖຍ ê طਢՕڍᑇ ê ။তԳ९ཚၴ࠹।რ֮ ڗkap
Օխഏᨠ࢚ ê ᐙΔᎁ ùi ؆ഏႚඒՓႚԵࠐ ê ᢅ್ ˜ ڗਢψڗωΖ
ۖڂֱ۫ ê ႚඒՓ tú ࠐႚඒ ê ழΔh¼m ᅝچ။তԳլழڶᓢડ࿇
سΔૉڶ။তԳࠌشඒᄎᢅ್ڗΔْ༉ᄎچءהࠡԳᅝ܂ຏ ڑê ඒ
ஈࠐৱΔીࠌྤ sáԳཊࠌشΖ18 ધ ê ழΔឈྥऄഏ te อए။ত ê
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ॣཚՕԺං sak ᢅ್֏။ত֮Δ˜-koh ڂਢ؆ࠐอएृං sak ê ᣂ
এΔய࣠ m¼ టૻڶΖۖ te ऄഏං۩ᢅ್ ڗê sî-chÔnΔin ࿇ڂᢅ
್֏။তֺ֮ዧ֮ࢨृऄ֮ khah ړᖂΔti¼။তاගᆠሎ೯ृ thçh
ࠐႚ္ ޣê ֮ڗՠࠠΔࢬྤא؆Նऄഏ༉ೖַං۩ᢅ್ڗΖᢅ್
ڗ৵ࠐᣌଙਢط။তاගᆠሎ೯ृ sòa--lòe ං sakΖ

2.2.2. ߖф ê ᇭِၼଢ଼
20 ધॣΔ။তԳೖַႚอ êΕኙऄΕࣳԺݼञΔ୶ၲ२ זêΕॺ
ࣳԺ êΕاගᆠሎ೯Ζࠡխհԫ ê khang-khòe ਢං sak ᢅ್ڗΖޏ
 ê ။তاගᆠृ࿇ૉ beh chiâ-chò ཽإᗑ مê ഏ୮Δ˜-ta àiψ֘ऄωΔm¼ àiψๅ-ዧωΖBeh ሒ ګchit-ê ؾᑑΔtÎ ài षᄎՕฒڶԫ១
 ê ֮ڗՠࠠΔᆢฒڶᖲᄎگܮᄅवᢝΕፖषᄎޏທሎ೯Ζࢬ
אΔᤝڕᝑΔ။তاගᆠृ te 1907  ڶڣkhí ԫၴߏ مêψࣟࠇ۞طᖂ
ீωΰDong Kinh Nghia ThucαΔࠐႚᐾֱ۫ ê ᄅᨠ࢚Εઝᖂ kap ಝᒭᖂ
 سchiâ-chò اගሎ೯ृΖං۩ᢅ್ ڗm¼ ᖂீ٨Եං۩ሎ೯ ê ೭հ
ԫΖᢅ್ ڗte chit-ê ၸڂਢݼ֘۞נ؆ࠐอए ê اගᆠृ ê ං
۩Δt¼u-t¼u-á אֺڶছ khah chÃ Գ teh ࠌشΖ܀ਢ༉ kui-ê ။তՕᛩቼࠐ
ᝑΔᢅ್ ڗê ࠌ شiáu ਢ᥆࣍ॺ ੌê ۯچΖChit-ê ൣ ݮài kàu 1945 ڣ
مګࣔݳ။তا٥ࡉഏԱ chiah ၲࡨ᠏᧢Ζ
Te 1945  ڣchìn-chêngΔψ။তᇩωh¼mψᢅ್֏။ত֮ωiáu ਢ hông
ట᎘Δ֠ࠡਢঅښ ê वᢝٝ kap ࡴ koh khah  in ྤದΖᤝڕ
ᝑΔԫଡ။ত ê ਙएԳढ Ho Duy KienΔte 1931 ڣψٌຉ֭߷ཷچاᄎ
ᤜωಘᓵഗءඒߛ ê ழਐנΔ။তᇩਢ kap te ऄഏ ê GascogneΕ
BrittanyΕNormandy ࢨृ Provence ࢬ࿇ ê ψՒᇩω k¼ng-khoán ྤֽ
ᄷΕ܅ሁ ê ᇩΔૉਢ beh ല။তᇩ༼ࣙࠩᘣቝऄഏᇩࢨृխഏᇩ ê ֽ
ᄷΔài liáu 500  מê ழၴΖ
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Tng-tong  ࣔݳte 1945  ڣ9 ִॣ 2 ؒمګ။তا٥ࡉഏԱΔْ
sÔi te 9 ִॣ 9 ؒං۩။তᇩ kap Quoc NguΰഏڗΙᢅ್֏။ত֮α
ê ഏ୮ਙΖ ࣔݳ¢g-b¼ng ຘመ Quoc Ngu ԫֱ૿ൿೈॹᒐׄΔԫֱ૿
֊ឰ h¼m խഏ kô-kô-tî ê ᣂএΔthang-hó ཙ။ত ê ਙएΕ֮֏ᗑمᔮ
ሁΖTe ࣔݳං۩။তᢅ್ڗԱΔ٤ഏ bat  ڗê Գᑇ Ã-sái ùi Հ૿ chit ്
।ࠐנΚ
זڣ
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1953

Bat  ڗê Գᑇ
᜔۾ԳՑ ê ֺࠏ
2,520,678
14%
4,680,000
27%
6,880,000
39%
9,680,000
55%
11,580,000
66%
12,000,000
68%
14,000,000
79%
*ە႓ࠢᇨΔ1953Δp. 20

။তԳᄎ te ᗑمԱᐒൾψዧڗωආشψᢅ್ڗωΔkap in ऄഏ
อए ê ᖵહནڶᣂএΖऄഏኙ။ত ê ᐙڶΚ
1.

Ѻઇၸѐύ୯ࢂШࣚύЈ ê ᢀۺǶ

2.

ԋȨᅇӷȩte ຫࠄ ê ҅ӦՏ ê tín-t¼ngǶݤ୯ޣݯ
ᇡۓȨᅇӷȩࢂԋຫࠄΓངኀȨύচȩǵᝩុ h¼m ύ
୯ chiú ұ ê ख़ाӢનǶऩ beh ҔȨݤЎȩڗжȨᅇ
ЎȩǴਔளёૈԖ֚ᜤǴόӵ sak ᛥଭϯ êȨຫࠄ
ЎȩǴຫࠄΓԖࡋݤௗڙᛥଭӷ ê sî-chÔn chiah Ԗёૈ
ௗ ڙk¼ng-khoán ࢂҔᛥଭӷ êȨݤЎȩǶ

3.

ՋБࡘགྷ ê ΕǶݤ୯Бय़ଶЗຫࠄ êȨ ࣽ ᖐ ڋ
ࡋȩǴБय़ khí-chÎ ՋԄ ê ᏢਠǶᗨฅݤ୯ޣݯගٮ
ê ࢂԖज़ êǵ҇Ӧ êȨິဌ௲ػȩǴ˜-koh ೭ h¼m ၸѐ
 ê ύ୯Ԅ௲ػКၨଆٰǴiáu ԖࡋݤගٮຫࠄΓ khah
chÃ ᇡཥ ê ޕǵᢀ ۺê ᐒǶȐDeFrancis, 1977, pp.7783ȑ
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။তԳਢ án-chóa ڶchâi-ti¼u k¼ in ê ֮ߓڗอ᧢ޏᢅ್֏ ê Quoc
NguΛೈԱࣔݳڶਙࢌ ê ֭ kap ֘ऄഏΕ֘խഏ ê ᗑمࣷհ؆Δ
؆ԫଡૹైڂਢΔte 1945  ڣchìn-chêng 95% ê ။তԳ اlóng ਢॹᒐ
ׄΖڂڍᑇ ê ။তԳ ˜-bat ዧڗृࢨڗΔ۞ྥֺለ hit-kóa ࡴ kap
वᢝٝ ê ਝܓ墿ृ khah ୲࣐൷࠹ Quoc Ngu ᄅ ê ֮ߓڗอΖ

2.3. ᔹ઼ ê ௲႔࿅
۫ցছ 108 ڣΔዧࣳ০ࣚײཛធΔمψᑗωΕψట྾ωΕ
ψᜯ֢ωkapψخဟωಷΖ۫ց 4 ધΔtòa te ᚅጸۂতקԫ êψ
ᣝωԳ۾ސᑗಷΔ۞ࠐޔխഏ ê ऴ൷อएΔཛធ תsio-sòa ݮ
ګψᣝωΰKoguryoαΕψۍᛎωΰPaekcheαkapψᄅᢅωΰSillaα
3 ଡ׆ഏΙឈྥๅᠦխഏอएΔՕ᧯Ղ iáu ਢዧࠫڤ৫Ζ۫ց 668 ڣΔ
ᄅᢅψอԫωཛធԱΔᗨᄕᑓُାཛࠫ৫ΙSòa--lâi êψᣝ׆ཛω
ΰ918-1392αkoh ᒔمઝᜰࠫ৫Δψխഏωê ᆖ᧢ψཛធԳωؘଥ ê
ᓰ࿓Δዧ ڗêψإอω ۯچm¼ te chit-ch¼m ࡐದࠐΖ
ཛធ te ଗشዧڗᐊߓอ ê ழΔkap ။ত k¼ng-khoán tú-tiõh ዧڗ
ྤऄ৫ݙ٤।ሒ in ka-te ê ߢ ê ംᠲΔ৵ࠐ m¼ ࿇୶נཛធ ê ֮ߓڗอ
ѧѧψإଃω8Ζ1443 ޕڣཛࡲΰSejong, 1398-1450αࠫૡړႨཛធଃ
ֱ֮ڗூπಝإاଃρΔsòa--lâi te 1446 ڣֆ܉ං۩Ζޕཛ ࡲteπಝا
إଃρΰHun Min Jong Umα l¼i-té ᐊᝑΚ
୯ϐᇟॣ! ౦Яύ୯! ᆶЎӷό࣬ࢬ೯! ࡺ༿҇Ԗ܌టق
Զಖόள՜ځޣӭ !خϒࣁԜኈฅ! ཥڋΒΜΖӷ! ట
٬ΓΓܰಞ! ߡܭВҔخǾԖځᖂԶคځӷ! ଷύ୯ϐӷ
а೯ځҔ! ࢂซᢜϐ✙⯍Ψ! ଁૈၲԶคᛖЯ! ाࣣӚ
ᒿ܌ೀԶӼ! όёமϐ٬ӕΨ! րܿБᘶЎക! ᩂᔕ
8

ψإଃωΰChongumαਐࢬࡲቇ ܉êπಝإاଃρê ཛធଃ֮ڗΖ
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হ! ՠБ߰قᇟ! όᆶϐӕ! ᏢਜޣځԖ፪ϐᜤ᐀! ݯ
ᅢځੰޣԔשϐᜤ೯! ܯཥᛥᖙ㑸! ۈբӔ᠐! ҇۬۔໔!
ԿϞՉϐ! ฅࣣଷӷԶҔ! ܈ᔴ܈౾! ߚՠሄड़คዽԶς!
Կقܭᇟϐ໔! ߾όૈၲځోǾȐLee Sang-Baek, 1957ȑ!
ឈྥ ࡲchin kut-lãt teh ං۩ψإଃω֮ڗΔ˜-koh ክࠌشዧ ڗê
ՓՕ֛ਝܓ墿ၸ్ࠀྤట֨ beh ٽං۩ΖࡲመߪԱΔᗊ՞ܩ
ΰYonsangunαte ْ ۯڇê ழཚΰ1494-1506αΔڂڶԳشψإଃω֮ڗ
ᐊ႕ࠤࠐޅေْ ê ചਙΔْ༉ شܓchit-ê ᖲᄎՀחᆃַ koh ٦ࠌإشଃ
֮ڗΖψإଃω֮ڗ৵ࠐ hông ᇆψᘦ֮ω 9 ΕψՖωࢨृψቖ
ڗωΔڂ bat ዧ ڗê ֮Գၸ్ bÎe ದ chit ጟ֮ߓڗอΔીࠌᄅ֮ڗ
kan-ta te ࡉࡸࢨृਬԳհၴ֟ၦੌႚΖChit-ê ൣݮᥛ 500 ؆מΔԫ
ऴࠩ 19 ધأཛធԳ ê اගრᢝ giâ-koân chiah ၲࡨ᧢ޏΖ
Հ૿ਢឌഏ ê ߢ h¼m ਙए ê ዝ᧢መ࿓Κ
ழཚ
۫ցছ 108۫ց 313
313-1446
1446-1910
1910-1945
1948-

ਙएۯچ
խഏऴ൷อए

Ց
ཛធᇩ/֮ߢଃ

խഏ ê ᢋ᥆ഏ
խഏ ê ᢋ᥆ഏ
ֲ ءê ཷچا
Օឌاഏΰতឌα

ཛធᇩ/֮ߢଃ
ཛធᇩ/֮ߢଃ
ཛធᇩ/֮ߢଃ/ֲءᇩ
ཛធᇩ

ཛ ធ    اᆠ Գ  ا٥ ࡉ ഏ ཛធᇩ
ΰקឌα

1948-

ᐊߓอ
ዧ֮
ΰዧ֮ߢ֮ڗα
ዧ֮
ዧ֮/ᘦ֮
ዧ֮/ᘦ֮/ֲ֮
Hangul+Hancha
Hangul
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2.3.1. ᘀ ê ༈ಛਪቸفಛ
ཛធԳࠌشዧאڗ৵Δထ।ሒཛធΔڶආ ش3 ጟᓳᖞֱڤΔ
ψၢؤωΰHyangkaαΕψᦰٴωΰI-duα kapψٷωΰToαΖ
9

ᘦ֮ΰonmunαਢษঋΕػᇩ ê ֮ ڗê რ৸Ζ

10

ཛធ֮ڗϘHangulϙh¼mψዧڗωΰHanchaαê ᧯ٽΖዧڗਢ شte ùi ዧࠐ

ê ؆ࠐဲΖ
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ψၢؤωਢݙ٤ k¼ ዧڗᅝ܂।ଃ֮شࠌࠐڗΔh¼m ዧ ࠐڗê რ
৸ྤᣂএΔ شte ಖᙕၢዚ11ΕԳټΕټچֱ૿Ζᤝڕᝑψਈփ
ឆߪᆄឆωਢψݺਈဆ៳ωê რ৸Ζ
ψᦰٴωm¼ ᇆψٴሐωΕψٴᙰωࢨृψٷٴωΔࠐش।ಖܗ
ဲ h¼m ֏᧢ݠΖشऄਢΔψኔဲωشዧڗዧრΔψဠဲωشዧᦰڗ
ଃಖཛធଃΖᤝڕΚψՅٵ۴ԳٍהԳԬᘩ୭װԬवუᙊܛழ
ᔟᅝᆃַඑᥨլמᚦהԳٍ୭৵ߜխᆜܫլמڇԬߜޚԫۍ
ࠃωਢψૉ chai-iáڶԳ beh ୭ԳΔྤ k¼ ᖒࢨृז࿇سԱྤຏ
ࡴֱΔài ؚԫۍՀωê რ৸Ζ
ψٷωê شऄ kapψᦰٴωᣊۿΖᤝڕΔψ֚چհၴᆄढհխීΔ
ഄԳਢ່၆؍Δࢬ၆ԳृឆΔא٥ڶնਢᢅωΔψීωψ؍ω
ψឆω ਢଗዧᦰڗଃΔψωਢଗዧ ڗê ڗᆠΖ
ཛធԳ༉شܓዧ ڗkap ື૿ࢬᝑ ê ᧢ຏֱऄΔchiâ-chò ཛធ ê ᐊ
ߓอΔԫऴࠩ 15 ધޕཛࡲֆ܉πಝإاଃρא৵Δchiah ڶଃ֮
ڗψᘦ֮ωנΖTe ࡲֆ܉ං۩ᘦ֮ଃ֮ ڗê ழΔڂ kap hit ᅝ
ழ ê ՕխഏਙएΕ֮֏ ê ਮዌ h¼m ༳༽ዧ ڗê ֮Գၸ్ ê ਝܓ墿ڶᓢ
ડΔીࠌψᘦ֮ωkan-taං۩Օપ 50 מΔא৵༉ֱࡴᆃַΔchhun
اၴ֟ᑇ ê ԳೢೢشࠌגΖਝܓ墿ृ֘ኙཏ֮֗ڗΕवᢝ ê ኪ৫ Ãsái ùi Հ૿ chit-ê ࠏࠐנΖ1444  ڣ2 ִΔޕཛ ê ႃᔃᄥ೫༼ᖂψാᆄ
ߺωΰChoe Mal-liαՂง֘ኙࡲං۩ᘦ֮Κ
፣྅ୋගᏢஞٚ! ౧Г! Խҷᢀ! ᒆЎڋբԿ
ࣁઓ֮! ബނၮඵ! ⨮рίђ! ฅԶаԽᆅۘ !ـ
ԖёᅪޣඪѲӒᔊ! ᙣ౧Ϊࡕ! ҷோ! ဃຊ
Ȑ1ȑךරԾےаٰ! Կ၈٣ε! ᒥ !ڋϞӕЎӕ

11

ၢዚΰHyangkaαΚᄅᢅழཚ ê ႚอዚᝓΖ
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ॉϐਔ! ബբᒆЎ! Ԗ၀ᢀ᠋! ៴ГᒆЎ! ࣣҁђӷߚཥ
ӷΨ! ߾ӷᗨ८ђϐጆЎ! Ҕॣӝӷᅰϸܭђ! ჴค܌
Ᏽ! ऩࢬύ୯! ܈Ԗߚଁ ޣόԖཎܭ٣εኀ
Ȑ2ȑԾђΐԀϐϣ! ॥βᗨ౦! ҂ԖӢБقԶձࣁЎӷ!ޣ
ᗨᆾђՋহζВҁՋᑳϐᜪ! ӚԖځӷ! ࢂࣣӮإ٣Ը
คىၰ !ޣГҔኁᡂӮ! ҂ᆪᡂܭӮޣΨ! ᐕжύ୯ࣣ
аך୯ᆆηᒪ॥! Ўނᘶ㕙! Кᔕύ! ϞձբᒆЎ! ௭
ύ୯ԾӕܭӮ܌ࢂ !إᒏకӝϐ३ԶڗጶϐΤΨ! ଁ
ߚЎܴϐεಕࠌ
Ȑ3ȑཥᛥᖙᖃӔ᠐! ᗨᒏሄ߰! ฅࣣॷύ୯೯Ҕϐӷ! ࡼ
ܭᇟշ! ᆶЎӷϡό࣬ᚆ! ࡺᗨԿकӔႼᗧϐ২! Ѹటಞ
ϐ! Ӄ᠐௲ਜ! ಉޕЎӷ! ฅࡕΏҔӔ᠐! ҔӔ᠐ !ޣ
ᏧЎӷ! Ώૈၲཀ! ࡺӢӔ᠐ԶޕЎӷޣሥӭ! ҭᆶᏢϐ
շΨǾόޕဃ፣ϐЎӷ! ߾όᏢ㚋य़! ࢁܭ٣ϐࢂߚ!
২πܭᒆЎ! ஒՖҔࠌ! ך୯ৎᑈಕѓЎϐϯ! ৮ᅌԿ
ӦخǾ
Ȑ4ȑऩГӵӉఠᅢᜏ! аӔ᠐Ўӷਜϐ! ߾όޕЎϐ༿
҇! ӷϐৡ! ܈ठঌ! ϞаᒆЎޔਜ !قځ᠐٬᠋ϐ!
߾ᗨԿ༿ϐΓ! ࣣܰ᐀! Զค !ޣۙܤฅԾђύ୯قᆶ
Ўӕ! ᅢϐ໔! ঌ݉ࣗӭ! ॷаך୯قϐ! ᅢѥϐှӔ
᠐ !ޣᒃ᠐ܕᜏځޕᇠԶόയ╤ཱ! ӭԖ݉ܺߚࢂ !ޣό
ܕޕᜏϐЎཀ! ԶঌΨܴ !خऩฅ߾ᗨҔᒆЎ! Ֆ౦ܭ
Ԝ! ࢂޕӉᅢѳόѳ! ӧܭᅢӔϐӵՖ! ԶόӧقᆶЎϐ
ӕόӕΨ! టаᒆЎѳᅢᜏ! Խ҂ځـёΨ
Ȑ5ȑΥҥ٣ф! ό߈ೲ! ୯ৎКٰ! ୍ࣣೲԋ! ৮
ߚࣁݯϐᡏ! ៴ГᒆЎόளςԶࣁϐ! Ԝᡂܰ॥߫ϐε!ޣ
ᒉϷৌ࣬! ΠԿԭႻ! ୯ΓࣣГё! ซӃҘӃ۪! ׳у
Οࡘ! ፦ፏࡆЦԶό৺! ԵፏύԶคཎ! ԭШаߩဃΓԶ
ൽ! ฅࡕΏёՉΨ! Ϟόറ௦ဂ! ᡯзӔ፸ΜᎩΓ૽ಞ!
ΞᇸׯђΓρԋϐᜩਜ! ߕคዽϐᒆЎ! ᆫπӐኧΜΓ
څϐ! څటቶѲ! ܭځϺΠࡕШ! ϦՖӵǾ
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Ȑ6ȑӃᏂϓ! Υԭވӳ! ࣣღ !דԿܭਜ҄! ܭᏂޣ٣ന
߈! ฅӛӳ! ҭԾ഼ !דϞܿᗨቺ܄ԋ൩! ซወ
ЈဃᏢ! ځ҂Կᒆ! ᒆЎᕵГԖ! ЎγϤ᛬ϐ
Ը! ݩคճݯܭၰ! ԶΏࣴᆒࡘ! ഖВ౽ਔჴԖ
ཞܭਔ௵ϐᏢΨȐLee Sang-Baek, 1957ȑ

2.3.2. ߖф ê ᇭِၼଢ଼
ཛធ te 16 ધ أsio-sòa ᔡ࠹ֲ ءh¼m የ ڠê ధᡏॿฃԱ৵Δެࡳ
᠙ཛធ׆ཛΔऴࠩ 1876  ڣchiah koh te ֲ ءê ᚘԺհՀၲ࣋॰֪Ζཛ
ធԳ ê אཛធഏ୮ᎁ ٵê २اזගᆠΰnationalismαùi 19 ધݠ
גΔ֠ࠡਢ 1910  ڣchiâ-chò ֲאچاཷء৵ chiah ګݮΖ
ཛធ te 1894 ڣᐒൾႚอ êψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔkoh ؒψᘦ֮ωÃ-sái
chiâ-chò ֆڗ֮شΖཛធ ê זߢᖂઔߒ te ࡌழᆖ12ΰ1876-1916α
h¼m ८ઝ࡚Գ ê ං sak հՀ t¼u-t¼u-á ࿇୶ದࠐΖֲءอए ê sî-chÔnΔ
ཛធ ê ՠ ृ܂te 1921 مګڣψཛធઔߒᄎω13Δਊጩཛធ֮ ê
ᑑᄷ֏ kap ං೯ΖIn te 1933 ڣ࿇।πᏼڗऄอԫூρΔ1936 ڣ࿇।πᑑ
ᄷဲნႃρkoh נठᄎעπഏρΔ1940 ڣ࿇।π؆ࠐᑑಖऄρΖ
ψཛធઔߒᄎωං sak ཛធ֮ kap ཛធრᢝ ê ೯Δ৵ࠐءֲอ
एृᎁࡳ kap ං sak ཛធᗑڶمᣂᜤΔl³-bóe ፹ທࢬᘯ êψཛធᖂᄎ
ࠃٙωΔၚ܌ޕᕙᄎ 28 ԳΖ
1945 ءֲڣᖏඓא৵Δཛធ te 1948 ڣ։ܑمګψՕឌاഏωΰত
ឌαkapψཛធاᆠԳا٥ࡉഏωΰקឌαΖקឌ te 1949 ڣᐒೈዧ

12

ૹထڶ܂πഏ֮ࠢଃᖂρΰ1908αΕπഏ֮ऄρΰ1910αΕπଃρ

ΰ1914αΖ
13

1931 ټޏڣΔᇆψཛធᖂᄎωΖ
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ڗ14Εݙ٤ࠌشཛធଃ֮ڗΖতឌឈྥ te 1970 ؒᐒೈዧڗΔ˜-koh
ڂەᐞ۔ԫᔘ ê khah ክشዧڗΔiáu অఎ ch…t-kóa ዧڗΔ شteԳࢨټ
ृዧ ê ؆ࠐဲΖዧ ڗte ឌഏ ê ࠌ ࠏֺشÃ-sái ùi Հ૿ chit ്ᖕπཛធ
ֲρΰChosun Ilboαê ࢬڗشอૠ ࠐנê ቹ।ࠐ᧩قΚ
_____
-------˄˃˃
ˋ˃

Percent
Hancha

ኔᒵਢᑑᠲ ê ዧࠏֺڗ
ဠᒵਢփ֮ ê ዧࠏֺڗ
ΰTaylor, 1995α

˛˸˴˷˿˼́˸̆

ˉ˃
ˇ˃
˅˃

ʳʳʳʳʳʳ˦̂˶˼˴˿
ʳʳʳʳʳʳˣ̂˿˼̇˼˶˴˿

˕̂˷̌ʳ̇˸̋̇

˃
˄ˌ˄˃ ˄ˌ˅˃ ˄ˌˆ˃ ˄ˌˇ˃ ˄ˌˈ˃ ˄ˌˉ˃ ˄ˌˊ˃ ˄ˌˋ˃ ˄ˌˌ˃ ˅˃˃˃

Year of Sample

2.4. ͟ώ ê ௲႔࿅
۫ցছ 108 ڣΔዧࣳ০ࣚײཛធΔലཛធԵխഏ ê ऴ൷อएΖ
ዧཛ ê ֮ढࠫ৫ຘመཛធ תt¼u-t¼u-á ٻψଦωഏΔhit ᅝழ ê ֲءΔ
i¼15ࠐנΖૃᖢπ৵ዧρΰ445αಖሉΔψଦՅ܇ۍഏΔ۞ዧࣳ০ࡳཛ
ធ৵ΔࠌຏዧृԿԼ܇ഏΔዧᔅאଦ؉ഏ׆८ٱΞω16Ζ۫ց 7 ધ
ê sî-chÔnΔଦ؉ഏၞ۩ψՕ֏ᄅωΔᗨᄕ֧ၞΕᑓُାཛΰ618-895αê

14

60 אזڣ৵ലഗ ءê ዧڗԵᖂீඒߛΔ˜-koh ᐊ֮ ڗiáu se kan-taشᘦ֮Ζ

15

i¼Δψཋ܉ωê რ৸Ζ

16

ࣟዧ৬ࣳխցԲڣΰ57αΔଦ؉ഏ࡚ಥཛ၅Δ٠ࣳ০ᔅٱאፅΖChit-liãp ײᤄಖ

ሉ ê גٱΔ৵ࠐ 1784  ڣte ֲ ءê 壂ࡽᗼݳ၅࿇Ζ
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ਙएࠫ৫ΕߢΕ֮ᖂ h¼m ࡲඒΔࠀټޏᇆψֲءωΖ16 ધ ê
ழΔڂ۫ᑛψᆿရ׃ωΕψ۫ఄ׃ωΕψ๛ᥞω௧ᦞഏ୮լழॿ
ءֲحΔֲ ءkui-khì ᠙ኙ؆ٌຏΕၞԵ᠙ഏழזΔԫऴࠩ 1853 chiah
koh te ᑛભ০ഏᆠ ê ᚘԺհՀ phah-khuiΖֲ ءte २זᑛભ০ഏᆠ ê
ࠨᖿհՀΔၞ۩ਙएΕᆖᛎΕ֮֏ êψࣔएፂᄅωΰ1867αޏΖ

2.4.1. Рҏ ê ༈ಛਪቸفಛ
ᖕֲײءᤄπࠃײಖρΰ712αh¼mπֲءધρΰ720αê ಖ
ሉΔዧڗਢ te 4 ધ ê sî-chÔn ຘመཛធ ê ۍᛎ׆ഏႚֲࠩءΖSiÎngthâu-áΔዧ ڗê ࠌ شiáu ˜ਢటཏሙΔài ֲࠩ ءêψՕ֏ᄅωΰ645649αא৵Δዧ ڗê  ۯچkap ࠌ شchiah ࡐ kap ཏሙದࠐΖπࠃײಖρ
h¼mπֲءધρ༉ਢ te ዧ ڗsiÎng chhiâ-i¼ ê ழཚΰ7-9 ધαءֲط
ࡴֱشዧڗᒳᐊ êΕՂ ڰê 2 ຝֲءഏΖ
ֲ ءte ଗشዧ ڗê መ࿓Δk¼ng-khoán tú-tiõh h¼m ။তΕཛធࠌشዧ
֧ࢬڗ࿇ ê ംᠲΖထᇞެዧྤ֮ߢ֮ڗऄ৫।ሒֲءԳ ê ֲൄس
ՑΔin ༉شܓዧ ڗê ֮ᦰଃࠐ।ಖֲ ءê ՑଃΔchit ጟᐊֱڤ༉
ਢࢬᘯ êψᆄᆺټωΰManyoganaα17Ζڂψᆄᆺټωਢشዧڗ
ࠐז।ֲ ê ࿇ଃΔቤᓤᠧΕᐊದࠐྤ sù-seΔl³-bóe koh ലז।ֲ
ଃ ê ዧڗቤ១֏Δ ڤٺګݮêψټωΖ
ឈྥଃڤټటڰ༉ၲࡨ࿇୶Δ˜-koh te hit ᅝழାཛ ê ᐙհ
ՀΔ ټkan-taਢዧ ڗêψࣹଃฤᇆωΔࠀྤ chiâ-chò ڗ֮ڤإΖԫऴ
ࠩାཛଙᦝ 18 Ε10 ધא৵ chiah ڶၞԫޡ࿇୶ΖࠡխΔψؓټω

17

ᤝڕᝑΔψॳω࿇ଃΰaαΔψݳωΰshiαΔψڍωΰtaαΔψωΰnaαΔ

ψئωΰmoαΖπᆄᆺႃρΰca.759α༉ਢ شchit ጟֱࠐڤಖᙕႚอዚᝓΖ
18
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ΰhiraganaα 19 h¼mψׂټωΰkatakanaα 20 ዝ᧢վ ֲגê ᐊߓ
อΖ

2.4.2. ߖф ê ᇭِၼଢ଼
ֲ ءte 18 ધ৵תཚ phah-khui ॰֪א৵Δtãk-kang ൷ᤛ tiõh ê ᄅढ
ٙΕᄅᄗ࢚ lú ࠐ lú chÃΔထ khah ڶயࠐگܮΔ֧࿇נߢ֮ ڗê
ޏሎ೯Ζ18 ધ أê ്֮ޏՕᄗ։Կֱ૿Κ്٤ຝࠌش
ψټωΕ്ψᢅ್֏ڗωΕkap ૻࠫዧ ڗê ࠌشᑇၦΖ
รԫΔ്٤ຝࠌشψټωΖ1866ΔࣔएፂᄅছԫڣΔছയ
ΰMaejimaα ٻhit ᅝழ ê ᐚ՟ኟࢌ༼נτᐒַዧ ڗê რߠυΰKanji
gohaishi no giαΔ്ᐒೈዧڗΕݙ٤ආشټΔ৬مՑ ê ᐊֱ
ڤΔࠩψߢ֮ԫીωΖْᝑΔψشዧ࣍ڗඒߛΔ࣍طᖂࠡݮڗፖ
ଃಝΔᏁ၄९ՆழၴΔאીᒷګᄐհཚΖԾࠡڂᖂܺᣄΔ༉ᖂृ
࿕֟ω21Ζထං೯ݙ٤ࠌشټΔছയ te 1873 مψඔ፞षω
ΰKeimoshaαࠐ࿇۩٤ ټê ѧѧψֲׂޢټᄅፊωΰMainichi
hiragana shinbunαΖ1880 זڣΔषᄎՂڗ֮ޣଃ֏ ê ᜢଃ lú ࠐ lú
koânΖࠡխ്٤ش ټê Գ te 1883 مګψټଟᑗຝωΰKana no
kaiαΖ৵ࠐڂګኙՑᐊֱڤΕشټऄრߠ bÃ ٽΔԺၦ
soah t¼u-t¼u-á ཋװΖ
รԲΔ്ψᢅ್֏ڗωΖଃ֏ ê ֮ٻֱޏڗΔೈԱټհ
؆Δiáu ڶᢅ್ ֏ڗê ്Ζ1869 ڣΔতຝᆠᤂΰNanbu Yoshikazuαٻ
19

ᖕ౻ ê ݮڗ࿇୶ࠐנΖڂ ټkhah ྤۯچΔ࿇୶መ࿓խਢਬԳ teh

ࠌشΔࢬ אm¼ ᇆψՖ֮ڗωΰonnamojiαࢨृψՖ֫ωΰonnadeαΖ ټڶêπᄭ
ּढρ༉ਢ شhiragana chh¼m ຝ։ ê ዧڗᐊ ࠐנêΖ
20

ᖕᄒ ê ݮڗ࿇୶ࠐנΖਢࡉࡸ༼ࠐုᇞ۵ᆖΖ

21

ຫ֮Δ1954. P. 21.
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hit ᅝழ ê Օᖂᙰΰඒߛຝ९α༼נτଥഏᓵυΔشޏ്ᢅ್ڗ
ئΖ1874 ڣΔ۫ࡌ teπࣔքᠧρ࿇।τڗشᐊഏᓵυΔ։࣫
ආشᢅ್ ڗê ړΖ۫ࡌ്ԫԳᖂᢅ್ ֏ڗê ഏ༉ړΔ
ψዧڗωΕψዧᖂωٌխᖂאՂ ê ᖂᦰسΖ80 זڣΔ്ᢅ್֏ڗ
ê Գ te 1885 مګψᢅ್ڗᄎωΰRomaji kaiαΔkoh ࿇۩ψᢅ್ڗᠧω
ΰRomaji zasshiαΖᢅ್ڗሎ೯ೈԱ tú-tiõh ټሎ೯ k¼ng-khoán ê ംᠲ
հ؆Δkoh ࿇سආشԫᢅ್ֱڗூ ê ܺឫ kap ବ୮Ζψ႕࡞ڤω
ΰHepburnαkapψֲڤءωΰNipponshikiα༉ਢ hit ᅝழ ê ᢅ್ֱڗ
ூΖ
20 ધא৵Δֲءਙࢌထᇞެᢅ್ֱڗூ ê ംᠲΔte 1930 ڣ
مψᜯழᢅ್ڗᓳᄎωΔ৵ࠐ te 1937 ࿇܉ψಝڤחωΰKunreishikiαê
ଃֱூΖګݮψಝڤחωΕψֲڤءωΕψ႕࡞ڤωյઌլࣚΕኙ
 مê ૿ݝΖԫऴࠩ chit-mái iáu-bÎe ݙ٤ᇞެΖլመڂψಝڤחωਢڶ
ഏ୮ ê ਙएԺၦ teh ֭Δt¼u-t¼u-á chiâ-chò ֲ ءê ᢅ್ڗଃֱ
ூΖ
รԿΔૻࠫዧ ڗê ࠌشᑇၦΖֲ ءê ֮ޏڗೈԱଃ֏്հ
؆Δiáu ࠫૻڶዧڗڗᑇΕ១֏ዧ ᧯ڗڗê ്Ζ໌مᐜᚨՕᖂ ê ඒߛ
୮壂ᖻᘱٳΰFukuzawa Yukichiαte 1873 ࿇।τ֮ڗհඒυΰMoji no
oshieαΔْᎁ k¼ ߔ leh شΕᓤᠧ ê ዧ ڗthçh ൾΔchhun ԲΕԿՏ ڗê
ᑇၦ༉ڶജشΖـມ֮ႂΰYano Fumioα m¼ te 1886 ࿇।τֲ֮᧯֮ء
ڗᄅᓵυΰNihon buntai moji shinronαΔ৵ࠐ koh ᒳπԿՏ֧ڗڗρ
ΰSanzenji jibikiαࠐං sak ْ ê ്Ζ
1900 ڣΔ֮ຝઊၞ۩ ټê ᑑᄷ֏Εଥޏዧဲ ê ټᐊऄΕkap
ૻࠫ՛ᖂ l¼i-té ዧ ڗشڗte 1,200 ڗΖTe ֮ຝઊ࿇܉ֱ֮ޏூא
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৵Δᔡ࠹অښႨԺ֘ݼΔsoah te 1908 ᑉೖኔਜΖ1921 ڣΔԫೄ22ࣟࠇΕ
Օ߾ ê ᄅፊՠृ܂࿇।១֟ዧڗΕᏺף ࠏֺشࠌټêτKanji seigen o
teishoυᜢࣔΖ1923 ڣΔ֮ຝઊ êψᜯழഏᓳᄎωֆ ܉2,108  ڗê
πൄشዧڗ।ρΖChit-ê ֱூ te 1931 ڣଥޏ 1856 ڗΔۖᄷໂං۩Δ
soah ڂψየࠃڠٙωࠐխַ23Ζ1942 ڣΔ֮ຝઊ êψഏᐉᤜᄎωᚵ
ࡳπᑑᄷዧڗ।ρΰHyojun kanjihyoαΔץਔൄ ڗش1,134 ڗΕᄷൄڗش
1,320 ڗΕܑ ڗ74 ڗΖᚵࡳԱΔte ࠡהຝ॰ ê ৬ᤜڗشհՀΔᏺ ף141
ڗΕ᧢᜔ᑇ 2,669 ڗΔl³-bóe ֮طຝઊ࿇।ࠐנΖ
ᖏ৵ΔֲءփᎹ te 1946  ڣ11 ִ 16 ֆ شࠌ܉1,850  ڗêπᅝشዧڗ
।ρΰToyo kanjihyoαΖ৵ࠐ koh ùiπᅝشዧڗ।ρᙇ נ881 ڗΔchiâchòπᅝشዧܑڗ।ρΔte 1948 ֆ܉՛ᖂᓰ ءê ࠌشᒤΖ1949 ֆ܉
πᅝشዧ᧯ڗڗ।ρΔᒔࡳዧ ڗê ᧯ڗ24Ζֲء זê ᐊߓอ༉ਢᆖ
መᖏ৵ chit ޏመ࿓Δt¼u-t¼u-á ࡳದࠐΔګݮহ chit-mái ࢬထ ê
ֲ֮Ζ

3. ௲႔ྻજ ê ώኳ
။তΕཛធ h¼m ֲ ءê ๅዧሎ೯ΔഗءՂ༉ਢๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳ beh
ián-tó խᐋ êΕփຝ êΕՓՕ֛อएၸ్Δၞԫޡឭๅືᐋ êΕ؆ࠐ êΕ
խഏ৬׆ཛ ê ᚘ૰Δሒګ೯Օฒ ê tháu-pàng25Ζ
ዧ ڗte 3000 ڣছၲࡨ࿇୶א৵Δխഏ ê อएृຘመψዧڗωΕ
ψᕢ୮৸უωkapψઝᜰࠫ৫ωê ૠΔፂ in ਝܓ墿 ê อएၸ్Ζ
22

ԫೄΚch…t- tenΖ

23

ԫֱ૿ڂ ài ಖሉխഏ ê ԳټΕټچΔᏁՕၦዧڗΙԫֱ૿ m¼ ڂ૨ഏᆠ

֘ኙᐒዧ ڗê অ֨ښኪΖ
24

ࠡխ ڶ300 ؆ڗਢ១᧯ڗΖ

25

tháu-pàng: ᇞ࣋ ê რ৸Ζ
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ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ڂྤ࿇୶ נka-te ê ᐊߓอΔထಖᙕ ka-te ê 
ߢΕگܮवᢝΔk¼ խഏଗψዧڗω֮ߓڗอΖ֧ၞዧڗԱΔڂዧ
 ڗê ָᐊΕָᦰΕྤᔞٽ।ಖଃ ê ࢤΔψዧڗωԫֱ૿ທګψ
ᐊߓอωh¼mψػᇩՑωê ։ᠦΕԫֱ૿ഏփ ê ၆ග thçh ࠐፂ
ਝܓ墿 ê ՠࠠΖഏփ ê ၆ගຘመٻխഏၞಥΕཛਈΕ֧ၞψᕢ୮৸
უωkapψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔࠐႿທ kap ࡳψዧڗωê إอۯچΖངԫ
ᇩᝑΔዧ ڗê  ۯچlú 壀ᆣΔin ê ၆ගၸ్ lú ࡐΖഏփ ê ᐖՕ ê ೯ၸ
్Δ༉ਢ te ഏփ ê ၆ග kap ഏ؆ ê ՕխഏਙएਮዌՀ૿ᔡ࠹ᠨૹᚘ૰Ζ
؆ԫֱ૿ΔᐖՕ ê ೯ၸᐋထಖᙕ ka-te ê ߢΕس֮֏Δ
ຘመଥޏዧڗΔኬኬاګݮגၴੌႚ ê ᐊ֮ڗΖψڗωΕψᘦ
֮ωh¼mψټω༉ਢ án-ne ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖChit ጟᐊ֮ڗឈྥ te hit ᅝ
ழ ê ՕխഏਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌՀ૿ྤ hông ૹီΔ˜-koh tng-tong ਙएΕ֮
֏א᧢ޏ৵Δchit ጟ֮ߓڗอᐊ ࠐנê ܂ soah ထ৵ࠐ ê Գ ê ्ࡳΖ
ᤝڕᝑΔڗ êπ८ճႚρΕᘦ֮ êπާ堚ႚρΕ ټêπᄭּढ
ρΖ
२זᑛભႨԺၞԵࠅא৵Δዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌၲࡨ
tín-t¼ng26ΖਙएՂΔխഏբᆖྤᘣቝ khah  ڰhiah ൎ ê ൳ࠫԺΙ֮֏
ՂΔխഏ m¼ ˜ਢഄԫ ê խ֨ΙߢՂΔψዧ֮ߢ֮ڗωբᆖྤऄ
৫ᚨ בlú ࠐ lú chÃ ê ֱ۫ઝ ݾkap ᄗ࢚Ζዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê वᢝٝထᝩ
܍Գاᔡ࠹০ഏᆠ ê รԿᐋଷচΔၲࡨ֘ઊΕ৸ەഏ୮ਮዌΕࡳ ۯê
ംᠲΖIn ެࡳࣈൾՕխഏ ê ਙएਮዌΔದທֱ۫२ זê اගഏ୮ΖTe
ದທᄅ ê ഏ୮ਮዌ ê sî-chÔnΔᅝྥᄎ tú-tiõh ႚอ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌ ê অ
ښԺၦ ê ॴᖒΖᄅ ê ഏ୮ਮዌૉ beh ࡳΔೈԱ ài ián-tó ៱ ê ਙएႨԺ
հ؆Δm¼ ài ឭๅ៱ ê ֮֏ޔᆙΔຘመ৬مᄅ ê ֮֏ chiah ڶऄ৫ࡳᄅ

26

೯ᄀΖ
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ê ਙएਮዌΖᅝॣழΔխഏ ê อएृ༉ਢຘመψዧ֏֮ڗωࠐࡳ৬
ê ਙएਮዌΖ
ഗءՂΔਙए h¼m ֮֏ਢ٥ سê ᣂএΖਙए Ã-tàng ᐙ֮֏Δ֮
֏ m¼ Ã-tàng ެࡳਙएΖא။তࠏΔ။ত࠹խഏ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ᐙ
2000 מԱΔÃ-tàng chiâ-chò ᗑ مê اගഏ୮Δࠀ˜ਢ hiông-hiông ùi ֚ື
lak--lõh-lâi-êΖ။ত ê ႚอਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌ te 19 ધऄഏႨԺၞԵא৵
chiah ၲࡨ᠏᧢ΖऄഏࣳאԺ৬ اཷمê ਙएਮዌא৵Δsòa--lâi ᐒַ။
ত ê ઝᜰࠫ৫Εၞ۩֮֏ ê ᇞዌ kap ٦ዌΔthang-hó ᏺ ࠫ᧯اཷףê
ࡳ৫Ζא။ত ê ᨠរࠐΔૉ beh ৬مᗑ مê اගഏ୮ΔtÎ ài tàn ൾ
ႚอ ê խഏڤਮዌ kap ឭๅᄅࠐ ê ऄഏࠫ᧯اཷڤΖऄഏ ê տԵ tú-hó Ãtàng tàu ࣈൾխഏ ڤê ਮዌΔsòa--lõh-lâi ài  ê ਢ৬ مka-te ê ਙएΕ֮֏
ਮዌΖ။তԳਝྥ te ૨ࠃ kap ਙए téng-thâu ྤऄ৫ sÔi ထܓΔto ài
ùi ֮֏ֱ૿ tàu ᆵ֫Δຘመ֮֏ h¼m ਙएਢ٥ سê ᣂএΔีᗨ֘ݼԺ
ၦΖ။ত ê वᢝٝຘመං೯။ত֮ࠐཏ֗वᢝΕףൎاගრᢝΕ
ีᗨਙए֘ ݼê ᇷᄭΖTng-tong 1945 ڣؒᗑمΕ৬مਙएਮዌא৵Δ
sÔi ؒ။ত֮ ê ഏۯچΕᢅ್֏ڗΔ৬م။ত ê ֮֏ਮዌΖຘመ
h¼m խഏΕऄഏྤ k¼ng ê ֮֏ਮዌΔࠐᒔঅਙएਮዌ ê ࡳΔሒګਙ
एΕ֮֏ ê ݙ٤ᗑمΖ

4. ඕኢ
Ùi ዧچ֏֮ڗ ê ࿇୶ࠐΔ။তΕឌഏ h¼m ֲءലݙ٤ࠌشዧ
᧢ޏڗྤ k¼ng ê ᐊߓอΔڂ in ˜-ta ޣਙएՂ ê ᗑ مm¼ ޣ
֮֏Ղ ê ݙ٤ᗑمΖངࠐΔԳ˜-ta iáu teh ञᓵ ài شψխഏ
֮ωࢨृψ֮ωΔm¼ teh ञᓵ֮ ê ֱ֮ڗூΖԫࠐ
ᝑΔڶ֮ԿጟᐊֱڤΚ٤ຝࠌشዧ ڗêψ٤ዧωΔዧ ڗh¼m ᢅ್
 ڗl¼m leh  شêψዧᢅωΔkap kan-taࠌشᢅ್ ڗêψ٤ᢅωΖChit 3 ጟֱ
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 ڤbÎe-sÔ tú-hó ֘ᚨڶנᣂ h¼m խഏᣂএ ê ਙए္ޣΚอԫΔፂ
णΔkap ᗑمΖTe ଉཽΔin ፂࠌشխഏ।რ֮ڗΔkan-taᄅທ ch…tkóa ᄅዧࠐڗঠൎᔞᚨ in ê ᐖࣟᇩΖຍ֘ਠ נin te 1997 ài ψូڃխഏωê
ሎࡎΖ
။তΕឌഏ h¼m ֲء༉ਢຘመๅዧ ê መ࿓ΔࠐሒګਙएΕ֮֏ ê
ᗑمΖԳૉ beh chiâ-chò ᗑ مê اගഏ୮Δ༉ ài ຘመ֮֏ êψๅዧ
ሎ೯ωΔડధؾছਙएՂ ê ᙭Δchiah ױڶ౨ሒګΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 1997 ԃಃ 3 ۛчऍࢪѠࣴزፕЎԃǴMay 30-June 1, University of
California at Berkeleyȝ
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1. ݈֏
ྤᓵਢࢨृխഏΔpi¼n ૉᓵ֮ࠩᖂΔڍᑇ lóng ਢ
khi¼ te ዧ ڗê ߡ৫ࠐ֮ᖂ ê ࿇୶Ζᄎ ڶchit ጟኙ֮ᖂ ê ᎄ
ᇞΔ᧩ قin chia ዧ ڗê ਝܓ墿ृૉ ˜ ਢኙྤԱᇞ༉ਢԹՠ beh
am-khàmψᢅ್ ڗchiah ਢรԫ ê נ ê ֮ᖂߢωê ᖵࠃኔΜ
হ chai-iáΔte ᑛԳ࿇ chìn-chêngΔਢতߓ ê ۰
 اê ֚ՀΖHit tong-chÔn ê ۰ྤࠀا࿇୶ߓڗ֮נอΔࢬ אin ê ֮ᖂ
ڤݮਢאᏯ tú Ꮿੌႚ ê ֱڤΖٍ༉ਢᝑΔhit ᅝழ ê  kan-taڶՑ
֮ᖂΰoral literatureαΔiáu ྤ૿֮ᖂΰwritten literatureαΖၞԵ
૿֮ᖂ ê ழזਢ ùi ๛ᥞԳ۾ᏆΕشᢅ್ڗཙؓ୕ගૠᐊ
ߓอΕkoh ၲᖂீ chiah ၲࡨጩದΖ ڶch…t-kóa խഏԳΔቝᝑײᤉഘ
ΰ2003:26αΔᝑ֮ᖂਢ ùi 1652 ާڣ٠֮ዦੌࠐ chiah ၲࡨ࿇୶
ದࠐΖຍءਢྤԱᇞ m¼ ྤ堚ᄑࢬᝑ ࠐנê ԫጟ in ka-te
˜-chai thang ߠూ ê ూᇩΖIn ྤԱᇞᝑΔ te 1636 ڣ༉բᆖمᢅ್
 ڗê ᖂீ àΙte ާ٠֮ࠐ chìn-chêngΔڰ༉ڶట chÃ شᢅ್ڗ
ᐊؓ୕ගߢ ê נठΰHeylen, 2001αΖChit-kóa נठ kap ᖂீඒߛ
ߓอਢআګᢅ್ ڗchiâ-chò ֮ᖂՂรԫ ê ֮ᖂߢ ê ૹైڂΜ
ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอ te  ê ࿇୶ΔՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ 2 ଡழཚΰChiung,
2001αΖรԫ ê ழཚਢ๛ᥞอएழطז๛ᥞႚඒՓࢬૠ ê ༴ᐊؓ୕ග
ߢ êψᄅཽ֮ωΰޘՂऴڻΔ1933αΖChit-ê ழཚՕᄗ ùi 17 ધ๛
ᥞ۾Ꮖࠩ kah 19 ધॣཚΖรԲ ê ழཚਢ 19 ધ৵ ࠩתtanΔֱ۫ط
ႚඒՓૠΕ teh ༴ᐊ êϘPçh-oÃ-jeϙ㧔ػᇩڗαΰᓏ֮Δ
2001Ιᇀ॑Δ2004αΖڂشᢅ್ࠐڗᐊ ê ֮ߓڗอਢ᥆ଃۯ
khah า ê ଃై֮ڗΔࢬڶْאᖂயΕრᄷᒔࢤ ê ۥΖChit
ཱི ê  ۥtú-hó ฤػٽᇩᐊ ê ഗءᏁޣΖ
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ڂψᄅཽ֮ωkapψػᇩڗωlóng ਢଃై֮ڗΔۖ in lóng ᥛ
۫ᑛ२זഏ֮اᖂ ê ػᇩᐊᑓڤΔࢬא֮ᖂԫၞԵ૿ழז
༉ਢאψػᇩωê ψᄅ֮ᖂωê ֱڤ࿇୶ΖHit-kóa شዧ֮ߢ֮ڗᐊ ܂ê
ࢬᘯ ê ψ៱֮ᖂωΔࠡኔਢ࠹ψᔤּ׆ཛωkapψየ堚০ഏω؆ࠐ
อएཚၴΔ࠹խഏႚอ֮ᖂᐙհՀ ê ขढΖ֮ᖂ lóng ክ k¼
֮ᖂՂψᔤּ׆ཛωkapψየ堚০ഏωழཚ ê ֮ᖂ܂ᇆψײ
֮ࠢᖂωࢨृψ៱֮ᖂωΔኔڇᝑΔin ᚨᇠޏႚอዧᇣΕዧ֮Ζڂ
ψ֮ࠢײᖂωΕψ៱֮ᖂωࠡኔਢ khi¼ te խഏբᆖ ڶkúi Տڣዧڗ
ᐊႚอ ê ᖵߡ৫ࠐᝑΔૉ khi¼ te  ê ߡ৫ΔՂ ڰê ૿ਢش
ᢅ್ڗᐊ ê ᄅཽ֮ chiah tiõhΖ
Te chit ٝᓵ֮ l¼i-téΔহᄎ٣։֮࣫ ڗkap वᢝΕᦞԺ ê ᣂএΔkoh
։࣫۫ᑛػᇩ֮ᖂኙ ê ᐙΔsòa--lâi হᄎᜰࠏᢞࣔشᢅ್ڗᐊ ê
ψᄅཽ֮ωkapψػᇩڗωchiah ਢᄅ֮ᖂ ê ၲഗలΖ

3/ ͛ф h¼m ۢᙊăᝋ˧ ê ᙯܼ!
֮ ڗkám ԫၲࡨ༉ਢ tiõh ֮ᖂ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΛ‹ਢΜ֮ڗ
ԫၲࡨ lóng ਢᖙ൳ te ֟ᑇԳ ê ֫ᙰΔte խ؇ႃᦞ ê ਙएΕࡲඒቸ᧯ ê ֭
հՀ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΰDiamond, 1997:235αΖ
ڰཚ ê ਙएิ៣ tiõh Խ࠳Εࢼ࿔Ε۩ਙ ê ؾऱ chiah ࿇୶֮נ
ڗΖቝᝑΔহ chín ࢬवՂ ڰê ֮ڗհԫψSume ֮ڗωΰSumerian
cuneiformαΔْԫၲࡨ kan-taਢ ch…t-kóa  ဲټkap ᑇ ڗniâΔਢ܂
ಖെ ê ՠࠠΰGelb, 1952:62αΖKoh ቝᝑΔխഏዧ ڗê ګݮመ࿓ᅝխΔԫ
ၲࡨਢאԽ࠳ؾऱΖ
֮ߓڗอ ê ૠࠀ ˜ਢԫၲࡨ࿇୶༉టݙભΔm¼ ˜ ਢԫၲࡨ༉ᔞ
֮ٽᖂ໌܂Ζਬጟ࿓৫ࠐᝑΔ֮ ڗê ዌᄎᐙْ hông thçh ࠐࠌ شê
شຜΖ ټڶê ֮ڗᖂ୮ Gelbΰ1952αthçh נᝑΔ ڗ֮ê ։ᣊᚨ
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ᇠ༉ْ֮ڗฤᇆࢬኙᚨ ê ଃ ۯê ՕาࠐᑑᄷΖTe chit-ê ᑑᄷհ
ՀΔ ژê ڗ֮Օᄗ ڶ3 ᣊΚψဲଃᆏ֮ڗωΰword-syllabic
systems 1 α Ε ψ ଃ ᆏ ֮  ڗω ΰ syllabic systems α Ε kap ψ ଃ ై ֮  ڗω
ΰphonemic systemsαΖSòa--lâi Gelbΰ1952αkoh ၞԫޡਐנᝑΔ֮ ڗê ࿇
୶ਢ ùi Օ ê ଃۯዝ᧢ࠩ khah า ê ۯΔՈ༉ਢᝑ ùiψဲଃᆏω
ၞࠩψଃᆏ֮ڗωchiah koh ࠩψଃై֮ڗωΖ
ྤ k¼ng ê ଃ ۯê ֮ ڶڗsiá-m…h  ۥlehΛԫࠐᝑΔ༴ᐊ
khah า ê ଃ ۯê ֮ߓڗอᄎ khah ڶᖂயΰSmalley, 1963:7αΖ
ຍਢڂহԳ ê ߢࠡኔਢ֟طᑇ ૻڶê ଃైΰphonemesαຘመඈ٨ิ
 ګิࢬٽêΖহ֟شᑇ ê ֮ڗฤᇆࠐ।ሒ hit-kóa ଃైΔ༉ Ã-tàng k¼
ྤૻ ê ဲಖᙕᆵࠐΖೈԱ khah ڶயհ؆Δ༴ᐊ khah า ê ଃۯ
ê ֮ߓڗอ m¼ ᄎ khah ᄷᒔΕ྇֟რᑓᒫ ê ़ၴΰᓏ֮Δ2001αΖ
༴ᐊ khah Օ ê ଃڂۯ khah ྤய m¼ khah ྤᄷᒔΔࢬאԫ
اฒ khah ྤ១ᖂΔીࠌ khah ָཏሙ֏Ζڂָْڶཏሙ֏ ê 
ᔆΔࢬאอएၸ్༉ khah ୲࣐شܓኙ֮ ڗê ༳൳ࠐၞ۩वᢝΕᦞԺ ê
ᡐឰΖՀ૿হ༉אዧ ڗte ዧ֏֮ڗഎࢬފዝ ê ߡࠐۥᎅࣔΖ
ዧڗਢ᥆ԫጟଃ ۯkhah Օ êψဲైଃᆏ֮ڗωΖψ֮ߢ֮ω
ਢԫጟشܓዧࠐڗᐊ ê ܑ֮᧯Δۖݙྤࠀْ٤।ಖՑ ê ᇩ
Ζظ֮ழཚ ê ዧڗਢ شteԽ࠳Δظ֮א৵ ê ழཚ شte ۩
ਙ kap ᖂΖHit ᅝழ ê ֮ߢ֮ Ã-sái ᝑਢอएၸ్ ê อएՠࠠΖԫا
ฒૉ beh ᖂ Ã-hiáu ֮ߢ֮Δْรԫޡ༉ ài ٣ᖂዧڗΖ‹-koh ዧڗਢటྤ
ᖂய koh టྤᄷᒔ ê ֮ڗΔ༉ᘣቝহঋᝑ êψዧڗૉ beh ᖂᄎ
batΔᏯ chhiu ༉ڽؚωΔbeh k¼ ዧڗᖂ kah chiâu-ch£g ਢట oh ê ז
ΰDeFrancis, 1996αΖ༉ጩ hit-kóa khiáu--êΕړሎ ê Աట chÃ ழၴ k¼ ዧڗ
1

Gelb ႜشٻϘword-syllabicϙΔDeFrancisΰ1990αႜشٻϘmorphosyllabicϙΰဲైଃ

ᆏ֮ڗαΖ
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ᖂದࠐ àΔin sòa--lòe ài koh ᦰ hit-kóa ֮ߢ֮شᐊ ê նᆖΖChit ጟش
ዧ֮ߢ֮ڗᐊ ê ࠢײᆖםΔࠀ ˜ ਢ ܃ka-te tiàm  lìn ᦰ༉ᦰᄎ bat nehΖ
ڂ֮ߢ֮ਢԫጟྤ।ሒՑΕრܶᒫ ê ֮᧯Δࢬאᖂسԫࡳ ài ༉
ᓰ֮փ୲ k¼ ۔ஃᓮඒΖM¼ ˜ ਢᝑ ܃chhìn-chhái chhÎe ԫଡ۔ஃᦫْᇞ
ᤩᓰ֮༉ Ã-sái nehΜ܃ૉ chhÎe ˜-tiõh ԳΔྤฤٽᅝᦞृ ê რ৸ m¼ bÃsáiΖٍ༉ਢᝑΔhit-kóa ֮ߢ֮شᐊ ê ᆖ םêψᇞᤩᦞωࠡኔਢ༳༽ te อ
एृ ê ֫ᙰΙ༉ጩᝑ ڶ܃châi-ti¼u ᦰዧڗΔ ܃m¼ ྤԫࡳڶऄ৫ฤٽᅝ
ᦞृ ê რ৸Ζ
Chit ጟอएृ༳༽ᆖםᇞᤩᦞ ê ွ teψઝᜰࠫ৫ωא৵ףޓᣤ
ૹΖڂٺཛ זlóng k¼ ዧڗᅝإอΕm¼ k¼ ٨ te ઝᜰەᇢփࢍΔࢬ
 אhit-kóa უ beh ࡴΕຏመەᇢ ê Գ tÎ bÃ-sái ྤᖂΖTng ᅝ chit-kóa Գە
ᇢԵ࠷Εټګפ༉ԱΔin ထፂᥨ ka-te ê ਝܓ墿Δᅝྥ tÎ ᤉᥛᖑᥨ
ዧ ڗê إอۯچΖTe ڼழ ê Δឈྥᝑբᆖྤψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔ˜koh chit ጟ֮ڗਝܓ墿 ê ွ iáu ਢటཏሙ ê ڇژΖHit-kóa ൷࠹؆ࠐਙ
ᦞψխဎاഏωê խ֮ࠌृشΔte Օխഏ ê ඒߛΕ۩ਙ᧯ࠫ ê ֭ՀΔ
 tiõh in ଡԳ ê ਝܓ墿ኙ֮ ê ؚᚘ ê chit ཱིွΔ༉ᘣቝאছ
խഏ ê ֮ߢ֮៱ႨԺኙᔞ༼ଠխഏػᇩ֮ሎ೯ ê ؚᚘ k¼ng-khoánΖ
ዧ֏֮ڗഎڂ९ཚଗشψዧڗωkapψ֮ߢ֮ωᐊֱڤΔທګ
༳༽ዧ ڗê ֮Գอएၸ్ h¼m ๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳ ê ၸ్ኙمΰᓏ֮Δ
1997αΖངԫᇩᝑΔዧ˜ڗ-taָᖂΕָᐊΔۖ chit ጟ ࠢײêψ֮ߢ
֮ωᐊֱ ڤh¼m ៗԳᏯᝑ êψػᇩωݙڤݮ٤ྤ k¼ngΔທࠢײګ
ᆖ êψᇞᤩᦞω༳༽ te ֮Գၸ్ ê ֫ᙰΖๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳؓழៗ tÎ
 bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ thang װᖂᐊዧڗΕᖂࠢײΛChit ጟൣ ݮl³bóe ዝ᧢༳༽ዧ ڗê อएृ kap ˜-bat ዧ ڗê อएृ ê ၸ్ܑΖ
Chit ጟشܓዧࠐ֮ߢ֮ڗፂ ka-te ê ਝܓ墿 ê อएၸ్ ê ൣݮԫ
ऴࠩ kah 19 ધݠΔchiah te ۫ᑛ০ഏᆠ ê ౡՀΔլլ᧢ޏΖ
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3. ለ߷Ϩྖ͛ጯ ê ൴ण kap ၆έ៉ ê ᇆᜩ
۫ᑛچ۞ψ۫ᢅ್০ഏωᄰՋԱΔ༉ၞԵࢬᘯ êψխײழזω
ΰthe Middle AgeαΖྤ k¼ng ê ᖂृኙψխײழזωê ᇡาழၴၞ࿓ױ౨
ᄎ ڶt¼m-põh-á ྤ k¼ng ê რߠΖ‹-kohΔԫࠐᝑψխײழזωՕપ
ਢ ùi ֆց 5 ધࠩ kah 15 ધᅝխ chit ழၴΖψխײழזωԳՂՕ
ê ٱွਢ 1α壀ᦞอए 2αຨ ê ৬षᄎ kap 3αྤ sáၞ ޡê ઝݾ
ΰDavies, 1997:291αΖTe hit-ê խײழזΔࢮԭ֮ΰLatinαਢ hit-ê ༳൳ڍ
ᑇᑛچ êψᢅ್֚ඒᄎωΰthe Roman Catholic Churchα ê ڤإ
ߢΰofficial languageαΔhông  شte ۩ਙΕᖂΕඒߛΕkap ֮ᖂֱ૿
ΰCrystal, 1992:223αΖٍ༉ਢᝑΔhit ᅝழ ê ᑛԳؓழ lìn ਢᝑ in چ
ֱ ê ئΰvernacular languageαΔ˜-koh te ڤإ ٽê ழ༉ ài ࢮشԭ
Ζࢮԭ֮ te ۫ᑛچ ê ۯچ༉ ká-náψ֮ߢ֮ωte ዧ֏֮ڗഎ lìn ࢬފ
ዝ ê ߡ ۥk¼ng-khoánΰNorman, 1988:83αΖ
ࢮԭ֮ te ۫ᑛچ ê إอۯچԫऴࠩ kah խײழݠזཚΕ֮ᢌ༚
ᘋΰRenaissances 2 αॣཚΔܑਢࡲඒޏΰReformationsα௬ࠐנԱ
chiah ࠹ tiõh టՕ ê ਗᖏΖࡲඒאޏছΔࢮԭ֮ hông ᎁࡳਢ壀ᆣ ê 
ߢΕਢ൷२Ղ০ ê ഄԫߢΔۖ chit-ê ߢਢᖙ൳ te 壀Գ ê ֫
ᙰΖ‹-kohΔψ್ԭሁᐚωΰMartin Luther, 1483-1546αthçh ࡲנඒޏ
്Δْޢ്ԫଡॾஈ lóng Ã-sái ֲْشൄ ê ئऴ൷ h¼m Ղ০ chihchiapΔྤᏁ koh ຘመ壀ԳխၴृΖTe chit-ê ॾ࢚հՀΔ್ԭሁ
ᐚ ْشê ئψᐚωലπᆣᆖρᐚ֮ठۖ te 1522 נڣठΖ
ئشࠐᆣᆖΕႚඒᆠ৵ࠐګݮᄅඒஈ ê ഗ࢚ॾءΔchit-ê
ॾ࢚˜-ta te ᐚഏੌ۩ m¼ se-thòa ࠩ٤۫ᑛ ê ഗᅮඒΔ۟ᐙ৵
2

ڶᣂ֮ᢌ༚ᘋ ê ၲࡨ kap  ޔê ழၴΔྤ k¼ng ê ᖂृ ڶt¼m-põh-á ྤ k¼ng ê ऄΖ

ૉᅃ Daviesΰ1997:469α ê ։ཚΔՕપਢֆց 1450-1670Ζ
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ࠐ۫ᑛഏ୮ ê ௧؆ཷچاᆖᛜΖ
Te ۫ᑛഗᅮඒΔຘመᔹᦰᆣᆖΔਢԫԳᖂ Ã-hiáu ֮ᦰڗᐊ
౨Ժ thang ၞԵᐊ ê ૹຜஉΖTe խײழݠזཚΕ֮ᢌ༚ᘋॣཚ
ឈྥ t¼u-t¼u-á ၲࡨ ڶch…t-kóa ئֱچٺشᐊ ê ܂נΔቝᝑ Dante
Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321αêπ壀ڴρΔ˜-koh ئشࠐᐊΕ໌ ܂ê ᨠ࢚
kap ኔᔌ ài ࠩࡲඒࡎԱ chiah  ڶkhah Օ ê ၞ୶ΖቝᝑΔ್ԭሁᐚ te
ᐚഏ֮ᖂືᙰ ê Օಥ༉ਢലπᆣᆖρᐚ֮ठΙchit ຝᐚ֮ठ
ê ᆣᆖ chiâ-chò २זᐚ૿ ê ၲഗᑑᄷΔᒔمψᐚωchiâ-chò २
זᐚഏ֮ᖂ êψ֮ᖂߢωΰٯ܇༚Δ1996:51αΖቝ chit ጟئشࠐ
ᐊΕ໌ ܂ê ऄ৵ࠐ chiâ-chò ᑛ֮ᢌ༚ᘋழཚటૹ ê ֮ᖂۥհ
ԫΔm¼ ਢ in ᑛاګݮගഏ୮ΰnation-stateαê ഏ୮ᎁ ٵê ᣂై
ΰDavies, 1997:482αΖ
ᅝ۫ᑛഏ୮ٻ௧؆ࢷ୶ႨԺ ê ழΔႚഗᅮඒᆠ m¼ ਢ in ૹ ê
khang-khòe հԫΖIn ê ႚඒՓ pi¼n ૉࠩԫଡᄅࢬڇΔᅝچૉྤᐊႚอ
êΔin ༉ شin khah ᑵ ê ᢅ್ڗཙᅝچߢ໌ທԫᐊߓอΖቝᝑΔ๛
ᥞԳ te 17 ધࠐࠩ ê ழΔڂ hit ᅝழ۰ྤࠀا࿇୶֮נ
ڗΔࢬא๛ᥞႚඒՓ༉شᢅ್ڗཙؓ୕ගૠנহ chín ຏጠψᄅཽ֮
ωê ֮ߓڗอΖ
۫ᑛႚඒՓࠩ ê ࢬڇૉᄷբᆖߓڗ֮ڶอΔ˜-koh ᅝ چê ֮ ڗsiu
ᣄΕsiuָᖂ ê ழΔႚඒՓ m¼ ᄎشᢅ್ڗཙ in koh ໌ທ؆ԫᐊ
ߓอΖቝᝑΔ۫ᑛႚඒՓࠐࠩխഏࢨृ။ত ê ழΔឈྥ chit 2 ଡࢬڇ
lóng شڶዧڗᐊ ê ႚอΔ˜-koh ڂዧ ڗsiuָᖂΔࢬ אin k¼ng-khoán
شᢅ್ڗ։ܑཙ in ໌ທᄅ ê ֮ߓڗอΖTe ။ত ê chit ଃై֮ڗᇆ
chӳ Quӕc ngӳΰഏڗαΔte խഏ kap  chit אლ॰ᇩ ê ᢅ್
ڗᇆ Pçh-oÃ-jeΰػᇩڗαΰᓏ֮Δ2003Ιᇀ॑Δ2004αΖ
۫ᑛႚඒՓࢬႚԵࠐ ê chit ጟػאᇩᐊഗ៕ ê ऄኙዧ֏֮ڗ
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എທګటՕ ê ᐙΖTe 19 ધΔᅝ۫ᑛ০ഏᆠॿฃࣟࠅ ê ٞቹ lú ࠐ
lú ࣔ᧩ԱΔchit-kóa ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ΰܶץխഏΕ။তΕឌഏΕֲء
α tiõh ኙݼ০ഏᆠΔin լլ thçh  נch…t-kóa ༄ഏൎ اê ᄅਙ
Ζࠡխԫႈ೭༉ਢඒߛޏΖ tiõh  in ê ཏᢅՕฒ Ã-tàng ࠹ഗء
ê ഏاඒߛ thang ႚاΕઝᖂࠀၞԫݼ֘ޡ০ഏᆠΔin ༉ ài ᐒೈ
መװዧ ֮ߢ֮ڗê إอۯچΔאشޏՑᐊഗ៕ ê ػᇩ֮Ζࢬ אte
ዧ֏֮ڗഎ l¼i-téΔػᇩ֮ ê ࿇୶ࠡኔਢ te ۫ᑛ০ഏᆠ ê ൎႨౡհ
Հاٺග tiõh ࢬژسޣขࠐנسΖ

4. າപ͛ߏέ៉ௐ˘ Pái ê ͛ጯᄬ֏
1492  ڣKholanpos ΰChristopher Columbusαז।ᑛԳรԫ pái ۩ํ
ࠩભՕຬΙ༓ڣ৵Δᆿရ ׃ê ۩ํԳ GamaΰVasco da Gamaαte 1498
ڣᆖطψړඨߡωΰThe Cape of Good Hopeαphah ၲᑛࠩٱ৫ ê ᄅ
ᒵΖ15 ધ ê  ޔtú ړਢᄅᒵழ זê ၲࡨΖTe ࠅΔtòe ᄅᒵழז
ᆬ৵ táu ࠐ ê ਢ۫ᑛ ê ႚඒ೯ΕഏᎾ၉࣐ kap l³-bóe ê ཷاᆠΖ
๛ᥞԳ te 1579 ڣๅᠦ۫ఄ ׃ê อएΕ৬م๛ᥞ٥ࡉഏΔsòa--lâi ᜤٽ
ഏ t¼u-t¼u-á ګݮᄅ ê ௧ᦞΖ๛ᥞԳ te 17 ધॣ ࢍءbeh ۾Ꮖᑫྋ
thang  h¼m խഏ၇ᔄ ê ᖕរΔڂխഏࣔཛ ê ൎ௺֘ኙ kap ࣂݼΔી
ࠌྤפګΖL³-bóe խഏ h¼m ๛ᥞሒګೖᖏ࠰ᤜΚ๛ᥞ ài ಯࣔנཛอए
հՀ ê ᑫྋΙ๛ᥞૉਢ beh ۾Ꮖྤ᥆ࣔཛ ê Δࣔཛࠀ bÃ ե௫ΖTe
chit-ê ᒴਚհՀΔ๛ᥞԳ te 1624 ڣψ᠏ၞωΔte ྤ tú-tiõh խഏ ê
ࣂݼհՀΔట១༉۾ᏆΖ
ψᄅཽ֮ωਢՂรԫ pái נ ê ߓڶอ ê ֮ڗΔࢬ༴ᐊ ê 
ߢਢ hit ᅝழ๛ᥞ۾Ꮖ ê Օءᛜ ê ত hit kh¬-ûi-á ê ؓ୕ග
ψSirayaωΰ۫ࢮႁගα ê ߢΖឈྥψᄅཽ֮ω te 17 ધ༉נ te
 teh ࠌشΔch…t-kóa ֮ቝᝑπ壆ᢅᗼݳρΕπՀֽषബρm¼
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lóng ڶಖሉመ chit ཱི êψદֻڗגωΔ˜-koh ԫऴ ài ࠩ 19 ધ࿇
tiõh ࢬᘯ êψ྾גৈωchiah ڶऄ৫ᢞኔψᄅཽ֮ωê ڇژΖ
ᆖᛎᇷᄭ ê ଷচ kap ഗᅮඒᆠ ê ႚᐾਢ๛ᥞอए ê 2 ՕؾऱΖ
زᙤडஃΰRev. William Campbell, 1871-1918αte ْ ê םπ๛ᥞอएՀ ê
ρΰ Formosa under the Dutch αl¼i-té ಖሉᝑΚψᅝழΔinΰ๛ᥞ
Գα˜-taట gâu سΕట chÃ ᙒΔkoh ట פګê ංᐖඒߛ kap ഗᅮ
ඒᆠΙ๛ᥞႚඒՓْ ka-te ԫଡ༉ ڶchâi-ti¼u ᆖᛜጥ kúi-n¼ ၴᖂீΔ
گ၌መ 5,000 ԳףԵඒᄎഗᅮஈΖωΰCampbell, 1903:viiα
Hit ᅝழႚඒ ê ֱऄհԫ༉ਢຘመᅝ چê ߢࠐႚඒᆠΖထࠌ
شᅝ چê ߢΔႚඒՓ༉شܓᢅ್ࠐڗૠԫ Ã-sái ༴ᐊᅝچߢΕ
koh ១ړᖂ ê ֮ߓڗอΖܛᢅ್ڗᐊߓอΔԫֱ૿ Ã-tàng ᚥᢥႚ
ඒՓધᙕΕᖂᅝ چê ߢΔԫֱ૿ m¼ Ã-sái ᅝ چê Գట១༉ Ãhiáu  شin ka-te ê ߢᐊ ê ᆣᆖ kap ഗᅮඒᆠ ê םΖψᄅཽ֮ω༉ਢ án-ne
ข سêΖতॵ२ ê ؓ୕ගڂ๛ᥞԳႚඒ ê ᐙհՀΔsoah t¼u-t¼u-á Ãhiáu شᢅ್ᦰࠐڗᐊ in ka-te ê ߢΖ๛ᥞԳ m¼ ڂႚඒ ê ᏁΔנठ
ch…t-kóa ᢅ್ ڗê ඒޗΔk¼ ch…t-kóa ഗᅮඒᆠ ê  םkap ᆣᆖψᄅཽ
֮ωΖᤝڕᝑΔJacobus Vertrecht ࢬᒳ êπFavorlang ॾٛଡය3ρΔ
 طDaniel Gravius  ê ๛ᥞΕᄅཽ֮ኙᅃ êπ್֜壂ଃ4ρΖChit-kóa
૿ޗற lóng chiâ-chò hit ᅝழ࿇୶૿֮ᖂ ê టړ塄։Ζ
Te ഏࡩᅍΰKoxingaΙᔤפګα᎔ߨ๛ᥞԳԱ৵Δឈྥψዧڗω
chiâ-chò hit ᅝழ ê ࡴֱ֮ڗΔ˜-koh ᢅ್ ڤڗêψᄅཽ֮ωiáu teاၴੌ
3

زطᙤΰWilliam Campbellαte 1896  ڣkoh ٱΖ

4

 םê ᑑᠲ Het Heylige Euangelium Matthei en Jonannis Ofte Hagnau Ka D'llig Matiktik,

Ka na Sasoulat ti Mattheus, ti Johannes appa. Overgefet inde Formosaansche tale, voor de
Inwoonders van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan, Bacloan, Tavokan, en Tevorang. ᇡาᓮᔹ
Campbell, 1888ΙᘸΔ1990:121-123Ζ
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ႚࠌ شch…t-ch¼m ழၴΖᅝ Siraya ê ߢ t¼u-t¼u-á ؈ װê sî-chÔnΔহԳ
chiah te 19 ધ ݠê ழ࿇ in መ װbat ࠌشᢅ್ ڗê ᢞᖕΖChit-kóa ᢞᖕ
༉ਢ ch…t-kóa شψᄅཽ֮ωᐊ ê ֮ײٙΖIn  ڶê ് kan-taشψᄅཽ
֮ωᐊΔm¼ ڶψᄅཽ֮ωh¼mψዧڗωl¼m leh ኙᅃᐊΖChit-kóa ֮ײ
ٙΔՕຝ։ਢ၇ᔄΕࣂࢽΕࢨृ נê ৈપΰޘՂऴڻΔ
1933:IVαΖڂ chit-kóa ֮ײٙՕຝ։ lóng teψᄅཽωΰڼழ ê ত
ᗼᄅؑαچ࿇ êΔࢬאᖂृ k¼ ᇆψᄅཽ֮ωΔԫՕฒ ڶê
k¼ ψ྾גৈωΰᘸة壁Δ1990:125-127αΖTe chit ٝઔߒᓵ֮ l¼i-té ༉
k¼ chit-ê ழཚ êψᢅ್ڗᐊߓอωอጠψᄅཽ֮ωΖ
ᖕޘՂऴڻΰ1933:XVαê ઔߒΔ ژê ᄅཽ֮Օᄗ ڶ141
ٙΖ5 Te chit  ۍthóng ٙ ê ֮ l¼i-téΔՂ ڰê ਢ 1683 ࢬڣᐊ êΔՂ oàn ê ਢ
1813 ڣΖ ֟۟ߠױte 19 ધॣ iáu  ڶSiraya ê ගԳ Ã-hiáu ᐊψᄅཽ֮ωΖ
ឈྥᝑՂรԫ pái ê ػᇩ֮ᐊႚอࠩ 19 ધॣ༉װឰ
װΔ˜-koh ట kín te 19 ધ৵תཚ༉ koh ψػᇩڗω൷ᆵװᖜٚ chit-ê
ػᇩ֮ ê khang-khòeΖ

5. Ϩྖфߏܕέ៉Ϩྖ͛ྻજ ê ฟૄয়
হૉ א19 ધא৵ ê ᖵጩ२זΔán-ne ػᇩ ڗÃ-sái ᝑਢ२
זՂػᇩ֮ሎ೯ ê ၲഗలΖػᇩ˜ڗ-taᐙ 19 ધݠཚΕ20 ધॣ
ཚ ê ԳاΔ۟ᐙࠩᅝ זê ئ֮ᖂ ê ࿇୶Ζ
ᖂኙᄅ֮ᖂ࿇୶ ê ၲࡨរԫ lóng ਢࡳ te 1920 זڣΰᆺف
ᛑ 1993:28Ιࣥᅗࣔ 1996:2Ιཾগ 1996:18Ιඩࣔႂ 1996:149Ιࣾפ
2004:134αΖIn ê ᓵរຏൄਢᝑᄅ֮ᖂਢ࠹ 1αխഏնሎ೯Δࢨृ
2αֲء֮זᖂ ê ᐙ chiah ࿇୶ದࠐ êΖChit ጟ ê ᝑऄࠡኔਢشዧ ڗê

5

່२ chit kúi ڣΔᓐࢭፂ kap  ં֙ޕm¼  ڶkoh ࿇।ᑇԼٙᄅ࿇ ê ֮ٙΖ
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ߡ৫ࠐ֮ᖂ ê ࿇୶ΖኔڇᝑΔ२ זê ػᇩ֮ᖂΕᄅ֮ᖂ ê
࿇୶ ùi 1885  ڣBarclay डஃΰThomas Barclay ֣܌៖Δ1849-1935αte ত࿇
۩ػᇩڗπTâi-oân-hú-siâ Kàu-hÎe-pòρΰࢌৄඒᄎαê ழ༉
৬مഗ៕ àΜTng hit-kóa ዧڗਝܓ墿ृ iáu teh ᄅ៱֮ᖂᓵᖏΕᇩ
֮ᓵᖏ ê sî-chÔnΔ֮ᖂՂڰ༉נ bÃ chió ê ػᇩ֮܂ kap ܂
୮ Δ ቝ ᝑ  ⷠ კ ΰ 1882-1963 α Ε ਲ   ΰ 1900-1990 α Ε ࣥ   سΰ 18871947αΕᔤᄻᲪΰ1896-1951αΕᘸոᜢΰ1898-1970αΕᓐഛ־ΰ1889-1983α
ΰ႓ࠋ༡Δ2000αΖ
ኔڇᝑΔ૿֮ᖂԫၲࡨ༉ਢ࠹֮ᖂ ê ᐙΔte ᑛ
ػᇩ ê ഏ֮اᖂ ê ࠨᖿհՀࢬ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖࢬᘯ ê խഏնሎ೯ࢨृֲ
ء֮זᖂΔլመਢ࠹֮ᖂᐙԫழၴԱΔ؆ koh נ ê
2 ଡᐙ֮ᖂ ê ֭ੌ niâΖխഏնሎ೯ ho¼n-sè ኙ hit-kóa ᦰዧᖂג
 םê ࠨڶᖿ ê ᐙΔ˜-koh ༉֮ᖂࠐΔػᇩڗኙػᇩ֮ሎ
೯ ê ᐙ iáu ਢՂ ڰêΖ
Հ૿হ༉ᜰࠏࠐػᇩڗኙᄅ֮ᖂ ê ಥΖ
ڶԳᝑΔψಳଅωte 1922 ڣ࿇। êτڔ۶װυਢᄅ֮ᖂ
Ղ ê รԫᒧ՛ᎅΰײᤉഘΔ2003:78αΖChe ኔڇਢኙྤԱᇞࢬ
 حê ՕᙑᎄΖহૉඊၲ Barclay डஃࢬ໌ᙄ êπࢌৄඒᄎρΔহ
Ã-sái ࿇ te 1922  ڣchìn-chêng ༉ڶట chÃ شػᇩڗᐊ ê ז՛ᎅΖ
ᤝڕᝑΔ1886  ڣ1 ִπࢌৄඒᄎρร 7 ཚڶԫᒧ՛ᎅᇆτJ…tpún ê koài-sÔυΰֲ ءê ࢡࠃαΖChit ᒧ՛ᎅࠀྤုࣔृ܂Δփ୲
ਢᝑԫଡߕ ê ள塢ᙰ୮װԫଡ۔धఁ ê Գড়ᣑᙒ װê ਚࠃΖ
Chit ᒧ՛ᎅ ˜-taֺψಳଅωڰΔm¼ ֺψᘸࡉωรԫᒧ՛ᎅτᑷᕕυ
ΰ1926α ڰ40 מΜ؆ԫᒧਢࣥ࿙ᇩτࡤۊυê ठΖ
ೈԱڶ՛ᎅհ؆Δm¼ ڶཋ֮ kap ᖄ֮ᖂ ê ܂ΖቝᝑΔ1886  ڣ2
ִπࢌৄඒᄎρร 8 ཚڶԫᒧτPak-káng Má ê sin-bûnυΰཽקა
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ê ᄅፊαΔ1887 ڣร 20 ཚڶԫᒧτTe Hêng-chhun-ko¼n kiâ-iû thoân-tÎυ
ΰTe ਁਞᗼ۩ሏႚሐαΖ
‹-ta án-neΔm¼  ڶch…t-kóa ழࠃ ê ᖄΔቝᝑ 1912  ڣ6 ִร 327 ཚڶ
ԫᒧτKong-phòa tÎa-chûnυΰސధՕํαΔ teh ᝑ Titanicΰࠇקᇩ
ᇆψᥳሒ؍ᇆωαpéng ํ ê זΖ
ᖞ᧯ࠐΔπࢌৄඒᄎρùi 1885  ࠩڣ1969  ڣchit ػشᇩڗ
נठ ê ཚၴΔْ ê փ୲ Ã-sái ։Հ૿ 12 ᣊΚΰ႓ࠋ༡Δ2000α
1
2
3
4

ࡲඒᤜᠲ
ሐᐚᣠᎅ
Ε۫ᄅፊ
֚֮چ

5
6
7
8

ઝᖂᄅव
Գढႚಖ
റᠲᖄ
ሏಖ kap ߠፊ

9
10
11
12

ඒᄎ kap ᖂீຏಛ
ଡԳॾ
۰ا
֮ ڗkap ߢ ê ൶ಘ

ػᇩڶڗऄ৫ te  hông ཏሙࠌ شkap ኙػᇩ֮ᖂທ ګchiah
Օ ê ᐙΔࠡխ ê Օפհԫ༉ਢ Barclay डஃΖBarclay डஃ 1849  ڣte
Scotland ê Glasgow ؑנΖْ te 1875 ࠐࠩႚඒΔࠩ kah 1935  ڣte 
তመߪΔlóng ᜔ te ಥ 60 מΖBarclay डஃ֧ၞࠧٱΕࠧٱᖲΔ
໌ࢬࠧٱمψፋੴഘωΰঋጠψᄅᑔࢪωαΔၲᙄรԫٝػᇩڗ
πࢌৄඒᄎρΔمඒߛᖲዌψত壀ᖂೃωΔૹᄅ
ᄅΕ៱પᆣᆖΔᒳٱπლՕࠢᏺᇖρΰᑰ࿕ᆁΔ2003ΙBand,
1936αΖBarclay डஃኙػᇩڗඒߛ ê ಥ kap ኙ֮ᖂ ê ᐙ chiahn…h ՕΔْ Ã-sái ᝑਢψػᇩ֮ڗᖂհ׀ωΕ२זψᄅ֮ᖂ ê ၲ
ഗలωΜ
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Barclay डஃ te 1885 ڣ࿇۩ ê ᙰԫཚ êπࢌৄඒᄎρl¼i-té ᐊᝑ
⅄ढْ beh ං sak ػᇩڗΚ
Khó-sioh lín pún-kok ê je chin oh, chió chió lâng khòan Ã hiáu--tit. S¯-í
goán Ô siat pãt-m…h ê hoat-t³, Ãng pçh-oÃ-je lâi ìn-chheh, h³ lín chènglâng khòan khah khoài bat... Lâng ˜-thang phah-s¢g in-Ôi i bat Khóngchú-je s¯-í ˜-bián õh chit-hÎ ê je; i¼ ˜-thang khòan-khin i, kóng se gín-á
s¯-thãk--ê ȐBarclayǴ1885ȑ.
ёெ᷋ҁ୯ ê ӷȐᅇӷȑ ohǴϿΓ࣮᐀ளǶ܌аٜԖ
ձ ނê ࡋݤǴҔқ၉ӷٰӑнǴЯ᷋Γ࣮ khah  זbatǾΓЙ
೯ phah ᆉӢࣁҲ bat ϾηӷȐᅇӷȑ܌аЙխᏢ chit-hÎ ê ӷǹ
ΨЙ೯࣮ᇸҲǴᖱࢂӤв܌᠐ êǶ
ػᇩڗਝྥ chiah ૹΔán-ne ْਢ án-chóaࠐ ê nehΛՀ૿হ༉ࠐ
ػᇩ ڗte ࿇୶ ê ൣݮΖ
۞๛ᥞಯא৵Δte ê ࠐ۞ֱ۫ ê ႚඒ೯ tÎ ti¼m ᙩᆵࠐ àΖ
ԫऴࠩ kah 19 ધ৵תཚ chiah koh ၲࡨ te  chhiân-i¼ದࠐΖ1860  ڣê
sî-chÔn 堚ഏ h¼m ؆ഏࡳψ੍֚යપωΔڤإւ؆ഏႚඒՓװխഏ
ႚඒΖ hit-chÔn ਢ h³ 堚ഏอएΔڂ੍֚යપ ê ᣂএΔm¼ ၲ࣋ h³
؆ഏԳࠐႚඒΖTÎ ਢ te chit-ê ᖵᒴਚհՀΔ֚ඒ kap ഗᅮඒຬᥛࠐ
ࠩႚඒΖࠡխ siÎng kut-lãt ං sak ػᇩ ڗêψ९۔ඒᄎωte 1865 طڣ
ψ್ႁٺω᠔سΰJames L. Maxwell, 1836-1921αchhÎa ᙰΔ ڤإte ڼழ
ê তمႚඒ ê ءຝΰஊᝐॾΔ1995:6-8Ιᘸة壁Δ1990:277-280αΖ
ψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢထႚඒ ê ؾऱ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖࢬא
ψػᇩڗωటՕຝ։ ê ᚨ شkap נठ lóng ਢ h¼m ࡲඒڶᣂএ êΖChitkóa ሎػشᇩ ڗê נठࢨृଡԳ ê ᚨشՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ᣊ 6 ᣊΚ1αػᇩ
ڗඒ ޗ2αػᇩࠢڗڗΕဲࠢ 3αᆣᆖΕඒᆠം kap ႚ՛ם 4α
ػᇩڗΕᠧ 5αࠡڶהᣂୃᖂΕᑇΕᇣዚΕ՛ᎅᠲ ޗ6α
ଡԳ ê ಖࢨृᐊ phoeΖ
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۞ 19 ધၲࡨΔ ڶbÃ chió ê ػᇩڗڗΰဲαࠢנठΔՀ૿ tÎ ១
ᜰ ch…t-kóa ࠏΖMedhurstΰWater H. Medhurst ຽຟ৸Δ1796-1857αte 1837 ڣ
נठπ壂৬ֱߢࠢڗ6ρΙDouglas डஃΰCarstairs Douglas ޙቯᐚΔ18301877αte 1873 נڣठπლՕࠢ7ρΙڼழ te  siÎng ཏሙࠌ شê
πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗ8ρਢ طCampbell डஃΰWilliam Campbell زᙤΔ18711918αᒳᙀΔte 1913 طڣত ê ඒᄎֆष࿇۩ΰᔹᘸة壁Δ1990Ιੋ
൫ոΔ1993Ε1996αΖ
ᙰԫػءᇩ ڗê ᄅપᆣᆖπহऱඑળᗫഗᅮऱᄅપ9ρte 1873 ڣ
נठΔ៱પᆣᆖπ៱પऱᆣᆖ10ρte 1884 נڣठΖኙػᇩ ڗte ڰཚ ê 
ඒᄎ hông ཏሙࠌڶشటՕಥ ê ػᇩڗπࢌৄඒᄎ11ρte
1885  طڣBarclay डஃ࿇۩Ζػᇩנڗठ ê փ୲ೈԱऴ൷ h¼m ࡲඒڶ
ᣂհ؆Δm¼  ڶch…t-kóa kap ඒᆠ khah ྤᣂএ ê m…h-áΖ12ቝᝑΔ1897  ڣGê
Uî Lîm נठ ê ᑇᖂםπጩऱॣᖂ 13 ρΙ1917 ڣᚮոኂΰG. GushueTaylorαנठ êπփ؆ઝᥨᖂ14ρΙ1925 ڣᘸոᜢΰLÎa Jîn-sengαࢬנ
6

֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Hok-keen Dialect of the Chinese Language, According to the

Reading and Colloquial IdiomsΖChit  ࠢڗءte 1932 ᒳᐊړႨΔ1937 נڤإठΖ
7

֮ ټםChinese-English Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy, with

the Principal Variations of the Chang-chew and Chin-chew DialectsΖ
8

ػᇩ ټםڗ£-m£g-im Sin Je-tiánΖ֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular

Spoken throughout the Prefectures of Chin-chiu, Chiang-chiu and FormosaΖ
9

.

ػᇩ ټםڗLán ê Kiù-chú Iâ-so Ki-tok ê Sin-iokΖ

10

ػᇩ ټםڗKÔ-iok ê Sèng KengΖ

11

πࢌৄඒᄎρޏመ kúi-n¼ pái ټΔڼழᇆπඒᄎֆρΖChit ٝ

 te 1970  ڣchìn-chêng lóng ػشᇩڗ࿇۩Δ1970 א৵شޏխ֮࿇۩Δchit ༓ ڣkoh ၲ
ࡨ te ठ૿փࢍ ڶ1 ຝ։ش֮ᐊΔቝᝑψئ׀ᇩωठػڶᇩ ڗê ֮ີΖ
12

£-sái ᔹܨᘋ࣑ 1994Ζ

13

ػᇩ ټםڗPit Soàn ê Chh¬ HãkΖ

14

ػᇩ ټםڗL¼i GÎa Kho Khan-h³-hãkΙ֮ ټThe Principles and Practice of NursingΖ
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ठ ê ՛ᎅπॳ ê ؾয়15ρΙ1926 ڣᔤᄻᲪΰTÃn Khe-phoànαࢬנठ ê ՛
ᎅπڽנᒵ16ρΙ1925 ڣᓐഛ־ΰChhòa Pôe-hóeαࢬנठ ê षᄎေᓵ ê ם
πԼႈጥߠ17ρΖChit-kóa ܂ lóng ਢ te 30 זڣၢՒ֮ᖂᓵᖏאছ
༉נठ àΖHit-kóa ᙰླྀ l¼i kan-ta té ዧ ڗê ዧڗਝܓ墿ृຶྥ iáu  bÃ
堚ػᇩ ڗê ૹࢤ kap  ê ݝႨΔiáu te hia ᓵᖏ kám ڶऄ৫ᐊΖ
۟ 90  ࠩזڣta ê ֮ሎ೯ຶྥ iáu  ڶbÃ chió Գ iáu teh ཙ chhÎe
ዧڗءڗΕᔆጊ kám Ã-tàng شᢅ್ڗᐊΖChe ኔڇਢዧ۟ڗՂ ê ༟
۩Μ
ຏൄΔඒᄎ ê ॾஈ te ඒᄎᖂ Ã-hiáu ᦰᐊػᇩڗԱΔin Ã k¼ chit ػ
ᇩڗᚨ شte ֲൄسᅝխΔቝᝑᐊ phoe h³ h¼u-sen cha-b¯-kián Εᐊֲ
ಖΕࢨृՕาႈ t¼i-chì ê ಖΖػᇩ ڗte 1970  זڣchìn-chêng18 te ê
ඒᄎփࢍ iáu ጩ hông టཏሙ ê ࠌشΙ˜-kohΔԱ৵ڂਙए kapψഏ
ਙωê ᐙΔsoah t¼u-t¼u-á lú ࠐ lú chió ԳࠌشΖឈྥػᇩڗኙཏ֗ඒ
ߛ ê ಥྤ։ cha-p¬Εcha-b¯ΔػᇩڗኙՖࢤඒ֖ ê ᐙܑՕΖTe ײ
ߊૹڰ᎘Ֆ ê षᄎΔԫ cha-b¯-lâng lóng టߔ leh ڶᖲᄎ࠹ዧ֮ ê ඒ
ߛΖChit-ê ွԫֱ૿ਢڂ֮֏Ꮭଖᨠΰૹߊ᎘Ֆαê ംᠲΔԫֱ૿
m¼ ਢᆖᛎംᠲΰዧػֺڗᇩףڗట pháiᖂαΖChit-kóa cha-b¯-lâng te ൷
ᤛඒᄎԱΔtú-hó h³ in thang ᖂ១ ê ֮ڗՠࠠΰػᇩڗαΕ࠹ڶඒߛ
ê ᖲᄎΖIn ˜-tan ຘመػᇩڗᖂᆣᆖ ê ඒᆠΔm¼ Ã-sái ᖂ זê ཕ
ᢝΖڼழ te  iáu  ڶch…t-kóa ۔ԫᔘ ê ඒ֖ΰܑਢՖࢤαΔ˜-bat

15

ػᇩ ټםڗÁn-niâ ê Bãk-sáiޕ

16

ػᇩ ټםڗChhut Sí-SòanΖޕႧࡾ ڶk¼ ዧᢅ֮ठΔ٤֮ Ã-sái te֮ᖂ

ՠ܂ጻీ൲ထ<http://ws.twl.ncku.edu.tw/>Ζ
17

ػᇩ ټםڗChãp-h¼ng Koán-kiànΖ

18

אݺπඒᄎֆρޏխ֮࿇۩ hit ڣ։រΖ
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ዧڗΕkan-tan Ã-hiáu ػᇩڗΖ19
ឈྥψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢထႚඒ ê ؾऱࢬૠΔࠩ tan ࠐբ
ᆖྤૻࡳ te ༴ᐊඒᄎ ê ࠃ೭ niâΖTe 1980 אזڣ৵Δ20ኙထਙएሎ
೯ ê ၲ୶Δ ê ءՒ֮֏ m¼ ୶ၲ֮ሎ೯Δൎ௺္ޣψchhùi ᝑ
Ε֫ᐊ֮21ωΖTe ڼழ khah ཏሙ ê 3 ጟ֮ᐊֱڤψ٤
ዧωΕψ٤ᢅωΕkapψዧᢅωl¼i-té ࢬ شê ᢅ್ڗΔట chÃ ቸ᧯ࢨ
ृଡԳ tÎ ਢࠌػشᇩृࢨڗଥޏመ ê ػᇩנࠐڗठ܂֮Ζ 22 ቝ
ᝑΔψTâi-oân-jeωΕψ֮ຏಛωΕψ֮ीωΕkapψ 5%ૠ
ቤω23ቸ᧯Δte ᢅ್ ڗê ຝ։ lóng شႚอඒᄎػᇩڗΖڂղ֮
ᐊ ܂ê  ृ܂ê ڍց֏Δψػᇩڗωê ᚨشբᆖๅᠦመאװඒᄎΕႚඒ
 ê ᠲޗΖ
Ùi ᦰᐊ౨Ժ ê ߡ৫ࠐΔػᇩڗᄎ te ڰཚ ê ࿇୶ದࠐΔࠀֹ
ਢრ؆ ê זΖػᇩ شܓڗkúi-ê  ૻڶê ᢅ್ئڗ༉ Ã-sái ༴ᐊࢬ ڶê 
ဲΔْ ê யࢤኔ˜ڇਢ hit kúi ᆄ ڗê ዧڗᄎᅝઌֺေ êΖTeڰײል
ᄐषᄎ ê ΔՕຝ։ ê ៗԳؓழៗ tÎ  bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ
thang װᖂᐊዧڗΖػᇩ ڗê נ tú-hó  chit-kóa Հᆬᐋ ê ៗԳ te ట
 ê ழၴփ༉ᖂ Ã-hiáu ᦰ kap ᐊΖᓐഛ ־te 20  זڣê ழ༉រנዧڗኙ
chÃ-chÃ ê ԳࠐᝑਢᖂՂ ê ᖜΙْၞԫػش്ޡᇩ ࠐڗtháu ࣋
19

ᖕ႓ࠢᇨ te 1955  ڣê ۷ૠΔteࢬڶᝑ HÎ-ló ᇩ ê چΔܶץ壂৬Ε್ࠐ۫ࠅΕဗ

৳ᎏΕΔlóng ᜔ ڶ115,500 Գ Ã-hiáu ػᇩڗΖࠡխΔ ۾32,000 Գΰᔹ
९ڜΔ1992:70αΖ
20

ڶᣂ 1980 אזڣ৵ ê ֮ሎ೯ΔÃ-sái ᔹ Chiungΰ1999:33-49αΖ

21

 te chia ê ࡳᆠਢءٺՒගᆢ ê ئΔܶץ۰اߢΕড়ᇩΕHÎ-ló ᇩΖ

22

ڶᣂ ڤٺê ᢅ್ڗΔÃ-sái ᔹᄘւߢ&്ᖂᝐΰ1999αΖ

23

Te 1996  طڣch…t-ten ௧փ؆ ê ֟ڣ୮ิګԫଡ 5%ૠቤ՛ิΔchit-ê ૠቤ tÎ

ਢ beh k¼ ch…t-kóa khah  ټڶê ֮ᖂ܂֮Ζ۞ 1996 ڣၲࡨΔբᆖנठ
༓ 10  ءê  םàΖ
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ॹᒐׄΔ khah chÃ Գ Ã-hiáu ᦰ kap ᐊ thang ᏺףवᢝΕᖂംΖْ ti 1925
נڣठ ê ػشᇩڗᐊ êπԼႈጥߠρl¼i-té ᝑΚ
Pún-tó lâng lóng-kiÎng Ô san-pah lãk-chãp-b¼n lâng, ken-ken chiah chhaput-to je-chãp-b¼n lâng Ô hãk-bÔn, kiám ˜-se chin chió mah? Che se símm…h goân-in neh? Ch…t h¼ng, se lán ka-te bÃ-hiáu khòan hãk-bÔn t¼ng;
ch…t h¼ng, se siat-hoat ê lâng bô Ô chãp-hun ê sêng-sim. Iáu koh ch…t h¼ng,
chiÔ-se beh õh hãk-bÔn ê bÔn-je giân-gú thài kan-kè hui-siông oh-tit õh
ȐChhòa, 1925:14-15ȑ.
ҁΓᚺӅԖ 360 ΓǴken-ken ωৡόӭ 20 ΓԖᏢୢǴkám
ЙࢂϿ༏ǻ೭ࢂᾤނচӢګǻǴࢂ࠙ৎρ bÃ-hiáu ࣮Ꮲ
ୢख़ǹǴࢂ ݤê ΓคԖΜϩ ê ၈ЈǶIáu koh Ǵ൩ࢂ
beh ᏢᏢୢЎӷقᇟϼ୲ीߚத oh ளᏢǶ
ឈྥػᇩֺڗዧ ڗkhah ڶயΔԫԳ soah ᣌଙ k¼ ᎘Εᅝ
܅ሁ ê ֮ڗΔીࠌመػװᇩ ڗte ඒᄎא؆ ê षࠀྤ hông టཏሙ ê ൷
࠹ kap ࠌشΖᄎທ ګchit-ê ွΔਢڂՀ૿ chit 3 ଡڂΖ
รԫΔψዧڗ୬ωê षᄎ֏ ê ࣠Ζዧ ڗte ዧ֏֮ڗഎ l¼i-té kúi
Տ ࠐڣlóng hông ආ ڤإ܂شê ࡴֱ֮ڗΖຍྤݮխᐙထࡩۍ۔ኙዧ
 ڗê ऄΔᎁםᦰڶΕڶᖂംΕbeh ࡴ ê ༉ ài Ã-hiáu ᦰᐊዧڗΖዧ
אڗ؆ ê ֮ ڗlóng ਢ khah ܅ሁΕྤֽᄷ ê Գ teh ᖂ êΖ
รԲΔኙዧ ڗê ዌ kap פ౨ڶᎄᇞΔsoah ࠐᎁዧڶڗψ।რω
ê פ౨ΕՂ Ã-tàng ।ሒዧΖڂట chÃ Գ ڶchit ጟྤإᒔ ê ᨠ࢚Δsoah
ᎁྤشዧڗ༉ྤऄ৫ࠐݙᖞΕإᒔ ê ।ሒ in ê ՑΖ‹-kohΔყࠐყ
ᛎ ê ઔߒΔץਔઔߒࣟࠅߢ ټנê Hawaii Օᖂඒ DeFrancisΰ1990α
բᆖਐ נchit ጟᨠ࢚ਢ ˜ tiõh êΖ
รԿΔਙएԺե௫ ê ࣠Ζᢅ್ ڗê ࠌ࠹شਙएԺᚘ૰ ê ွ te խ
ഏഏ᤻اอए ê ழཚܑࣔ᧩Ζψዧڗωኙխഏഏ᤻اਙᦞࠐᝑ
ਢխഏ֮֏ ê ွᐛհԫΔشዧאڗ؆ ê ֮ࠐڗᐊ࣍ਢٻՕխ
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ഏ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ᄗ࢚ਗᖏΖࢬאխഏഏ ᤻اbat شᚅ ê ֫ᆃַػᇩ
 ڗê ࠌشΔቝᝑ te 1975 ڣՀػگחᇩڗठ êπᄅપρΖ

6. ඕኢ
 ùi Ց֮ᖂၞ୶ࠩ૿֮ᖂΔԫၲࡨ༉ਢ࠹۫ᑛ ê ػᇩ֮
ᖂ ê ᐙհՀ kap ൷ّΖรԫ pái ê ػᇩ֮ႚอਢ 17 ધ๛
ᥞ۾Ꮖழཚ êψᄅཽ֮ωΖรԲ pái ê ػᇩ֮ႚอਢ ùi 1885  ڣBarclay ड
ஃ te ত࿇۩ػᇩڗጩದΖψػᇩڗωֺψᄅཽ֮ωê ᐙ ke ట
ՕΔڂ chit-mái iáu  ڶbÃ chió ê Գ teh ᦰΕᐊػᇩ܂ڗΖ
ڶԳᎁᢅ್ڗਢ tiõh ႚඒ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΔࢬ אhe ˜ ਢ֮ᖂ
ê ߢΕm¼ ˜ਢ٤ اê ֮ڗΖChit ጟ ê ᝑऄࠡኔਢዧڗਝܓ墿ृ teh
ཙ in ka-te ᇞ ê ऄΖহ te chit ᒧᓵ֮ l¼i-té ڶᝑ tiõhΔՂ ê ֮ྤڗ
ԫጟ۞ದᙰ༉ਢ tiõh ֮ᖂ soah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖ֮ߓڗอ hông thçh ࠐ
໌֮܂ᖂ ê ՠࠠ lóng ਢ৵ࠐ chiah koh ףದ װê פ౨ΖTe ۫ᑛഏ୮Δࡲ
ඒאޏ৵ࡲඒਢআࠌ in ֮ڗཏሙ֏Εഏ֮اᖂข سê ૹైڂհ
ԫΖૉᄷڂػᇩڗԫၲࡨࡲڶඒ ê ۥ༉ ْࡳܡchiâ-chò ֮ᖂ
ߢΕ٤ ڗ֮اê ۯچΔán-ne ۫ᑛഏ୮ ê ᐚഏ֮ᖂΕഏ֮ᖂΔ۟ࣟ
ֱ ê ။ত֮ᖂ24 m¼ lóng ྤऄ৫مګΖ
ڶԳ koh ᝑΔڰཚං sak ᢅ್ ڗê ԳՓ lóng ਢψ؆ഏԳωΔࢬאᢅ
್ڗਢ؆ഏ˜ڗਢڗΖૉᄷ án-neΔዧ ڗm¼ ˜ਢڗΔڂْਢ
ާ٠֮ hit-kóa խഏԳ chah ࠐ êΖψArab ᑇڗωm¼ ˜ਢڗΔ
ڂْਢ Arab Գ࿇ࣔ êΖኔڇᝑΔྤᓵᢅ್ڗΕዧڗΕArab ᑇڗΔin
lóng ਢԳ teh ࠌ شê ֮ڗհԫΖ९ՆࠐאΔᖂ chit ጟ kan-taૹ
24

Te ။তΔڰཚਢشዧڗΔ˜-koh te 1945 אڣ৵ዧݙڗ٤ᅝॣ m¼ ਢႚඒՓૠ

 ࠐנê ။তᢅ್ ڗchӳ QuôÛc ngӳ ࠷זΖࠩ taΔش။তᢅ್ ܂໌ࢬڗê ܂ chiâ-chò
။ত ê ഏ֮اᖂΖ
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ዧڗΕ࢙ฃᢅ್ ڗê ֨ኪ kap ܂ᚨᇠଖ֘ઊΖহᚨᇠ شkhah ၲខ
ê ֨ࠐ൷࠹ᢅ್ڗΔ˜-thang شψስωê խഏֱچᆠࠐඈ؞ഏᎾຏ
 شê ᢅ್ڗΖਢشئᐊ êΔྤᓵਢشᢅ್ ڗi¼ ਢዧڗΔin
lóng ਢ ཽإê ֮ᖂΜ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 2004 ԃѠᛥଭӷ୯ሞࣴǴѠࠄǴ୯ৎѠЎᏢᓔǴ10 Д 9-10 Вȝ
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1. ݈֏
รԫٝ ê Օฒ᧯Εm¼ ਢรԫٝ ê ᢅ್ڗਢ 1885  ڣte
ত࿇۩ êπࢌৄඒᄎρΰTâi-oân-hú-siân Kàu-hÎe-pòαΖπࢌ
ৄඒᄎρê ࿇۩Գଫᒳψ֣܌៖ωडஃΰRev. Thomas Barclay, 18491935αte ᙰԫཚ êπࢌৄඒᄎρփࢍಾኙψػᇩڗωᝑ ْנê 
ऄΚϘ˜-thang khòan-khin i, kóng se gín-á s¯ thãk--êϙΰ˜ຏ᎘ْΔᝑਢ
 ᦰࢬגڄêαΖ֣܌៖डஃ chit ᇩ tú-hó រ נteψዧڗωᦞ ê ष
ᄎփࢍΔԫՕฒ bÎe ದػᇩڗΕኙᢅ್ڶڗೣߠ ê ွΖ
ڼழਢψዧڗωᗑ ê षᄎᛩቼΖՕຝ։ ê ᧯Δֹ
ጥਢΕᠧΕඒઝΕٍਢਙࢌᖲᣂ ê ֮Δlóng ਢشዧڗ
૿Ζ ê ᖂ גڄسte ᖂீ m¼ hông ඒᝑψዧڗթਢഏڗωΙsòa--lâi
hông ֮܂ޣᐊ ܂ê ழ lóng ფشψഏڗωࠐᐊ chiah Ã--sái-titΖChit ཱིྤ
ዧ ڗê ະΕ࿏ beh شዧࠐڗᐊ ê ऄΔ˜-taᖂՂྤயΔm¼
ᄎנ ch…t-kóa hàm-k¯ ê זΔቝᝑ k¼ ભഏ᜔อ Clinton ψਲࣥ
ቅωê ൣݮΖڣۍ৵Δྤव ê ৵ױז౨ᄎᎁભഏམᆖڶᇔΕࡩ
ψਲωê ᜔อΖՕ୮˜-thang ూᝑຍਢྤױ౨࿇ سêΖᣊ ۿchit ጟ ê hàmk¯ Δ te   բ ᆖ ࿇  سట chÃ à 1 Ζ ᤝ  ڕᝑ Δ ψ ഗ ၼ ω  ࠐ ءਢ ؓ ୕ ග
ϘKetagalangϙê ጠࡅΔ৵ࠐ soah hông ᅝਢڂψഗၼ՞ω؆ݮದ
ࠐቝԫଡψᠪᦨωΔࢬאᇆψഗၼωΖKoh ֺڕᝑࡵᥞψᢅࣟωء
ࢍਢؓ୕ග Kavalan ߢփࢍψྭ՞גωΰlô-tongαê რ৸Δڂଗዧ
 ڗê ଃ soah ᐊψᢅࣟωΖ
ឈྥڼழ ê ૿ਢאዧڗΔᢅ್ ڗte  ê ᖵՂ
bat נመ 2 páiΖรԫ pái ਢנ te 17 ۟ 19 ધॣ êψᄅཽ֮ωΔรԲ

1

ዧ ڗán-chóan ᐙԳ ê ဲᎁवΔÃ-sái ᔹᓏΰ1998αΖ
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pái ਢ ùi 19 ધ৵ ࠩתtan êψػᇩڗωΖChit 2 pái ឈྥ lóng شᢅ್ڗ
ᐊߓอΔ˜-koh in ༴ᐊ ê ߢݙ٤ྤ k¼ngΖψᄅཽ֮ωਢ༴ᐊ
ؓ୕ග Siraya ê ߢΔψػᇩڗω شteψড়୮ωh¼mψHÎ-ló 
ωΖ
Chit ᒧᓵ֮ beh ൶ಘψػᇩڗωte  ê ࿇୶መ࿓խψ֮ࠌڗ
ृشωΕψᦰᐊ౨ԺωΕkapψषᄎωհၴ ê ᣂএΖM¼ ùi ߢᖂ ê ߡ৫
։࣫ψػᇩڗωán-chóan ֺشψዧڗωkhah ڶய ê ֱࠐڤધᙕ ê
ߢΖ

2. έ៉ᘲф൴ण ê ።Ϋ
 ùi 17 ધࠐאΔ९ཚ࠹ྤ k¼ng ê ؆ࠐਙᦞอएΖ ê ֮ڗ
h¼m ߢ m¼ ڂਙᦞ ê ዝ᧢ soah tòe leh ᧢ޏΖ ê ਙए h¼m ߢΕ
֮ ڗê ᣂএ Ã-sái ùi ቹ। 1 נԫଡՕᄗΖ
კ߄ 1. Ѡ ê ࡹ ݯh¼m ᇟقǵЎӷ ê ᜢ߯
ழཚ
-1624
1624-1661
1661-1683
1683-1895

ਙएۯچ
ຝᆵषᄎ
๛ᥞอए
ഏࡩᅍΰᔤּ׆ཛα อए
堚ഏอए

1895-1945

ֲءอए

૿**
ຝᆵቹᤴ
ᄅཽ֮Ε֮ߢ֮
֮ߢ֮Εᄅཽ֮
֮ߢ֮Εዚםג
ػᇩڗΕᄅཽ֮
ֲ֮Ε֮ߢ֮
ػᇩ֮ΰᇩ֮α
ػᇩ֮ΰխഏᇩ֮α
ػᇩڗΕፕڤټ
խഏᇩ֮Ε֮
۰ا֮

ࠇקᇩ

۰اߢ
* te-chia ਢਐψড়୮ᇩωh¼mψHÎ-ló ᇩωΖ
**૿ chit ᥏ ޢԫփࢍࢬ٨ ê ֮ ڗê ႉזྤݧ।נ זڣê ٣৵Ζ
1945-2000

խഏഏ᤻اอए

Ց
ٺගߢ
۰اߢΕ*
Ε۰اߢ

۰اߢ
ֲ

۰اߢ

ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอ te  ê ࿇୶ΔՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ 2 ଡழཚΖรԫଡ
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ழཚਢ๛ᥞอएழطז๛ᥞႚඒՓࢬૠ ê ༴ᐊؓ୕ගߢ êψᄅཽ
֮ωΖChit-ê ழཚՕᄗ ùi 17 ધ๛ᥞ۾Ꮖࠩ kah 19 ધॣཚΖรԲଡழ
ཚਢ 19 ધ৵ ࠩתtanΔֱ۫طႚඒՓૠΕ teh ༴ᐊ ê
ψػᇩڗωΖ

2.1. າപ͛Ğ17 ͵ࡔ݈Η߱-19 ͵ࡔܐğ
ψᄅཽ֮ωਢՂรԫ pái נ ê ߓڶอ ê ֮ڗΕm¼ ਢรԫ
ଡᢅ್ڗᐊߓอΖChit-ê ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอਢط๛ᥞ ê ႚඒՓࢬૠΙ
ࢬ༴ᐊ ê ߢਢ hit ᅝழ๛ᥞ۾Ꮖ ê Օءᛜ ê ত hit kh¬-ûi-á ê ؓ୕
ගψSirayaωΰ۫ࢮႁගαê ߢΖឈྥψᄅཽ֮ωte 17 ધ toh נ te
 teh ࠌشΔch…t-kóa ֮ቝᝑπ壆ᢅᗼݳρΕπՀֽषബρm¼
lóng ڶಖሉመ chit ཱི êψદֻڗגωΔ˜-koh ԫऴფ kàu 19 ધ࿇
ထࢬᘯ êψ྾גৈω2 chiah ڶऄ৫ᢞኔψᄅཽ֮ωê ڇژΖ
ᆖᛎᇷᄭ ê ଷচ kap ഗᅮඒᆠ ê ႚᐾਢ๛ᥞอए ê ԲՕؾऱΖ
زᙤडஃΰRev. William Campbell, 1871-1918αte ْ ê םπ๛ᥞอएՀ ê
ρΰ Formosa under the Dutch αփࢍಖሉᝑΚψᅝழΔinΰ๛ᥞ
Գα˜-tan ట gâu سΕట chÃ ᙒΔkoh ట פګê ංᐖඒߛ kap ഗᅮ
ඒᆠΙ๛ᥞႚඒՓْ ka-te ԫଡ༉ ڶchâi-ti¼u ᆖᛜጥ kúi-n¼ ၴᖂீΔ
گ၌መ 5,000 ԳףԵඒᄎഗᅮஈΖω3
Hit ᅝழႚඒ ê ֱऄհԫ༉ਢຘመᅝ چê ߢࠐႚඒᆠΖထࠌ
شᅝ چê ߢΔႚඒՓ༉شܓᢅ್ࠐڗૠԫ Ã-sái ༴ᐊᅝچߢΕ
2

ᖂृ k¼ ᇆψᄅཽ֮ωΖ

3

֮Ϙduring that period they [i.e., Dutch] not only carried on a profitable trade, but made

successful efforts in educating and Christianising the natives; one missionary alone having
established a number of schools and received over five thousand adults into the membership of
the Reformed ChurchϙΰCampbell, 1903:viiαΖ
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koh ១ړᖂ ê ֮ߓڗอΖChit ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอΔԫֱ૿ Ã-tàng ᚥᢥ
ႚඒՓધᙕΕᖂᅝ چê ߢΔԫֱ૿ m¼ Ã-sái ᅝ چê Գట១༉
ᄎᖠ شin ka-te ê ߢᐊ ê ᆣᆖ kap ഗᅮඒᆠ ê םΖψᄅཽ֮ω༉ਢ ánne ข سêΖতॵ२ ê ؓ୕ගڂ๛ᥞԳႚඒ ê ᐙհՀΔsoah t¼u-t¼uá ᄎᖠشᢅ್ᦰࠐڗᐊ in ka-te ê ߢΖ๛ᥞԳ m¼ ڂႚඒ ê ᏁΔנ
ठ ch…t-kóa ᢅ್ ڗê ඒޗΔk¼ ch…t-kóa ഗᅮඒᆠ ê  םkap ᆣᆖψᄅ
ཽ֮ωΖᤝڕᝑ طDaniel Gravius  ê ๛ᥞΕᄅཽ֮ኙᅃ êπ್֜壂ଃ
4

ρti 1661 נڣठΖ
Te ഏࡩᅍΰKoxingaΙᔤפګα᎔ߨ๛ᥞԳԱ৵Δឈྥψዧڗω

chiâ-chò hit ᅝழ ê ࡴֱ֮ڗΔ˜-koh ᢅ್ ڤڗêψᄅཽ֮ωiáu teاၴੌ
ႚࠌ شch…t-ch¼m ழၴΖᅝ Siraya ê ߢ t¼u-t¼u-á ؈ װê sî-chÔnΔহԳ
chiah te 19 ધ ݠê ழ࿇ in መ װbat ࠌشᢅ್ ڗê ᢞᖕΖChit-kóa ᢞᖕ
༉ਢ ch…t-kóa شψᄅཽ֮ωᐊ ê ֮ײٙΖIn  ڶê kui ് kan-taشψᄅཽ
֮ωᐊΔm¼ ڶψᄅཽ֮ωh¼mψዧڗωl¼m leh ኙᅃᐊΖChit-kóa ֮ײ
ٙΔՕຝ։ਢ၇ᔄΕࣂࢽΕࢨृ נê ৈપΰޘՂऴڻΔ
1933:IVαΖڂ chit-kóa ֮ײٙՕຝ։ lóng teψᄅཽ5ωچ࿇ êΔࢬ
אᖂृ k¼ ᇆψᄅཽ֮ωΔԫՕฒ ڶê k¼ ψ྾גৈωΰᘸΔ
1990:125-127αΖTe chit ٝઔߒᓵ֮փࢍ༉ k¼ chit-ê ழཚ êψᢅ್ڗᐊߓ
อωอጠψᄅཽ֮ωΖ
ᖕψޘՂऴڻωΰ1933:XVαê ઔߒΔ ژê ᄅཽ֮Օᄗڶ
141 ٙΖTe chit  ۍthóng ٙ ê ֮փࢍΔՂ ڰê ਢ 1683 ࢬڣᐊ êΔՂ oàn ê
4

 םê ᑑᠲ Het Heylige Euangelium Matthei en Jonannis Ofte Hagnau Ka D'llig Matiktik,

Ka na Sasoulat ti Mattheus, ti Johannes appa. Overgefet inde Formosaansche tale, voor de
Inwoonders van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan, Bacloan, Tavokan, en Tevorang. ᇡาᓮᔹ
Campbell, 1996ΙᘸΔ1990:121-123Ζ
5

ڼழ ê তᗼᄅؑΖ
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ਢ 1813 ڣΖ ֟۟ߠױte 19 ધॣ iáu  ڶSiraya ê ගԳᄎᖠᐊψᄅཽ
֮ωΖ
კ߄ 2.ޔԛ॔܌ԏǴጓဦ 75 ဦ ê ཥෝЎਜ
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2.2. ϨྖфĞ19 ͵ࡔޢΗഇ-ϫ݈ğ
ૉᄷᝑψᄅཽ֮ωז।ᙰԫ pái ڶ؆ഏࠐ ê ႚඒ೯Δψػ
ᇩڗωê ࿇୶ွᐛ te ๛ᥞಯא৵؆ഏ ê ႚඒ೯ te  ê ٦ڻ༚ᘋΖ
۞๛ᥞಯא৵Δte  ê ࠐ۞ֱ۫ ê ႚඒ೯༉ ti¼m ᙩᆵࠐ àΖ
ԫऴࠩ kah 19 ધ৵תཚ chiah koh ၲࡨ te  chhiân-i¼n ದࠐΖ1860  ڣê
sî-chÔn 堚ഏ h¼m ؆ഏࡳψ੍֚යપωΔڤإւ؆ഏႚඒՓװխഏ
ႚඒΖ hit-chÔn ਢ堚ഏอएΔڂ੍֚යપ ê ᣂএΔm¼ ၲ࣋
؆ഏԳࠐႚඒΖ༉ਢ te chit-ê ᖵᒴਚհՀΔ֚ඒ kap ഗᅮඒຬᥛࠐ
ࠩႚඒΖࠡխՂ kut-lãt ං sak ػᇩ ڗêψ९۔ඒᄎωte 1865 طڣ
ψ್ႁٺω᠔سΰJames L. Maxwell, 1836-1921α chhÎa ᙰΔ ڤإte ڼழ
ê তمႚඒ ê ءຝΰΔ1995:6-8ΙᘸΔ1990:277-280αΖ
Te ႚඒՓࠐࠩ chìn-chêngΔin teխഏࣟতֱԫբᆖ೯టՆ
àΔۖ in te hia ༉բᆖၲࡨشᢅ್ ڗk¼ ᎸতΕড়ߢૠԫ
ᐊߓอΖ6ֺڕᝑΔ طJohn Van Nest Talmageΰ1819-1892Δঋጠψ್ؚ
ڗωαᒳᐊΔඒԳ án-chóan شᢅ್ࠐڗᐊლ॰ᇩ êπାᇩ྾ॣڗᖂ7ρte
1852  ڣte ლ॰נठΖChit ᢅ್ ڗte ᇆψػᇩڗωࢨृψඒᄎ
ᢅ್ڗωΖᄎ k¼ ᇆψػᇩڗωਢڂ chit ֮ڗਢ༴ᐊֲൄسΕ
Ց ê ߢΙᖂृట១༉ Ã-sái ᖂᄎᖠ ùi ػᇩ נᦰڗin ê ՑΔྤ
ቝዧ ڗán-ne ᖂటՆ iáu ᦰ bÃ إנᒔ ê ࿇ଃΖ
ψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢ tiõh ႚඒ ê ؾऱ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖࢬא
ψػᇩڗωటՕຝ։ ê ᚨ شkap נठ lóng ਢ h¼m ࡲඒڶᣂএΖChit-kóa
ሎػشᇩ ڗê נठࢨृଡԳ ê ᚨشΔՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ᣊՀ૿ 6 ᣊΚ

6

£-sái ࡌەΰ1978:18-25αΖ

7

ػᇩ ټםڗT£g-oÃ hoan-je chh¬-hãkΖ
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1. ػᇩڗඒޗ
2. ػᇩࠢڗڗΕࠢ
3. ᆣᆖΕඒᆠം kap ႚ՛ם
4.ػᇩڗΕᠧ
5. ࠡڶהᣂୃᖂΕᑇΕ՛ᎅᠲޗ
6. ଡԳ ê ಖࢨृᐊޅ

۞ 18 ધၲࡨΔ ڶbÃ ֟ ê ػᇩڗڗΰαࠢנठΔՀ૿༉១ᜰ
ch…t-kóa ࠏΖψຽຟ৸ωΰWater H. Medhurst, 1796-1857αte 1837 נڣठ
π壂৬ֱߢ ࠢڗ8 ρΙψޙቯᐚωडஃΰCarstairs Douglas, 1830-1877αte
1873 נڣठπლՕࠢ9ρΙڼழ te Ղཏሙࠌ شêπლ॰ଃ
ᄅࠢڗ10ρਢطψزᙤωडஃᒳᙀΔte 1913 طڣত ê ඒᄎֆष࿇
۩ΰᔹᘸΔ1990ΙੋΔ1993Δ1996αΖ
ᙰԫػءᇩ ڗê ᄅપᆣᆖπহऱඑળᗫഗᅮऱᄅપ11ρte 1873 ڣ
נठΔ៱પᆣᆖπ៱પऱᆣᆖ12ρte 1884 נڣठΖኙػᇩ ڗte ڰཚ ê 
ඒᄎ hông ཏሙࠌڶشటՕಥ ê ػᇩڗπࢌৄඒᄎ13ρte
1885 ܌֣طڣ៖डஃ࿇۩Ζػᇩנڗठ ê փ୲ೈԱऴ൷ h¼m ࡲඒڶ
8

֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Hok-keen Dialect of the Chinese Language, According to the

Reading and Colloquial IdiomsΖ
9

֮ ټםChinese-English Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy, with

the Principal Variations of the Chang-chew and Chin-chew DialectsΖ
10

ػᇩ ټםڗ£-m£g-im Sin Je-tíánΖ֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular

Spoken throughout the Prefectures of Chin-chiu, Chiang-chiu and FormosaΖ
11

ػᇩ ټםڗLán ê Kiù-chú Iâ-s¬ Ki-tok ê Sin-iokΖ

12

ػᇩ ټםڗKÔ-iok ê Sèng KengΖ

13

πࢌৄඒᄎρޏመ kúi-á pái ټΔڼழᇆπඒᄎֆρΖChit ٝ

 te 1970  ڣchìn-chêng lóng ػشᇩڗ࿇۩Δ1970 א৵شޏխ֮࿇۩Δchit kúi  ڣkoh
ၲࡨ te ठ૿փࢍڶԫຝٝش֮ᐊΔቝᝑψئ׀ᇩωठػڶᇩ ڗê ֮ີΖ
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ᣂհ؆Δm¼  ڶch…t-kóa kap ඒᆠ khah ྤᣂএ ê ढגΖ14ቝᝑΔ1897  ڣGê
Uî Lîm נठ ê ᑇᖂםπጩऱॣᖂ 15 ρΙ1917 ڣᚮոኂΰG. GushueTaylorαנठ êπփ؆ઝᥨᖂ16ρΙ1926 ڣᔤᄻᲪΰTÃn Khe-phoànαࢬ
נठ ê ՛ᎅπڽנᒵ17ρΙ1925 ڣᓐഛ־ΰChhòa Pôe-hóeαࢬנठ ê षᄎ
ေᓵ ê םπԼႈጥߠ18ρΖ
ຏൄΔඒᄎ ê ॾஈ te ඒᄎᖂᄎᖠᦰᐊػᇩڗԱΔin ᄎ k¼ chit ػ
ᇩڗᚨ شte ֲൄسᅝխΔቝᝑᐊ ޅh¼u-senΕcha-b¯-kián ΰ৵سΕ
ਬڄαΕᐊֲಖΕࢨृՕาႈז ê ಖΖػᇩ ڗte 1970 זڣ19 chìnchêngΔte  ê ඒᄎփࢍ iáu ጩ hông టཏሙ ê ࠌشΙ˜-kohΔԱ৵ڂ
ਙए kapψഏਙωê ᐙΔsoah t¼u-t¼u-á ყࠐყ֟ԳࠌشΖ
ឈྥػᇩڗኙཏ֗ඒߛ ê ಥྤ։ cha-p¬Εcha-b¯ΔػᇩڗኙՖࢤ
ඒ֖ ê ᐙܑՕΖTe ߊૹڰײ᎘Ֆ ê षᄎΔԫ cha-b¯-lâng lóng టߔ
leh ڶᖲᄎ࠹ዧ֮ ê ඒߛΖChit-ê ွԫֱ૿ਢڂ֮֏Ꮭଖᨠΰૹߊ
᎘Ֆαê ംᠲΔԫֱ૿ m¼ ਢᆖᛎംᠲΰዧػֺڗᇩ ڗke ట pháin
ᖂαΖChit-kóa cha-b¯-lâng te ൷ᤛඒᄎԱΔtú-hó  in ຏᖂ១ ê ֮ڗ
ՠࠠΰػᇩڗαΕ࠹ڶඒߛ ê ᖲᄎΖIn ˜-taຘመػᇩࠐڗᖂᆣᆖ ê
ඒᆠΔm¼ Ã-sái ᖂ זê ཕᢝΖڼழ te  iáu  ڶch…t-kóa ۔ԫᔘ ê
ඒ֖ΰܑਢՖࢤαΔ˜-bat ዧڗΕkan-taᄎᖠػᇩڗΖ20

14

£-sái ᔹܨΔ1994Ζ

15

ػᇩ ټםڗPit Soàn ê Chh¬ HãkΖ

16

ػᇩ ټםڗL¼i GÎa Kho Khan-h³-hãkΙ֮ ټThe Principles and Practice of NursingΖ

17

ػᇩ ټםڗChhut Sí-SòanΖޕႧࡾ ڶk¼ ዧᢅ֮ठΔ٤֮ Ã-sái te ֮ᖂ

ՠ܂ጻీ൲ထ<http://ws.twl.ncku.edu.tw/>Ζ
18

ػᇩ ټםڗChãp-h¼ng Koán-kiànΖ

19

אݺπඒᄎֆρޏխ֮࿇۩ hit ڣ։រΖ

20

ᖕ႓ࠢᇨ te 1955  ڣê ۷ૠΔte ࢬڶᝑ HÎ-ló ᇩ ê چΔܶץ壂৬Ε್ࠐ۫ࠅΕဗ
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ឈྥψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢထႚඒ ê ؾऱࢬૠΔࠩ tan ࠐբ
ᆖྤૻࡳ te ༴ᐊඒᄎ ê ࠃ೭ niâΖTe 1980 זڣ21א৵Δኙထਙएሎ
೯ ê ၲ୶Δ ê ءՒ֮֏ m¼ ୶ၲ֮ሎ೯Δൎ௺္ޣψᏯᝑ
22Ε֫ᐊ֮ωΖTe ڼழ khah ཏሙ ê Կጟ֮ᐊֱڤψ٤
ዧωΕψ٤ᢅωΕkapψዧᢅωփࢍࢬ شê ᢅ್ڗΔట chÃ ቸ᧯ࢨ
ृଡԳ༉ਢࠌػشᇩृࢨڗଥޏመ ê ػᇩנࠐڗठ܂֮Ζ23ቝᝑΔ
ψ֮ຏಛωΕψ֮ीωΕkapψ 5%ૠቤω24ቸ᧯Δte ᢅ್
 ڗê ຝ։ lóng شႚอඒᄎػᇩڗΖڂղ֮ᐊ ܂ê  ृ܂ê ڍց֏Δ
ψػᇩڗωê ᚨ شm¼ ๅᠦመאװඒᄎΕႚඒ ê ᠲޗΖ

৳ᎏΕΔlóng ᜔ ڶ115,500 ԳᄎᖠػᇩڗΖࠡխΔ ۾32,000 Գΰᔹ
Δ1992:70αΖ
21

ڶᣂ 1980 אזڣ৵ ê ֮ሎ೯ΔÃ-sái ᔹᓏ֮ΰ1999:33-49αΖ

22

 te chia ê ࡳᆠਢءٺՒගᆢ ê ئΔܶץ۰اߢΕড়ᇩΕHÎ-ló ᇩΖ

23

ڶᣂ ڤٺê ᢅ್ڗΔÃ-sái ᔹᄘΰ1999αΖ

24

Te 1996 طڣԫೄ௧փ؆ ê ֟ڣ୮ิګԫଡ 5%ૠቤ՛ิΔchit-ê ૠቤ༉ਢ

beh k¼ ch…t-kóa khah  ټڶê ֮ᖂ܂֮܂Ζ۞ 1996 ڣၲࡨΔբᆖנठ kúichãp  ءê  םàΖ
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კ߄ 3.ȠѠ۬ࠤ௲ൔȡᓐයȐ1885ȑ
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კ߄ 4.Ƞཥᙑऊޑဃȡᓐ।Ȑ1995 ԃހȑ
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3. Ϩྖф൴ण ê ࡦഀ
Beh ԱᇞψػᇩڗωΔ༉ ài ùi kui ê ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ਙए֮֏હན kap
ๅዧ25ሎ೯֊ԵΔchiah Ã-tàng ኙْ te ࿇୶ ê መ࿓ kap ᐙ ڶkhah 堚
ᄑ ê ԱᇞΖ

3.1. ႔ф̼͛ ê ߆ࡦົۤڼഀ
ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮Δܶץ။তΕឌഏΕֲءΕ kap խഏΖBeh
൶ಘ chit-kúi-ê ഏ୮ ê ๅዧሎ೯ΔÃ-sái ùi 2 ଡֱࠐٻ൶ಘΚรԫΔዧ֮ڗ
֏എ ê ഏ୮ h¼m ዧڗ࿇ᄭچխഏ ê յ೯ᣂএΙรԲΔዧ֏֮ڗഎഏ୮
փຝ ê ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰΕಳ֏֮ޣ࿇୶ ê ္ޣΖ26
Ùi ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ഏ୮ h¼m ዧڗ࿇ᄭچխഏ ê յ೯ᣂএࠐΔ။ত
kap ឌഏ te  ڰײlóng bat խഏऴ൷อएመΔ༉ጩ৵ࠐๅᠦխഏࠐᗑ
مΔm¼ lóng ԫऴፂਢխഏ êψ᥆ഏωê ॵ᥆ۯچΖ။ত h¼m ឌഏ˜-tan
ਙएՂਢխഏ ê ॵ᥆ഏ ê ۯچΔte ֮֏Ղ m¼ ࠹ψխإอ֮֏ωê ᨠ
࢚ࠐ֭ΖIn ˜-tan tiõh ᖂψዧڗωΔm¼ tiõh ᙅښψնᆖω ê
ࠢײඒಝΖֲءឈྥ te ਙएՂ˜-bat խഏอएመΔ˜-koh ڂዧཛ
h¼m ାཛ ê ൎႨ ê ᐙΔխഏ m¼ chiâ-chò ֲ֧ءၞ֮ढࠫ৫Εᑓُ ê
ኙွΖᖞ᧯ࠐᝑΔዧ ֏֮ڗê ഏ୮۞ዧཛၲࡨΔԫऴ࠹խഏ ê ਙए
h¼m ֮֏ֱ૿ ê ֭ᐙΔຍ m¼ ਢ chit-kóa ഏ୮¢g-b¼ng ຘመψᐒೈዧ
ڗωࠐሒګਙए kap ֮֏Ղݙ٤ᗑ مêψ؆ైڂڇωΖ
Ùi ഏ୮փຝ ê ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰΕಳ֏֮ޣ࿇୶ êψփຝڂ

25

ψๅዧωte chia ਢਐຘመ֮ޏڗѧѧᐒዧࠫૻृࢨڗዧشࠌڗ࿓৫Δࠐሒګഏ

୮ ê ਙए kap ֮֏ ê ݙ٤ᗑمΖ
26

ᔹᓏΔ1997ΙChiung, 2000ΙHannas , 1997ΙDeFrancis, 1950Δ1977Ζ
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ైωࠐΔchit-kúi-ê ഏ୮ڂ९ཚଗشψዧڗωkapψ֮ߢ֮ωᐊֱ
ڤΔທګ༳༽ዧ ڗê ֮Գอएၸ్ h¼m ๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳ ê ၸ్ኙمΖ
ངԫᇩᝑΔዧ˜ڗ-tan ָᖂΕָᐊΔۖ chit ጟ ࠢײêψ֮ߢ֮ω
ᐊֱ ڤh¼m ៗԳᏯᝑ êψػᇩωݙڤݮ٤ྤ k¼ngΔທࠢײګᆖ ê
ψᇞᤩᦞω༳༽ te ֮Գၸ్ ê ֫ᙰΖๅߧᆬ ê ៗԳؓழៗ tÎ 
bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ thang װᖂᐊዧڗΕᖂࠢײΛChit ጟൣ ݮl³-bóe
ዝ᧢༳༽ዧ ڗê อएृ kap ˜-bat ዧ ڗê อएृ ê ၸ్ܑΖ
Chit-kúi-ê ഏ୮ te ଗشዧ ڗê sî-chÔnΔin lóng tú-tiõh ዧྤڗऄ৫ݙ٤
।ሒ in ka-te ê ߢ ê ംᠲΖIn tÎ شܓψዧڗωψಝᦰω27Εψଃᦰω
28

Δࢨृທψᄅዧڗωࠐᚨ בchit-ê ംᠲΔ۟৵ࠐᖕψዧڗωê ڗ

ݮኬኬ࿇୶ נin ka-te ê ᄅ֮ߓڗอΔᘣቝ။ত êψڗ 29 ωΰChuNom α Ε ឌ ഏ ê ψ ᘦ ֮ 30 ω ΰ Hangul α Ε kap ֲ  ءê ψ   ټω
ˆ˄

27
28

ಝᦰΚଗشዧ ڗê ૿ڗრ৸Δءشഏߢ࿇ଃΖ
ଃᦰΚBô-chhap ዧ ڗê რ৸Δkan-tan ଗشዧ ڗê ዧ࿇ଃΔࠐ।ሒءഏ ê ᣊۿ

࿇ଃΖ
29

ڗਢψতֱ ê ֮ڗωê რ৸Ζڗ te ။তՕપ ùi 10 ધא৵ chiah t¼u-t¼u-á ࿇୶

ࠐנΖ။তڼழ شê ߓڗ֮ڤإอਢᖕ 17 ધֱ۫ႚඒՓࢬૠ ê ᢅ್ڗ
ΰᣊۿ ê ػᇩڗαࢬ ࠐנߜޏê ။তᢅ್ڗΖᇡา Ã-sái ᔹ DeFrancis, 1977Ι
Chiung, 2000Ζ
30

TeΔຏൄشψᘦ֮ωࠐጠࡅڼழ ê Hangul ឌഏ֮ڗΖϘHangulϙਢొ ê ឌ

ഏᇩΕྤዧڗΔ।قψట ړê ֮ڗωê რ৸ΖڼழឌഏԳࢬࠌ شê chit ᘦ֮ߓ
อਢ te 1443 طڣឌഏࡲՕ ׆kap ْ ê ᖂृೄࢬઔ࿇ ࠐנêΖϘHangulϙsiÎng-thâu-á
נ ê ழࠀ˜ਢᇆ HangulΖHangul chit-ê ټጠਢཛធ֮ઔߒଫං೯ृψࡌழ
ᆖωΰChu Si-gyongαte 1913 ڣՂၲࡨࠌشΖڼழψতឌωk¼ ឌഏ֮ڗᇆ
ϘHangulϙΖψקឌωᇆཛធ֮ڗϘChosonchaϙΰཛធڗαࢨृϘChongumϙ
ΰإଃαΖ
31

Օપ ùi ร 8 ધၲࡨ࿇୶ࠐנΖڼழֲءԳ شê ߓټอਢ 19 ધψࣔएፂ

ᄅωא৵ chiah ཏሙದࠐ êΖ
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ΰ˞˴́˴αΖឈྥ in టڰ༉ڶ࿇୶ נka-te ê ֮ڗΔ˜-koh hit-kóa ᄅ֮˜ڗtan te Օխഏ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌՀ૿టָژسΔ۟ te in ka-te ê ഏ୮փ૿
m¼ ᔡ࠹ਝܓ墿 ê ֮Գอएၸ్ ê ᎘ီ kap ؚᚘΖψᄅ֮ڗωchiâ-chò
ψዧڗωê ॵ᥆ ۯچê ൣݮΔԫऴᥛࠩ 19Ε20 ધΔ֘ཷاΕ֘০ഏ
ê اගᆠ chhiâ-i¼n ದࠐΔchiah t¼u-t¼u-á ၲࡨ᠏᧢ΖՀ૿༉ᜰឌഏ kap
။ত ê ࠏՕ୮ەΖ
1443 ڣឌഏޕཛࡲΰSejong, 1398-1450αࠫૡړႨཛធଃైֱ֮ڗ
ூπಝإاଃρΔsòa--lâi te 1446 ڣֆ܉ං۩Ζޕཛ ࡲteπಝإاଃρ
ΰHun Min Jong Umα l¼i-té ᐊᝑΚ
୯ϐᇟॣ! ౦Яύ୯! ᆶЎӷό࣬ࢬ೯! ࡺ༿҇Ԗ܌టقԶಖ
όள՜ځޣӭ !خϒࣁԜኈฅ! ཥڋΒΜΖӷ! ట٬ΓΓܰ
ಞ! ߡܭВҔخǾԖځᖂԶคځӷ! ଷύ୯ϐӷа೯ځҔ! ࢂ
ซᢜϐ✙⯍Ψ! ଁૈၲԶคᛖЯǾȐLee Sang-Beck, 1957: 47ȑ
Te ࡲֆ܉ං۩ᘦ֮ଃ֮ ڗê ழΔڂ kap hit ᅝழ ê Օխഏਙ
एΕ֮֏ ê ਮዌ h¼m ༳༽ዧ ڗê ֮Գၸ్ ê ਝܓ墿ڶᓢડΔીࠌ
ψᘦ֮ωkan-tan ං۩Օપ 50 מΔא৵༉ֱࡴᆃַΔchhun اၴ֟ᑇ ê
ԳೢೢشࠌגΖਝܓ墿ृ֘ኙཏ֮֗ڗΕवᢝ ê ኪ৫ Ã-sái ùi Հ૿
chit-ê ࠏࠐנΖ1444  ڣ2 ִΔޕཛ ê ႃᔃᄥ೫༼ᖂψാᆄߺωΰChoe
Mal-liαՂง֘ኙࡲං۩ᘦ֮ΔْᐊᝑΚ
ךරԾےаٰ! Կ၈٣ε! ᒥ !ڋϞӕЎӕॉϐਔ!
ബբᒆЎ! Ԗ၀ᢀ᠋! ៴ГᒆЎ! ࣣҁђӷߚཥӷΨ! ߾ӷ
ᗨ८ђϐጆЎ! Ҕॣӝӷᅰϸܭђ! ჴค܌Ᏽ! ऩࢬύ୯! ܈
Ԗ ߚ   ଁ ! ޣό Ԗ ཎ  ܭ٣ ε ኀ  ! Ȑ ୖ ᎙ Lee SangBaek,1957:4,31ȑ
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။ত९ཚ࠹խഏᐙΔinψխഏ֏ωê ࿓৫ྤᙁΖխഏኙ။ত
ê ᐙ Ã-sái ùi መߪ ê ။ত ê ᖵᖂ୮ψຫૹ८ωΰTran Trong Kim, 18821953αte ْ ټڶê ။তᖵ ê םπ။তฃρl¼i-té ê ݧࠐנΚ
ȨǾόᆅεΓλ࠸ǴፔѐᏢѝᏢύ୯ᐕўǴԶόᏢҁ୯
ўǶ၃፟ЎകΨाڂڗΪύ୯Ǵჹҁ୯ϐ٣߾ࢂѝӷόගǶ୯
Γעҁ୯ᐕў࣮ԋ༾όىၰǴፕࣁޕϐคҔǶ೭ΨࢂҗΪԾђ
аٰԾρؒԖ୯ЎǴಖғѝॷշΪдΓޑᇟقǵдΓޑЎӷԶ
ᏢǴϙሶ٣ڙΓৎགϯǴԶԾيคҺՖՅǴԋႽ߫ᇟ
܌ᇥȬ༮္൜ѦȭٗޑᅿݩރǾȩȐഋख़ߎǵᔎёٰǴ
1992:1-2ȑ

3.2. ᇆᜩϨྖф൴ण ê ߆ົۤڼЯ৵
Ùi ᦰᐊ౨Ժ ê ߡ৫ࠐΔػᇩڗᄎ te ڰཚ ê ࿇୶ದࠐΔࠀ˜ਢ
რ؆ ê זΖػᇩ شܓڗkúi-ê  ૻڶê ᢅ್ئڗ༉ Ã-sái ༴ᐊࢬ ڶê 
ဲΔْ ê யࢤኔ˜ڇਢ hit kúi ᆄ ڗê ዧڗᄎᅝઌֺေ êΖTe ڰײልᄐ
षᄎ ê ΔՕຝ։ ê ៗԳؓழៗ tÎ  bÎe-liáu--áΔ߷ڶழၴ thang
װᖂᐊዧڗΖػᇩ ڗê נ tú-hó  chit-kóa Հᆬᐋ ê ៗԳ te ట ê ழ
ၴփ༉ᖂᄎᖠᦰ kap ᐊΖᓐഛ ־te 20  זڣê ழ༉រנዧڗኙ chÃ-chÃ ê
ԳࠐᝑਢᖂՂ ê ᖜΙْၞԫػش്ޡᇩ ࠐڗtháu ࣋ॹᒐ
ׄΔ khah chÃ Գᄎᖠᦰ kap ᐊ thang ᏺףवᢝΕᖂംΖْ te 1925 נڣ
ठ ê ػشᇩڗᐊ êπԼႈጥߠρl¼i-té ᝑΚ
Pún-tó lâng lóng-kiÎng Ô san-pah lãk-chãp-b¼n lâng, ken-ken chiah chhaput-to je-chãp-b¼n lâng Ô hãk-bÔn, kám ˜-se chin chió mah? Che se símm…h goân-in neh? Ch…t h¼ng, se lán ka-te bÃ-hiáu khoàn hãk-bÔn t¼ng;
ch…t h¼ng, se siat-hoat ê lâng bô Ô chãp-hun ê sêng-sim. Iáu koh ch…t h¼ng,
chiÔ-se beh õh hãk-bÔn ê bûn-je giân-gú thài kan-kè hui-siông oh-tit õh.
ȐChhòa, 1925: 14-15ȑ
ҁΓᚺӅԖ 360 ΓǴken-ken ωৡόӭ 20 ΓԖᏢୢǴkám
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˜ࢂϿ༏ǻ೭ࢂᾤނচӢګǻǴࢂ࠙ ka-te bÃ-hiáu ࣮Ꮲୢ
ख़ǹǴࢂ ݤê ΓคԖΜϩ ê ၈ЈǶIáu koh Ǵ൩ࢂ
beh ᏢᏢୢ ê Ўӷقᇟϼ୲ीߚத oh ளᏢǶ
ឈྥػᇩֺڗዧ ڗkhah ڶயΔԫԳ soah ᣌଙ k¼ ᎘Εᅝ
܅ሁ ê ֮ڗ32Δીࠌػᇩ ڗte ඒᄎא؆ ê षࠀྤ hông టཏሙ ê ൷࠹
kap ࠌشΖᄎທ ګchit-ê ွΔਢڂՀ૿ chit 3 ଡڂΖ
รԫΔψዧڗ୬ωê षᄎ֏ ê ࣠Ζዧ ڗte ዧ֏֮ڗഎ l¼i-té kúi
Տ ࠐڣlóng hông ආ ڤإ܂شê ࡴֱ֮ڗΖຍྤݮխᐙထࡩۍ۔ኙዧ
 ڗê ऄΔᎁםᦰڶΕڶᖂംΕbeh ࡴ ê ༉ ài ᄎᖠᦰᐊዧڗΖዧڗ
א؆ ê ֮ ڗlóng ਢ khah ܅ሁΕྤֽᄷ ê Գ teh ᖂ êΖTe 19 ધ ݠê ழ֣
܌៖डஃ༉ਐנԫاฒૹዧڗΕྤػᇩ ڗê chit-ê ွΖْ te
1885 ڣ࿇۩ ê ᙰԫཚ êπࢌৄඒᄎρփࢍᐊᝑΚ
Khó-sioh lín pún-kok ê je [Hàn-je] chin oh, chin chió lâng khòa Ã-hiáu-tit.
S¯-í goán Ô siat pãt-m…h ê hoat-t³, Ãng pçh-oÃ-je lâi ìn chheh, h³ lín
chèng-lâng khòa khah khoài bat. Lâng ˜-thang phah-s¢g in-ùi i bat
Khóng-chú-je [Hàn-je] s¯-í ˜-bián õh chit-hÎ ê je; i¼ ˜-thang khòa-khin
i, kóng se gín-á s¯-thãk--ê.
ёெ᷋ҁ୯ ê ӷȐᅇӷȑ ohǴϿΓ࣮᐀ளǶ܌аٜԖ
ձ ނê ࡋݤǴҔқ၉ӷٰӑнǴЯ᷋Γ࣮ khah  זbatǾΓЙ
೯ phah ᆉӢࣁҲ bat ϾηӷȐᅇӷȑ܌аЙխᏢ chit-hÎ ê ӷǹ
ΨЙ೯࣮ᇸҲǴᖱࢂӤв܌᠐ êǶ
รԲΔኙዧ ڗê ዌ kap פ౨ڶᎄᇞΔsoah ࠐᎁዧڶڗψ।რω
ê פ౨ΕՂ Ã-tàng ।ሒዧΖڂట chÃ Գ ڶchit ጟྤإᒔ ê ᨠ࢚Δsoah
ᎁྤشዧڗ༉ྤऄ৫ࠐݙᖞΕإᒔ ê ।ሒ in ê ՑΖ‹-koh መΔlú ࠐ
lú chÃ ê ઔߒΔץਔઔߒࣟࠅߢ ټנê Hawaii Օᖂඒ DeFrancis բᆖ
32

ਐ֮ l¼i-té ê “digraphia”Ζڶᣂ digraphiaΔÃ-sái  ەDeFrancis 1984;Dale 1980;Tiun

1998Ζ
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ਐຍጟᨠ࢚ਢ˜-tiõh êΖহ te ৵ԫᆏᄎᇡาಘᓵ⅄ढ chit ጟऄਢྤ
إᒔ êΖ
รԿΔਙएԺե௫ ê ࣠Ζᢅ್ ڗê ࠌ࠹شਙएԺᚘ૰ ê ွ te խ
ഏഏ᤻اอए ê ழཚܑࣔ᧩Ζψዧڗωኙխഏഏ᤻اਙᦞࠐᝑ
ਢխഏ֮֏ ê ွᐛհԫΔشዧאڗ؆ ê ֮ࠐڗᐊዧ࣍ਢٻՕխ
ഏ ê ਙएΕ֮֏ᄗ࢚ਗᖏΖࢬאխഏഏ ᤻اbat شᚅ ê ֫ᆃַػᇩ
 ڗê ࠌشΔቝᝑ te 1975 ڣՀػگחᇩڗठ êπᄅપρΖ33

4. Ϩྖф ê ͛фඕၹ̶ژ
Chit ᒧ֮ີ ê ছאת൶ಘػᇩڗ࿇୶ ê ᖵ kap ኙ ê ᐙ
ΔՀ תbeh ùi ߢᖂ ê ߡ৫ࠐ։࣫ػᇩ ڗê ֮ڗዌ kap ْ ê ᚌ
រΖ

4.1. ͛фր ê ̶ᙷ kap ጯ௫ड़த
ૉᓵ֮ࠩڗΔట chÃ Գ lóng ᄎشψ।ଃωkapψ।რωԲ։ऄࠐ
։Ղ ê ֮ߓڗอΔsòa--lâi ᎁዧڗਢψ।რ֮ڗωΔࠡشࠌה
ABC ᢅ್ ئڗê ਢψ।ଃ֮ڗωΖࠃኔՂΔchit ጟ k¼ ֮ڗԲ։ऄ ê ։
ᣊֱऄటྤݔᅝ m¼ ྤᄷᒔΔڂྤתጟ֮ڗਢψొω।ଃࢨृ।რ
êΖቝᝑΔ֮ ê “semi”kap“er”༉։ܑڶψתωkapψԳωê რܶΙխ֮ ê
ψຽᅝω༉ొጰਢشܓዧڗψಖଃωê ՠࠠࠐ।ق֮ ê
“McDonald” chit-ê ဲΖ
ૉᄷዧڗਢ।რ֮ڗΔán-ne ዧ ڗê ᔹᦰመ࿓ᚨᇠ h¼m ࠡࢬהᘯ ê
ABC ଃ֮ ྤڗk¼ng chiah tiõhΖ‹-kohΔట chÃ ֨ߢᖂ ê ઔߒܫ
lóng ਐנψk¼ ዧ ڗê ᔹᦰመ࿓ kap ଃᜤუ։ၲωਢྤإᒔ ê ᨠ࢚Ζམ

33

ڶᣂਙए kap ߢ ê ᓵ૪ΔÃ-sái ᔹ႓ΰ1993αΔਜΰ1996αΖ
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ݳி ê ઔߒܫΰTzeng, 1992αਐנψዧ ڗê ᔹᦰመ࿓ k¼ng-khoán ௫
ထଃ ê ֘୴ᜤუΔchit-ê መ࿓ kap ࠡࢬהᘯ ê ଃ֮ڗਢᣊ ۿêωΖ34
რ৸༉ਢᝑΔዧ ڗkap ࢬᘯ ê ଃ ڗte ᔹᦰመ࿓ k¼ng-khoán ௫ထ
ଃ ê ֘୴ᜤუΖࡳݕޕΰ1992αùi ْኙዧڗዌዝ᧢ࢬ ê อૠ։࣫࿇
Κటࠠإໂ।რࢤᔆ êψွڗݮωΕψਐࠃڗωte ዧ ڗê ᖵዝ᧢խ
ࢬ ۾ê ֺࠏ lú ࠐ lú chióΔᣌଙ༴ᐊଃ êψݮᜢڗωùi ֆցছ 11 ધ ê
27% ሂ֒ࠩ 12 ધ ê 90%Ζ
ڶԳᎁψݮᜢڗωl¼i-té ڶψݮலωΔࢬݮאᜢ ڗm¼ ਢ।რ֮
ڗΖChit ጟᨠ࢚ m¼ ˜ ਢటإᒔΖψݮᜢڗωᏺףψݮலωê ؾऱਢ
beh  ࠐ ش ܑ ψ k¼ng ଃ Ε ྤ k¼ng რ ৸ ω ê ψ  ٵଃ ฆ ᆠ ဲ ω
ΰhomophoneαΙchit ጟؾऱ te ࠡהట chÃ ଃ֮ڗΰଃై֮ڗαߓอ
l¼i-té m¼ ᄎထΔਢ in  ྤشk¼ng ê ֱऄ lâi ሒ ګk¼ng-khoán ê ؾऱΖቝ
ᝑΔشܓψڗऄ ê ྤ k¼ngωࠐܑ k¼ng ଃΕྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ဲ
“see” ΰ  ထ α kap “sea” ΰ ௧ α Δ ࢨ ृ “too” ΰ Ո α “two” ΰ 2 α “to”
ΰࠩαΖ
ݮᜢڗᄎڶψݮலωΔਢڂመ װê ֮ߢ֮ᐊߓอ l¼i-té Օຝ։
lóng ਢψଃᆏωê ဲΖ܀ਢ chit tong-chÔn ê ଃဲբᆖྤאছ hiah
chÃ àΔᖕ McGraw-Hillΰ1963αùiπזխઝࡉݾԫࠢρࢬ ê
อ ૠ Δ   זխ ֮ l¼i-té  ଃ ᆏ ê  ဲ ྤ ၌ መ 5% ΰ ֧ ۞ DeFrancis,
1990:187αΖ ߠױte  זê խ֮ဲ l¼i-téΔՕຝ։ lóng ਢڍଃᆏဲ
ΰpolysyllabic wordsαࢨृᓤဲٽΰcompound wordsαΖTe chit ጟൣݮհ
ՀΔbeh ࿇ٵسଃฆᆠ ê ᖲᄎ ke ట֟Ζۖψݮலωkan-tan Ã-sái რ

34

֮Ϙthe phonological effect in the reading of the Chinese characters is real and its nature

seems to be similar to that generated in an alphabetic scriptϙΰTzeng et al., 1992:128α.
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ê  ەniâΔࠀྤۍ։հۍᄷᒔ35ΖቝᝑΔψᢒωkapψωؓؓڶԫଡ
ψۧωΔ˜-kohψᢒωਢՒᆬ teh sô ê káu-hi¼ΰantαΕψωਢ֚ືట
súi ê khÃngΰrainbowαΖࢬאΔထ chit 5% ֟ᑇ ê ଃဲ soah ࠐᥛࠌ
 شchit ጟྤߓอࢤΕటྤᄷᒔ êψݮலωΔኔڇట˜ଖΖ๕ࢡ DeFrancis
༉ਐנΚψዧڗᄎ hiah ྤயΔ༉ਢْشటษΕྤߓอࢤ ê ଃฤᇆ।ሒֱڤΔkap koh khah ୭ êόݮலύ।ሒֱऄΖω36
ڂႚอ।ଃΕ।რ ê ֮ڗ։ᣊऄْڶటՕ ê រΔGelbΰ1952α
kap Smalleyΰ1963α༉༼נᄅ ê ֮ڗ։ᣊᨠ࢚ΖIn ਐנΔ ê ֮ڗᚨ
ᇠ༉ْψ।قଃ ê  ۯê Օาωࠐ։ᣊ chiah Ã-tàng ߓڶอࢤ ê ኙ
֮ڗ։ᣊ kap Աᇞ֮ ڗê ዝ᧢ႨΖࢬᘯ êψଃۯω༉ਢਐߢ
ᖂ teh ᝑ êψଃైωΰphonemeαΕψଃᆏωΰsyllableαΕψဲైω
ΰmorphemeαΕkapψဲωΰwordαΔùi าࠩՕΕྤ k¼ng Օา ê
ψᇩωګ։Ζ
Te chit-ê ։ᣊᑑᄷհՀΔዧ ڗÃ-sái ᝑਢψဲ-ଃᆏωΰwordsyllabicαࢨृψဲై-ଃᆏωΰmorphosyllabicαê ֮ڗΖ37ֲ ءêψټω
ਢψଃᆏω֮ ڗê ࠢীז।Ζ။তᢅ್ڗΕ֮ڗΕψػᇩ
ڗωΕkap ឌഏψᘦ֮ωÃ-sái ጩਢψଃైω֮ڗΔڂ te chit-ê ߓอ l¼ité ޢԫଡࢬئڗ। قê ଃۯਢψଃైωΖឈྥ။তᢅ್ڗΕ֮
ڗΕػᇩڗΕkap ᘦ֮ lóng ਢଃై֮ڗΔ˜-koh in iáu  ڶt¼m-põh-á 
ܑΙܑ ê ࢬڇ༉ਢψଃ h¼m ฤᇆ ê ኙᚨᣂএωkapψฤᇆඈ٨ֱ
ڤωê ྤ k¼ngΖ༉ψଃ h¼m ฤᇆ ê ኙᚨᣂএωࠐΔ။তᢅ್ ڗkap
35

۟ڶழڶᎄᖄ ê ش܂Ζᇡา Ã-sái ᔹᓏΰ1998αΖ

36

֮Ϙthe inefficiency of the system stems precisely from its clumsy method of sound

representation and the added complication of an even more clumsy system of semantic
determinatives.ϙΰDeFrancis, 1996:40α
37

Gelb ႜشٻϘword-syllabicϙΔDeFrancis ႜشٻϘmorphosyllabicϙΖ
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ػᇩڗഗءՂਢԫଡฤᇆኙᚨԫଡଃైΔ˜-koh ֮ਢڍց ê ኙᚨ
ᣂএΖ༉ଃైฤᇆඈ٨ֱࠐڤΔ။তᢅ್ڗΕػᇩ ڗkap ֮
 ڗlóng ਢԫፂ ê ᒵࢤඈ٨Δ˜-koh ឌഏᘦ֮ kap ዧ ڗlóng ਢԲፂ ê 
ዌΖڼழՂڍᑇ ê ֮ߓڗอΔቝᝑ֮Εᐚ֮Εऄ֮Ε۫ఄ׃
֮Ε။ত֮ kap ػᇩڗΔlóng ਢԫፂ ê ଃై֮ڗΖԫፂ ê ଃై֮ڗ
Ã-sái ᝑਢՂཏሙ ê ᐊߓอΖ
Gelb ၞԫנ༼ޡᝑΚùi ଃ ê  ۯê ՕาࠐΔՂ ê ֮ڗዝ᧢
ਢ ùi Օ ê ࠩۯา ê ۯΖᄎ ڶchit ཱི úi Օࠩา ê ዝ᧢Δਢڂ௫ထ
Գᣊኙψᇩωê ᨠኘ ê ౨ԺΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔtng ᅝহԳኙψᇩωêψ
ଃۯω ڶkhah ၞԫ ޡê ԱᇞԱΔহԳ༉ၞԫޡ࿇୶נ༴ᐊ khah า ê
ψଃۯωê ֮ߓڗอΖ
Te ڰײڰײΔহԳ iáu sa ྤψᇩωê ዌ chìn-chêngΔԳᣊ kan-tan
Ã-tàng te ֞ ê ᕻ lìn ኒቹூࠐ।ሒ in beh ᝑ êψᇩωê փ୲ΖChit-ê
ழཚ êψᄷ֮ڗωࢬ༴ᐊ ê ଃۯਢ kui ê ਚࠃ ê փ୲ΖቝᝑΔin te ᕻ
lìn ቤԫטԳΔhit ê Գ֫ lìn ༼ԫศفᙰΔԳ ê ᢰڶגԫೋᏯגၲၲၲ ê
ᅐΖ chit pak ቹ ê Գױ౨ beh । ْقte ਬԫՠΕਬԫଡࢬڇΕటլࢉ
װሖထԫೋᅐΖْࡰլԲึΔفᙰ גsa leh ༉ kap hit ೋᅐΖM¼ ױڶ
౨ beh ।ْقటটཊΔْ te ਬԫՠ೯ބᅐਗᖏΖࠩࢍْ beh ।⅄ق
ढრ৸Δkan-tan  chit pak ቹ ê Գ ka-te वᐙΖTng ᅝࠡ הê ගԳထ chit
pak ቹ ê ழΔin ༉ ài te hiaψᎅ֮ᇞڗωΕioh  ृ܂ê რ৸ਢ⅄Ζ
Tng ᅝহԳኙψᇩωêψଃۯωڶડధࢤ ê ᨠኘΕԱᇞψ
ဲω ۯê ڇژԱΔহԳ༉ၲࡨ k¼ ༴ᐊ hit-êψဲωêψቹூωΰ֮ڗ
؆ݮαࡳݮՀࠐΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔtãk-pái beh । قk¼ng ԫଡψဲωê ழΔ
༉ شk¼ng ԫଡψቹூωࠐಖᙕ।قΖຘመ chit ཱིψࡳݮωê መ࿓ΔԳ
ᣊ ê ᜔֮ڗጩ נàΖቝᝑΔቤԫଡႽ⩊גΕխ؇រԫរΔࠐ।قψֲ
ᙰωchit-ê ဲΖTng ᅝহԳၞԫޡ։࣫ߢ ê ዌΔԱᇞψဲైωê ژ
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ڇԱΔ༉ၞԫޡ១֏ࠐ༴ᐊψဲωêψ֮ڗฤᇆωΔk¼ k¼ng-khoán
êΕࢨृᣊ ۿêψဲైω شk¼ng-khoán ê ฤᇆࠐ।قΖቝᝑΔխ֮ êψ۔
ॡωΕψ۔ᨓωêψ۔ωΔ༉ شk¼ng ԫଡψ۔ωࠐڗ।قΖዧ ڗê ࿇୶
༉Օપೖఎ te chit ጟψဲ-ဲైωê ၸΖዧ ءڗchiâਢ beh ၞԫޡ
ψଃᆏω֮ ڗê ֱٻ࿇୶Δױ൦ڂጟጟ ê षᄎঅښԺၦ ê ॴᡶ soah
ऄ৫࿇୶פګΖ ڰײê ֲءԳኙψଃωê ᨠኘֺխഏԳ khah 
ԵΖֲءԳଗشዧڗԱΔ࿇ᤚψဲωਢ طkhah า êψଃᆏωዌګ
êΖIn ᎁૉ Ã-tàng ូψଃᆏωê ᜔ᑇΔޢԫଡଃᆏشԫଡฤᇆז
।Δ༉ Ã-sái ֮྇֟ڗฤᇆΕ྇֟ᖂ ê ᖜΖTe chit-ê ൣݮհՀΔin ಾ
ኙֲ࿇୶ נ50 ଡψଃᆏئڗωΔຘመ ૻڶê 50 ଡψଃᆏئڗω༉ Ãsái ࠐ༴ᐊ kap ໌ທྤૻ ê ֲဲნΖឌഏԳ êψଃᨠኘωֲֺءԳ
koh khah ԵΔin ၞԫޡ࿇ଃᆏਢ طkoh khah า êψଃైωዌ ګêΖIn
༉ᖕឌഏᇩ ê ଃైߓอ࿇୶נψଃైωئڗΔຘመ koh khah ֟ ê 28
ଡئڗΔ༉ Ã-sái ༴ᐊࢬ ڶê ឌဲნΖ
༴ᐊ ê ଃ ۯê Օา kap ᖂய⅄ڶढᣂএ lehΛԫࠐ
ᝑΔ༴ᐊ khah า ê ଃ ۯê ֮ߓڗอᄎ khah ᄷᒔΰધᙕଃαΕڶ
யΕܓڶহԳ ê ᖂΔڂ in Ã-sái ຘመ ૻڶêΕ֟ᑇ êψئڗωêψඈ
٨ิٽωࠐ༴ᐊྤૻ êΕᄅဲ ê ໌ທΖψଃైω֮ ڗÃ-tàng  ڶchit ጟ
פ౨ਢڂহԳᣊ ê ߢ lóng ਢ֟طᑇ êψئଃωΰvowelsαkapψ
ଃωΰconsonantsαࢬዌ ګêΖຘመྤ k¼ng ê ଃైฤᇆࠐז।ྤ k¼ng ê ئ
ଃ kap ଃΔ༉ Ã-sái k¼ hit-ê ߢ ê ଃߓอݙᖞ༴ᐊದࠐΖ
Smalleyΰ1963:7αਐנΔψଃైω֮ڗຏൄ kan-tan Ꮑ֟ᑇ ê ئڗ
ΰቝᝑΔ֮ 26 ଡئڗαΔ༉ Ã-sái ༴ᐊ hit-ê ߢ ê ࢬڶଃΖઌ
ኙࠐᝑΔψဲైω֮ ڗê រ༉ਢڶట chÃ êψڗωΰဲైଃᆏฤ
ᇆαΔᖂس༉ ài ᖂߩ chÃ êψڗωԱ chiah  ڶchâi-ti¼u ၞԫޡᔹᦰᚨ
شΖאࠏΔ՛ᖂၸՕᄗ ài ᖂ 2,600 ଡዧڗΙ֒ದװխᖂԱΔ
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ထᦰ֮ߢ֮ ê ֮ີΔᖂ سài ᤉᥛᖂ ch…t-kóa ؓழߔ leh شထ ê ዧڗΖ
ૉᄷ՛ᖂฅᄐ༉ጩڶԫ ê ᔹᦰᐊ܂౨ԺΔ ê ᖂسՂྤլ ڍài
ᖂ 3,000 ڗዧ ڗchiah ᄎᖠᦰᐊԫ࿓৫ ê խ֮Ζᖕ Hannasΰ1997αê
อૠΔহ chit-mái षᄎՂຏ۩ࠌ شê ዧڗՕપ ڶ7,000 ڗΖChit 7,000 ڗ
ਢൄ شê ዧ ڗniâΔૉ k¼ ࠡ הkhah ֟Գ شê ڗΰቝᝑছ۩ਙೃ೫ೃ
९ψཾᙔԊԤԟωêψ㴢ωαጩڇփΔᑇၦ Ã-sái ሒࠩπൈዺࠢڗρࢬگ
ႃ ê 47,035 ڗΖ
ڶԳᝑዧڗਢ طch…t-kóaψೣலωዌ ګêΔ k¼ ೣலᖂړΔbeh
ᖂࠡ הê ዧڗ༉ྤ⅄ംᠲΖຍᙰᦫגದࠐ ká-ná టٽΔ˜-koh ૉᎁట
k¼ უԫՀΔψೣலωኔ ྤڇhiah 壀࡛ΕشړΖڂਢΚรԫΔዧڗ
ψೣலωê ᑇၦΰψݮலωףψᜢலωαՕપ ڶ1,000 ଡΙຍψ1,000
ଡω˜ਢ՛ᑇࡋؾΜᖂೣலਢֺᖂՂᆄଡዧ ڗkhah  ړsió-khóa niâΔ
ْ k¼ng-khoán ྤऄ৫ኧࢍᇞެዧྤڗய ê ംᠲΖรԲΔψೣலωê ඈ
٨ֱྤࠀڤԫክΚْ ۩ڶthán ᖩ êΰቝᝑΔψੋωψωαΕ۩ڶऴ
chÎa êΰψၦωψ࣑ωαΕڶଙᦥᦥ ê ΰψԳωψՀωαΕ ڶkhàm ᙰ
khàm ૿ êΰψᡓωψᏕωαΕm¼  ڶteh ᦤᢅዧ êΰψ㝿ωψᨼωαΔ
k¼ng ԫଡೣலڶழߨದΕڶழߨᆵΰψܤωψޖωαΔڶழؓإΕڶ
ழଙؓΰψڬωψپωαΖChit ཱིྤԫክࢤ ê ඈ٨ֱڤΔ˜-tan ྤऄ৫
ᏺףயΔᣌଙᄎψቭᚭڮωΕທګᖂ ê ᖜΖ

4.2. Ϩྖф ê ᄬࢰཱིր
Chit ᅝॣطႚඒՓૠ ࠐנê ػᇩڗᐊߓอࠀ˜ਢԫଡԳΕte
ԫՠ l¼i-té ໌ທ ࠐנêΙਢᆖመట chÃ ႚඒՓ ê ຬᥛፖኬኬีגᗨದࠐ
êΖޢԫػءᇩڗΰڗαࠢ lóng ז।ྤ k¼ng ழཚΕྤ k¼ng ृ܂ኙ
ΰࢨृ HÎ-ló ᇩΕᎸতαê ߢዌ ê ։࣫౨Ժ ê ၞޡΖTe chiah chÃ
ػءᇩڗࠢᅝխΔຽຟ৸ te 1837 נڣठ êπ壂৬ֱߢࠢڗρਢژՂ
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 ڰײê ԫػءᇩࠢڗڗΖޙቯᐚ 1873  ڣêπლՕࠢρጩਢኙֲ৵ ê
ػᇩڗࠢ ê ᒳᐷ kap ػᇩ ڗê ڗऄڶటᐙ ê ԫءᆖࠢထ܂ΰੋ
1996Ι1993αΖزᙤ 1913  נڣêπლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρਢรԫ ءte נ
ठ ê ػᇩࠢڗڗΔm¼ ਢڼழ te Ղཏሙ hông ࠌ شê ػᇩࠢڗڗΖ
Chit kúi ءࠢ ê ڗऄ ê ฆΔÃ-sái ùi ቹ। 5 נԫଡՕᄗΖ
კ߄ 5.қ၉ӷᐕжӷ ݤê ৡ౦
ຽຟ৸

ޙቯᐚ

زᙤ

GGPI
ÈGP
YC
QG

in
ien
oa

in
ian
oa
o.

ዧڗ
᚛
ᄿ
ဢ


IPA ഏᎾଃᑑ
=K¿?
=GP?
=YC?
=Q?

ឈྥྤ k¼ng ழཚΕྤ k¼ng נृ܂ठ ê ػᇩڗࠢ ྤڶsán k¼ng ê
ڗऄΔ۞πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρא৵ࠩ kah chit-mái ඒᄎ iáu teh ࠌ شê ػ
ᇩ ڗÃ-sái ᝑྤ⅄᧢ޏΖ38Հ૿༉אπლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρᄷΔ։ܑ٨נ
ػᇩ ڗêψଃωΕψئଃωkapψᜢᓳωΰtoneαê ฤᇆߓอΖ

38

ഄԫՕଥޏਢᐒೈ/ts / kap /ch / ê ܑΔԫ৳شޏ/ch/Ζ
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კ߄ 6.қ၉ӷ ê ηॣ಄ဦȐаȠ༺ߐॣཥӷڂȡࣁྗȑ
ᜢᙰ

֮ڗฤᇆ

D
VU

D
EJ
VU
EJJ
I
J
L
M
MJ
N
O
P
PI
R
RJ
U
V
VJ

VUJ
I
J
F\
M
MJ
N
O
P
0
R
RJ
U
V
VJ

යٙ
te /i/, /e/ ê ᙰছ
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

ኔࠏ
bûn ֮
chi հ
tsa 
chha 
gí 
hi ݦ
j…t ֲ
ka ף
kha ᆬ
lí ܃
me᤺
ni ؊
ng³ն
pi ᅾ
phoe ޅ
sì 
tê ಁ
thai ઼

კ߄ 7.қ၉ӷ ê ൂ҆ॣ಄ဦȐаȠ༺ߐॣཥӷڂȡࣁྗȑ
ئଃ

֮ڗฤᇆ

K
G

K
G
KC
C
W
Q
Q
Q

C
W

Q

යٙ
ࠡ הê ൣݮ
৵ᕻૉ൷/n/ࢨृ/t/

ࠡ הê ൣݮ
৵ᕻૉڶᜢᙰΰ/!/ ೈ؆α

ኔࠏ
ti ᓼ
tê ಁ
kian ഒ
ta 
tu ဥ
to ԸΕtoh ோ
to.ຟ
tong ᅝΕkok ഏ
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კ߄ 8.қ၉ӷ ê ᖂፓ಄ဦȐаȠ༺ߐॣཥӷڂȡࣁྗȑ
ᓳᣊ
ػᇩڗฤᇆ
ႚอᜢᓳऄ
ᑇڗऱᓳଖ

ܩ
=MWPr?
ྤ

ዞ
=MWPf?

1
44

2
53

ཫ
=MWP¶?

¸

º
3
21


=MWVo?
ྤ

ᇕ
=MWPa?

4
3

5
12



-

२
=MWP{?

ᄶ
=MWV o?

-

¼
6

7
22

¥
8
5

IPA ऱᓳଖ












ԫֱ֮ڗூਢ˜ਢ Ã-tàng టݙᖞ ê ।ሒ hit-ê ߢ ê ଃߓอΔ
௫ထֱ֮ڗூૠृኙ hit-ê ߢ ê ዌ ê ։࣫౨ԺΖԫࠐᝑΔᅝ
ॣૠػᇩ ڗê hit-kóa ႚඒՓ ê ߢᖂై塄 lóng టړΖM¼ ڂ in ྤዧ
 ڗê ץာגΔÃ-sái ך։شܓψଃైω֮ ڗêψଃ h¼m ฤᇆԫኙԫኙ
ᚨωkapψᒵࢤඈ٨ֱڤωê ᨠ࢚ࠐૠԫ១Εᄷᒔ ê ᢅ್ࠐڗ
ᐊ HÎ-ló ᇩΖ
Հ૿হ༉زאᙤ êπლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρࠏࠐ chit ػᇩڗਢ
án-chóan 壄യ ê ։࣫ ê ଃዌ kap ૠڶய ê ᐊֱூΖ39 Chit
ػᇩ ڗê ଃฤᇆ։ܑ٨ te ቹ। 9 kap ቹ। 10 Օ୮ەΖÙi ቹ। 9
kap ቹ। 10 Ã-sái ట堚ᄑ נchit ػᇩ ڗê ૠृਢڶઌᅝ ړê ߢᖂ
ై塄Δm¼ Ã-tàng נૠृ teh Εᙇشଃฤᇆ ê ழ ڶ3 ՕঞΚ
รԫΔጐၦਊᅃߢᖂ ê ଃঞΙรԲΔጐၦආشԫኙԫ êψ
ଃ-ฤᇆωኙᚨΙรԿΔጐၦ྇֟ฤᇆ ê ᑇၦΖ

39

ڶᣂػᇩ ڗê ᐊऄ kap ᑑಖฤᇆ ê ઌᣂಘᓵΔÃ-sái ᔹᔤΰ1977Δ1999αΖ
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კ߄ 9.қ၉ӷ ê ηॣس

bilabial alveolar
velar
glottal
-asp/+asp -asp/+asp -asp/+asp
voiceless
voiced
voiced
voiceless
voiceless
voiced
voiced

stop
stop
flap
fricative
affricate
affricate
nasal

p / ph
b

m

t / th
l
s
ch(ts)/chh
j
n

k / kh
g
h

ng

კ߄ 10.қ၉ӷ ê ൂ҆ॣس

high
mid
low

front
i
e

central
o
a

back
u
¬

זߢᖂଃ ê ழΔti¼ᄎאψ࿇ᜢ ê ࢬڇωΰቹ। lìn thán
ᖩ chÎaαkapψ࿇ᜢ ê ֱऄωΰऴ chÎaαࠐ։࣫ଃዌΖÙi ቹ। 9 kap
ቹ। 10 Ã-sái ట堚ᄑػנᇩ ڗm¼ ਢᅃ chit-ê ঞࠐ։࣫ଃ kap ᙇش
ଃฤᇆΖػᇩڗૠृᙇ شê ଃฤᇆ˜-tan kap ڼழߢᖂ୮ຏ
 شêψIPA ഏᎾଃᑑ 40 ωట൷२Δۖፂ堚ᜢΰvoicelessαΕᖼᜢ
ΰvoicedαkap ಬΰaspirationαê ܑΖቝᝑΔ/p t k/ ז।堚ᜢΔ/b g/ ז
।ᖼᜢΔ ף/h/ ז।ಬଃΖ ڶch…t-kóa Գᄎტᤚ࡛ࢡΕ۟ޅေᝑ

40

International Phonetic Alphabet.
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thái--Ã ػᇩߓڗอش/p t k/ࠐז।堚ᜢ ê /ԁԅԉ/Δthái--Ã ྤ ài ش/b d g/ࠐ
ז।堚ᜢΕش/p t k/ࠐז।ಬଃ/ԂԆԊ/Ζݺᎁ chit ཱི ê ޅေਢψא
ۯءΕߠᖫլߠࣥωê ऄΖڂՂ ê ٺጟߢ lóng  ڶin
ka-te ê ଃۥΔbeh ආ⅄شढཱི ê ଃฤᇆ༉ᚨᇠەᐞᇠߢ ê 
ᔆΖ ê ଃᣉߓอ l¼i-té kan-tan ։堚ᜢ kap ᖼᜢΕྤ։ψಬωkap
ψྤಬωΖࢬאૉ khi¼ te  ê ߡ৫ΔÃ-sái ە܍ᐞψಬωê ംᠲΖ
܀ਢՂΔܶץڇփΔڶట chÃ ߢ lóng ڶ։堚ᜢΕᖼᜢ kap
ಬᜢΖૉ beh ፂଃฤᇆ ê ԫክࢤ kap ᝩ܍Գᖂא؆ ê
ഏ ê ขسψଃω࿇ଃ႖ ê ွΔ༉ᚨᇠፂڼழ堚ᜢΕᖼᜢ
kap ಬᜢ ê อࢤܑΖڶԳ m¼ ޅေᝑΔشᏺף/h/ࠐ।قಬଃΔᄎ
ᏺףڗΰspellingαê ९৫ΖݺᎁຍਢߠԳߠཕΕ࠷ඍᑑᄷྤ k¼ng ê
ംᠲΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔਢ behψፂߢᖂ ê ঞωiah ਢ behψ྇֟
ڗ९৫ωΔsiáng ᚌ٣ ê ംᠲΖࠐݺڇΔᙰছ hit-ê ঞਢ khah ૹ
êΔڂຍ௫ထԳᖂ؆ ê ழଃ᠏ང ê ঁܓ࿓৫Ζ
༉ψଃ-ฤᇆωኙᚨᣂএࠐΔೈԱట֟ᑇ ê ch…t-kóa ࠏ؆41Δػ
ᇩڗഗءՂਢψԫิฤᇆωኙᚨψԫଡଃైωΰਐଃ h¼m ئ
ଃαΖቝᝑΔ/p/।ق/ԁ/Ε/ph/।ق/Ԃ/ΖChit ཱིऄך։।נψଃ
ైω֮ ڗê ۥΔm¼ ڂ án-ne ê ऄΔػᇩ ڗÃ-tàng టᄷᒔ koh ១ ê
ધᙕ ê ࿇ଃΖ
༉྇֟ฤᇆ ê ߡ৫ࠐΔػᇩ ڗte ྤሔ֘ߢᖂ kap ԫኙԫ êψ
ଃ-ฤᇆωኙᚨ ê ԲՕঞՀΔጐၦ྇֟ଃฤᇆ ê ᑇၦΖπლ॰ଃᄅ
ࠢڗρlóng ᜔ ش24 ิฤᇆࠐ।ق ê 23 ଡଃΰ17 ଡଃ kap 6 ଡئ
ଃαΙchit 24 ิฤᇆ kan-tan شൾ 17 ଡᢅ್ئڗΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔ˜-bián ᖂ
٤ຝ 26 ଡᢅ್ڗΔkan-tan ᖂ 17 ଡئڗ༉ ڶchâi-ti¼u ᦰᐊΖH¼m ዧ

41

ቝᝑΔ/ts / kap /ch/ ê ംᠲΖ
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 ڗkúi ᆄ ڗê ᑇၦࠐֺΔػᇩ ڗê ១ΕڶԺΔኔ˜ڇਢྤய ê ዧڗ
Ã-tàng ֺေ êΖTe ػᇩ ڗchit kúi ิฤᇆ l¼i-téΔഄԫ khah chiãp ࠹ޅေ ê
ਢ/ch/ kap /chh/ ê ംᠲΖ42
אՂࢬಘᓵ ê ਢػᇩڗૠृ teh Εᙇشଃฤᇆ ê ch…t-kóa 
ঞΖSòa--lâi হࠐػᇩ ڗê ڗऄΖػᇩڗආشψᒵࢤඈ٨ֱڤωΔ
k¼ ဲ ê ଃ ùi ଙ֫ pêng ࠩ ֫إpêng sio-sòa ᐊࠐנΔsòa--lâiψᜢᓳ
ฤᇆ43ωchiah  ףteψցଃωືᙰΙڍଃᆏဲ ê ຝ։༉“ش-”ψሶଃ
ฤωࠐ։ܑছ৵ êψଃᆏωΖᜰࠏᝑΔψԳ˜ਢխഏԳω༉ᐊ܂
ϘTâi-oân-lâng ˜-se Tiong-kok-lângϙΖChit ጟᒵࢤ ê ඈ٨ֱڤՂՕ ê ᚌរ
༉ਢᖂृྤᏁ koh ಖ ch…t-kóa ᓤᠧΕ ê ֱڗऄΙഗءՂ༉ਢ
án-chóan ᝑ༉ án-chóan ᐊΕán-chóan ᐊ༉ án-chóan ᦰΖ

4.3. Ϩྖф ê ෞҤ
⅄ढཱི ê ֮ߓڗอ khah ਢ ᦰړkoh ړᐊ ê lehΛSmalleyΰ1963:3452αಾኙψ ړê ֮ڗω༼ נ5 ՕᑑᄷΖْᎁ siáng Ղ Ã-tàng ฤ ٽchit 5
ՕᑑᄷΔsiáng ༉ਢ khah  ړê ᐊߓอΖChit 5 Օᑑᄷਊᅃૹࢤࠐ
ඈΔ։ܑڕՀΚ44
1.£-tàng ֧ದᖂृ ê ᖂ೯ᖲΕषᄎՕฒ kap ਙࢌۯۯ
൷࠹
2.£-tàng టݙᖞ ê ।ሒ hit-ê ߢ ê ଃߓอ

42

ڶԳᎁ chit 2 ิૉ։ܑش/c/ kap /ch/ࠐ।قΔÃ-tàng  ڗkoh khah ១ઊΖ

43

ႚอػᇩڗᑑᜢᓳ ê ழΔਢאψԫଃᆏωࠐۯᑑْ êψءᓳωΖቝᝑΔ

ψߞ⩕ڴωài ᑑϘ³-kóe-khiauϙΔbÃ-sái ᑑϘò.-koe-khiauϙΖ
44

֮ 1 Maximum motivation for the learner, acceptance by its society, and controlling

groups such as the government. 2 Maximum representation of speech. 3 Maximum ease of
learning. 4 Maximum transfer. 5 Maximum ease of reproduction.
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3.ట១ᖂ
4.ట១᠏ངװᖂࠡ הê ߢ
5.ట១፹ທΰphah ڗΕנठα
༉ chit 5 ଡᑑᄷࠐΔػᇩ ڗÃ-sái ᝑֺዧ ڗke టᚌႨΖ
༉ᖂ೯ᖲࠐᝑΔೈԱ hit-kóaψዧ טڗêωkapψክࠌشዧڗωê
ਝܓ墿ृᄎထዧڗ༉ khi-m¬ giang հ؆Δchhun-ê ֮ ڗê ॣᖂृஎ᧫
 גpi¼n ૉထ hit-kóa  khàm-khàmΕᗤ ߡגê ዧڗ༉ᄎԫศᙰԲศ
ՕΖ༉ࢬݺᨠኘထ ê ભԳรԲ זkap ؆ഏԳᖂխ֮ ê ࠏࠐΔin ኙᖂ
ဎࢨृ êψՑωlóng ྤ⅄ՕംᠲΔkan-tan ૉ beh ඒ in ᖂᐊዧڗ
in ༉ԫศᙰ moh leh కΖዧڂڗָᖂΕָᐊΔࢬאటָ֧ದॣᖂृ ê
ᖂ೯ᖲΖઌኙዧ ڗê ָᖂΔػᇩڗኙ hit-kóa ྤ֮ڗೣߠ ê ԳࠐᝑΔ
ڂ១ړᖂΔటጹ༉ Ã-tàng ֧ದ in ê ᖂ೯ᖲΖ
ឈྥػᇩ ڗÃ-tàng టጹ֧ದᖂृ ê ᖂ೯ᖲΔ˜-koh ْ ê ছ༼ਢ
ᖂृྤψ֮ ڗê ೣߠωΖױ൦Δڼழ ê ਢԫଡዧ ᦞڗê ष
ᄎΖట chÃ Գ iáu  ڶhit ጟ᎘ػᇩृࢨڗᢅ್ڗΕk¼ ዧڗᅝ܂壀ྨ
ࠐגਈ ê ֨Ζ45༉ਢ chit-ê ڂΔشᢅ್ࠐڗᐊ ֮iáu ྤऄ৫ te
ੌषᄎ l¼i-té ထڍᑇԳ ê ൷࠹Ζట chÃ षᄎߢᖂ୮ lóng ༼ದԫٙ
ွΚψߢᖂՂૠԱ khah án-chóan  ړê ֱ֮ڗூΔْሁྤݠԫࡳᄎ
hông ൷࠹Ιᣌଙ hit-kóa Օฒ൷࠹ êΔڶழਢట àu  ײê ֱ֮ڗூωΖ
Án-chóanψధೈԫՕฒኙᢅ್ ڗê ೣߠωkapψián-tó ਙᦞኙዧ ڗê অ
ᥨωਢػᇩ ڗê ං sak ृ ài ૿ኙ৸ ەê ૹՕᤜᠲΖ
ػᇩڂڗਢආشᒵࢤඈ٨Εԫኙԫଃ-ฤᇆኙᚨ êψଃైω֮
ڗૠֱூΔࢬאట១ᖂΕಖଃ koh టᄷΖೈԱື૿ ê ړΔڂ
ᢅ್ڗਢڼழ٤Ղຏ۩ ê ԫئڗฤᇆΔ شchit ආشᢅ್ڗ

45

Գኙዧ ڗkap ᢅ್ ڗê ኪ৫ᓳΔÃ-sái ᔹ Chiung, 1999Ζ
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 ئêψػᇩڗωࠐᐊᇩΔ۟֟ڶՀ૿ chit-kúi-ê ړΚรԫΔÃ-tàng
ᏺףᖂسኙଃዌ ê jen-batΔsòa--lâi ᚥᢥ in ᖂ؆ഏΖڂػᇩڗ
kap Ղڍᑇ ê ֮ߓڗอ k¼ng-khoán ਢଃై֮ڗΔᖂ سÃ-tàng
khah ጹၞԵणउΕԱᇞኙֱߢ ê ዌΕsòa--lâi khah ጹ k¼ hit-ê ߢᖂ
ದࠐΖรԲΔÃ-tàng ᏺףᚥᢥףԵᜤٽഏΕψፖ൷૩ωΖట
chÃ ؆ഏԳ pi¼n ૉუထᖂΕխ֮༉ ài ᖂ hiah ᛎዧڗΔin ê ᆬݠ༉ܐ
װΖආڍشᑇ؆ഏԳ lóng բᆖᄎᖠ ê ᢅ್ࠐڗᐊᇩΔÃ-tàng ᏺף؆
ഏԳᖂᇩ ê ೯ᖲΕ ֧ܮkhah chÃ ؆ഏԳࠐᖂΕ in khah ݶᖂᄎ
ᖠΖLú chÃ ؆ഏԳࠐᖂᇩΔז। lú ڶԳΔ te ഏᎾՂ༉
bÃ hông ࡰمΔbeh ףԵᜤٽഏഏᎾิ៣ m¼ khah ױڶ౨Δán-ne 
chiah ట إÃ-tàngψፖ൷૩ωΖรԿΔÃ-tàng ᚥᢥᇷಛ ê ݶຒੌຏΕ
ᏺף te ഏᎾ ê ᤁञԺΖTe זᇷಛषᄎΔሽᆰ ê ᚨ شlú ࠐ lú ཏ
ሙΖထዧ ڗte ሽᆰֱ૿ᚨ شê ംᠲΔԳ ti¼n-ti¼n ài  נבkhah
 ê  ءګkap זᏝΔݝ ࠐנê ढٙ lóng ֺԳ khah ኬԫޡΕ ࣠ګm¼
ྤࠌشᢅ್ ڗê ഏ୮ hiah ړΰቝᝑΔOCR ֮۞ڗ೯ᙃᢝΕ۞೯
αΖૉ Ã-sái شޏᢅ್ڗΔch…t-kóa ڂዧڗ٣֚լߜࢬທ ګê ംᠲ༉
Ã-sái ထޏΖ

5. ඕኢ
༉ߢᖂ ê ߡ৫ࠐΔchit ඒᄎػᇩڗᒔኔਢૠ壄യΕಖଃᄷ
ᒔΕᖂ១Ζឈྥ ڶch…t-kóa Գኙ chit ֱ֮ڗூ ڶch…t-kóa ޅေΔ
˜-koh ૉ k¼ hit-kóa hông ޅေ ê ࢬ ࠐ༼ڇh¼m ዧ ڗê ະֺለΔػᇩ ڗê
ംᠲ༉ ká-ná ԫ֭ᘷ ֻגniâΖ᜔ਢΔ٤ྤބԫψՂݙભωê ֮ڗ
ߓอΙψՂݙભωê ֱ֮ڗூΔ ྥؘآÃ-tàng teኔषᄎ l¼i-té ኔ۩Ζ
ψړωkapψᡏωlóng ڇহ ê ܒឰᑑᄷ ê ᚌ٣ႉ ݧê ྤ k¼ngΖBeh ᙇࡳ
ԫֱ֮ڗூΔ ài হ khah ࣹૹ ê ਢ⅄Κਢ beh হ ê ୪᎘᎘
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ᠾᠾటጹ༉ᖂᄎᖠᦰ kap ᐊΔsòa--lâi టጹ༉ Ã-sái ᖂԳ֮ઝᖂΕ۞ྥ
ઝᖂ ê वᢝΙiah ਢ beh হ ê ୪זז༉ ài ቝڰײԳ án-neψԼڣ༃
࿗ωેᦰዧڗΛ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 2001 ԃȠѠ॥ނȡ51Ȑ4ȑ,। 15-52ȝ

ŏࣧ͛!“Peh-oe-ji, Childish Writing?” ൴ܑ te ௐ 6 بΔ࡚߷έ៉ࡁտኢ͛ѐ
ົĞNATSC 2000 ѐĂݣҢ̂ጯğĂӈቔ͛ౢ ùi ࣒ࣧ͛Լăᖙᛌүέ͛
ۍĄкᔁՂ๔ثАϠ teѐົ၆ώ͛ٙઇ ê ෞኢĂDr. Jerry Edmondsonă
Pete Unsethăఄׂؓ̈܆၆ώ͛ ê ޙᛉĂዑ։ઈିăᏥϖேି೩ֻ
ê Ϩྖф࠹ᙯྤफ़Ăkap ᎊϖ۾АϠ te ᖙᛌέ͛࿅ ê tàu ࠹̍Ąώ͛ ê
̰टϤࣧү۰ቼࠎ͛ԆБయЇĄώࡁտϤ઼࡚ êĶՂฮޜķૄົܛ
ረӄĂΫफ़Ϥ୶ͪĶઌᗁᐡķăέܜݑၷ̚ጯĶିົΫफ़ᐡķkap έ៉
ৠጯੰဦ३ᐡٙ೩ֻĂte chia k¼ in ᔁкᔁĄ
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1917 ԃȨᔎϘტȩр ހêȠϣѦ࣮ࣽៈᏢȡ
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1. ݈֏
1492  ڣKholanposΰChristopher Columbusαז।ᑛԳรԫ pái ۩ํ
ࠩભՕຬΙ༓ڣ৵Δᆿရ ׃ê ۩ํԳ GamaΰVasco da Gamaαte 1498
ڣᆖطψړඨߡωΰThe Cape of Good Hopeαphah ၲᑛࠩٱ৫ ê ᄅ
ᒵΖ15 ધ ê  ޔtú ړਢᄅᒵழ זê ၲࡨΖTe ࠅΔtòe ᄅᒵழז
ᆬ৵ táu ࠐ ê ਢ۫ᑛ ê ႚඒ೯ΕഏᎾ၉࣐ kap l³-bóe ê ཷاᆠΖ
ᢅ್ ڗm¼ te chit ጟൣݮհՀ tòe ࡲඒ೯ႚᐾࠩ۫ᑛא؆ ê چΖ
 h¼m ။ত tÎ ਢ te án-ne ê હནհՀΔte 17 ધֱ۫طႚඒՓ֧ၞᢅ
್ࠐڗᐊᅝ چê ߢΖڼழΔឈྥᢅ್ ڗte ˜ਢੌΔ˜-koh
ᢅ್ ڗte ။তբᆖז࠷פګዧ ڗchiâ-chò in ഏ୮ഄԫ ê ڗ֮ڤإΖ
ءᓵ֮ tÎ ਢ beh شߢᖂ ê ߡ৫ࠐ։ֺ࣫ለ êψػᇩڗωh¼m
။ত êψഏڗωchit 2 ᅝॣطႚඒՓ࿇୶ ࠐנê ᢅ್ֱڗூΖڂ
ᒧ༏ૻࠫ ê ᣂএΔૹ֮ءរ kh¢g te ֱ֮ڗூ ߪءê ֮ڗዌૠ ê ֺ
ለΙૉਢ beh Աᇞ khah chÃ ။তං۩ᢅ್ פګڗê षᄎైڂΔᓮᔹ
DeFrancis ΰ 1977 α Ε Hannas ΰ 1997 α Ε Chiung ΰ 2000 α Ε ᓏ  ֮
ΰ2002αΙૉ beh Աᇞᢅ್ ڗte  ê ࿇୶Δᓮᔹ Chiungΰ2001αΕ
ᓏ֮ΰ2001αΖ

2. ።Ϋࡦഀ
။ত bat ࠹խഏ 1000 ؆ ڣê ऴ൷อएΰֆցছ 111-ֆց 939αΔԱ
৵ឈྥๅᠦխഏ ê อएࠐᗑمΔ˜-koh iáu h¼m խഏፂԫࡳ ê ᢋ᥆ᣂ
এΖChit-ê ᢋ᥆ᣂএԫऴፂࠩ 19 ધ৵תཚऄഏ ê տԵԱ chiah ၲࡨ
֏᧢ڶΖ
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2.1. ݑê ͛ф็
။ত ê ႚอᐊߓอਢאዧ֮ߢ֮ڗإอۯچΖԱ৵اၴឈྥ
ڶψڗڗωΰChѭ Nômαê נΔ˜-koh lóng ྤऄ৫פګਗᖏ kap ࠷ז
ዧ ڗê ۯچΖ
ዧ ڗte ။ত ê ࠌشՕપ ùi ᎓۲ êψত။ഏωΰֆցছ 204-ছ 111α
hit-ch¼m ၲࡨΰNguyen, 1999:2αΖTe խഏऴ൷อए ê ழཚዧڤإڗ
chiâ-chò ။ত ê ࡴֱᐊߓอΖTÎ ጩ te 10 ધ။তᗑمΕمګᢋ᥆ഏ
ԱΔڂ။ত৬ཛݪՕԺංᐖψᕢᖂωkap ৬مψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔsoah
ൎ֏ዧ ڗte ။ত ê إอۯچΖԫࠐᝑΔዧ شڗte ۩ਙΕඒߛΰઝ
ᜰαΕᖂᐊ ܂kap ֮ࠢײᖂ ê ໌܂ΰNguyen, 1999:3-4αΖ
။ত te ଗشዧڗԱΔin ࿇ᤚዧྤڗऄ৫ݙᖞ।ሒ။ত ê ֲൄش
Δࢬاאၴኬኬ á ࿇୶ڶࠠנ။ত ۥê ڗڗΖࢬᘯ êψڗڗωਢ
ਐতֱΰઌኙխഏࠐᝑαê ֮ ڗê რ৸Ιڂֶᑑᄷ֏Δψڗڗωm¼ Ãsái ᐊψڗ᩶ωࢨृψڗڗʳ ڗতωΖᖕංྒྷΔڗڗՕᄗਢ te 10 ધๅ
ᠦխഏอएԱ chiah ၲࡨ࿇୶ࠐנΰDeFrancis, 1977:21αΖڰཚ ê ڗڗ
ਢዧ ڗê ᎖ܗՠࠠΔࠐشધᙕټچΕԳټΕkap ֱچข
ΰNguyen, 1999:2αΖTe ีᗨ༓ شࠌڣۍê ᆖ᧭ԱΔte 13 ધ chiah ڗڗڶ
 ê ֮ᖂ܂ ê נΔ1 ah te 16 ۟ 18 ધհၴሒࠩᑪΖ2 ڗڗ ê ࠌृش
ਢๅߧᆬ ê ؓاΕᆵᕗ֮ԳΕቖইΕkap chió ᑇڶൎ௺اගრᢝ ê
壄ΖԫࠐᝑΔڗڗ شte ધᙕاၴՑႚ֮ᖂΕ໌ొ܂။তᇩ֮
ᖂΕ۵ᆖ kap ཙዧڗࣹଃΕုᇞΰNguyen, 1999αΖ
ʳ ʳ ڗڗ ê ࿇୶ h¼m  êψዚםגωnih ê ዧ ڗشڗê ֱऄਢᣊۿ

1

ᖕ ژê ֮ᖂ܂ࢬזڣᓵឰΖ

2
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êΖڗڗ ê ࿇୶ teڰཚਢאዧڗଗଃΔ৵ཚਢᑓُዧ ڗêψݮᜢω
ທڗঞࠐທڗڗΖ3 ቝᝑ êψgín-áωΔte ။তᇩփࢍ/kon/Ι
/kon/teڰཚ ê ڗڗᐊψ࣒ωΰڂ chit  ڗêψዧ။ଃωᦰ/kon/αΔte
৵ཚ koh ᐊψ࣒ωΔطψωΰ। قgín-á ê რ৸αkapψ࣒ωΰ।ଃ
/kon/αዌګΖ
ڂڗڗྤထᅝᦞ ê ዧڗਝܓ墿ृ ê ֭Δm¼ ྤᆖመݙᖞ ê
֮ڗቤΰkan-tan ᙟڇଡԳ໌ػທαΕףՂڗڗ ߪءê ֮ڗរΔ
soah ທګట႖ ê ֮شࠌڗွΖChit-ê ွ tÎ ቝؾছ ê ֮ᐊ
k¼ng-khoánΔዧ ڗê ࠌྤࠀشሒګᑑᄷ֏Ζ
ឈྥڗڗ te ။তట ڰtÎ נΔۖ koh ਢ။তԳ ka-te ໌ທ êΔ˜koh ْ soah ྤऄ৫࠷إอ ê ז࠷ृࢨۯچዧڗΖChe  ê ڂਢΚ
รԫΔ࠹խഏᏝଖᨠ ê ᐙΖڂዧ ڗte խഏਢ hông ᅝഄԫ ê
إอ֮ڗΔխഏ koh ਢ။ত ê ࡲഏΔીࠌ။তٺཛ ݪbÃ-sái ྤ k¼ ዧ
ڗᅝψ壀גྨωࠐਈΖ
รԲΔઝᜰࠫ৫ޔᗻ ê ᣂএΖڂ။তٺཛ זlóng k¼ ዧڗᅝ
إอΕm¼ k¼ ٨ te ઝᜰەᇢփࢍΔࢬ אhit-kóa უ beh ࡴΕຏመەᇢ ê
Գ tÎ bÃ-sái ྤᖂΖTng ᅝ chit-kóa ԳەᇢԵ࠷Εټګפ༉ԱΔin ထፂᥨ
ka-te ê ਝܓ墿Δᅝྥ tÎ ᤉᥛᖑᥨዧ ڗê إอۯچΖ
รԿΔڗڗ٣֚ ê ֮ڗዌະΖڗڗਢਊݮᜢ ê ֱڤΔ
 ٽ2 ê ዧڗΰԫଡ।ଃΕԫଡ।რαchiâ-chò ԫଡᄅ ê ڗڗڗΖڗڗೈ
Աᤉࢭዧ ߪءڗê រΔm¼  سthòan  נkoh khah chÃ ê ംᠲΖቝᝑΔ
êψڗωte ڗڗ nih ᐊψڗڗωΙψ֟ڣωᐊψ
তᇩ࿇ଃ/tre/Ιψ

ωnih êψ

ωΖψ

ωte ။

ωΰዧ။ଃ/le/αࠐشψᄆقω

ê

࿇ଃΔψ՛ωࠐش।قψ֟ڣωê რ৸ΖÙi chia Ã-tàng ڗڗנਢֺዧ

3

H¼m Nguyen Quang Hong ê ଡԳᓫΖ
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 ڗkhah ᓤᠧΕpháiᖂΖԫࠐᝑΔbeh ᦰڗڗڶΔtÎ ài ٣ bat ዧ ڗchiah
 ڶchâi-ti¼u ᦰΖڂڗڗᓤᠧ kap ྤᑑᄷ֏Δࢬאທْګං୶ ê ܺᣄΖ

2.2.ݑᘲф ê ൴ण
။ত ê ᐊ֮ڗԫऴࠩ kah 17 ધΔધᙕψଃైωΰphonemeαê
ᢅ್ ڗê נ chiah ૹڶՕ ê ᠏᧢Ζᢅ್ ڗte ။ত ê ࿇୶ Ã-sái ։ 4 ê ၸ
ΚรԫΔ17 ધॣࠩ 19 ધխཚ ê ඒᄎࠌشཚΙรԲΔ19 ધ৵ת
ཚ ê ऄഏཷृاංᐖࠌشཚΙรԿΔ20 ધছתཚ ê ။তاගᆠृ
ං೯ࠌشཚΙkap รΔ1945 אڣ৵ ê إอۯچழཚΖ
16 ધݠΕ17 ધᙰ ê ழΔᑛ ê ႚඒՓ t¼u-t¼u-á ࠐ။তႚඒΖIn
ထ khah ጹ k¼ ။তᇩᖂ ړthang ႚඒΔtÎ  شܓin ᑵ൜ ê ᢅ್ ࠐڗk¼
။তᇩૠ 1 ଃై֮ڗΖ4 ။তᢅ್ ڗê ࿇୶ h¼m ట chÃ ֮ڗ࿇୶ᖵ
 k¼ng-khoánΔࠀ˜ਢԫଡԳ te ԫՠփࢍ࿇ࣔ ࠐנêΔᣌଙਢᆖመԫ
ྤጩ ê ழၴΕطฒԳีᗨᆖ᧭ࢬψપࡳঋګωದࠐ êΖ5 Teᆖመ bÃ
chió ႚඒՓ ê phah ࣃհՀΔऄഏᤄႚඒՓ Dac Lo6 te 1651 נڣठรԫء။
তᢅ್ڗࠢπ။তΕᆿရ׃Εࢮԭ 3 ኙᅃࠢ7ρΰDo, 1972αΖ
Dac Lo h¼mψ။ΕᆿΕࢮωኙ။তᢅ್ ڗê ಥ tÎ ቝ Medherst8 h¼m ْ te
1837 נڣठ êπ壂৬ֱߢࠢڗρኙඒᄎػᇩ ڗê ၲഗࢤಥ k¼ngkhoánΙIn lóng ਢႃฒԳ ê ᆖ᧭Δk¼ ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอ֏ kap נठ ê ᙰ 1
ԳΖDac Lo ê ᢅ್ֱڗூ te ᆖመྤ k¼ng ழཚ ê sió-khóa ଥޏԱΔchiâ-chò

4

ڶᣂ။তᢅ್ ڗê ڰཚ࿇୶Δᓮᔹ Do Quang Chinhΰ1972αΖ

5

Thompsonΰ1987:54-55) and Lyΰ1996:5αΖ

6

Dac Lo ਢ။তټΔऄ֮ټਢ Alexandre de RhodesΔዧټڗਢψሁωΖ

7

֮ Dictionarium Annamaticum, Lusetanum et LatinumΖ။তᇩঋጠψViet Bo Laω

ΰ။ᆿࢮαΖ
8

Walter Henry Medherst, 1796-1857Ζْ ê ዧڗঋټਢψຽຟ৸ωΖ
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ڼழ။তཏሙࠌ شê ڗ֮ڤإΖ
Te 19 ધ৵תཚ chìn-chêngΔ။তᢅ್ڗ kan-tan te ඒᄎփࢍੌ
ႚࠌ شniâΖऄഏཷࠩࠐृا။তԱΔ9 ᢅ್ ڗchiah sió-khóa ༼֒ۯچ
kap te ඒᄎא؆ ê شࠌٽΰVien Van Hoc, 1961:21-22αΖឈྥऄഏཷا
ृං sak ᢅ್ ڗê ່৵ؾऱਢංᐖऄ֮Δ˜-koh ْྤݮխ soah ༼ࠎ။ত
ᢅ್ॣڗཚګ९ ê ؊ֽΖቝᝑΔऄഏཷ ृاk¼ ᢅ್ڗ٨Եᖂீᓰ࿓Δ
sòa--lâi te 1865 ֱࡴطڣ࿇۩ร 1 ٝ ê ᢅ್ڗϘGia Dinh Baoϙΰቯࡳ
αΙ။তᢅ್ ڗm¼ ùi hit-ch¼m ၲࡨᇆϘchӳ QuôÛc ngӳϙΰഏڗα
ΰVien Van Hoc, 1961:22αΖψቯࡳωtÎ h¼m  1885 נڣठ ê ร 1 ٝ
ᢅ ್  ڗ  Ϙ Tâi-oân-hú-siân Kàu-hÎe-pò ϙ ΰ   ࢌ ৄ ඒ ᄎ  α k¼ngkhoánΔ ڶchhÎa ᙰཏ֗ᢅ್ ڗê ಥΖ؆ԫଡࠏਢΔতຝ᜔ᅮ te 1882
ڣࡳ 1 ٝࡳࢬڶ။তᇩ ê ֆ֮ ài شᢅ್ڗᐊ ê ᤜࡳΰVien Van Hoc,
1961:22-23αΖ
ऄഏཷृاᄎං sak ။তᢅ್ڗΔ ê ڂਢΚ
รԫΔऄഏཷृاᎁࡳዧڗਢऄഏԳ h¼m ။তԳհၴऱᎽᡶΖڂ
။ত९ཚ ࠐאlóng k¼ խഏ࡚ࡲഏΕm¼ ຘመዧڗᖂխഏ֮֏
kap ᏝଖᨠΔࠌ။তԳᤉᥛࠌشዧ ڗtÎ ࣍ਢ။তঅ h¼m խ
ഏ ê ᘣയᣂএΖထ။তឰ h¼m խഏ ê ᣂএΕthang ᘣ२ऄഏΔྤ
شᢅ್ז࠷ڗዧ ڗbÃ-sáiΖ10

9

1862 ڣ။ত໊ψቯࡳωΕψᢰࡉωkapψࡳ壁ω3 ઊऄഏΔ1885 ڣ٤။তᆵऄ

ഏཷاอएΖ
10

ቝᝑ 1866 ڣΔԫଡऄഏཷ۩چاਙࡴ Paulin Vial te 1 ് phoe--nih ༼ದᝑ“From the

first days it was recognized that the Chinese language was a barrier between us and the natives…;
it is the only one which can bring close to us the Annamites of the colony by inculcating in them
the principles of European civilization and isolating them from the hostile influence of our
neighbors” ΰquoted in DeFrancis, 1977:77)Ζ
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รԲΔᢅ್ڗਢ။তԳ ùi ။তመྀࠩऄ ê ૹտΖऄഏ
ཷृاᎁ tng ᅝ။তԳ༳༽ထ။তᢅ್ڗԱΔin beh ᖂऄ tÎ khah ១
Δl³-bóe Ã-tàng టጹݙ٤᠏ངࠩࠌشऄΖࢬאං۩ᢅ್ڗਢං۩ऄ
 ê ૹ֫հԫΰDeFrancis, 1977:131-134αΖ
᜔ᝑԫΔte ။তᢅ್ז࠷פګڗዧ ڗchit ٙ t¼i-chì փࢍΔऄഏཷ
ފृاዝψႝ֏ωê ߡۥΖឈྥཷ ृاê ؾऱਢ beh شܓᢅ್ࠐڗං۩
ऄΔ˜-koh ྤݮխ soah ༼ࠎ။তᢅ್ॣڗཚګ९ ê ़ၴΖ
ឈྥ te ऄഏཷ ृاê ං sak հՀΔ။তᢅ್ ڗte 19 ધ৵תཚֺڶ
אছ khah ཏሙΔ˜-koh ᖞ᧯ࠐᝑْ ê ං۩ய࣠ iáu టૻڶΰDeFrancis,
1977:69αΖᢅ್ ڗê ං۩ ài 20 ધॣא৵ te ။তءՒ ê اගᆠृ ê ቔ
ܬհՀ chiah  ᧩ࣔڶê ၞ୶ΰDeFrancis, 1977:159αΖChe ڂਢ te ֘ኙऄ
ഏཷاᆠ ê ࣷհՀΔঁૉش؆ࠐ ê ᢅ್ ڗtÎ Ã hông ᅝਢ oá ॵ؆
ࠐਙᦞ ê ۩Ζ‹-koh te ။তاගᆠृტ࠹ထᢅ್ڗ១ΕشړΕਢ
ඒߛاฒ ê ړՠࠠԱΔin tÎ ֏ᇞኙᢅ್ ڗê ༞ტΔk¼ ᢅ್ءڗՒ֏Ε
chiâ-chò ኙݼ؆ࠐอए ê ܓᕴΖ
20 ધॣቔܬᢅ್ ڗê اගᆠሎ೯ ê ᙰԫଡז।ࢤቸ᧯ጩਢ
ψࣟࠇᆠቻωΖ11ψࣟࠇᆠቻωte ။তࢬފዝ ê ߡ ۥtÎ ká-n¼ 20  זڣê 
֮֏࠰ᄎΙࠟृ ê ܑਢψ֮֏࠰ᄎωࠀྤࣹૹᢅ್ڗΕkan-tan ଠ
ᖄዧػڗᇩ֮ΖChit-ê ܑ tú ࡳࣹړᢅ್ ڗte  h¼m ။ত ྤڶk¼ng ê
࿇୶ࡎሎΖ
ψࣟࠇᆠቻωê ګਢ ch…t-kóa ఎᖂֲ ءê ။তवᢝٝΖIn te
1907  ڣte ࣾփ12ΰHa NoiαمψࣟࠇᆠቻωᖂீΔthang ႚֱ۫৸უ

11

H¼m Nguyen Quang Hong ê ଡԳᓫΖڶᣂψࣟࠇᆠቻωΔm¼ Ã-sái ᔹ Marr

ΰ1971:156-184αΖ
12

ࣾփਢ။তؾছ ê ଈຟΖ
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kap ઝᖂᄅवΖIn ᎁࡳૉ beh ሒګඔ࿇اཕ ê ؾऱΔྤඒᢅ್ ڗbÃsáiΖࢬאψࣟࠇᆠቻωê รԫ೭ tÎ ਢ beh ཏ֗ᢅ್ڗΙin beh ຘመᢅ
್ࠐڗඒߛاฒΕՕฒڶवᢝ thang ኙݼऄഏཷاอएΖψࣟࠇᆠ
ቻωឈྥ ࠩྤمګ1  מtÎ ऄഏཷृاൎ૰ᣂ॰Δ˜-koh in ê  ്soah
te वᢝٝհխཏሙထᎁ ٵh¼m ֭ΖTe in ê ᐙհՀΔψංᐖᢅ್
ڗωsoah chiâ-chò ။তاගᆠृ ê ཏሙ ്kap ං೯រΔm¼ ֧ದ
ch…t-chÔn ᘋᖂΕᙄᢅ್ڗ ê ଅᑪΰVuong & Vu, 1980:20-32αΖᖕ
۷ૠΔࠩ kah 1930 ڣַΔ٤။তၦપ á  ڶ75 ጟ ê ᢅ್ڗΰHannas,
1997:86αΖ
ឈྥᢅ್ ڗte ။তاගᆠृ ê ං sak հՀڶటՕ ê ګ༉Δ˜-koh
che ࠀྤז।ᢅ್ ڗte hit-chÔn բᆖݙ٤࠷זዧڗΖᢅ್ ڗê  ۯچte 1945
ࣔݳڣؒ။তᗑمԱ chiah ၞԫ֒༼ޡഏ୮ഄԫ ê ڤإᐊ֮
ڗΖ ࣔݳte 1945  ڣ9 ִॣ 2 ؒمګψ။তا٥ࡉഏωԱΔᄅਙࢌ
te 9 ִॣ 8 tÎ sÔi ؒ٤૿ං۩ᢅ್ڗඒߛ ê ਙΖ ࣔݳte hit  ڣ10 ִ
koh ࿇। 1 ٝࡅᩃ٤ഏٵઽ chò-hóe ൿೈॹᒐׄ ê ֆၲ phoeΔi te phoe--nih
ᝑΚ
Lán ຫࠄ ê ᓐৎǼ
Khah Ԑݤ୯ࡆ୯Ьက ݯlánǴin ჴՉ༿҇ࡹǴin ज़ ڋlán
ᒤᏢਠǴin คངЯ lán bat ӷǴthang ӳ k¼ lán গߺǶ
Lán ค᠐н ê Γα՞ӄ୯ ê 95%ǴÃ-sái ᖱৡόӭӄ୯ lóng ࢂߙ
ደФǴlán ࢂ beh án-chóan Ã ǻ
Lán chit-má ςளᐱҥ ê യճǶගଯΓ҇ ê ЎϯНྗǴࢂ
lán Ҟ ài ᆙ ê khang-khòe ϐǶLán ࡹ۬ςႧթӄ୯Γ
҇ ài te 1 оϣᏢ Ã-hiáu ୯ᇟӷȐchu Quoc nguȑê ࡹǶLán ς
ԋҥѳ҇௲ػǴڐշΓ҇ᏢಞǶ
Lán ຫࠄ ê ᓐৎǼ
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Lán ài k¼ ᐱҥ ê thi¼u-á chh¼i Я ânǶLán ài ଓ୯҇மǶLán
ài ЯঁຫࠄΓ҇ ޕiá ka-te ê ճ kap က୍ǴԖཥ ê ޕ
chiah Ԗୖࡋݤᆶࡌ୯ ê ٣Ǵah che m¼ ࢂࣁ siá-m…h ài
ӃᏢ Ã-hiáu ୯ᇟӷ ê চӢǶ
Bat ӷ--ê ài ௲˜-bat ӷ--êǴthang ӳඹ lán ê ѳ҇௲ ػt¼mpõh-á ଅǶ
‹-bat ӷ--ê m¼ ài kut-lãt phah ܣǶAng-sài ài ௲ b¯-kiánǴa л ài
௲ sió Ǵ˜-bat ӷ ê pÃ ҆ ài җ kián ٰ௲Ǵছᓐ--ê ài ௲ছဌǴ
ӳᚐ--ê ài ໒ፐǶ
Cha-b¯Γߏයٰ lóng ڙᓸॐǴài koh khah phah  ܣchiah tòe Ã 
ਔж ê Ƕ
ך¢g ఈӄ୯ ê ߙԃتζ chò-hóe phah ֹٰܣԋǶ
ȐHo, 1994:64-65ȑ
ᖕ۷ૠΔ1945 ڣ٤ഏ bat  ڗê ԳՑՕપ ڶ20%Ιte ٤૿ං۩ᢅ್
ڗԱΔ1953 ڣբᆖ༼֒ࠩ 70%ΰDeFrancis, 1977:240αΖ᜔ᝑԫΔ။ত
Ã-tàng ùi ዧڗΕڗڗפګ᠏ངᢅ್ ڗê ڶڂట chÃΔࠡխ siÎng ૹ
ᣂ ê ਢψ؆ڇωkapψփڇωైڂΚ
؆ైڂڇਢਐ။ত te ९ཚ࠹խഏ kap ऄഏཷاอएհՀΔਊጩܓ
ش။তᢅ್ ڗchiâ-chò ֮֏ᗑ مê ഗ៕Εthang ၞԫޡঅᎽاගਙए ê
ᗑمΖTe 40 זڣΔֲء૨ထॿฃխഏ soah ࠐࠩנ။তΔਊጩ thçh
။তސᚰխഏ۫তچ ê ᖕچΖኙխഏࠐᝑΔ૨ၞԵ။ত thang
ൿೈֲ૨ ê ᖕچਢڶᏁ êΖ‹-koh ኙ hit ᅝழ iáu ۾Ꮖ။ত ê ऄഏࠐ
ᝑΔْ᧫խഏ૨ၷૉ koh Եࠐ Ã ˜ߨΕ۟ k¼ ။ত koh thçh t{g װխഏ
ê ֫ nihΖኙ။ত ê ᏆᖄԳࠐᝑΔán-chóan ٺشܓഏ ê ؿએ thang ။ত
ထᗑمਢጹ ê t¼i-chìΖࣔݳኙխഏઌᅝԱᇞΔْ m¼ ᧫խഏشܓ
ൿೈֲ૨៶Ց soah ۾Ꮖ။তΖࢬ ْאê ฃਢԫֱ૿ॴᖒխഏ૨ၷ
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ၞԵ။তΰᓏةᄃΔ1971:107αΔԫֱ૿೯֘խഏ ê ሎ೯ΰᓏةᄃΔ
1971:228-240αΖTe chit ጟ p¼n-sè հՀΔᢅ್ڗᅝྥ chiâ-chò ᒔঅਙएΕ
֮֏ᗑ مê siÎng ړᙇᖗΖ
փైڂڇਢਐ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰ ê ᐖՕᏁޣΖTÎ ᘣቝ ࣔݳte
ֆၲ phoe փࢍࢬᝑ êΔán-chóan  hiah chÃ ྤ࠹ඒߛ ê ᆢฒڶᄅवᢝ
thang ഏ୮༄ൎਢ chiok ጹ ê t¼i-chìΖTe 19 ધאছ ê ။ত৬षᄎ
nihΔin ഄԫ؆ࠐ ê ౡਢխഏΙte hit ጟൣݮհՀΔආشዧڗឈྥ Ã
ທڍګᑇ ê ેၸ్ chiâ-chò ॹᒐׄΔ˜-koh án-ne  Ã-sái ೈխഏ ê
ॿฃᐥ koh Ã-tàng የߩ။ত৬ཛ ݪê ਝܓ墿Ζ‹-koh ࠩ kah 20 ધ
ԱΔ။ত ài ᚨ בê ˜-tan խഏ niâΔài koh ᚨ בsio sòa--lâi ê ۫ᑛ kap ֲء
০ഏᆠΖڗڗឈྥڶ။তاගۥΔ˜-koh soah siuᓤᠧ kap phái
ᖂΖኙᅃհՀΔ១Εړᖂ ê ᢅ್ ڗtÎ chiâ-chò ඔ࿇اཕΕኙݼ؆ࠐ
อए ê siÎng ړᙇᖗΖ။ত ê اගᆠᏆᖄृ te ᤚஔထழ זê ᧢ᔢԱΔ
chhân-chhân ެࡳආشᢅ್ڗΖTe ༳༽ထψڍᑇاฒਢॹᒐׄΕkan-tan
chió ਝܓ墿ृ bat ዧڗ13ωê ൣݮհՀΔش٤ഏ ê Ժၦࠐං sak ᢅ್
ڗΔᅝྥటጹ tÎ گထய࣠Ζ

2.3.έ៉ᘲф ê ൴ण
ᢅ್ڗᐊߓอ te  ê ࿇୶ΔՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ 2 ê ழཚΰChiung,
2001αΖรԫ ê ழཚਢ๛ᥞอएழطז๛ᥞႚඒՓࢬૠ ê ༴ᐊؓ୕ග
ߢ êψᄅཽ֮ωΰޘՂऴڻΔ1933αΖChit-ê ழཚՕᄗ ùi 17 ધ๛
ᥞ۾Ꮖࠩ kah 19 ધॣཚΖรԲ ê ழཚਢ 19 ધ৵ ࠩתtanΔֱ۫ط

13

ԫࠐᝑΔψޣբᆖ Ã-hiáu ਬጟ֮ ڗê Գᖂᄅ ê ֮ߓڗอωֺψ˜-bat  ڗê

όॹᒐׄύװ൷࠹ᄅ֮ߓڗอωkhah ܺᣄΖቝᝑΔStubbsΰ1980:72αtÎ ਐנᅝॣભ
ഏ ê ֮ פګྤޏڗê ᣂ tÎ ਢاฒྤ beh ៱᧢ޏክႨΖ
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ႚඒՓૠΕ teh ༴ᐊ êψػᇩڗωΰᓏ֮Δ2001αΖ
ૉᄷᝑψᄅཽ֮ωז।ᙰ 1 pái ڶ؆ഏࠐ ê ႚඒ೯Δψػ
ᇩڗωê ࿇୶ွᐛ te ๛ᥞಯא৵؆ഏ ê ႚඒ೯ te  ê ٦ڻ༚ᘋΖ
۞๛ᥞಯא৵Δte  ê ࠐ۞ֱ۫ ê ႚඒ೯ tÎ ti¼m ᙩᆵࠐ àΖ
ԫऴࠩ kah 19 ધ৵תཚ chiah koh ၲࡨ te  chhiân-i¼ದࠐΖ1860  ڣê
sî-chÔn 堚ഏ h¼m ؆ഏࡳψ੍֚යપωΔڤإւ؆ഏႚඒՓװխഏ
ႚඒΖ hit-chÔn ਢ堚ഏอएΔڂ੍֚යપ ê ᣂএΔm¼ ၲ࣋
؆ഏԳࠐႚඒΖTÎ ਢ te chit-ê ᖵᒴਚհՀΔ֚ඒ kap ഗᅮඒຬᥛࠐ
ࠩႚඒΖࠡխ siÎng kut-lãt ං sak ػᇩ ڗêψ९۔ඒᄎωte 1865 طڣ
ψ್ႁٺω᠔سΰJames L. Maxwell, 1836-1921α chhÎa ᙰΔ ڤإte ڼழ
ê তمႚඒ ê ءຝΰஊᝐॾΔ1995:6-8Ιᘸة壁Δ1990:277-280αΖ
Te ႚඒՓࠐࠩ chìn-chêngΔin te խഏࣟতֱԫբᆖ೯టՆ
àΔۖ in te hia tÎ բᆖၲࡨشᢅ್ ڗk¼ ᎸতΕড়ߢૠ 1 
ᐊߓอΖ 14ֺڕᝑΔ طJohn Van Nest Talmageΰ1819-1892 ঋጠψ್ؚ
ڗωαᒳᐊΔඒԳ án-chóan شᢅ್ࠐڗᐊლ॰ᇩ êπାᇩ྾ॣڗᖂ15ρ
1852  ڣte ლ॰נठΖChit ᢅ್ ڗte ᇆψػᇩڗωࢨृψඒᄎ
ᢅ್ڗωΖ£ k¼ ᇆψػᇩڗωਢڂ chit ֮ڗਢ༴ᐊֲൄسΕ
Ց ê ߢΙᖂृట១ tÎ Ã-sái ᖂ Ã-hiáu ùi ػᇩ נᦰڗin ê ՑΔྤ
ቝዧ ڗán-ne ᖂటՆ iáu ᦰ bÃ إנᒔ ê ࿇ଃΖ
ψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢထႚඒ ê ؾऱ chiah ࿇୶ ࠐנêΖࢬא
ψػᇩڗωటՕຝ։ ê ᚨ شkap נठ lóng ਢ h¼m ࡲඒڶᣂএ êΖChitkóa ሎػشᇩ ڗê נठࢨृଡԳ ê ᚨشՕᄗ Ã-sái ։ᣊՀ૿ 6 ᣊΚ

14

£-sái ڶࡌە٠ΰ1978:18-25)Ζ

15

ػᇩ ټםڗT£g-oÃ hoan-je chh¬ -hãkΖ
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1. ػᇩڗඒޗ
2. ػᇩࠢڗڗΕࠢ
3. ᆣᆖΕඒᆠം kap ႚ՛ם
4. ػᇩڗΕᠧ
5. ࠡڶהᣂୃᖂΕᑇΕ՛ᎅᠲޗ
6. ଡԳ ê ಖࢨृᐊޅ

۞ 19 ધၲࡨΔ ڶbÃ chió ê ػᇩڗڗΰဲαࠢנठΔՀ૿ tÎ ១
ᜰ ch…t-kóa ࠏΖMedhurstΰWater H. Medhurst ຽຟ৸Δ1796-1857αte 1837 ڣ
נठπ壂৬ֱߢࠢڗ16ρΙDouglas डஃΰCarstairs Douglas ޙቯᐚΔ18301877αte 1873 נڣठπლՕࠢ17ρΙڼழ te  siÎng ཏሙࠌ شê
πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗ18ρਢ طCampbell डஃΰWilliam Campbell زᙤΔ18711918αᒳᙀΔte 1913 طڣত ê ඒᄎֆष࿇۩ΰᔹᘸة壁 1990Ιੋ൫
ո 1993Δ1996αΖ
ᙰ 1 ػءᇩ ڗê ᄅપᆣᆖπহऱඑળᗫഗᅮऱᄅપ19ρte 1873 נڣ
ठΔ៱પᆣᆖπ៱પऱᆣᆖ20ρte 1884 נڣठΖኙػᇩ ڗte ڰཚ ê 
ඒᄎ hông ཏሙࠌڶشటՕಥ ê ػᇩڗπࢌৄඒᄎ21ρte
16

֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Hok-keen Dialect of the Chinese LanguageΔAccording to the

Reading and Colloquial IdiomsΖChit  ࠢڗءte 1932 ᒳᐊړႨΔ1937 נڤإठΖ
17

֮ ټםChinese-English Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy, with

the Principal Variations of the Chang-chew and Chin-chew DialectsΖ
18

ػᇩ ټםڗ£-m£g-im Sin Je-tiánΖ֮ ټםA Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular

Spoken throughout the Prefectures of Chin-chiu, Chiang-chiu and FormosaΖ
19

.

ػᇩ ټםڗLán ê Kiù-chú Iâ-so Ki-tok ê Sin-iokΖ

20

ػᇩ ټםڗKÔ-iok ê Sèng KengΖ

21

πࢌৄඒᄎρޏመ kúi-n¼ pái ټΔڼழᇆπඒᄎֆρΖChit ٝ

 te 1970  ڣchìn-chêng lóng ػشᇩڗ࿇۩Δ1970 א৵شޏխ֮࿇۩Δchit ༓ ڣkoh
ၲࡨ te ठ૿փࢍ ڶ1 ຝ։ش֮ᐊΔቝᝑψئ׀ᇩωठػڶᇩ ڗê ֮ີΖ
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1885  طڣBarclay डஃΰThomas Barclay ֣܌៖Δ1849-1935α࿇۩Ζػᇩ
נڗठ ê փ୲ೈԱऴ൷ h¼m ࡲඒڶᣂհ؆Δm¼  ڶch…t-kóa kap ඒᆠ
khah ྤᣂএ ê m…h-áΖ22ቝᝑΔ1897  ڣGê Uî Lîm נठ ê ᑇᖂםπጩऱ
ॣᖂ 23 ρΙ1917 ڣᚮոኂΰG. Gushue-Taylorαנठ êπփ؆ઝᥨᖂ
24

ρΙ1926 ڣᔤᄻᲪΰTÃn Khe-phoànαࢬנठ ê ՛ᎅπڽנᒵ25ρΙ1925

ڣᓐഛ־ΰChhòa Pôe-hóeαࢬנठ ê षᄎေᓵ ê םπԼႈጥߠ26ρΖ
ຏൄΔඒᄎ ê ॾஈ te ඒᄎᖂ Ã-hiáu ᦰᐊػᇩڗԱΔin Ã k¼ chit ػ
ᇩڗᚨ شteֲൄسᅝխΔቝᝑᐊ phoe  h¼u-sen cha-b¯-kián Εᐊֲ
ಖΕࢨृՕาႈ t¼i-chì ê ಖΖػᇩ ڗte 1970  זڣchìn-chêngΔ27 te 
 ê ඒᄎփࢍ iáu ጩ hông టཏሙ ê ࠌشΙ˜-kohΔԱ৵ڂਙए kap
ψഏਙωê ᐙΔsoah t¼u-t¼u-á ყࠐყ chió ԳࠌشΖឈྥػᇩڗኙ
ཏ֗ඒߛ ê ಥྤ։ cha-p¬Εcha-b¯ΔػᇩڗኙՖࢤඒ֖ ê ᐙܑ
ՕΖTe ߊૹڰײ᎘Ֆ ê षᄎΔԫ cha-b¯-lâng lóng టߔ leh ڶᖲᄎ࠹ዧ
֮ ê ඒߛΖChit-ê ွԫֱ૿ਢڂ֮֏Ꮭଖᨠΰૹߊ᎘Ֆαê ംᠲΔ
ԫֱ૿ m¼ ਢᆖᛎംᠲΰዧػֺڗᇩףڗట pháiᖂαΖChit-kóa cha-b¯lâng te ൷ᤛඒᄎԱΔtú-hó  in thang ᖂ១ ê ֮ڗՠࠠΰػᇩڗαΕ
࠹ڶඒߛ ê ᖲᄎΖIn ˜-tan ຘመػᇩࠐڗᖂᆣᆖ ê ඒᆠΔm¼ Ã-sái ᖂ
 זê ཕᢝΖڼழ te iáu  ڶch…t-kóa ۔ԫᔘ ê ඒ֖ΰܑਢՖ

22

£-sái ᔹܨᘋ࣑ 1994Ζ

23

ػᇩ ټםڗPit Soàn ê Chh¬ HãkΖ

24

ػᇩ ټםڗL¼i GÎa Kho Khan-h³-hãkΙ֮ ټThe Principles and Practice of NursingΖ

25

ػᇩ ټםڗChhut Sí-SòanΖޕႧࡾ ڶk¼ ዧᢅ֮ठΔ٤֮ Ã-sái te ֮ᖂ

ՠ܂ጻీ൲ထ<http://ws.twl.ncku.edu.tw/>Ζ
26

ػᇩ ټםڗChãp-h¼ng Koán-kiànΖ

27

אݺπඒᄎֆρޏխ֮࿇۩ hit ڣ։រΖ
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ࢤαΔ˜-bat ዧڗΕkan-tan Ã-hiáu ػᇩڗΖ28
ឈྥψػᇩڗωsiÎng-thâu-á ਢထႚඒ ê ؾऱࢬૠΔࠩ tan ࠐբ
ᆖྤૻࡳ te ༴ᐊඒᄎ ê ࠃ೭ΖTe 1980 אזڣ৵Δ29ኙထਙएሎ೯ ê
ၲ୶Δ ê ءՒ֮֏ m¼ ୶ၲ֮ሎ೯Δ္ޣψchhùi ᝑΕ
֫ᐊ֮30ωΖTe ڼழ khah ཏሙ ê 3 ጟ֮ᐊֱڤψ٤ዧωΕ
ψ٤ᢅωΕkapψዧᢅωփࢍࢬ شê ᢅ್ڗΔట chÃ ቸ᧯ࢨृଡԳ
tÎ ਢࠌػشᇩृࢨڗଥޏመ ê ػᇩנࠐڗठ܂֮Ζ31ቝᝑΔψTâioân-jeωΕψ֮ຏಛωΕψ֮ीωΕkapψ 5%ૠቤω32ቸ
᧯Δte ᢅ್ ڗê ຝ։ lóng شႚอඒᄎػᇩڗΖڂղ֮ᐊ ܂ê ृ܂
ê ڍց֏Δψػᇩڗωê ᚨشբᆖๅᠦመאװඒᄎΕႚඒ ê ᠲޗΖ

3. ͛ф͞९ ê ᄬ֏ጯ̶ژ
ڂψػᇩڗωh¼m ။তᢅ್ ڗte ᖵ ê ࿇୶ᅝխ lóng ףף
྇྇ڶᆖመଥޏΔlán te chit ٝᓵ֮փࢍࢬ beh ։࣫ฯտ ê ػᇩڗڗऄ
ਢאψزᙤωडஃᒳᙀ êπლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρא৵ ê شऄΙ။তᢅ
್ڗਢאڼழ။তᖂீඒߛߓอ nih ê شऄᄷΖ
ػᇩ ڗh¼m ။তᢅ್ ڗê ֮ڗૠ lóng h¼m in ߪءߢ ê 

28

ᖕ႓ࠢᇨ te 1955  ڣê ۷ૠΔteࢬڶᝑ HÎ-ló ᇩ ê چΔܶץ壂৬Ε್ࠐ۫ࠅΕဗ

৳ᎏΕΔlóng ᜔ ڶ115,500 Գ Ã-hiáu ػᇩڗΖࠡխΔ ۾32,000 Գΰᔹ
९ڜΔ1992:70αΖ
29

ڶᣂ 1980 אזڣ৵ ê ֮ሎ೯ΔÃ-sái ᔹ Chiungΰ1999:33-49αΖ

30

 te chia ê ࡳᆠਢءٺՒගᆢ ê ئΔܶץ۰اߢΕড়ᇩΕHÎ-ló ᇩΖ

31

ڶᣂ ڤٺê ᢅ್ڗΔÃ-sái ᔹᄘւߢ&്ᖂᝐ 1999Ζ

32

Te 1996  طڣ1 ೄ௧փ؆ ê ֟ڣ୮ิ ګ1 ê  5%ૠቤ՛ิΔchit-ê ૠቤ tÎ ਢ

beh k¼ ch…t-kóa khah  ټڶê ֮ᖂ܂֮Ζ۞ 1996 ڣၲࡨΔբᆖנठ༓
10  ءê םΖ
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ڶۥᣂএΔࢬ אlán tÎ te chia ٣ᝑ ch…t-Ã-á  kap ။ ê ۥΖ
ԫ   ࠐ ᝑ Δ   h¼m ။  k¼ng-khoán lóng ᥆ ψ ࡰ  م ω
ΰisolating languagesαΔՈ tÎ ਢᝑ in ê ဲྤ siáဲࢤࢨृऄ ê ᧢س
֏ Ζ ‹-tan án-ne Δ chit 2 ê  ߢ lóng  ڶట koân ê  ଃ ᆏ  ဲ
ΰmonosyllabicαê ۥΔՈ tÎ ਢᝑ in ê ဲట chÃ lóng ਢଃᆏ êΕࢨृ
ਢطଃᆏဲࠐᓤٽسዌ ګêΖឈྥᝑڼழ h¼m ။ ê ڍ
ଃᆏဲ ê ֺࠏყࠐყ koânΔ˜-koh ڂመװଃᆏဲመ chÃ ê 
ွΔsoah ኙ hit ᅝழ ê ֮ڗૠທګᐙΖ
ೈԱڶψࡰمωkapψଃᆏωê ࢤհ؆Δ h¼m ။ lóng
ਢᜢᓳߢΖ༉ hông ཏሙ൷࠹ ê ։ᣊࠐᝑΔ ڶ7 ê ᜢᓳᣊীΔ
။তᇩ ڶ6 êΖTe փࢍڶట᠆༄ koh ߓอࢤ êψ᧢ᓳωΰtone
sandhiαွΙ˜-koh te ။তᇩ nihΔೈԱట chió ᑇ ê ࠏհ؆ΔÃ-sái ᝑਢ
ྤߓอࢤ᧢ᓳ ê ွΖ
ψػᇩڗωh¼m ။তᢅ್ ڗchit 2 ֮ڗΔឈྥ ྇ףlóng ڶ
ch…t-kóa אψଃᖂωΰphoneticsαᨠរࠐૠڗऄ ê ࠏΔ˜-koh ᖞ᧯
ࠐᝑ lóng Ã-sái ጩਢψଃైω֮ڗΰphonemic writingαΖ༉ଃ h¼m ֮ڗ
ฤᇆ ê ኙᚨᣂএࠐᝑΔin ঞՂ lóng ਢԫኙԫ ê ᣂএΔ˜-koh ။তᢅ್
 ڶڗbÃ chió ԫଃైኙڍฤᇆ ê ࠏΖ£-kha lán tÎ k¼ ػᇩ ڗh¼m ။তᢅ್
 ڗsio-siâng h¼m ྤ siâng ê ࢬڇ១٨ࠐנΖ
Sio-siâng ê ࢬڇΚ
1.

Pê-pê lóng ਢᒵࢤ êΕଃై֮ڗΖ

2.

Lóng אଃᆏଃ ê ۯΖ

3.

Lóng شڶψܑฤᇆωΰdiacriticsαΔቝᝑ “^” Δࠐॵ ףte 
 ڶê ᢅ್ ئڗténg-koân thang ܑᜢᓳࢨृଃΖ

4.

Lóng ਢᆖመԫྤ ê ழၴΕطట chÃ Գีᗨᆖ᧭ࢬψપࡳঋ
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ګωದࠐ êΖ

5.

ឈྥᅝॣૠ lóng ࠹ڶψዧڗଃωֱ ڤê ᐙΔ˜-koh ഗءՂ
ࠐᝑ lóng Ã-sái ᅝᗑ مê ֮شࠌࠐڗΖ

6.

ڂ chit 2 ֮ ڗê נ lóng բᆖ၌መ ڣۍaΔࢬ אlóng ྇ף
 ڶch…t-kóa  ڗh¼m זኔᎾ࿇ଃྤ siâng ê ွΖ

ྤ siâng ê ࢬڇΚ
1.

ػᇩ ڗê ܑฤᇆ شte ᜢᓳΔ˜-koh ။ত ڗê ܑฤᇆ شte
ᜢᓳ kap ଃΙڂ chit-ê ڂΔػᇩڗጩਢ 2 ᐋ ê ֮ڗዌΔ
။তڗጩਢ 3 ᐋ ê ዌΖ

2.

ڶᣂܑଃᆏ h¼m ଃᆏհၴ êψଃᆏฤωΔػᇩڗਢආ“ ش-“Δ
။তڗਢආ شlàng ԫଡ spaceΖ

3.

༉ଃ h¼m ֮ڗฤᇆ ê ኙᚨᣂএࠐᝑΔػᇩڗঞՂਢԫኙԫ ê
ᣂএΔ˜-koh ။তᢅ್ ڶڗbÃ chió ԫଃైኙڍฤᇆ ê ࠏΖ

3.1.έᄬϨྖф͞९
ֱ֮ڗூ ê ૠ lóng ਢ৬ مte hit-ê ߢ ê ଃᣉ։࣫ືᙰΙྤ k¼ng ê
։࣫ᨠរΔຏൄ Ã ທ ྤګk¼ng ê ֮ڗૠֱூΖ༉זᚌႨ ê 
ࠐᝑΔૉྤጩψ़ᜢئωΰzero consonantα kap nâ-âu Ⴞଃΰglottal
stopαΔ ڶ17 ê ᜢᙰΰconsonantsαΕ 6 ê ئଃΰsimple vowelsαkap
7 ê ᜢᓳΰᓳᣊαΖ33 In ։ܑ٨ teቹ। 1Εቹ। 2 kap ቹ। 3 Օ୮ەΖ

33

ڶᣂ ê ଃᣉߓอ kap ػᇩڗڗऄΔᇡา Ã-sái ᔹ്ᇛݛΰ2001αΙᔤߜ

Εᔤිୠΰ1977αΖ
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კ߄ 1.Ѡᇟ ê ᖂᓐȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ᠨไ(bi-labial)
-ಬ / +ಬ

RRJ
D

堚Ⴞଃ

(voiceless stop)

ᖼႾଃ

(voiced

堚ᚴଃ

(voiceless C. fricative)

堚ᚴଃ

(voiceless G. fricative)

stop)

堚Ⴞᚴଃ (voiceless affricate)
ᖼႾᚴଃ (voiced

Affricate)

ᖼᢰଃ

(voiced

lateral)

ᖼᏗଃ

(voiced

nasal)

O

ᕡࡾ(alveolar) ຌື khok (velar) Nâ-âu (glottal)
-ಬ / +ಬ
-ಬ / +ಬ

VVJ

MMJ
g

U
VUVUJ
F\
N *34
P





J




0



კ߄ 2. Ѡᇟ ê ൂ҆ॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ᙰছΰfrontα խ؇ΰcentralα ৵ᕻΰbackα

ΰhighα
խΰmidα
܅ΰlowα 

K
G



C

W
Q


კ߄ 3. Ѡᇟ ê ᖂፓ kap i ê Ӛᅿ߄Ңݤ

ػᇩڗฤᇆ*35



¸

º



¼



२
=MWP{?
-

ႚอᜢᓳऄ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

ᑇ ڗê ᓳଖ

44

53

21

3

12

22

5

ᓳᣊ

ܩ
=MWPr?

ዞ
=MWPf?

ཫ
=MWP¶?


=MWVo?

ᇕ
=MWPa?

-

ᄶ
=MWV o?
¥

IPA ê ᓳଖ

34

 ê ଃై/l/ట chÃ sî-chÔn ኔᎾՂਢ࿇[d]ࢨृ[4?ê ଃଖΰ്ᇛݛΔ2001:31-32αΔ

˜-koh te chia হᑉழאཏሙ ê ᝑऄࠐᑑଃΖ
35

ร 4 ࢨृ 8 ᜢᓳ ê ᣉݠԫࡳ ڶp t k ࢨृ h ݠگΔઌኙ êΔร 1 ᜢԫࡳྤ p t k h گ

ݠΖࢬאร 4 h¼m ร 1 ᜢհၴྤᏁᜢᓳฤᇆࠐܑΖ
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πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρփࢍ ê ػᇩ ڗÃ-sái ᝑ tÎ ਢᅃື૿ቹ। 1Εቹ। 2
kap ቹ। 3 ê ଃᣉ։࣫ࠐૠ êΖLán tÎ k¼ ػᇩ ڗnihψଃైωΰᜢᙰ kap
ئଃαh¼mψ֮ڗฤᇆωê ኙᚨᣂএ٨ te ቹ। 4 kap ቹ। 5 Օ୮ኙ
ᅃΖ
კ߄ 4. қ၉ӷ ê ᖂᓐ h¼m Ўӷ಄ဦ ê ჹᔈᜢ߯
ᜢᙰ
/b/
/ts/
/tsh/
/g/
/h/
/dz/
/k/
/kh/
/l/
/m/
/n/

֮ڗฤᇆ
b
ch
ts
chh
g
h
j
k
kh
l
m
n

0
/p/
/ph/
/s/
/t/
/th/

PI
p
ph
s
t
th

යٙ
te /i/, /e/ ê ᙰছ
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

ኔࠏ
bûn ֮
chi հ
tsa 
chha 
gí 
hi ݦ
j…t ֲ
ka ף
kha ᆬ
lí ܃
me᤺
ni ؊
ng³ն
pi ᅾ
phoe ޅ
sì 
tê ಁ
thai ઼

კ߄ 5. қ၉ӷ ê ൂ҆ॣ h¼m Ўӷ಄ဦ ê ჹᔈᜢ߯
ئଃ
/i/
/e/
/a/
/u/

/o/

֮ڗฤᇆ
i
e
ia
a
u
Q
o.
o

යٙ
ࠡ הê ൣݮ
৵ piah ૉ൷/n/ࢨृ/t/

ࠡ הê ൣݮ
৵ piah ૉڶᜢᙰΰ/!/ ೈ؆α

ኔࠏ
ti ᓼ
tê ಁ
kian ഒ
ta 
tu ဥ
to ԸΕtoh ோ
to.ຟ
tong ᅝΕkok ഏ
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Ùi ቹ। 4 kap ቹ। 5 Ã-sái ػנᇩڗփࢍೈԱ chió ᑇ ê ࠏ؆հ؆Δ
Օຝ։ lóng ਢԫଡଃైኙԫଡฤᇆิΔቝᝑ/b/ tÎ  شbΔ/kh/ tÎ  شkhΙۖ
ػᇩࢬڗᙇ شê ֮ڗฤᇆ Ã-sái ᝑట൷२זߢᖂࢬࠌ شê ഏᎾଃ
ᑑΖ
Chai-ián ޢԫଡᜢᙰ h¼m ئଃ ê ֮ڗฤᇆԱΔlán tÎ ࠐػᇩ ڗê
ڗऄΖഗءՂΔػᇩڗ٣ᅃଃᆏ k¼ ޢԫଡဲΰwordαࣈၲΔsòa-lâi ùi tò-pêng ࠩ إpêng k¼ ޢԫଡଃᆏ êψଃైωᅃቹ। 4 kap ቹ। 5 ê
ψ֮ڗฤᇆωk¼ ჄᐊᆵװΔkoh ࠐ k¼ ቹ। 3 ê ػᇩڗᜢᓳฤᇆ ףte ଃᆏ
ு֨ΰnucleusα36 ືᙰΔl³-bóe chiah koh k¼ “-” ψଃᆏฤᇆω ףte ଃᆏ
h¼m ଃᆏհၴΙቝᝑ chhit-thôΕhan-chîΕám-bõk-kóeΕchhài-thâu-kóeΖ
ڂڶట᠆༄ ê ᧢ᓳွΔࢬػאᇩڗආش।ಖψଃᆏ ê
ءᓳωΰbase tone of a syllableαê ֱࠐڤᜢᓳΖቝᝑψလᙰ⩕ωᆖ
መ᧢ᓳ ê ኔᎾ࿇ଃਢ chhái-th¼u-kóeΙ˜-koh ᐊ ê ழ ài ᅃޢԫଡଃᆏ ê ء
ᓳΔᐊ chhài-thâu-kóeΖChit ጟऄឈྥᝑ Ã-sái چٺֱߢ ê 
ฆΔ˜-koh chit ጟऄਬጟ࿓৫ࠐᝑਢ࠹ tiõh ႚอՂψዧڗωଃᆏዌ
ဲ ê ᐙΖՈ tÎ ਢᝑΔႚඒՓૠػᇩ ڗê ழࠀྤݙ٤ k¼ ֱ۫ߢ
ψڍଃᆏဲωê ᨠ࢚ᚨ شte ػᇩ ڗnihΔࢬ אchiah Ꮑᑑଃᆏءᓳ
kap “ ף-” teଃᆏհၴΖChit ጟऄړڶ m¼  ڶbái ΖBái հԫ tÎ ਢ
Ã ᥛዧ ڗê ଃᆏۥΖChit ጟଃᆏᑑಖֱڤૉሎ شte ؆ࠐ Ã koh
khah ડ᧩ْྤٽ ê ࢬڇΖቝᝑ k¼ ؆ࠐ motorbike ᐊ¬-t¯-báiΔದ
ࠐ tÎ ట࡛ࢡΖڂ¬-tó-bái ࠀ˜ਢ ط3 ê ଃᆏဲై “¬” “tó” kap “bái” tàu
ದࠐ êΔਢԫଡొ ê 3 ଃᆏဲΔࢬאૉᐊ³t¬bái ࢨृ¬t¬bái ho¼n-sè Ã
khah ٽΖ

36

ᜢᓳฤᇆ ףte ଃᆏு֨ਢ 1 ê  ê ঞ niâΔm¼ ਢ ڶch…t-kóa ˜ਢᑑ te ଃᆏு
֨ ê ࠏΔቝᝑ “pÎe” kap “oÃ” ê شऄ tÎ ྤԫીΖ
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ªt¬bái chit ጟऄਢאψဲωΰڍܶץଃᆏ kap ଃᆏα
ۯΔᑑψဲωê ءᓳۖ˜ਢଃᆏ ê ءᓳΔsòa--lâi k¼ ဲփࢍଃᆏհ
ၴ ê “-” thçh ൾΖ¥t¬bái ê ऄ kap ³t¬bái ê ऄլڍΔլመΔᜢᓳ ê ຝ
։ঞՂ kan-tan অఎψૹଃωΔࠡ הê ᜢᓳ lóng ྤᑑΖԫࠐᝑΔٵ
ଃฆᆠΰhomophoneαê ൣݮՕຝ։ਢנ te ଃᆏဲ nihΔૉਢڍଃ
ᆏဲ tÎ టߔ leh ࿇سΖࢬڍאଃᆏဲ Ã-sái ܍ᑑᜢᓳ m¼ Ã-tàng ։ kah
ట堚ᄑΖ
ૉᝑ kah “-” chit-ê ฤᇆΔటࣔ᧩ Ã-sái ػנᇩڗਢ k¼ ࡳᆠܑ
ଃᆏ êψଃᆏฤᇆωΔࠀ˜ਢܑଃైۯᆜ᥆ࢤ êψሶଃฤᇆωΖࠐآ
ૉՕ୮ᎁڶᏁޏၞػᇩڗΔÃ-sái ەᐞ k¼ “-” ࡳᆠψሶଃฤ
ᇆωΖቝᝑ han-chîΔi ê /n/ h¼m /ch/ట堚ᄑਢྤױ౨ tàu-ten chò-hóe ࿇ଃ
êΔࢬ אÃ-sái ᐊ hanchîΙૉਢ kokongΔڂױڶ౨ਢ kok-ong ΰഏ
ౖαm¼ ױڶ౨ਢ ko-kongΰֆαΔࢬ אtÎ te ᔞᅝ ê ۯᆜףψሶଃฤ
ᇆωဲ khah إᒔ lehΖࠃኔՂΔቝ kokong chit ጟࠏኔڇట chióΔۖ
Օຝ։ lóng ਢנ te റဲټڶΔԫ ê ڍଃᆏဲట chió ڶ
chit-ê ംᠲΖڶԳᎁૉ k¼ψଃᆏฤᇆωthçh ൾ Ã ྇ኬᔹᦰ ê ຒ৫Δࠡ
ኔ he ਢ khi¼ te ክዧڗΕྤክᢅ್ ڗê ߡ৫ࠐ৸ ەêΖૉਢ۞
า hàn tÎ ඒᝑψᘓωᐊ hanchîΔán-ne ْ৵ࠐᦰထ hanchî tÎ Ã-tàng א
إൄ ê ຒ৫Աᇞဲ ê რ৸Ζ
 ê տଃΰglidesα/w/ teػᇩ ڗnih ਢᐊ oΔቝᝑ góaΕkoeΖڶ
Գტᤚ࡛ࢡΔᝑ thái ྤ ài  شw ࢨृ u /w/ ê ֮ڗฤᇆΛChe ਢڂ
 ê տଃ/w/ gâu ࠹৵ piah ê ଃᆏு֨ ê ᐙΚࠌ/w/৵ piah ൷ψྤ
koân ê ئଃωΰ[-high]αΔቝᝑ/a/Ε/e/ΔtÎ Ã ءਢ[+high] ê /w/[ٻ-high]
ê ֱٻൔۯΖChit ch…t ൔۯΔtÎ  /w/ ê ଃଖ൷२[o]ࢨृ[?Ιڂ/w/ᦫದ
ࠐ khah sêng [o]ࢨृ[?ΔࢬאႚඒՓ tÎ k¼ ᐊ góaΕkoeΖChit ጟտଃ/w/
࠹৵ piah ئଃᐙ ê ွ te ။তᇩփࢍ m¼ ਢڶΔۖ m¼ । te in ê
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֮ߓڗอ nihΙᇡาᓮᔹ৵ 1 ᆏΖ
փࢍ ڶbÃ chió Ꮧଃ֏ ê ွΖTe ػᇩ ڗnih ਢ k¼ Ꮧଃฤᇆ
“ n ”  ףteଃᆏ ê  إpêng ື koânΔቝᝑ tinΰกαΕchiúnΰᓏαΕkoain
ΰᣂαΖ
؆Δ iáu  ڶnâ-âu Ⴞଃ֏ΰglottal stopαê ွΰIPA ᑑ
[!]αΔchit-ê nâ-âu Ⴞଃ teػᇩ ڗnih ਢ شh ࠐᑑقΔቝᝑψᚅωΰIPA ᑑ
 =C!?αᐊ ahΔψዠωΰIPA ᑑ =VK!?αᐊ tihΖ

3.2.ݑᄬ઼ᄬф͞९
။তᇩ ê ֱߢฆటՕΔᖕॣޡᨠኘΔin ê ฆױ౨ֺ ê 
ֱߢ koh khah ՕΖྤ k¼ng ᖂृኙ။তᇩֱߢ ê ։ᣊ ྤڶk¼ng ê რ
ߠΙᖕ Ngueyn Dinh Hoaΰ1997:10αê ᝑऄΔ။তᇩՕᄗ Ã-sái ։קΕ
խΕত 3 ՕֱߢΔ։ܑࣾאփΕႉ֏Εؑࣔݳז।Ζڼழ။
তਢࣾאփ ê ֱߢ٤ഏ ê ᑑᄷΔࠌ شte ٤ഏ ê ඒߛߓอΖᖕ Doan
Thien Thuatΰ1999αê ଃᣉ։࣫Δࣾփᑑᄷଃ ڶ19 ê ᜢᙰΕ13 ê ئଃΕ3
ê ᠨئଃΰdiphthongsαΖ37 ᜢᓳ ê ຝ։Δᖕڼழ။তඒߛߓอ ê ඒ
ऄΔ ڶ6 ê ᜢᓳΰᓳᣊαΖ38 Lán ։ܑ k¼ chit-kóa ଃై kap ᜢᓳ٨ teቹ।
6Εቹ। 7Εቹ। 8Εቹ। 9 kap ቹ। 10Ζ

37

/p/ڂ شte ؆ࠐΔࢬ אDoan Thien Thuat ྤ k¼ ጩڇ။ত ê ଃైհփΖࣾ

փא؆ ê ֱߢ iáu ڶܶץ/t3 ጟ൴ۡ ê ᜢᙰΖ
38

ᖕྤ k¼ng ê ։ᣊֱऄΔ။তᇩ Ã-tàng ։ 2 êΕ4 êΕ6 ê ࢨृ 8 ê ᜢᓳΖ
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კ߄ 6. ຫࠄ၉ ê ᖂᓐȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ᠨไ
堚Ⴞଃ

(voiceless stop)

ᖼႾଃ

(voiced stop)

堚ᚴଃ

(voiceless fricative)

ᖼᚴଃ

(voiced fricative)

ᖼᢰଃ
Ꮧଃ

(voiced lateral)
(voiced nasal)

ไᕡ

ᕡࡾ
-ಬ / +ಬ

࿏ື khok ຌື khok

VVJ
d

D
H
X

E

U
\
l
P

O

Õ

Nâ-âu

M

!

Z
¢

J

0

კ߄ 7. ຫࠄ၉ ê ൂ҆ॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ᙰছ
ື

upper

high
upper mid

Հ

lower

lower mid

խ؇

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)

i



u

e

(

o

'

n

low

a
კ߄ 8.!ຫࠄ၉ ê อ ê ൂ҆ॣ

ື

upper

high
upper mid

Հ

lower

lower mid
low

ᙰছ

խ؇

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)



'¾








(¾

C¾



n¾


კ߄ 9. ຫࠄ၉ ê ᚈ҆ॣ
ᙰছ
ື

upper

Հ

lower

iÊG

խ؇

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)

Ê(

uÊQ
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კ߄ 10. ຫࠄ၉ ê ᖂፓ
ᓳᣊ

။তڗฤᇆ

ngang sҳc huyӅn hӓi ngã nһng
?

¸
º
¿


ᑇ ڗê ᓳଖ
IPA ê ᓳଖ

33

35

21

313

435

3

။তᇩ ê ଃై h¼m ֮ڗฤᇆ ê ኙᚨ kap ڗऄֺػᇩڶڗ
khah ᓤᠧ sió-khóaΔૉ beh ݙ٤ k¼ kh¢g te  ֮ءnih Ã ྤֱঁᦰΔՀ૿ lán
tÎ k¼ in ê ኙᚨ១٨ te ቹ। 11 kap ቹ। 12 thang ಘᓵΔᇡา ê ଃై-ฤ
ᇆኙᚨ। kap ڗऄᓮॵٙΖ
კ߄ 11. ຫࠄӷ ê ᖂᓐ h¼m Ўӷ಄ဦ ê ჹᔈᜢ߯
ᜢᙰ
V

֮ڗฤᇆ
t

යٙ

ኔࠏ
t«i ݺ

VJ

th

E

ch

/t

tr

ֱߢ

trång ጟ

M

k
q
c
b

৵ᕻૉ൷ i, y, e, ê,
৵ᕻૉ൷տଃ/w/
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

kª ᠪ
qu¶ ࣠ત
c¸ ູג
ba Կ

D

thu ટ
cho 

F

®

®i װ

H

ph

ph¸p ऄ
xa 

U

s



x

Z

kh

khi ᅝ

J

h

hái ം

!

ྤฤᇆ
v

X
\



d
gi
g
r

ֱߢ

so ֺለ

¨n ଇ
vÒ ᠏װ
ྤঞ
ྤঞΰ شte ዧ။ဲα
৵ᕻૉ൷ i
ֱߢ

da ؼ
gia ୮
g× ⅄ढ
ra װנ
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৵ᕻૉ൷ i, e, ê
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

ghi ધᙕ
gμ ᠪג
lμ ਢ

N

gh
g
l

O

m

mÑ ॳئ

P

n

nam ত

Õ

nh

0

ngh
ng

¢

nhí ৸࢚
৵ᕻૉ൷ i, e, ê
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
*ဠᒵ---।ߢֱقΖ

nghØ ᄢ࿌
ngäc د

კ߄ 12. ຫࠄ၉ ê ൂ҆ॣ h¼m Ўӷ಄ဦ ê ჹᔈᜢ߯
ئଃ

֮ڗฤᇆ

i

i
y
ê
e
a
u

«
¬
©
o
o
a
¨
a

e
'
'¾
W

Q
(
(¾
n
n¾
C
C¾

යٙ

 شte ዧ။ဲ
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။তᢅ್ ڗê ଃై h¼m ֮ڗฤᇆ ê ኙᚨ kap ڗऄֺػᇩڗ
 ڶkhah ᓤᠧ sió-khóaΖChe ڶ༓ ê  ê ڂΚ
1α ڂ။তᇩ ê ଃᣉߓอ ࠐءtÎ ֺ khah ᓤᠧΔીࠌ ڶê
ᢅ್ྤئڗऄ৫ᚨבԫኙԫ ê ଃై-ฤᇆኙᚨ ê ᏁޣΔࢬ אài te  ڶê
ᢅ್ືئڗᙰ೯ᆬ֫ ch…t-kóa ଥޏΖቝᝑ te “o” ືᙰᚮ༐ גchiân  ô
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ࠐ।=قQ?Δthang ܑ o =n?Ζ
2αڂᅝॣૠ ê ழ࠹ထᝑྤ k¼ng ئ ê ฒႚඒՓ ê ᐙΖֺڕ
ᝑ gi [z] ê شऄਢ࠹ Italy ᇩ ê ᐙΰThompson 1987:62αΕnh [Õ]ਢ࠹ᆿရ
׃ᇩ ê ᐙΰJerold Edmondson;David Silva ଡԳᓫαΕc, k, q [k]ਢ࠹ऄ
 ᐙ  ΰ Doan Thien Thuat ଡ Գ  ᓫ α Ε ph [f] ਢ ࠹  ݦ ײᢊ ᇩ ᐙ 
ΰDeFrancis, 1977:58αΖ
3αڂֱߢଃ ê ᐙΖࣾփᑑᄷឈྥྤ൴ۡଃ /tΔ˜koh ࠡהట chÃ ࢬ ڇlóng ڶ൴ۡଃΔۖ lóng ֘ڶᚨ te ။তᢅ್ ڗê 
ڗऄ nihΖֺڕᝑΔء။ত ڗê ૠ “ch” ਢࠐشಖ/c/Δ “tr” ಖ / tΙ
ڂᝑᑑᄷ ê Գྤ։ /c/ h¼m / tΔࢬא ڗê ழ ti¼n ։ bÃ 堚 ài  “ch”
iah ਢ “tr”Ιቝᝑ trӗng ΰጟαױڶ౨˜-tiõhΔᐊ chӗngΰౖαΖ
4αڂᖵଃዝ᧢ ê ᣂএΖ။তᢅ್۞ڗၲࡨ࿇୶ࠩ tan m¼ բ
ᆖ 400 מΔ။তᇩ ê ଃ te chit 400 ࠐڣᅝྥڶᆖመ᧢֏Ζᅝॣழڶ
ฆ ê ଃΔࠩ chit-má ױڶ౨բᆖྤ։ܑ àΖቝᝑ “d” h¼m “gi” chit 2 ิฤ
ᇆ te 17 ધ ê ழױڶ౨։ܑਢಖ[d] h¼m [kj] ê ײଃΔ˜-koh ࠩڼழ chit
2 ê ײଃ lóng ᧢[z] ê ଃΔ܀ਢ֮ڗᐊ ê ழ iáu ፂ “d” h¼m “gi” ê ܑΔ
ࢬאזԳ tÎ ტᤚฤᇆࠌྤشԫીΰDoan, 1999:163-164αΖڂ hit-chÔn
ૠृ k¼ “d” thçh ࠐಖ [d] ê ଃΔࢬא؆ԫଡ။তᇩଃై/d/ΰኔᎾՂ i
ê ଃଖਢψpre-nâ-âu Ⴞଃ֏ωΰpre-glottalizedα ê [È]α tÎ ài شฤᇆ “È” ࠐ
।قΖ
5αڂႚඒՓ ê ߢᖂवᢝૻڶΔྤऄ৫ݙየ։࣫။তᇩ ê ଃᣉ
ߓอΖቝᝑᅝॣٵழ“ شk” kap “q” ࠐ। قk¼ng ԫଡଃై/k/ tÎ ਢڂ
ૠृ kioh ਢտଃ[w]ᙰছ ê “q” ΰֺڕᝑ quҧα ê ࿇ଃ h¼m ԫ ê “k”
ΰֺڕᝑ kêαྤ k¼ngΔࢬ אin tÎ  شchit 2 ิฤᇆΖKoh ֺڕᝑئଃ
(¾ΰâαᚨᇠ شh¼m ९ئଃ/(ΰѫαᣊ ۿê ฤᇆΔ˜-koh soah  شh¼m /a/
ΰaαᣊ ۿê ฤᇆΖזߢᖂ ê वᢝਢᆖመՆ ڣê ีᗨ chiah ڶվ á ֲ
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ê ګ༉Δhit ᅝழႚඒՓ ê ଃᣉ։࣫ឈྥ˜ਢటݙભΔ˜-koh ጩਢట ړê
ګᜎ àΖ
ᝑݙ။তᇩڗऄֺػᇩ ڗkhah ᓤᠧ ê ڂԱΔlán sòa--lâi ᇖךᝑ
။তᇩᜢᙰΕئଃΕkap ᜢᓳ ê ૠֱڤΖ
ڶᣂႾଃ ê ຝ։Δ။তᇩ ê Ⴞଃڶ։堚ΕᖼΕkap ಬΔࢬא။ত
 ڗê ૠ h¼m ػᇩ ڗk¼ng-khoánΚ شp t k ।ق堚ଃΔb d g ।قᖼଃΔ
 ףh ।قಬΖ
ڶᣂ။তᇩ ê nâ-âu Ⴞଃ[!]ਢ˜ਢᚨᇠᅝᗑ مê ଃైΔ זê ߢ
ᖂ୮ ྤڶk¼ng ê რߠΖTe ။তᢅ್ ڗê ଃᣉߓอ nih ྤ k¼ nâ-âu Ⴞଃ[!]
։࣫ԫଡᗑ مê ଃైΔࢬྤאฤᇆࠐ༴ᐊ chit-ê ଃΔቝᝑ ăn [!ăn]ᅃ
ᝑਢ ài  ڶnâ-âu Ⴞଃ te ᙰছΔ˜-koh te֮ ڗnih ྤ।ࠐנΖឈྥ။তڗ
ྤ k¼ [!]।ࠐנΔche ࠀྤທګՕംᠲΔڂᆠ bÃ ڂ án-ne tÎ ࠐ
hoe װΖ
؆Δψᠨૹޔωΰdouble closureαê ွ te ။তڗփࢍ m¼ ྤ
।ࠐנΖTe ။তᇩ nihΔ0kap /k/ૉਢ൷ te u, o,ࢨृ ô ৵ piah tÎ Ã ࿇
=ګ0dO?kap =MdR?Δቝᝑ ông ΰॳֆΕ٣سαኔᎾ࿇ଃਢ=Q0dO?Ζ
။তᇩ ê ᣉݠᜢᙰΰfinal consonantsα [c] kap =Õ? te ။ত ڗnih ਢᅝ
 2 ê ᗑ مê ଃైΔ։ܑ“ شch” h¼m “nh” ࠐ।ಖΖ‹-kohΔ[c] h¼m [Õ]ࠡ
ኔ m¼ Ã-sái ։࣫։ܑਢ/k/ h¼m /0ê ଃై᧢᧯ΰallophonemesαΔشฤ
ᇆ “k” h¼m “ng” ࠐ।ಖ tÎ Ã-tàngΖ༉ chit-ê ࠏࠐᝑΔଃై᧢᧯ ê යٙਢ te
ψছئଃωKG'¾৵ piah נ ê /k/ h¼m /0 Ã ۞೯࿇ [c] kap =Õ?Ζቝ
ᝑΔsinhΰsúi;ભᣝαԫࡳਢ࿇ [siÕ]Δྤױ౨࿇ [si0]Ζ
။তᇩ ê ଃై h¼m ֮ڗฤᇆឈྥ ڶkhah ᓤᠧΔ˜-koh  ڶch…t-kóa ൣ
ݮਢڶঞ Ã-sái thang ܒឰ êΖChit-ê ঞਢਊᅃئଃ ê ۥΔk¼ ։ᙰ
ছ vs.৵ piahΕື vs.ՀΕ९ vs.ΕႽ chhùi vs.ਇ chhùiΰᔹቹ। 7Εቹ
। 8Εቹ। 9αΖLán ։ܑᜰࠏࠐᎅࣔΚଃై/k/৵ piah ૉ൷ψᙰছئ
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ଃωtÎ ài شฤᇆ “k”Δࠡ הê ൣ ݮtÎ ài “ شq” ࢨृ “c”Δቝᝑ kêΕcáΰ
ᔹቹ। 11αΖտଃ/w/৵ piah ૉ൷ψືئଃωtÎ ài شฤᇆ “u”Δૉ൷ψՀ
ئଃωtÎ ài “ شo” Δቝᝑ nguyΰٲαΕhoaΰक़αΰᔹॵٙ 1αΖଃ
ᆏݠᄸΰcodaα[ j ]ૉ൷ teψئଃωê ৵ piah tÎ ài “ شy”Δࠡ הê ൣ ݮtÎ
ài  “ شi ”Δቝᝑ âÛyΕtaiΰᔹॵٙ 1αΖTe ࠐႽᏯئଃ ê ᢰ á ףฤᇆ
“ ’ ” tÎ ᧢ਇᏯئଃΔቝᝑ u [u]᧢  []Ζ
ڶᣂ။তᇩ ê ᜢᓳࠩࢍڶ༓ êΔche tÎ ài ։ᣊ ê ᑑᄷਢ siáΙۖ
 ߢֱچٺê ᓳᣊ sió-khóa ྤ k¼ngΖឈྥڼழట chÃ Գ lóng ᝑ။তᇩڶ
6 ê ᜢᓳΔࠃኔՂ che ਢ࠹။তᢅ್ڗᜢᓳฤᇆᐙ ê ᣂএΖڂ။ত
ڗփࢍ kan-tan ।ಖ 6 ጟᜢᓳΔࢬאԳ tÎ kioh ਢ။তᇩ kan-tan  ڶ6 ጟᜢ
ᓳΖᅝॣႚඒՓ kan-tan ।ಖ 6 ጟᜢᓳਢڂ in ኙᜢᓳ ê ༳༽ྤജך
։Δྤऄ৫։נᣉݠଃ/p/ΰ֮ڗฤᇆ pαΔ/t/ ΰtαΔ/k/ ΰc ࢨृ
chα ݠگê ᜢᓳΔsoah k¼ in ូᣊࠩ sҳc ࢨृ nһng ᓳᣊװΖૉᅃႚอ ê
։ऄ။তᇩਢ ڶ8 ጟᜢᓳΰᔹቹ।ҏ13αΔࠡխ êψԵᜢᓳωte ။তڗ
nih hông  ٽlòeψװᜢᓳωΖ39
ڂ te ။ত ڗnih ྤܑႚอ êψԵᜢᓳωΔࢬࠡאኔՂڼழ ê
ψsҳc ᓳω h¼m ψnһng ᓳωlóng Ã-sái koh ։ؔ נ2 ጟᜢᓳΖֺڕᝑΔ
“sáng” h¼m “sáp” ឈྥ lóng pê-pêਢψsҳc ᓳωΔ˜-koh in ê ᓳଖྤ k¼ngΚ
“sáng” ê ࿇ଃழၴΰdurationαkhah ९Δᦫದࠐ sêng ࠇקᇩ ê ร 2 ᜢ
ΰc.k.αΙ40 “sáp” ê ࿇ଃழၴ khah Δᦫದࠐ sêng  ê ร 8 ᜢΖ
“Ĉӑng” h¼m “ÿӑc” ឈྥ lóng pê-pêਢψnһng ᓳωΔ˜-kohΚ“ÿӑng” ê ᓳ
ݮᣊۿψhuyӅn ᓳωΔ܀ਢ࿇ଃழၴֺψhuyӅn ᓳωΕֺ “ÿӑc” ९Ι

39

H¼m Nguyen Quang Hong ê ଡԳᓫΖ

40

ဎ ê ร 2 ᜢΰᓳଖ 212αh¼m ࠇקᇩ ê ร 2 ᜢΰᓳଖ 35αࠡኔਢྤ k¼ng--

êΖ
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“ÿӑc” ê ࿇ଃழၴֺ “ÿӑng” Δkhah sêng  ê ร 4 ᜢΖ
 ڶch…t-kóa ࢬ ڇê ֱߢΔቝᝑؑࣔݳΔࠀྤψngãᓳωΙin hia ê
Գ k¼ψngãᓳω࿇ψhӓi ᓳωΖࢬ אhia ê Գ teh ᐊ။ত ڗê ழ khah ୲
࣐ k¼ψngãᓳωphiãt ψhӓi ᓳωΖ
ڂ။তᇩట chió ᧢ڶᓳ ê ွΔࢬאঞՂ án-chóan ᝑ tÎ ánchóan ᐊΖૉ᧢ڶᓳ ê ழΔڶழ Ã ᑑ᧢ᓳΖֺڕΔmѭӡi ΰᑇၦ 10 ê რ
৸αءᓳਢ mѭӡiΔi ૉᙰছڶ൷ᑇڗΔቝᝑ hai mѭѫi ΰ20 ê რ৸αê
ழΔÃ ᧢ mѭѫiΔᐊ ê ழ tÎ ᅃ᧢ᓳᐊ mѭѫiΖૉਢڂֱچՑ ê ᣂএ
ીࠌᜢᓳ ྤڶk¼ng ê ழΔྤ k¼ng ê ᜢᓳ ê ᑑऄױڶ౨ Ã ٵழڇژΔቝᝑ
ψڍωÃ-sái ᐊψcám ѫnωࢨृψcҧm ѫnωΖ£ ٵழ ڇژê ڂՕຝ
։ਢڂ hit-kóa Ցբᆖటཏሙ àΙૉਢՑྤཏሙ ê sî-chÔnΔhit ጟ
Ց ê ᐊऄຏൄ Ã hông ᅝᐊ˜-tiõh  װàΖאՂࢬᝑ ê chit ጟՑ ê ֱ
 ࡳૻྤڤte ᜢᓳΔm¼ ᔞ شte ᜢᙰ kap ئଃΖ
კ߄ҏ13. ຫࠄ၉ ê ᖂፓፓᜪ
ႚอᓳᣊ

ႚอᓳᣊ

41

။তᜢᓳټጠ
ᑇ ڗê ᓳଖ
IPA ê ᓳଖ

ѳ
ੌ


؈

ngang huyӅn
33

21

ѐ

Ε

ੌ

؈

ੌ

؈

ੌ

؈

hӓi

ngã

sҳc

nһng

sҳc

nҥng

313

435

35

3

5

3

ုᇞ

p t c ch p t c ch
֮ݠگڗ֮ ݠگڗ

။তڗ ڗê sî-chÔn h¼m ػᇩ ڗk¼ng-khoán ਢאଃᆏഗᄷΔ˜koh ။ত ڗteଃᆏհၴਢආ شlàng 1 ΰspaceαê ֱࠐڤܑଃᆏΔቝ
ᝑ ViӋt Namΰ။তαΕhiӋn nayΰڇαΕtiӃn sƭΰ໑ՓαΖ

41

ψ௬ωᣊ༉ᣊۿࢨृխഏ êψອωΔψިω༉ਢψၺωΖ
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။ত ڗê ᑑរฤᇆ kap Օ՛ᐊ ê ࡳԫຝ։ᅃ֮۫ ê شऄΔԫ
ຝ։ koh  ڶin ။ܑ ê شऄΔԫຝ։ਢᙟԳ ê ka-te شऄΖՀ૿ tÎ siókhóa ᜰࠏࠐᝑΚ
ޢԫၲࡨ ê ᙰԫଡ ئڗlóng ài ՕᐊΔ ޔài “ ڶ.”Ζ
റဲټڶΔቝᝑԳټΕټچ ê ᙰԫଡ ئڗài ՕᐊΖറဲټڶ։
2 ՕᣊΔรԫᣊਢዧ။ဲΔՈ༉ਢءਢዧ ڗê ဲΖૉᄷ chit-kóa ዧ။
ဲਢԳ ټkap ټچΔψঞՂωᖕψଃᆏωࠐՕᐊΔቝᝑ ¨ài Loan
ΰαΕViӋt Namΰ။তαΙ˜-koh m¼ ࠏڶ؆ êΔቝᝑ Ҩn ÿӝΰٱ
৫αΖChe ࠏ؆ ê ױڶڂ౨ڂڼழ ê اฒբᆖ bÃ-hiáu ዧڗΔbÃ
ಖ Ҩn ÿôҕءਢዧ။ဲΖ؆ΔૉਢԳټΕאټچ؆ ê ዧ။ဲ tÎ ᅃ
ψဲωࢨृψဲิωࠐᐊΔቝᝑ Quӕc ngӳΰഏαΕXã hӝi chӫ
nghƭaΰषᄎᆠαΕCӝng hoà xã hӝi chӫ nghƭa ViӋt Nam ΰm¼ Ã-sái ᐊ
 Cӝng hoà Xã hӝi Chӫ nghƭa ViӋt NamΙ٥ࡉषᄎᆠ။তαΖ
รԲᣊਢዧאڗ؆ ê റဲټڶΖChit ᣊՕຝ։ᖕψဲωࠐՕᐊΔ
ቝᝑ Áp-ga-ni-xtanΰAfghanαΕÔ-xa-ma Bin La-ÿenΰOsama Bin LadenαΖ
။তڗ១ᐊ ê sî-chÔn ঞՂᅃψଃᆏωࠐ១ᐊΔቝᝑ ViӋt Nam ១
ᐊ VNΔXã hӝi chӫ nghƭaΰषᄎᆠαᐊ XHCNΖ
။তᇩ ê ؆ࠐ ڶ2 ê ࠐᄭΚڰཚאዧΔ৵ࠐֱ۫אഏ
୮ߢΖאዧࠐᄭ ê ؆ࠐဲଗዧ ڗk¼ ᦰዧ။ଃΔቝᝑ
MӻΰભഏαΕPhápΰऄഏαΕvăn hӑcΰ֮ᖂαΕXã hӝi chӫ nghƭaΰष
ᄎᆠαΖֱ۫אഏ୮ߢࠐᄭ ê ؆ࠐဲ tÎ ش။ত ڗk¼ ဲ ê ଃ
ᐊࠐנΔۖՕڍᑇ lóng ྤᑑᜢᓳΰૉڶᑑᓳΔਢᑑૹଃαΔ
܀ਢՕڍᑇ ài ףଃᆏฤᇆ “-”Ζቝᝑ Ô-xtrây-li-aΰ AustraliaαΕpalăngΰऄ palanαΕpéc-măng-ga-nátΰऄ permanganateαΕô tôΰ
 automobileαΕcà phêΰcoffeeαΕUcrainaΰUkraineαΕphoto copy
ΰm¼ Ã-sái ᐊ pho to co pyΙࠐ۞ photocopyαΖ
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ᖞ᧯ࠐᝑΔ။ত ڗê ᑑរฤᇆΕՕ՛ᐊΕ؆ࠐ ê ࠌشឈྥڶԫ
ࡳ ê ঞΔ˜-koh ᧢ຏࢤటՕΕࡳ৫ iáu ྤജΖ

4. ඕኢ
။তᢅ್ڗᆖመല२ 400  מê ࿇୶Δl³-bóe ᜔ጩ ián-tóψዧڗωΕ
chiâ-chò ။তഄԫ ê ڗ֮ڤإΖػᇩ ڗte  ê ࿇୶ m¼ መۍ؆
מΙڼழػᇩ ڗê ࿇୶բᆖડధψඒᄎࠌشωழཚΕᝬٻ٤ شࠌاê
ၸΖឈྥػᇩ ڗê ࿇୶ֺڶ။তᢅ್ ڗkhah ኬΔ˜-koh ။ত ê ࠏ k¼
lán ᢞࣔᝑ beh k¼ ૿ᢅ್֏ڗਢױڶ౨ êΖ۶उΔ༉ߢᖂ ê
ߡ৫ࠐᝑΔػᇩ ڗê ૠֺ။তᢅ್ ڗkhah ១ koh ߓڶอࢤΖ༉
chit 1 រࠐᝑΔػᇩ ڗkoh khah  ڶchâi-ti¼u chiâ-chò  ڤإê ֮ڗΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 2002 ԃಃ 1 ۛѠᛥଭӷ௲Ꮲ kap ࣴزᏢೌࣴǴѠܿǴ7 Д 14 Вȝ
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ॵٙ
။তᇩᢅ್ڗΰCh÷ Quèc Ng÷ ഏڗα ê ଃై-֮ڗฤᇆኙᚨ kap ڗऄ
Vietnamese Phonemes and Their Corresponding ch÷ Quèc ng÷

Phonemes
ଃై

IPA
ഏᎾ
ଃᑑ

CQN ֮ڗฤᇆ kap נ ê ࢬڇ
Onset
Glide
Nucleus Coda
ݠᄸ
ᜢᙰ
տଃ
ு֨

/p/

[p]

p

/t/

[t]

t

/th/
/c/
/t/
/k/

[th]
[c]
[t]
[k]

th
ch
tr
k

V.1.2 Designed by Taiffalo Oct. 13, 2002
Remarks
Examples
Conditions
යٙ

ࠏ

For loanwords

pin 'battery'
t¹p 'complex'
t«i 'I'
tèt 'good'
thu 'autumn'
cho 'give'
trång 'grow'

Followed by
front vowels
/i e'
ҏ(i, y, ª, e)

kia 'there'
ký 'sign'
kª 'chicken'
ke 'tartar'

Followed by
the glide
/w/ (u)
Elsewhere

qu¶ 'fruit'
quy 'tortoise'
que 'stick'
cò 'old'
cø 'continue'
c« 'aunt'
c¬ 'muscle'
con 'child'
c¸ 'fish'
kh¸c 'other'
ôc 'punch'
häc 'to learn'
èc 'snail'
thÝch 'like'
Õch 'frog'
s¸ch 'book'
ba 'three'
®i 'go to'
ph¶i 'must'

p
t

q
c

=MdR?

c
c

[c]

ch

/b/
/d/
/f/

[b]
[d]
[f]

b
®
ph

/s/

[s]

x

//

[]

s

Elsewhere
Preceded by
/u nQ/ (u, o, «)
Preceded by
front vowels
/i e '¾/

must be
learned
must be
learned

ုࣔ

dialects
French
influence

ancient
Greek

xa 'far'
sa 'land in'

dialects
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/x/
/h/
/v/
/z/

[x]
[h]
[v]
[z]

kh
h
v
d

must be
learned
must be
learned
(used for SinoVietnamese in
many cases)
Followed by
/i/ ( i )
must be
learned
Elsewhere
Followed by
front vowels
/i e '
(i, ª, e)

gi

g
//

[]

r

/¢/

[¢]

g
gh

/l/
/m/

[l]
[m]

l
m

/n/

[n]

n

/Õ/

[Õ]

nh

/0/

[0]

ng
ngh

n

Elsewhere
Followed by
front vowels
/i e '
(i, ª, e)

=0dO?
[Õ]

nh

g× 'what'
giÕng 'well'
ra 'go out'
gμ 'chicken'
ghi 'record'
ghª 'terribly'
ghe 'boat'
lμ 'is'
mÑ 'mother'
nam 'south'
nam 'south'
®en 'black'
nhí 'recall'

m

ng
ng

khi 'when'
hái 'ask'
vÒ 'go home'
di 'move'
d× 'aunt'
da'skin'
dÎ 'chestnut'
gia 'family'
giò 'shake'
gi Î 'cloth'

Preceded by
/u nQ/ (u, o, «)
Preceded by
front vowels
/i e '¾/

ngäc 'jade'
nghØ 'rest'
nghÒ
'business'
nghe 'listen'
hμng 'goods'
ung 'addle'
cong 'bent'
c«ng 'public'
tinh 'clever'
Ònh 'swell'
nhanh** 'fast'

Italian
influence

dialects
French &
Italian
influence

Portuguese
Influence
coincide
with g
and gh

Double
closure
same
conditions as
final ch
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/w/

[w]

u

Followed by
upper vowels
/ i e((¾
(y, ª, ¬, ©)
or preceded by
/k/ ( q )

o

Followed by
lower vowels
/'C ¨
(e, a, ¨)
Elsewhere***
Usually SinoVietnamese
words***

/i/

[i]

i
y

/e/
/'/
/'¾/

[e]
[']
['¾]

ª
e
a

/u/
//
/o/

[u]
[]
[o]

u

«
««

/(/
/(¾/
/n/

[(]
[(¾]
[n]

¬
©
o
oo

/n¾/

[n¾]

o

/a/

[a]

a

/¨/

[¨]

¨
a

nguy 'danger'
HuÕ
thuë 'time'
xu©n 'spring'
que 'stick'
qu¶ 'fruit'
quèc* 'state'
khoÎ 'heathy'
hoa 'flower'
xo¨n 'curly'
khi 'when'
®ång ý 'agree'
ghÕ 'seat'
em 'younger'

only -anh, -ach

thanh 'sound'
s¸ch 'book'
cò 'old'
tõ 'word'

Elsewhere
Followed by
the phonemes
/0M(ng, c)

c« 'aunt'
c««ng
c«èc

Only a
few cases

th¬ 'poem'
thÊy 'see'
Elsewhere
Followed by
the phonemes
/0M(ng, c)
Followed by
the phonemes
/0M(ng, c)

Elsewhere
Followed by
the coda y, u

co 'bend'
coong
xoong 'pot'
moãc
cong 'bent'
cãc 'toad'
vμ 'and'
an 'safety'
¨n 'eat'
tay 'hand'
sau 'later'

Only a
few cases
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/KÊG/

[uÊo]

u«

Elsewhere
Preceded by
glottal stop /!/
or glide /w/
Without glide
/w/ and coda
Preceded by
glide /w/, and
without coda
Elsewhere

[WÊ]

ua

Without coda

[Ê(]
[Ê]
[w]

¬
a

Elsewhere

chu«ng 'bell'
uèng 'drink'
quèc* 'state'
vua 'king'
cña 'of'
ïa 'rush'
®îc 'able'

Without coda

ma 'rain'

o

Elsewhere

[w:]

u

[j]
[ j:]

i
y

Preceded by
upper vowels
/i e (
Ê(KÊG
( i, ª, , ©, ¬,
iª, yª )
or short vowels
/¨(¾( a, © )
Elsewhere
Preceded by
short vowels
/¨ (¾
(a, ©)

vμo 'enter'
sao 'star'
keo 'gum'
chÞu 'endure'
kªu 'call'
cøu 'save'
¢u 'Europe'
rîu 'wine'
kiªu 'proud'
yªu 'love'
sau 'later'
®©u 'where'
tai 'ear'
tay 'hand'
Êy 'that'

[KÊG]

iª
yª

[KÊ]

ia
ya

/uÊo/

/Ê(/
/w/

/j /

tiªn 'fairy'
yªu 'love'
truyÖn 'story'
bia 'beer'
Øa 'shit'
khuya
'midnight'

* The word 'quèc' was pronounced as =kw(¾M?(as in quÊc) in the past, but nowadays
it is pronounced as= kuÊok? (as written in cuèc), in which 'u' represents a part of the
diphthong /uÊo/ instead of the glide /w/.
** In fact, a is a short front vowel ['¾] in the spelling of this case.
*** The letter y is usually used for Sino-Vietnamese words; however, in the cases such
as tói (i is coda) and tuý (y is necleus), y functions as the distinction between a necleus
and a coda; and y functions as the distinction between short and long [j] in the cases
such as tai and tay.
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1. ݈֏
1492  ڣColumbus ז।ᑛԳรԫڻ۩ࠩભՕຬΙ༓ڣ৵Δᆿ
ရ ֽ֫׃Vasco da Gama ၲ࿇ൕᑛᆖطψړඨߡωࠩٱ৫ऱᄅᒵΖ
15 ધऱإޔਢᄅሁழזऱၲࡨΖࠅڇΔ۴ᙟထᄅሁழۖז
ࠐऱਢ۫ᑛഏ୮ऱႚඒ೯ΕഏᎾ၉࣐ࡉཷاᆠΖ
ᢅ್ڗ༉ڇຍጟൣݮհՀΔᙟထࡲඒ೯ႚᐾࠩ۫ᑛא؆ऱچ
ΖޢᅝႚඒՓࠩԫᄅႚඒΔ࣠ڕᅝچߢڶᐊऱ֮ࢨڗਢᅝ
چႚอ֮֜ڗᣄᖂΔהଚ༉شᢅ್ڗᅝچߢૠԫ૿֮ߓڗ
อΔ܂אႚඒऱഗءՠࠠΖڇຍᑌऱՕᛩቼՀΔ။তࡉຟٵழ
Օપ ڇ17 ધॣཚΔᆖطႚඒՓႚԵᢅ್אڗᐊᅝچߢΖᅝॣႚ
Ե။তऱᢅ್ڕڗվբ࠷ז။তႚอऱψዧڗωࡉψڗωΔۖګ
ڇഄԫڤإऱ။ত֮ڗΖۖ 17 ધຘመ๛ᥞԳႚԵΔڇ
ᐊؓ୕ග Siraya ऱᢅ್ڗΰঋጠψ྾גৈωࢨψᄅཽ֮ωα
ঞ࣍ 19 ધॣբ؈ႚΰޘՂऴڻΔ1933αΙ19 ધ৵תཚรԲڻႚ
Եऱᢅ್ڗঋጠψػᇩڗωΔڇᐊ֗ড়Ζػᇩؾڗ
ছឈॺ֮ੌڗΔ܀սੌႚ࣍ऱඒᄎࡉ֮໌܂Ζ
ڇΔڍԳᔆጊᢅ್ז࠷ڗዧڗऱࢤ۩ױΔ۟ᎁ֮
ऱᐊॺٛᘸዧڗլױΖྥۖຍࠄᔆጊृথຟ࢙ฃԱᢅ್ڇڗ။তࡉ
ΔຟڶՂڣۍᖜٚᗑمऱ֮ߓڗอऱᖵΖءᓵ֮ലאߢᖂऱ
ߡ৫Δ։ֺ࣫ለᅝॣطႚඒՓ࿇୶ࠐנऱ။তᢅ್ࡉڗػᇩڗΔ
ࠀਐػנᇩֺڗ။তᢅ್ޓڗ១࣐ᖂΙਝྥ။তᢅ್ڗຟګאױ
ڤإऱഏ୮֮ڗΔֺ،ޓ១࣐ऱػᇩڗΔᅝྥՈڶޓᇷᖜᅝ
֮ऱᐊ֮ڗΖ
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࣍طᒧ༏ૻࠫऱᣂএΔ֮ءലႛಾኙᇠࠟጟֱ֮ڗூ܂ߢᖂՂ
ऱಘᓵΖ۟࣍ᢅ್ڇڗ။তࡉऱ࿇୶ᖵհֺለΔױᔹᓏ֮
ΰ2001Δ2002α֗ Chiungΰ2000Δ2001αΖ

2. ВТᕇᄃमளّ
ػᇩࡉڗ။তᢅ್ڗऱૠຟࡉהଚߪءߢऱڶۥᣂΔ
ࢬڼڇא٣ᓫԫՀࡉ။ऱۥΖ
ԫ  ࠐ ᎅ Δ   ࡉ ။ ত  ຟ ᥆ ࣍ ψ ࡰ  م ω ΰ isolating
languagesαΔՈ༉ਢᎅ،ଚऱဲࢨࢤဲڶऄՂऱ֏᧢سΖೈ
ڼհ؆Δຍ 2 ଡߢࠏֺڶઌᅝऱଃᆏဲऱۥΔՈ༉ਢ،ଚ
ऱဲΔৰڍຟਢଃᆏࢨਢطଃᆏဲᓤٽګۖسऱΖឈྥ
ڇऱࡉ။ऱڍଃᆏဲऱֺࠏ။ࠐ။Δڂ܀መװଃᆏ
ဲመڍΔ࣍۟אኙᅝॣऱ֮ڗૠທګᐙΖ
ೈԱڶψࡰمωࡉψଃᆏωऱࢤ؆Δࡉ။ຟਢᜢᓳ
ߢΖ༉ཏሙࢤऱ։ᣊۖߢΔ ڶ7 ଡᜢᓳΔ။ ڶ6 ଡΖڇ
ᇙڶৰ᠆༄ΕԾߓڶอࢤऱ᧢ᓳွΔ܀။তᇩᇙথৰ֟Ζ
ػᇩࡉڗ။তᢅ್ڗຍ֮ࠟߓڗอឈྥຟ֟ڶᑇԫࠄא
ψଃᖂωΰphoneticsαᨠរࠐૠڗऄऱࠏΔ܀ᖞ᧯ࠐᎅאױጩ
ਢψଃైω֮ڗΰphonemic writingαऱԫጟΖ༉ࠡଃࡉ֮ڗฤᇆऱ
ኙᚨᣂএࠐᝑΔ،ଚഗءՂຟਢԫኙԫऱኙᚨΔ܀။তڶڗለڍԫଃ
ైኙڍฤᇆऱࠏΖ
אՀݺଚ༉ലػᇩࡉڗ။তڗऱ٥ٵរࡉฆࢤऱֱچ១ኴ
ࠐנΖ
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٥ٵរΚ
1. ຟਢᒵࢤඈ٨ऱଃై֮ڗΖ
2. ຟאଃᆏڗۯΖ
3. ຟشڶψܑฤᇆωΰdiacriticsαΔᤝڕϘ^ϙΔॵڶڇף
ऱᢅ್ئڗՂאܑᜢᓳࢨଃΖ
4. ຟᆖመԫլጩऱழၴΕطฒڍԳऱᆖ᧭ีᗨۖψપࡳঋ
ګωದࠐऱΖ
5. ឈྥᅝॣૠழ࠹ڶψዧڗଃωֱڤऱᐙΔ܀ഗءՂࠐᎅ
ຍࠟ݁܂אױᗑمऱ֮شࠌڗΖ
6. ڂຍ֮ࠟڗऱࠌشຟբ၌መאڣۍՂΔࢬڇאᖵ࿇୶խ
ຟດዬขسԫࠄࡉڗኔᎾ࿇ଃլ֜ԫᑌऱွΖ
ฆࢤΚ
1. ػᇩڗऱܑฤᇆڇشᜢᓳΕࠡڻଃΔ܀။তڗೈԱ
ڇشᜢᓳ؆ΔՈڶለڍฤᇆڇشܑଃΖڂຍଡڂΔػ
ᇩڗጩਢԲᐋऱ֮ڗዌΔۖ။তڗঞਢԿᐋऱዌΖ
2. ڶᣂܑଃᆏፖଃᆏհၴऱψଃᆏฤωΔػᇩڗਢආشϘ-ϙ
ฤᇆΔ။তڗঞආ़شԫΰspaceαऱऄΖ
3. ༉ଃࡉ֮ڗฤᇆऱኙᚨᣂএࠐᎅΔػᇩڗঞՂਢԫኙԫऱ
ᣂএΔۖ။তڗঞڶլ֟ԫଃైኙڍฤᇆऱࠏΖ

3. έᄬϨྖф
ڇ࣍طᖵ࿇୶ऱመ࿓խΔػᇩڗऱڗऄ֟֟ڍڍᆖመԫࠄଥ
ޏΔ֮ءխऱಘᓵല א1913 ڣψزᙤωडஃ࣍তࢬנठऱπლ॰
ଃᄅࠢڗρ֗ࠡ৵ऱشऄΖֱ֮ڗூऱૠຏൄਢ৬ڇمኙᇠ
ߢऱଃᣉ։࣫հՂΙڼڂΔլٵऱ։࣫ᨠរຏൄທګլٵऱૠֱ
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ூΖ༉זᚌႨऱࠐᎅΔૉլጩψሿᜢئωΰzero consonantα
ࡉႾଃΔঞ ڶ17 ଡ᎖ଃΰconsonantsαΕ6 ଡئଃΰsimple
vowelsαࡉ 7 ଡᜢᓳΰtonesαΔڕቹ। 1Εቹ। 2Εቹ। 3 ࢬ૪Ζ1
ቹ। 1 խऱଃై / l / ڇڍൣउՀኔᎾՂਢ࿇ [ d ] ࢨृ [ 4]ऱଃଖ
ΰ്ᇛݛΔ2001: 31-32αΔ֮ءڇխᑉאཏሙऱᝑऄࠐᑑقΖ
კ߄ 1.ѠᇟᇶॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ʳ
ʳ
堚Ⴞଃʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ̆̇̂̃ʼʳ

ᠨʻ˵˼ˀ˿˴˵˼˴˿ʼ ᕡʻ˴˿̉˸̂˿˴̅ʼ ຌᠳʳʻ̉˸˿˴̅ʼʳ
ଃʻ˺˿̂̇̇˴˿ʼʳ
ˀಬʳ˂ʳʾಬ ˀಬʳ˂ʳʾಬ ˀಬʳ˂ʳʾಬ ʳ

ᖼႾଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

堚ᚴଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ˖ˁʳ˹̅˼˶˴̇˼̉˸ʼ

堚ᚴଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ˚ˁʳ˹̅˼˶˴̇˼̉˸ʼ

RRJ
D





O

̆̇̂̃ʼʳ

堚Ⴞᚴଃʳ ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ˴˹˹̅˼˶˴̇˸ʼʳ
ᖼႾᚴଃʳ ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

˔˹˹̅˼˶˴̇˸ʼʳ

ᖼᢰଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

˿˴̇˸̅˴˿ʼʳ

ᖼᏗଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

́˴̆˴˿ʼʳ

VVJ


U
VUVUJ
F\
N
P

MMJ
I





0




J






კ߄ 2.Ѡᇟॣ҆ൂޑȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ʳ

 (high)
խ (mid)
( ܅low)

1

ছ (front)

խ (central)

৵ (back)

K
G




C

W
Q


ڶᣂऱଃᣉߓอ֗ػᇩڗऱᇡาشऄΔױᔹᔤߜΕᔤිୠΰ1977α֗

്ᇛݛΰ2001αΖ
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კ߄ 3.ѠᇟᖂፓϷځӚᅿ߄Ңݤ
ᓳᣊ

¸

º

¼

२
- ˮ˾̈́{˰ʳ
-

ႚอᜢᓳऄ

1

2

3

4

5

6

ᑇڗऱᓳଖ

44

53

21

3

12

ػᇩڗฤᇆ

ܩ

ዞ

ཫ



ˮ˾̈́r˰ʳ
ྤ

ˮ˾̈́f˰ʳ

ˮ˾̈́¶˰ʳ

ˮ˾̈̇ʳo˰ʳ
ྤ

ᇕ
ˮ˾̈́a˰

ᄶ
=MWV o?

¥

7

8

22

5

IPA ऱᓳଖ

πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρऱڗऄഗءՂਢฤٽՂ૪ऱזଃᣉ։
࣫ΖאՀቹ। 4 ֗ቹ। 5. ػᇩڗऱئଃࡉ֮ڗฤᇆऱኙᚨᣂএ։ܑ
٨נ᎖ଃࡉئଃ֗ࠡઌኙᚨऱ֮ڗฤᇆΖ
კ߄ 4.қ၉ӷޑᇶॣᆶЎӷ಄ဦޑჹᔈᜢ߯
ᜢᙰ
/b/
/ts/
/tsh/
/g/
/h/
/dz/
/k/
/kh/
/l/
/m/
/n/
0
/p/
/ph/
/s/
/t/
/th/

֮ڗฤᇆ
b
ch
ts
chh
g
h
j
k
kh
l
m
n
ng
p
ph
s
t
th

යٙ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ኔࠏ
bûn ֮
chi հ
tsa 
chha 
gí 
hi ݦ
j…t ֲ
ka ף
kha ᆬ
lí ܃
me ᤺
ni ؊
ng³ն

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

pi ᅾ
phoe ޅ
sì 
tê ಁ
thai ઼

ʳ
ڇ/i/, /e/ऱছ૿
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
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კ߄ 5. қ၉ӷکॣ҆ൂޑЎӷ಄ဦޑჹᔈᜢ߯
ئଃ
K
G
C

֮ڗฤᇆ
i
e
ia
a

යٙ

ኔࠏ
ti ᓼ

ࠡהऱൣݮ
৵૿ૉ൷/n/ࢨृ/t/

tê ಁ
kian ഒ
ta 

W

u

tu ဥ



o

Q

o.
o

to Ը
toh ோ
to.ຟ
tong ᅝ
kok ഏ

ࠡהऱൣݮ
৵૿ૉڶ᎖ଃ(/!/ೈ؆)

ൕቹ। 4 ֗ቹ। 5 ױנΔೈԱ֟ᑇࠏ؆ΔػᇩڗխՕຝ։ຟਢ
ԫଡଃైΰphonemesαኙᚨԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆΔࠡආشऱฤᇆ݁ፖᅝז
ߢᖂࢬࠌشऱഏᎾଃᑑઌᅝ൷२ΖֺڕΔଃై /b/ ༉ شb ฤᇆΔ/kh/
༉ شkhΖ
Աᇞޢଡଃైࡉࠡኙᚨऱ֮ڗฤᇆ৵Δݺଚ٦ࠐ֮ڗฤᇆऱඈ
٨ֱࢬܛٍڤᘯऱڗऄΖഗءՂΔػᇩڗ٣ޢނԫଡဲࠉࠡଃᆏ
ࣈၲΔྥ৵ނଃᆏփऱଃై׳ࠩؐطດԫᐊࠐנΙᙟ৵ޢڇଡଃᆏ
ு֨2ΰnucleusαऱՂ૿ףՂᜢᓳฤᇆΔ່৵ڇଃᆏհၴףՂଃᆏฤᇆ
Ϙ-ϙ壆 ڕchhit-thôΕhan-chîΕám-bõk-koéΕchhài-thâu-koéΖ
ڂڶৰ᠆༄ऱ᧢ᓳွΔࢬػאᇩڗආش।ಖψଃᆏء
ᓳωऱֱࠐڤᜢᓳΖᤝڕᎅΔψလᙰ⩕ωᆖመ᧢ᓳऱኔᎾ࿇ଃਢ
chhái-th¼u-koéΙ܀ਢڇᐊழঞᚨᖕޢଡଃᆏऱءᓳᐊ ګchhài-thâukoéΖຍጟऄឈྥאױߢֱچٺऱ᧢ᓳฆΔ܀ਬጟ࿓৫ࠐᝑࠡ
ኔਢ࠹ԱႚอዧڗଃዌဲऱᐙΖՈ༉ਢᎅΔႚඒՓૠػᇩڗ

2

ᜢᓳฤᇆڇףଃᆏு֨ՂਢԫଡঞΔڶழױ౨ۖृ܂ڂฆۖᑑڇு֨א

؆ऱֱچΔᤝ ڕpÎe ࡉ poÃ ऱشऄ༉լԫીΖ
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ழΔࠀݙڶ٤ֱ۫ނߢऱψڍଃᆏဲωऱᨠ࢚ᚨػࠩشᇩڗ
ՂΔאી࣍ᏁףଃᆏฤᇆࠀᑑଃᆏءᓳΖᅝྥΔຝ։ڂՈਢڂ
ߪءऱߢࢬۥທګΖ
ຍጟଃᆏऱᑑಖֱړڶڤՈڶᡏΔᡏհԫ༉ਢᄎᥛዧ
ڗऱଃᆏۥΖܑਢࠌڇش؆ࠐऱழଢᄎડ᧩ࠡլٽऱش
ऄΙᤝڕΔ؆ࠐ motorbike ڇႚอػᇩڗᇙᐊ¬ګ-t¯-báiΖຍᑌऱᐊऄ
ڶរ࡛ࢡΔڂ¬-t¯-bái ࠀլਢطԿଡଃᆏဲైϘ¬ϙϘtóϙࡉϘbáiϙ
ࢬዌګΔۖਢԫଡొऱԿଃᆏဲΖࢬאૉڍאଃᆏۯΕᑑಖ
ڍଃᆏءᓳٍܛᐊګ³t¬bái ᚨֺለٽΖ
ػᇩڗփऱᜢᓳᑑق܅૾ڇψٵଃฆᆠဲωΰhomophoneα
ऱױ౨ࢤΖࠃኔՂΔٵଃฆᆠဲऱขسՕຝ։ਢ࿇ڇسଃᆏဲ
ՂΖڍא࣠ڕଃᆏဲᐊۯঞ࿇ٵسଃฆᆠऱൣॺݮൄऱ՛Ζ
ࢬڍڇאଃᆏဲՂەאױᐞլᑑقᜢᓳࢨႛᑑૹقଃΔᤝڕ³t¬bái
ەױᐞᐊ¬ګt¬báiΖ
ૉᓫࠩػᇩڗփऱຍଡϘ-ϙฤᇆΔৰࣔ᧩چ،ਢᅝ܂ܑଃᆏ
ऱψଃᆏฤᇆωΔۖլਢܑଃైۯᆜ᥆ࢤऱψሶଃฤᇆωΖࠐآૉ
ᦰृᎁڶᏁޏၞػᇩڗΔەױᐞނຍଡฤᇆૹᄅࡳᆠψሶଃฤ
ᇆωΖᤝڕᎅ han-chîΰ྾αΔ،ऱ/n/ࡉ/ch/ৰࣔ᧩ਢլᄎٽದࠐ࿇ଃ
ऱΔࢬאױאᐊ hanchîΙૉਢ kokongΔڂױڶ౨ਢ kok-ongΰഏ
ౖαՈױڶ౨ਢ ko-kongΰֆαΔࢬڇאᔞᅝۯᆜףՂሶଃฤᇆޣא
إᒔ।რΖࠃኔՂΔቝ kokong ຍᑌऱࠏኔڇլڍΔՕຝ։ຟਢנ
ڇറဲټڶՂΔԫڍଃᆏဲৰ֟ຍᑌऱംᠲΖڶԳᎁૉ
ނଃᆏฤᇆஞൾΔᄎ૾܅ᔹᦰຒ৫ΖࠡኔຍਢీڇክዧڗΕլ
ክᦰᢅ್ڗऱߡ৫ࠐ৸ەΖૉਢൕ՛༉ඒψ྾ωᐊ ګhanchîΔᅝᖂ
سክᢅ್ڗ৵ ࠩᦰڔhanchî ༉إאאױൄऱຒ৫Աᇞဲऱრ
৸Ζ
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ऱտଃΰglidesα/w/ػڇᇩڗᇙᐊ ګoΔᤝ ڕgóaΕkoeΖڶԳ
ᤚ࡛ࢡΔᔆጊᎅ۶լ شw ࢨ u ࠐ/w/ऱ֮ڗฤᇆΖຍਢ
ऱտଃ୲࣐࠹৵૿ऱଃᆏு֨ऱᐙΚ࣠ڕ/w/৵૿൷ψլ-ئଃω
ΰ[-high]αΔ壆ڕ/a/Ε/e/Δঞءਢ[+high]ऱ/w/ᄎ[ٻ-high]ऱֱٻฝ೯Ι
ຍ ԫ ฝ ೯ ༉ ࠌ  /w/ ऱ ଃ ଖ ൷ २ [o] ࢨ [] Δ ࢬ  אႚ ඒ Փ ༉  ނ/w/ ᐊ ګ
ϘoϙΖຍጟտଃ࠹৵૿ئଃᐙऱွڇ။তᇩᇙՈৰཏሙ।ڇ
،ऱ֮ߓڗอᇙΖ
ᇙ૿ڶڍᏗଃ֏ऱွΔػڇᇩڗᇙਢނᏗଃฤᇆϘnϙף
ڇଃᆏऱ׳ՂߡΔᤝ ڕtinΰกαΕchiúnΰᓏαΕkoainΰᣂαΖ
؆ΔڶႾ֏ΰglottal stopαऱွΰIPA ഏᎾଃᑑᑑق
[!]αΖຍଡႾ֏ػڇᇩڗᇙ شh ।قΔᤝڕψᚅωΰIPA ᑑ =C!?α
ᐊ ahΔψዠωΰIPA ᑑ =VK!?αᐊ tihΖ

4. ݑᘲф
။তᇩऱֱߢฆৰՕΔᖕᓏ֮ऱॣޡᨠኘΔ،ଚհၴױ౨
ֺऱֱߢᝫՕΖլٵᖂृኙ။তֱߢऱ։ᣊڶլٵऱრߠΙ
ᖕ Nguyen Dinh Hoaΰ1997:10αऱᎅऄΔ။তᇩՕીױ։קΕխΕত
ԿՕֱߢΔ։ܑࣾאփΕႉ֏Ε֗ؑࣔݳז।Ζؾছ။তᇩਢ
ࣾאփֱߢ٤ഏᑑᄷΕࠀ܂ᖂீऱඒᖂᑑᄷΖլٵᖂृኙ။ऱ
ଃᣉߓอՈڶլٵऱߠᇞΙᖕ Doan Thien Thuatΰ1999αऱଃᣉ։
࣫Δࣾփᑑᄷ ڶ19 ଡ᎖ଃΕ13 ଡئଃ֗ 3 ଡᠨئଃΔڕՀቹ।
6 Εቹ। 7Εቹ। 8 ֗ቹ। 9 ࢬ૪Ζ
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კ߄ 6. ຫࠄ၉ᇶॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ

堚Ⴞଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ̆̇̂̃ʼʳ

ᖼႾଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

堚ᚴଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˿˸̆̆ ˹̅˼˶˴̇˼̉˸ʼ

̆̇̂̃ʼʳ

ᖼᚴଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

˹̅˼˶˴̇˼̉˸ʼ

ᖼᢰଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

˿˴̇˸̅˴˿ʼʳ

Ꮧଃʳ

ʻ̉̂˼˶˸˷ʳ

́˴̆˴˿ʼʳ

ᠨไ

ไᕡ

ᕡ
-ಬ / +ಬ

࿏ᠳ

ຌᠳ

ଃ


D



O



H
X



VVJ
F
U
\
N
P

E




Õ

M

Z
¢

0

!

J




კ߄ 7. ຫࠄ၉ॣ҆ൂޑȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ື

ʳ
upper

ʳ
high
upper mid

Հ

lower

lower mid

ᙰছ

խ؇

i
e

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)


(

u
o

'

n
a

low

კ߄ 8. ຫࠄ၉ޑอ҆ॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ື

upper

high
upper mid

Հ

lower

lower mid
low

ᙰছ

խ؇

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)



'¾








(¾

C¾



n¾


კ߄ 9. ຫࠄ၉ޑᚈ҆ॣȐҔ୯ሞॣ IPA ߄Ңȑ
ᙰছ
ື

upper

Հ

lower

iÊG

խ؇

৵ᕻ(-ႽᏯ)

৵ᕻ(+ႽᏯ)

Ê(

uÊQ

။তᇩऱᜢᓳࠉᖕլٵऱ։ᣊᑑᄷױ։ 2 ଡΕ4 ଡΕ6 ଡࢨ 8 ଡ
ᜢᓳΰDoan Thien Thuat ଡԳٌᓫαΖ۩ऱ။তഏڗΰChӳ QuôÛc
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NgӳαᐊߓอΔല။তᇩᜢᓳ։ 6 ଡΔڕቹ। 10 ࢬ૪Ζ
კ߄ 10. ຫࠄ၉ӧ୯ᇟӷύޑᖂፓϩᜪ
ᓳᣊ

ngang

s¾c

huyÒn

hái

ng·

nÆng

။তڗฤᇆ

ྤ

¸

º

?

¿



ᑇ ڗê ᓳଖ
IPA ê ᓳଖ

33

35

21

313

435

3

။তᇩऱψଃై-֮ڗฤᇆωऱኙᚨ֗ڗऄֺػᇩڗ࿑პᓤ
ᠧࠄΖࢍՀቹ। 11 ࡉቹ। 12 ։ܑ១٨נ᎖ଃ֗ئଃࢬኙᚨऱ֮ڗฤ
ᇆΙᇡาऱኙᚨ৳ױᔹ֮ءऱॵٙΖ
კ߄ 11. ຫࠄᛥଭӷޑᇶॣᆶЎӷ಄ဦޑჹᔈᜢ߯
᎖ଃ
V

֮ڗฤᇆ
t

යٙ

ኔࠏ
tôi ݺ

VJ

th

E

ch

V

tr

ֱߢ

Trӗng ጟ

M

k
q
c
b

৵૿ૉ൷ i, y, e, ê,
৵૿ૉ൷տଃ/w/
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

kê ᠪΰዧ။ଃα
quҧ ֽ࣠
cá ູ
ba Կ

D

thu ટ
cho 

H

ÿ
ph

U

x



s

Z

kh

khi ᅝ

J

h

hӓi ം

!

ྤฤᇆ
v

F

X
\



d
gi
g
r

ÿi װ
pháp ऄഏ
xa 
ֱߢ

so ֺለ

ăn ଇ
vӅ װڃ
ྤঞ
ྤঞΰ࣍شዧ။ဲα
৵૿ૉ൷ i
ֱߢ

da ؼ
gia ୮
gì չᏖ
ra װנ
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৵૿ૉ൷ i, e, ê
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

ghi ધᙕ
gà ᠪ
là ਢ

N

gh
g
l

O

m

mҽ ئᘣ

P

n

nam ত

Õ

nh

0

ngh
ng

¢

nhѫғ ৸࢚
৵૿ૉ൷ i, e, ê
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
ʽဠᒵˀˀˀ।ߢֱقΖʳ

nghӍ ٖஒ
ngӑc د

კ߄ 12. ຫࠄᛥଭӷکॣ҆ޑЎӷ಄ဦޑჹᔈᜢ߯
ئଃ

G

֮ڗฤᇆ
i
y
ê

ʳ

'

e

ʳ

'¾

a

K

යٙ
ʳ
ڇشዧ။ဲ

ኔࠏ
khi ᅝ
ÿôҒng ý ٵრ
ghӃ ཡג
em ለڣ᎘ृ

৵૿ૉ൷ÕE

thanh 堚

W

u

ʳ



ѭ

ʳ

cǊ ៱
tѭҒ ဲ

ʳ

cô ࡤ

Q

ô

(

ѫ

ʳ

thѫ ᇣ

(¾

â

ʳ

thҩy 

n

o

n¾

o

C

a

C¾

Ä
a

KÊG

iê
yê

WÊQ
Ê(

ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

co گᜍ

৵૿ૉ൷0M

cong ᦛڴ

ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ

ăn ଇ
tay ֫

ʳ

ta হ
৵૿ૉ൷[Wʳ
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
ছ૿ૉڶႾଃ/!/ࢨտଃ/w/

ia

ྤտଃY֗ݠଃΰEQFCαழ

ya

ছ૿൷տଃY৵૿ݠڶ
ଃ
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
ݠڶଃ
ࠡהٚ۶ൣݮ
ݠڶଃ

uô
ua
ѭѫ
ѭa

tiên ט
yêu ფ
truyêҕn ਚࠃ
bia അ
khuya ࡙ת
chuông 
vua ׆
ÿѭӧc אױ
mѭa Հॸ
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။তᢅ್ڗψଃై-֮ڗฤᇆωऱኙᚨ֗ڗऄֺػᇩڗ࿑პ
ᓤᠧऱאڶڂՀ༓រΚ
รԫΔڂ။তᇩऱଃᣉߓอࠐء༉ֺᓤᠧࠄΔ࣍۟א۩
ऱᢅ್ئڗᑇၦլജᚨבԫኙԫऱψଃై-ฤᇆωኙᚨऱᏁޣΔࢬؘא
ႊڇڶऱئڗՂ܂ԫࠄଥޏΖᤝڇڕϘoϙऱՂ૿ףܑฤᇆ
Ϙ^ϙΔאܑ ôΰ।[قo]αࡉ oΰ।[قn]αΖ
รԲΔڂᅝॣૠழ࠹ࠩլئٵહནऱฒႚඒՓऱᐙΖֺ
ڕᎅΔgi [z] ऱشऄਢ࠹ Italy ᇩऱᐙΰThompson, 1987:62αΕnh [Õ]ਢ࠹
ᆿရ׃ᇩऱᐙΰJerold Edmondson; David Silva ଡԳᓫαΕc, k, q [k]ਢ
࠹ऄᐙΰDoan Thien Thuat ଡԳᓫαΕph [f] ਢ࠹ݦײᢊᇩᐙ
ΰDeFrancis, 1977: 58αΖ
รԿΔڂֱߢऱᐙΖࣾփᑑᄷឈྥڶ൴ۡଃ
/tΔߢֱࠄڶ܀սঅڶ൴ۡଃΔຍ൴ۡଃՈ֘ਠڇ။তᢅ್
ڗऱᐊՂΖᤝڕᎅΔڇ။তڗऱૠխΔch ਢ।قլ൴ۡऱ/c/Εtr
ਢ।ق൴ۡऱ/tΙᝑࣾփֱߢऱԳڂլ։/c/ࡉ/tΔࢬאڗழ୲࣐
։լ堚 ch ᝫਢ trΔᤝ ڕtrӗng ΰጟαױڶ౨ ګchӗngΰՁ֛αΖ
รΔڂᖵଃዝ᧢ऱᣂএΖ။তᢅ್ڗൕၲࡨ࿇୶ࠩڇ
բᖵᆖڣۍΔຍཚၴփ။তଃᅝྥڶᆖመԫࠄ᧢֏Ζᅝழڶ
ܑऱଃΔᆖመᖵዝ᧢ࠩױڇ౨բᆖլ։ԱΖᤝڕΔ။তڗᇙ
d ࡉ gi ຍࠟิฤᇆ ڇ17 ધழױ౨ਢ։ܑಖ[d]ࡉ[kj]ຍࠟଡײଃΙឈྥ
ຍࠟଡײଃڇזຟբ᧢[ګz]ԱΔה܀ଚս֘ਠڗ֮ڇऱᐊՂ
ΰDoan, 1999: 163-164αΖڂᅝॣૠृ ނd ஞࠐ।ಖ[d]ऱଃΔࢬא
؆ԫଡଃై /d/ΰኔᎾଃଖছଃ֏ऱ[!d]α༉شฤᇆ ÿ ࠐ।قΖ
รնΔڂႚඒՓऱߢᖂवᢝૻڶΔࢬྤאऄݙᖞچ։࣫။ত
ᇩऱଃᣉߓอΖᤝڕΔᅝॣ شk ࡉ q ࠐ।ٵقԫଡଃై/k/Δ༉ਢڂ
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ૠृאտଃ /w/ ছ૿ऱ /k/ ࿇ଃࡉࠡۯהᆜլٵΔࢬشאլ ࣍ٵk
ऱ q ࠐ।قΖזߢᖂऱवᢝਢᆖመ९Նᆖ᧭ऱีᗨթڶվֲऱګ
༉ΔᅝழႚඒՓऱଃᣉ։࣫ឈլਢৰݙભΔ༉ᅝழࠐᎅጩਢৰړऱګ
ᜎԱΖ
Աᇞ။তᇩڗऄֺػᇩڗᓤᠧऱڂ৵Δݺଚ٦ࠐᇖך။তڗ
ᇙ᎖ଃΕئଃ֗ᜢᓳऱૠֱڤΖ
ڶᣂႾଃऱຝ։Δ။তᇩऱႾଃڶ։堚ΕᖼΕಬΔࢬא။তڗ
ࡉػᇩڗԫᑌΚ شp t k ।ق堚ଃΔb d g ।قᖼଃΔ ףh ।قಬΖ
ڶᣂ။তᇩႾଃ[!]ਢܡᇠᅝ܂ᗑمऱଃైΔᅝזऱ။റ୮ଚ
ڶլٵऱრߠΖڇ။তڗऱଃᣉߓอᇙࠀ]![ނڶᎁࡳᗑمऱଃ
ైΔࢬڗ֮ڶאฤᇆࠐ।قႾଃΖᤝڕᎅΔăn [!ăn] ΰپαᅃଃଖ
ࠐᝑਢڶছႾଃΔڗ֮܀ᐊՂࠀ᧩ڶࠐנΖឈྥ။তڶڗ
ނႾଃ।ࠐנΔ܀ຍࠀڶທ֜ګՕംᠲڂᆠࠀۖڼڂڶ
ขسᑓᒫΖ
؆Δψᠨૹޔωΰdouble closureαऱွڇ။তڗᇙՈڶ
।ࠐנΖڇ။তᇩᇙΔ0ࡉ/k/ૉਢ൷ ڇuΕoΕࢨृ ô ৵૿༉ᄎ։ܑ
࿇= ګ0dO?ࡉ =MdR?Δᤝڕᎅ ông ΰॳֆΕ٣سαऱኔᎾ࿇ଃਢ =Q0dO?Ζ
။তᇩऱଃైࡉ֮ڗฤᇆឈྥֺለᓤᠧΔ܀Օຝ։ຟਢڶঞױ
ܒאឰऱΖຍଡঞਢਊᅃئଃऱۥΔ։ছXU৵ΕՂXUՀΕ९
XUΕࡉႽᏯXUਇᏯΰᔹቹ। 7Εቹ। 8 ࡉቹ। 9αΖאՀ։ܑᜰࠏ
ᎅࣔΚଃై/k/৵૿ૉ൷ψছئଃωΔ༉شฤᇆ kΔࠡהൣݮ༉ شq
ࢨ cΔ ڕkêΕcáΰᔹቹ। 11αΖտଃ /w/ ৵૿ૉ൷ψՂئଃω༉ش
ฤᇆ uΔૉ൷ψՀئଃω༉شฤᇆ oΔ ڕnguyΰٲαΕhoaΰक़αΰ
ᔹॵٙαΖଃᆏᣉݠΰcodaα[j]ૉ൷ڇψئଃωऱ৵૿༉شฤᇆ yΔ
ܡঞ༉ شiΔᤝ ڕâÛyΕtaiΰᔹॵٙαΖڇႽᏯΰroundedαئଃฤᇆ
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லᢰףՂ “ ’ ” ฤᇆ༉᧢ਇᏯΰunroundedαئଃΔֺ ڕu [u] ᧢ ѭ []Ζ
ڶᣂ။তᇩऱᜢᓳࠩࢍڶ༓ଡΔຍ༉։ᣊऱᑑᄷ۶Ιٺ
ߢֱچऱᓳᣊՈլݙ٤ԫᑌΖڍԳຟᎁ။ ڶ6 ጟᜢᓳΔࠡኔຍ
ਢ࠹။তڗխऱᜢᓳฤᇆࢬᐙΖᅝॣႚඒՓႛڇ။ত֮ߓڗอխ।
ಖ 6 ጟᜢᓳਢڂהଚኙᜢᓳऱ༳༽լജך։Δྤऄ։אנᣉ ݠ/p/

ΰ֮ڗฤᇆ pαΔ/t/ΰtαΔ/k/ΰc ࢨृ chαݠگऱᜢᓳΔ࣍۟אല
הଚូᣊ࣍ sҳc ࢨृ nһng ᓳᣊװΖૉᅃႚอऱ։ऄΔ။তᇩ ڶ8 ጟᜢ
ᓳΰᔹቹ। 13 αΔࠡխऱψԵᜢᓳωڇ။তڗᇙࠩࠓٽψװᜢ
ᓳωΖ3
კ߄ 13. ຫࠄ၉ޑᖂፓፓᜪ
ႚอᓳᣊ
4

ႚอᓳᣊ

။তᜢᓳټጠ
ᑇ ڗê ᓳଖ

ѳ
ੌ


؈

ngang huyÒn
33

21

ੌ

ѐ

Ε

؈

ੌ

؈

ੌ

؈

hái

ng·

s¾c

nÆng

s¾c

nÆng

313

435

35

3

5





3

IPA ê ᓳଖ
ုᇞ

p t c ch
p t c ch
֮ݠگڗ֮ ݠگڗ

ڂڇ။তڗᇙլ։ႚอऱψԵᜢᓳωΔࢬאڇऱψsҳc ᓳω
ࡉψnһng ᓳω݁ױ։ܑา։נԲጟᓳᣊΖᤝڕᎅΔsáng ࡉ sáp ឈྥຟ
ਢψsҳc ᓳωΔ܀ਢ،ଚऱᓳଖլԫᑌΚsáng ऱ࿇ଃழၴለ९Δᦫದ
ࠐቝࠇקᇩ5ऱรԲᜢΰαΙsáp ऱ࿇ଃለΔᦫದࠐቝऱรԶ
ᜢΖĈӑng ࡉ ÿӑc ឈྥຟਢψnһng ᓳωΔ܀ਢΚÿӑng ऱᓳݮᣊۿ

3

ፖ Nguyen Quang Hong ଡԳᓫΖ

4

ψ௬ωᣊ༉ᣊۿࢨृխഏ êψອωΔψިω༉ਢψၺωΖ

5

ဎรԲᜢऱᓳଖڇխഏࠇקΰ35αΔڇ܀ঞႜٻΰ212αΖ
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ψhuyӅn ᓳωΔ܀࿇ଃழၴֺψhuyӅn ᓳωΕֺ ÿӑc ९Ιÿӑc ऱ࿇ଃ
ழၴለ ÿӑng ΔᦫದࠐቝऱรᜢΖ
ֱچࠄڶऱֱߢΔቝؑࣔݳΔࠀڶψngãᓳωΖ߷ᇙऱԳຟ
ނψngãᓳω࿇ګψhӓi ᓳωΔࢬڇאᐊ။তڗழ୲࣐ނψngãᓳωᐊګ
ψhӓi ᓳωΖ
ڂ။তᇩৰ֟᧢ڶᓳऱွΔࢬאঞՂ৻Ꮦᎅ༉৻ᏖᐊΖૉ
᧢ڶᓳऱழଢΔՕຝ։ᑑءᓳΕ܀Ոڶᑑ᧢ᓳऱࠏΖᤝڕΔmѭӡi
ΰᑇၦԼऱრ৸αऱءᓳᐊ mѭӡiΙ܀ছ૿ૉ൷ᑇڗழΔᤝ ڕhai
mѭѫiΰԲԼऱრ৸αΔ༉ᐊ᧢ᓳ mѭѫiΖࢨֱچڂࠄڶଡԳᓳլٵ
ۖທګᜢᓳլٵழΔঞᑑقլٵᜢᓳऱൣݮᄎٵழڇژΙᤝڕΔψტ
ωאױᐊګψcám ѫnωࢨृψcҧm ѫnωΖᄎٵழڇژऱڂՕຝ։
ਢڂ߷ጟᓳբᆖৰཏሙΖૉᓳլཏሙऱழଢΔ߷ጟᓳऱᐊऄ
ᄎᅝ܂ᙑᎄऱᐊऄΖאՂᓳऱֱڤլૻࡳڇᜢᓳΔՈױᔞش
ڇ᎖ଃࡉئଃΖ
။তڗऱڗऄࡉػᇩڗԫᑌਢאଃᆏഗᄷΙ။তڗऱଃ
ᆏ հ ၴ ਢ ආ  ़ شԫ  ΰ space α ऱ ֱ  ڤΔ ۖ  ػᇩ  ڗঞ ਢ ආ ࠷ ԫ ᖩ
ΰhyphenαΖᤝڕΔ။তڗᇙᐊ ګViӋt Namΰ။তαΕhiӋn nay ΰ
ڇαΕtiӃn sƭΰ໑ՓαΖ
။তڗऱᑑរฤᇆࡉՕ՛ᐊऱࡳঞՂᅃ֮۫ऱክش
ऄΔ܀Ոڶ။ܑऱشऄࡉڂԳۖฆऱᙟრشऄΖאՀ༉ᜰԫࠄࠏ
Κ
ޢԫऱรԫଡئڗՕᐊΔأڤ۫ڶᇆϘ.ϙΖ
ԳټΕټچऱറဲټڶऱรԫଡئڗՕᐊΖറဲټڶ։Բ
ՕᣊΚรԫᣊਢψዧ။ဲωΰtӯ Hán ViӋtαΔՈ༉ਢءਢشዧڗᐊ
ऱဲნΖຍᣊऱဲნૉਢਐԳټچࢨټΔঞՂঞᖕଃᆏࠐՕᐊΔ
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ᤝ ڕĈài LoanΰαΕViӋt Namΰ။তαΙ܀Ոࠏڶ؆ऱΔቝ Ҩn
ÿӝΰٱ৫αΖຍࠏ؆ऱױڂ౨ਢڇՕຝ։ऱ။তԳբլᚩዧڗΔ
ݱಖ Ҩn ÿӝءਢዧ။ဲΖૉਢԳټΕאټچ؆ऱዧ။ဲঞᅃψ
ဲωࢨψဲิωࠐՕᐊΔᤝ ڕQuӕc ngӳΰഏαΕXã hӝi chӫ nghƭa
ΰषᄎᆠαΕCӝng hoà xã hӝi chӫ nghƭa ViӋt NamΰՈױᐊΙCӝng
hoà Xã hӝi Chӫ nghƭa ViӋt Nam ٥ࡉषᄎᆠ။তαΖ
รԲᣊਢዧאڗ؆ऱറဲټڶΖຍᣊՕຝ։ᖕψဲωࠐՕ
ᐊΔᤝڕᎅ Áp-ga-ni-xtanΰAfghanαΕÔ-xa-ma Bin La-ÿenΰOsama Bin
LadenαΖ
။তڗऱ១ᐊঞՂᅃψଃᆏωࠐᐊΔᤝ ڕViӋt Nam ១ᐊ
VNΔXã hӝi chӫ nghƭaΰषᄎᆠαᐊ ګXHCNΖ
။তऱ؆ࠐڶԲଡࠐᄭΚڰཚאዧΔ৵ࠐֱ۫א
ഏ୮ߢΖאዧࠐᄭऱ؆ࠐဲଗشዧڗΕᦰዧ။ଃΰዧ
ڗऱ။ত࿇ଃαΔቝ MӻΰભഏαΕPhápΰऄഏαΕvăn hӑcΰ֮
ᖂαΕXã hӝi chӫ nghƭaΰषᄎᆠαΖֱ۫אഏ୮ߢࠐᄭऱ؆ࠐ
ဲΔ༉ش။তނڗဲऱଃᐊࠐנΖڼᣊ؆ࠐဲՕຝ։լᑑᜢᓳ
ΰૉڶᑑᓳΔঞਢᑑૹଃαΔ܀Օຝ։ຟףଃᆏฤᇆ “-”Ζቝ Ôxtrây-li-a ΰ AustraliaαΕpa-lăngΰऄ palanαΕpéc-măng-ga-nát
ΰऄ permanganateαΕô tôΰ automobileαΕcà phêΰcoffeeαΕ
Ucraina ΰUkraineαΕphoto copyΰՈᐊ pho to co pyΙࠐ۞
photocopyαΖ
ᖞ᧯ࠐᎅΔ။তڗऱᑑរฤᇆΕՕ՛ᐊΕ؆ࠐऱࠌشឈڶԫࡳ
ऱঞΔ᧢܀ຏࢤսՕΕࡳ৫ᝫլജΖ

5. ඕኢ
။তᢅ್ڇڗᆖመല२ڣۍऱ࿇୶৵Δึ࣍ڇԲԼધխ࠷ז
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ዧګۖڗ။তഄԫऱڗ֮ڤإΖػᇩڇڗऱ࿇୶Ոբ၌መ
ԫڣڍۍΙػᇩڗऱ࿇୶ؾছբડధψඒᄎԳՓࠌشωऱၸۖཛٻ
٤شࠌاऱᄅழཚΖ6ឈྥػᇩڗऱ࿇୶ለ။তᢅ್ڗኬΔ܀༉။তऱ
ࠏפګΔߩאᢞࣔ૿٤૿ᢅ್֏ڗਢױڶ౨ऱΖ֮ޏڗ
౨פګܡΔຏൄ࠷ެ࣍ڍߢᖂࡉॺߢᖂՂऱైڂΖ༉ߢᖂ
ऱߡ৫ۖߢΔػᇩڗऱૠֺ။তᢅ್ڗ១ΕԾߓڶอࢤΔኔߩڇ
אᖜٚऱڗ֮ڤإΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ ܭ2003 ԃȨѠࠄܿޑ٥ୱࣴزԃࡋࣴȩǴѠчǴύࣴଣǴ4 Д
25-26 ВǶтၩ ܭ2004 ԃȠܿࠄ٥Ꮲтȡ1  ڔ2 යǴ। 65-84Ƕȝ

6

ᣂ࣍ػᇩڗਢܡඒᄎԳՓشࠌڇΔݺଚאױൕ२ػڣᇩڗऱृ܂ΕנठृΕං

ᐖृࠐΚ८֮ڜඒᖲዌ֗ൈನ֮ඒࠃᄐࢬנठऱഏ՛ၢՒߢඒޗΕ 5%
հ֮ᖂठߓ٨ហΕ֮ຏಛΕ֮ीִעΕڗཚעΕْ༅ߢ
ठॺࡲඒנठ݁ػشڶᇩڗΔפګՕᖂߓ֮ΕటՕᖂߓ֮Εխ՞
᠔ᖂՕᖂߓՕᖂ݁ڶඒػᇩڗΔᢅ್࠰ڗᄎ֗ႂᢅ್࠰ڗᄎॺ
ඒᄎቸ᧯ٍڇංᐖػᇩڗΖאՂऱࠏߩאᎅࣔլਢڶඒᄎԳՓթػشࠌڇᇩ
ڗΖ
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ᓏ֮ 2001τػᇩڗΔגڄԳ teh  شê ֮ڗΛѧѧඒᄎػᇩ ڗê षᄎ
ߢᖂ։࣫υΔπଅढρΔร 51 ࠴ร 4 ཚΔ 15-52Ζ
ᓏ֮ 2002τߢΕၸ్ΕፖاගᆠΚ။তߢ֮ڗዝ᧢հ൶ಘυگ
ᙕ࣍९ةΕᘕᄅᅇᒳπᄅધऱࣟতࠅρ269-280 Δקնত
ቹֆΖʳ
ᔤߜΕᔤිୠ 1977π壂৬ᇩऱଃዌ֗ᑑଃऄρקΚᖂسΖ
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ॵٙ
။তᇩᢅ್ڗΰCh÷ Quèc Ng÷ ഏڗαऱଃై-֮ڗฤᇆኙᚨࡉڗऄ
Vietnamese Phonemes and Their Corresponding ch÷ Quèc ng÷
ȐፎୖԵ p.119-122ȑ
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1. ݈֏
ܶץΕխഏΕ။তΕឌഏΕֲءڇփऱዧ֏֮ڗഎΔ ڇ20
ધհছ݁אዧ֮ߢ֮ڗऱࡴֱᐊߢΖᙟထ۫ᑛഏ୮ऱ૨
ࠃΕਙएΕᆖᛎΕ֮֏ႨԺࢷ୶ࠩࠅΔዧ֏֮ڗഎփऱຍࠄഏ୮
Աᝩ܍٨ൎऱཷچاΔၞ۩ഏ୮֏זऱᄅֱூΖࠡխԫ
ႈ༉ਢ֮ޏڗΚཚৱຘመ࣐ᦰΕ࣐ᐊऱ֮ࠐڗཏ֗ഏاඒߛא৬
ګ֏זഏ୮Ζᇨ ڕChenΰ1994:367αࢬ૪Δዧڗψᣄᖂᣄᚩᖄી֮ळ
Ε܅யΔאીګԱഏ୮֏זऱॴᡶωΔڶڼڂԱޏዧڗऱ
്Ζڇ။তΔ່৵࣍ 1945 ڣᐒೈዧشޏڗᢅ್ڗΙڇឌഏΰܶতΕ
קឌαԲڻᖏ৵ঞࡲشޏՕࢬ׆࿇ࣔऱଃై֮ڗψᘦ֮ω
ΰHangulαΙֲڇءᖏ৵ՈૻࠫዧشࠌڗऱᑇၦΔࠀᏺףψټω
ΰKanaαऱࠌشٝၦΖڇխഏፖΔឈྥچפګൕ֮ߢ֮᠏ངګ
ػᇩ֮ΔڇᅝॣՈམנψࢮԭ֏ωΕψࡴᇩଃωΕψ֊ଃڗω
ଃֱ֮ڗூऱ്ΖΰHannas, 1999ΙDefrancis, 1950, 1977Ι Chen, 1999Ι
ࡌڶ٠Δ1978α
ڶᣂዧڗऱᚌរ֗ࠡᖂՂऱயംᠲΔឈྥ۞ 19 ધܛأ
ԳଚࢬᣂࣹፖಘᓵΔྥۖψᐒዧڗωࢨψᤉᥛࠌشዧڗωᠨֱऱᓵ
រΔլਢڇߩمრᢝীኪऱᄕጤ༉ਢ৬ొڇمᓵऱՂΔធ֟ڶ
ઝᖂࢤऱኔ᧭ᢞࣔࠐ֭ࠡمᓵΖ֘ኙዧڗऱԳ᜔ᎁዧڗԫྤਢ
ΕயΙᢥشګዧڗऱԳঞԫ࠺ᓡዧڗΔᎁᏁޏၞඒᖂ
ֱऄױܛΖڼ࣍ᦸڶΔءᓵ֮ٞቹאઝᖂኔᢞऱֱऄࠐֺለዧࠡࡉڗ
הψଃైω֮ڗΰঋጠψଃω֮ڗαऱᖂயΖ
 ءઔ ߒ ٥  ܶ ץԿ ጟ ૿  ٻऱ ྒྷ ᧭ Δ ։ ܑ  Κ ᔹ ᦰ  ᇞ ΰ reading
comprehension testsαΕᦫᐊΰdictation testsα֗ആᦰྒྷ᧭ΰoral reading
testsαΖءઔߒ։ܑ ܶץ453 ֗ 350 ۞ࠐۯΰྒྷאዧࣹ֗ڗଃฤ
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ᇆαࡉ။তΰྒྷא။তᢅ್ڗαऱ࠹ྒྷृΙ࠹ྒྷृऱิܶץګ՛ᖂس
ࡉՕᖂسΖྒྷ᧭ऱؾऱڇංྒྷ֗။তऱ՛ᖂؘسႊᖂڍՆթ౨ࠠ
ڶٵՕᖂسऱᔹᦰᇞΕᦫᐊΕ֗ആᦰհֽᄷΖ

2. ͛фրጯ௫ड़த
ԫ༼֮ࠩڗΔڍԳ᜔ਢᄎאψ।რωࡉψ।ଃωࠐ։Ղ
ऱ֮ߓڗอΔྥ৵ᎁዧڗਢψ।რ֮ڗωΔۖࠡ شࠌהABC ᢅ್ڗ
ئऱਢψ।ଃ֮ڗωΖࠃኔՂΔຍጟല֮ߓڗอԲ։ऄऱ։ᣊࠀլਢ
ৰᄷᒔፖ৾ᅝΔڂڶԫጟ֮ڗਢψొω।ଃࢨ।რΖᤝڕΔ֮
ऱ“semi” ࡉ“er”༉ڶψתωࡉψԳωऱრܶΖխ֮ऱψຽᅝωԫဲঞ
ొጰਢشܓዧࠐڗ।“McDonald”ऱଃΖ
࣠ڕዧڗਢࢬᘯऱ।რ֮ڗΔ߷Ꮦటࠠإ।რዌऱψွݮ
ڗωΕψਐࠃڗωᚨᅝڇڶऱዧڗᆢխڍ۾ᑇթኙΖྥۖΔࡳݕޕ
ΰ1992: 21αऱอૠբਐנψွڗݮωΕψਐࠃڗωᖵՏࠐڣլᏺ֘
྇Δ֘ۖψݮᜢڗωբᏣᏺࠩዧڗᑇ ؾ90% אՂΖ֨ڍߢᖂ
ኔ᧭ઔߒΔᤝڕছඒߛຝ९མݳிΰTzeng, 1992αՈਐנΚނዧီڗ
।რ֮ڗΕᎁᔹᦰዧڗऱመ࿓լ௫ࠩଃऱ֘୴ᜤუΔਢᙑᎄऱ
ᨠ࢚ΖՈ༉ਢᎅΔዧࢬࡉڗᘯऱଃڗऱᔹᦰመ࿓ࠡኔٵᑌ௫ࠩ
ଃऱ֘୴ᜤუΖ
ߓڗ֮࣠ڕอլᚨא।ଃΕ।რࠐ։Δ߷Ꮦᚨᇠڕ۶ࠐ֮ڗ
ऱ։ᣊࡋΛGelbΰ1952αࡉ Smalleyΰ1963α݁༼נՂऱ֮ڗᚨᇠ༉
ࠡψ।قଃऱۯऱՕ՛ωࠐ։ᣊΖڼڇᨠរՀΔؾছڶࡸژԳ
شࠌڇऱ֮ױڗ։Κψဲଃᆏω֮ڗΰࢨψဲైଃᆏω֮ڗαΕ
ψଃᆏω֮ڗΕψଃైω֮ڗΰphonemic orthographiesαࡉψଃω֮
ڗΰphonetic orthographiesαΖ
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ڇຍᑌऱ։ᣊᑑᄷՀΔዧီױڗψဲ-ଃᆏωΰword-syllabic1α
ࢨψဲై-ଃᆏωΰmorphosyllabic 2 αऱ֮ڗΖֲءऱψټωਢψଃ
ᆏω֮ڗऱࠢীז।Ζψ။তᢅ್ڗωΕψ֮ڗωΕឌഏψᘦ֮ω
֗ऱψػᇩڗωࡉψԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆ3ωঞီױψଃైω֮ߓڗ
อΔڂڇຍߓอփޢଡࢬئڗ।قऱଃۯਢψଃైωΖ။তᢅ
್ڗΕ֮ڗΕᘦ֮Εػᇩ֗ڗԁԂԃឈྥ݁ଃై֮ڗΔࠡาპ
ฆ࣍ڇψଃࡉฤᇆऱኙᚨᣂএωࡉψฤᇆඈ٨ֱڤωհլٵΖ༉
ψଃࡉฤᇆऱኙᚨᣂএωऱߡ৫ࠐΔػᇩࡉڗ။তᢅ್ڗഗءՂ
ਢψԫଡฤᇆኙᚨԫଡଃైωΔྥ֮ۖڗঞਢܧڍցऱኙᚨᣂ
এΖΰᓏ֮Δ2001α༉ଃైฤᇆඈ٨ֱࠐڤΔ။তᢅ್ڗΕ֮
ڗΕػᇩࡉڗԁԂԃ݁ਢԫፂऱᒵࢤඈ٨Δྥۖᘦ֮ࡉዧڗԫᑌਢԲ
ፂዌΖᅝվߓڗ֮ڍอΔᤝڕ။ত֮Ε۫ఄ֮׃Εᐚ֮Εऄ֮Ε
ࡉ֮ΔঞഗءՂຟਢ᥆࣍ԫፂऱଃై֮ڗΔຍՈਢؾছՂ່ཏ
ሙऱᐊߓอΖ
Gelb ၞԫנ༼ޡΔൕψόଃۯύऱՕ՛ωऱᨠរࠐΔ
Ղऱ֮ڗऱዝ᧢ਢطՕࠩ՛ऱΖᄎڶຍᑌऱዝ᧢Δࠡኔਢ௫ࠩԳᣊ
ኙψᇩωऱᨠኘ౨ԺΖՈ༉ਢᎅΔᅝԳଚኙψᇩωऱψଃ
ۯωޓڶၞԫޡऱԱᇞ৵ΔԳଚ༉ၞԫޡ࿇୶נ༴ᐊޓ՛ऱψଃ
ۯωऱ֮ߓڗอΖ༴ᐊለ՛ऱψଃۯωऱ֮ߓڗอΔຏൄֺለᄷ
ᒔΰଃࡉრαΕڶயΕ࣍ܓڶԳଚऱᖂΔڂ،ױຘመૻڶ
ऱΕ֟ᑇऱψئڗωऱඈ٨ิٽΔࠐ༴ᐊྤૻऱΕᄅψဲωऱ໌
1

Gelbΰ1952αႜ“ شࠌٻword-syllabic” ຍଡဲნΖ

2

DeFrancisΰ1990αঞႜ“ شࠌٻmorphosyllabic” ຍଡဲნΖ

3

ᣤᎅΔࣹଃฤᇆऱૠլ٤ྥਢאଃైΰphonemeαۯΔՈאڶଃᆏ

ΰsyllableα।ಖۯऱฤᇆΔᤝڕԜΕԠΕԟΖᕣጥڼڕΔૉאለᐈऱᑑᄷࠐ
Δࣹଃฤᇆսូױᣊ࣍ଃై֮ڗΖ
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ທΖଃై֮ڶࠠڗຍጟפ౨ਢڂޢጟߢຟਢ֟طᑇऱψئଃωࡉ
ψଃωࢬዌګΔຘመլٵऱזࠐئڗ।լٵऱئଃࡉଃΔ༉אױ
ނᇠଃݙᖞ༴ᐊದࠐΖ
Smalleyΰ1963: 7αՈਐנΔଃై֮ڗຏൄᏁ֟ᑇऱ༓ଡئڗΰᤝ
ڕ֮Ꮑ 26 ଡئڗαΔ༉౨༴૪ᇠߢऱࢬڶଃΖઌኙچΔဲై
֮ڗऱរ༉ؘ࣍ڇႊດԫऱނᑇฒڍऱψڗωᖂದࠐթ౨ၞԫޡ
ᔹᦰᚨشΖᤝڕΔऱᖂسΔڇ՛ᖂၸՕપᖂ 2,600 ڗΖ
৵ᙟထ֮ߢ֮ऱᏺףΔᝫᖂڍޓᜱᛔᣄᚩऱዧڗΖא࣠ڕ՛ᖂฅᄐ
༉ጩࠠڶԫᔹᦰᐊֽ܂ᄷΔ߷Ꮦᖂ֟۟سᖂᄎຍ२ 3,000 ଡዧ
ڗΖᖕ Hannasΰ1997αऱอૠΔݺڇଚᅝվषᄎՂຏ۩ࠌشऱዧڗપ
 ڶ7,000 ڗΖຍ 7,000 ڗᝫਢൄشऱዧڗΔش֟הࠡܶץ࣠ڕऱڗ
ΰᤝڕছ۩ਙೃ೫ೃ९ཾᙔԊԤԟऱψ㴢ωαΔᑇၦױሒψൈዺڗ
ࠢωᇙᙰऱ 47,035 ڗΖࠌܛլאዧڗऱᑇၦࠐૠጩᖂऱᖜΔނዧ
ࣈڗᇞګψᜢலωፖψݮலωΔ۟֟Ոᖂ२ՏଡΖ
᜔հΔዧڗ༉ ٵڕDeFrancisΰ1996: 40αࢬਐנऱΚψዧڗᄎ߷Ꮦ
ڶயΔ༉ਢڂዧشڗৰษᜋΕߓڶอࢤऱଃ-ฤᇆኙᚨ
ֱڤΔࡉޓᣤૹऱόݮலύ।ሒֱऄωΖ

3. ࡁտ͞ڱᄃેҖ࿅
ዧڶڶڗᖂயΛڃຍᑌऱംᠲΔݺଚ༉ؘႊലዧࡉڗ
ࠡהऱ֮ڗஞࠐֺለթڶრᆠΖუՂΔڇኔ᧭ૠՂݺଚᚨ֮ڶ
ڗኙᅃิΔᤝڶڕዧࡉڗᢅ್ڗԲิΖຍԲิխፖྒྷᇢऱԳऱહན
ᚨᇠຟԫીΔᤝٵڶࠠڕᑌऱߢ౨ԺΕรԫહནΕڣΕ୮அᆖ
ᛎणउΕIQΕEQ Ζྥ৵Բิ։ܑਜٵאழᑇΕٵஃᇷΕ܀լٵऱ֮
ڗΰٍܛዧ ڗvs. ᢅ್ڗαऱඒᖂΖิٺڇԳᖂᇠ֮ڗழΔޢሶԫ
ழၴ࠹ྒྷृႊ൷࠹ᖂေၦאԱᇞᖂ࣠ګΖ
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ឈྥՂ૪ऱኔ᧭ૠॺൄუΔྥۖڇኔᅝխڼڕኔ۩থڶ
ܺᣄΖᤝڕΔ࠹ྒྷृऱહནᣄݙא٤ԫીΙބࠌܛࠩહན൷२ऱ
ԳΔຍࠄԳՈٵؘآრፖኔ᧭ΖᇢუΔڇױڶ౨ࠩބ՛ᖂس
ፖᢅ್ิڗΔڇኔ᧭ऱᑇڣփݙ٤լᖂዧڗΕᖂᢅ್ڗႯΛڂڶ
ຍࠄኔᎾऱܺᣄΔءڼڂૠലאၴ൷ऱኔ᧭ֱऄࠐᛀ᧭ዧࡉڗᢅ್
ڗऱயΖ
ءઔߒૠխऱዧאิڗऱᖂسઔߒኙွΔኙᅃऱᢅ್ڗ
ิঞא။তᖂسኙွΖឈྥዧࡉิڗ။তᢅ್شࠌࢬิڗऱߢ
ΰٍܛဎ vs.။তαլԫᑌΔ܀ਢဎࡉ။তऱߢዌॺൄᣊ
ۿΔᤝٵڕᑌਢࠠᜢᓳऱࡰمΔ။তመװམࠌشዧࠐڗᐊ။ত
Δڼڂᙇش။তᢅ್ڗءઔߒૠխऱኙᅃิΖ
ءઔߒխऱઔߒኙွܶץ՛ᖂࡉسՕᖂسΖՕᖂسऱྒྷ᧭։ᑇڇ
ءઔߒխီٺႈྒྷ᧭ऱ౨ԺਐᑑΖ్ڣٺ՛ᖂسऱྒྷ᧭։ᑇ݁ࡉ
౨ԺਐᑑֺኙΔᅝࠟृհၴ᧩ڶقอૠՂऱܑழΔݺଚܛᇠ
్ڣᖂڇسᇠႈྒྷ᧭բሒՕᖂֽسᄷΙྥ৵٦ၞԫࠉޡᖂسऱ్ڣං
ྒྷᇠႈྒྷ᧭ࢬᏁऱᖂழၴΖᤝڕΔ࣠ڕऱ՛ᖂ్ڣᖂسऱᔹ
ᦰྒྷ᧭ऱؓ݁։ᑇբሒՕᖂسऱֽᄷΔঞݺଚංྒྷપᏁڣऱዧڗᖂ
ழၴթ౨ᖂᄎᚩᇠႈᔹᦰྒྷ᧭խऱ֮ີΖ
ءઔߒխऱઔߒኙွ٥ ڶ803 ۯΚ։ܑࠐ۞ႂᗼ৵દഏ՛
ΰ396 ۯαΕקᗼۂՕᖂΰ57 ۯαΕ။তࣾփ To Hien Thanh ՛ᖂ
ΰ300 ۯαΕ֗ࣾփഏ୮ՕᖂՕᖂΰ50 ۯαΖ
 ءઔ ߒ ٥  ܶ ץԿ ጟ ૿  ٻऱ ྒྷ ᧭ Δ ։ ܑ  Κ ᔹ ᦰ  ᇞ ΰ reading
comprehension testsαΕᦫᐊΰdictation testsα֗ആᦰྒྷ᧭ΰoral reading
testsαΖᇠྒྷ᧭։ܑ࣍ֆց 2002  ڣ1 ִ۟ 2003  ڣ5 ִၴച۩ګݙΖࠡ
ઔߒֱऄࡉച۩መ࿓։ܑ១૪࣍ՀΖ
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3.1. ዦநྋീរ
ᔹᦰᇞྒྷ᧭ऱؾऱΔਢංྒྷڇΕ။তऱᖂس։ܑᏁक़
ڣ֟ڍऱᖂழၴΔթ౨ᚩࠡഏփԫऱ֮ີΖ
ءႈྒྷ᧭٥։ԿิኙᅃิΚዧิڗΰ234 ԳαΕԁԂԃิΰ219
ԳαΕࡉ။তᢅ್ิڗΰ350 ԳαΙृྒྷ࠹ิٺΰᖂسα։ܑਜאዧ
ڗΕԁԂԃΕ။তᢅ್ڗᐷᐊऱᔹᦰᇞྒྷ᧭Ζิٺऱᔹᦰྒྷ᧭݁ץ
ܶᒧψຌڤω֮ີΰࡳᆠୡᑗΕ᧯ߛᄅፊαΔޢᒧ݁ܶץնᠲ
ψնᙇԫωऱᙇᠲΖዧࡉิڗԁԂԃิऱᔹᦰྒྷ᧭փ୲݁ԫᑌΔഄ
։ܑאዧڗΕԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆᐷᐊΖ။তᢅ್ิڗऱփ୲࠷ޗঞՂ
ࡉዧิڗᣊۿΔڂ֟྇אլٵᠲۖᐙᖂ܂سऱױ౨ࢤΖᖂ݁س
 ڇޣ30 ։ᤪփ܂ګݙΔૉழၴࠩս܂آݙழսԫ৳ٌ࠴ΖՕ
ᖂڍڂسᑇ݁ ࣍֟ڇ30 ։ᤪհփ༉ݙΔڼڂಖᙕࠡ܂ګݙࢬक़
၄ऱழၴΖ
ྒྷ᧭৵ᖂࢬسऱګᜎ։ᑇ܂ࠡאऱإᒔࠐૠጩΚޢኙԫ
ᠲΔ 5 ։Δ᜔։່ 100 ։Ε່ ܅0 ։ΖՕᖂس։ऱؓ݁ᑇല܂
ەਐᑑΔ్ڣٺהࠡࡉאऱ՛ᖂسอૠՂऱֺለΖءઔߒૠ
ආ شSPSS อૠ։࣫Δࠀආ شp<0.05 ᎄֽؓΖءઔߒ٥ආ شttestsΕANOVAΕpost hoc tests อૠֱऄΖ

3.2. ᆷീរ
ᦫᐊྒྷ᧭ऱؾऱΔਢංྒྷڇΕ။তऱᖂس։ܑᏁक़֟ڍ
ڣऱᖂழၴΔթ౨ࠌࠡᦫᐊዧڗΕ။তᢅ್ڗऱ౨ԺሒࠩՕᖂسऱ
ֽᄷΖ
ءႈྒྷ᧭٥։ԲิኙᅃิΚዧิڗΰ453 ԳαΕࡉ။তᢅ್ิڗ
ΰ350 ԳαΖิٺऱᦫᐊփ୲݁ܶץψ࿏ڤωΰࡳᆠਙᆖᄅፊαࡉ
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ψຌڤωΰࡳᆠඖ૪ࢤਚࠃα֮ີٺԫᒧΖᦫิٺᐊփ୲ऱ᧯ဪ
֗ழၴ९ՕપԫીΔࠃ݁٣ᙕ፹ڇᙕଃխΖᙕଃழޢᒧփ୲٤
֮٣إאൄຒ৫ആԫڻΔྥ৵ޢኬຒആԿڻΔ່৵٦٤֮إאൄຒ
৫ആԫڻΖྒྷ᧭ழΔᖂسޣᅃᙕଃխऱਐނق֮ີᦫᐊՀ
ࠐΖዧิڗޣ٣אዧڗᐊΔૉᅸࠩլᄎᐊऱ٦ࣹאଃฤᇆᐊ
ՀΖ။তᢅ್ิڗঞאޣ။তᢅ್ڗᐊՀ֮Ζ
ྒྷ᧭৵ᖂࢬسऱګᜎ։ᑇࠡאᐊऱإᒔࠐૠጩΖዧิڗऱ
إᒔאዧڗΰଃᆏαࠐۯૠጩΚᤝڕΔዧิڗຌڤ֮٥ ط130
ଡዧګิڗΖૉᐊኙ 93 ଡዧڗΔঞࠡإᒔ 93/130 = 72%Ζᙑᎄऱዧ
ڗঞ։ܑࠉࠡᙑᎄীኪᑑಖΔྥ৵ᙁԵሽᆰ։࣫อૠΖ။তᢅ್
ิڗऱإᒔאψଃωΰsound segmentsαࡉψᜢᓳωΰtonesα
ࠐۯૠጩΙଃঞࠉ။ۥ։ψছଃωΰonset αΕψտଃω
ΰglideαΕψଃωΰnucleusαΕψݠଃωΰcodaαᣊΖᤝڕΔ။ত
ิຌڤ֮٥ ڶ308ΰଃα+119ΰᜢᓳα= 427 ଡۯΖૉᖂسᐊኙࠡ
խ 237 ଡۯΔঞࠡإᒔ 237/427 = 55.5%Ζᢅ್ڗᐊᙑᎄऱຝ։
ٍࠉࠡᙑᎄীኪᙁԵሽᆰ։ᣊอૠΖ

3.3. ળീរ
ءઔߒխΔആᦰႈؾಾኙ။তᖂسྒྷ᧭Ζނڶऱᖂس
٨Եആᦰዧڗऱྒྷ᧭ऱڂਢ 1αઔߒழၴऱૻࠫΔࡉ 2αᖂس౨
ജആآנᖂመऱዧڗऱᖲࠀլՕΖആᦰྒྷ᧭ऱؾऱਢංྒྷ။
তᖂسᏁक़ڍՆऱᖂழၴΔթ౨إᒔऱആᦰ။তᢅ್ߓڗอΖڼڇ
ആᦰྒྷ᧭խΔ᧭ྒྷᖂسആᦰऱإᒔۖլەᐞࠡਢܡᇞ֮փ
୲Ζ
ྒྷ᧭փ୲ܶץψ࿏ڤωΰࡳᆠਙᆖᄅፊαࡉψຌڤωΰࡳᆠ
ඖ૪ࢤਚࠃα֮ີٺԫᒧΖ֮݁ࠃ٣ٱ፹ ڇA4 ്Ղࠀٌطᖂ
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سᅃᒚՕᜢആנΖઔߒԳঞڇலشᙕଃᖲኙᖂسᙕଃΖ
ࠃ৵ঞലᖂسऱᙕଃᚾ᠏ᐊΰtranscribeα૿ᇷறΔྥ৵ࠉᦫ
ᐊྒྷ᧭ऱ։ֱ࣫ڤആᦰऱᙑᎄ։࣫Ζࠡആᦰإᒔऱૠጩֱᦫࡉڤ
ᐊྒྷ᧭ԫᑌΖ

4. ࡁտඕڍᄃኢ
อૠ࣠᧩قΔڇᔹᦰᇞྒྷ᧭ֱ૿Δዧࡉิڗ။তᢅ್ิڗᖂ
ࢬسऱ։ᑇΰإᒔαࠀڶอૠՂऱܑΖྥۖΔᦫڇᐊࡉആᦰ
ֱ૿Δอૠᑇᖕ᧩ق။তᢅ್ิڗᚌ࣍ዧิڗΖࠡᇡา࣠ፖಘᓵ։
૪࣍ࢍՀٺᆏΖ

4.1. ዦநྋീរ
ዧิڗΕԁԂԃิΕ֗။তᢅ್ิڗփ్ڣٺᖂࢬسإᒔհ
ᑇᖕ٨࣍ቹ। 1Δֺࠡለቹঞ᧩ڇقቹ। 2Ζࠡխऱ 1.5 ్ڣ।قԫڣ
్ڇسรԫ᧭ྒྷڻ৵ऱ 3 ଡִ৵Ծૹᄅྒྷ᧭ԫڻΖ
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კ߄ 1. ӚಔϷӚԃભޑ᎙᠐ෳᡍ҅ዴ
్ڣ
1

1.5
2

3

4

5

6

Օᖂس

Total

ิܑ
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total
ԁԂԃ
ዧڗ
။ᢅ
Total

Գᑇ
32
36
66
134
57
57
34
30
59
123
30
30
58
118
33
31
60
124
32
34
57
123
35
39
74
23
34
50
107
219
234
407
860

ؓ݁ᑇ
22.66
32.64
14.09
21.12
24.91
24.91
27.50
50.00
56.02
46.67
60.00
90.50
80.26
77.71
70.61
96.77
87.08
85.12
66.09
93.38
94.91
86.99
91.86
96.92
94.53
95.22
96.91
92.60
94.53
60.78
79.66
62.84
66.89

ᑑᄷ
23.83
25.87
17.09
22.63
14.59
14.59
21.51
33.32
21.73
27.58
25.60
12.27
19.92
22.77
24.42
3.77
19.32
20.74
27.14
15.11
5.22
20.41
13.34
5.81
10.34
9.94
6.28
9.27
8.73
33.96
30.54
35.30
34.59
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კ߄ 2. ӚಔϷӚԃભޑ᎙᠐ෳᡍ҅ዴКၨკ
˄˃˃

ዧิڗ

إᒔ

ˋ˃
ԁԂԃิ

ˉ˃
ˇ˃

။তᢅ್ڗ

˅˃

˶̂
˿˿˸
˺˸

ˉ̇˻

ˈ̇˻

ˇ̇˻

ˆ̅
˷

˅́
˷

˄ˁˈ
̇˻

˄̆
̇

˃

్ڣ

ᆖ طt-test ֗ ANOVA ऱჸሎشΔอૠ࣠᧩אقՀរऱ࿇
Ζ
รԫΔքࡉ్ڣՕᖂิٺسऱᔹᦰإᒔࠀڶอૠՂऱܑΖ
ຍ࣠᧩࣠ڕقᖂسᖂᄎࠌشዧڗΕԁԂԃΕࢨᢅ್ڗ৵ΔຍԿጟ֮
ߓڗอ݁լᄎᐙࠡᔹᦰᇞऱإᒔΖ
รԲΔڇ՛ᖂԲ్ࠩڣն్ڣຍԫၸխΔዧࡉิڗ။তᢅ್ڗ
ิࠀڶอૠՂऱܑΔ܀ԁԂԃิऱإᒔฃהࠡ࣍܅ԲิΖຍ᧩
ڇقຍၸխΔᖂسᖂᔹᦰዧࡉີ֮ڗ။তᖂسᖂᢅ್֮ڗ
ີऱᖂຒ৫ਢԫᑌऱΖຍ࣠ࡉႚอՂᎁዧڗለᣄᖂڶۿរ
რ؆ΖչᏖᄎຍᑌࡋΛ ױڂ౨ਢڂᔹᦰழᦰृࠀլᏁດᦰڗ
ݙᖞᒧ֮ີΔۖਢছ৵ૹរڤൿီۖբΰSmith, 1994: 152αΙࠌܛڼڂ
լᎁᢝ֮ີխऱࢬڶዧڗΔ౨༳༽ࠩᣂऱዧٍڗ౨ᇞᖞᒧ֮
ີփ୲Ζ
۟࣍۶ԁԂԃิऱإᒔฃ࣍܅ዧࡉڗᢅ್ิڗΛױڂ౨ਢ
ڂԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆڇᖂீႛਢ܂ᖂዧڗऱ᎖ܗՠࠠۖբΖઌኙ
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࣍ዧڗΔԁԂԃႛਢߡۖբΔլႛދԵऱඒᖂᇷᄭ֟ΔొԁԂԃ
ऱᦰढٍ֟Ζڇڼڂຍၸᖂسኙࣹଃฤᇆऱᑵ൜৫֘ۖլڕዧڗΖ
ڶԳࢨᄎᔆጊΚਢڂܡԁԂԃྤऄᇞެψٵଃฆᆠڗωڼڂທګᔹ
ᦰᇞإᒔՀ૾Λຍᑌऱױ౨ࢤᚨᇠৰ܅ΖᤝڕΔ࣠ڕຍᑌऱᎅऄ
ګΔ۶քࡉ్ڣՕᖂسऱإᒔࡉዧิڗԫᑌΛԾ۶ψٵଃฆ
ᆠڗωڶኙ။তᢅ್ิڗऱإᒔขسᐙΛ
รԿΔڗ֮ڇᖂृऱॣᖂၸΔٍܛቹ।խԫ్֗ڣԫת్ڣ
ऱழཚΔอૠ࣠᧩قዧࡉิڗԁԂԃิܑڶΔ܀ᢅ್ڇิڗԫ
్ڣழฃ࣍܅ছԲิΔլመࠩԫת్ڣழঞԾࡉዧ֗ิڗԁԂԃิԫ
ᑌΖ۶ᄎڶຍᑌऱွΛݺଚؘႊڃᄩࠩᅝॣച۩ྒྷ᧭ऱֲཚΔא
Աᇞᖂسᖂᐊ֮ڗऱழၴ९ΖዧࡉิڗԁԂԃิऱԫ్ڣᖂس
ਢ ڇ2002  ڣ1 ִխڲ൷࠹ྒྷ᧭Ζٍהܛଚ ڇ9 ִॣၲᖂࠩ൷࠹ྒྷ᧭ऱ
ழଢբᆖመપ 4 ଡִתऱڗ֮ڤإඒߛΖۖ။তᢅ್ิڗԫ్ڣᖂس
ঞਢ 2002  ڣ12 ִխ᧭ྒྷڲΖٍהܛଚ ڇ8 ִխၲᖂࠩ൷࠹ྒྷ᧭ऱழ
ଢΔբᆖመપ 4 ଡִऱڤإඒߛΖԫת్ڣᖂسঞਢ ڇ2003  ڣ3 ִխ
ڲ٦ڻ൷࠹ྒྷ᧭Ζٍܛԫת్ڣᖂسጩਢ࠹መ 7 ଡִऱإඒߛΖ
ऱ՛ᖂڇسԵᖂছ༓ຟՂؔᆇႼၲࡨᖂԁԂԃΖۖ။ত࣍طᆖ
ᛎለΔᖂছඒߛՈլڕཏሙΖڼڇڼڂઔߒխΔऱԫ
్ڣ՛ᖂسឈྥڇڤإᖂீᖂᦰᐊऱழၴႛ 4 ଡִתΔה܀ଚኔᎾ
ऱᖂழၴױ౨ֺ 7 ଡִᝫ९Ζ
รΔዧࡉิڗ။তᢅ್ิڗխ్ڣٺᖂسऱᔹᦰإᒔપດڣ
ᏺףΔԿ్ڣழإᒔբࡉޓ్ڣΰܶՕᖂسαڶอૠՂ
ܑΖԁԂԃิঞࠩք్ڣթሒࠩՕᖂऱֽᄷΖԁԂԃิڶለኬऱګ
९ױڂ౨ࡉאՂรԲរԫᑌΖڼڇᔹᦰྒྷ᧭խΔ՛ᖂسឈױሒࠩ
Օᖂسऱ࿓৫Δ՛ᖂࡉسՕᖂسऱฆڇᔹᦰຒ৫Ζءઔߒᇙ૿
՛ᖂ شࠌس30 ։ᤪΔՕᖂسዧิڗঞؓ݁ ش4.86 ։ᤪΕ။তᢅ್ิڗ
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11.60 ։ᤪΕԁԂԃิ 13.28 ։ᤪΖ

4.2. ᆷീរ
A.ዧิڗ
ዧ్ڣٺิڗᖂڇسຌࡉີ֮ڤ࿏ີ֮ڤխࢬᛧऱዧإڗᒔ
ऱᑇᖕ։ܑ٨ڇቹ। 3 ࡉቹ। 4Ζቹ। 5 ঞࠡቹقΖ
კ߄ 3. ᅇӷಔ೬ԄЎകύӚԃભޑᅇӷ҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders

2nd graders

3rd graders

4th graders

5th graders

6th graders

collegians

Total

ࢤܑ
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total

Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ڗᑇ ᑑᄷ ່່֟ ڍ
29
26
55
26
26
52
31
26
57
26
34
60
31
35
66
46
26
72
19
34
53
208
207
415

19.4
20.2
19.8
42.1
60.8
51.4
74.6
78.1
76.2
89.3
93.9
91.9
89.5
93.9
91.8
94.1
97.6
95.4
98.6
99.2
99.0
73.4
79.8
76.6

25.24
26.31
25.75
54.73
79.04
66.88
97.00
101.50
99.05
116.15
122.09
119.52
116.35
122.03
119.36
122.39
126.92
124.03
128.16
128.97
128.68
95.45
103.79
99.61

15.56
15.98
15.62
26.13
25.61
28.41
32.56
35.06
33.49
25.12
8.04
17.67
16.27
11.21
14.00
17.10
3.32
13.93
3.88
1.85
2.74
41.55
37.58
39.79

57
59
59
118
115
118
128
128
128
130
130
130
129
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

1
2
1
6
19
6
4
13
4
9
99
9
69
69
69
23
117
23
119
121
119
1
2
1
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კ߄ 4. ᅇӷಔฯԄЎകύӚԃભޑᅇӷ҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders

ࢤܑ

male
female
Total
2nd graders male
female
Total
3rd graders male
female
Total
4th graders male
female
Total
5th graders male
female
Total
6th graders male
female
Total
collegians
male
female
Total
Total
male
female
Total

Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ڗᑇ ᑑᄷ ່່֟ ڍ
29
25
54
26
26
52
31
26
57
26
34
60
31
35
66
46
26
72
19
35
54
208
207
415

8.45
7.06
7.80
17.42
21.61
19.52
34.33
40.92
37.34
60.58
59.91
60.20
55.24
63.37
59.55
68.27
75.42
70.85
94.80
95.73
95.40
48.03
54.92
51.47

7.52
6.28
6.94
15.50
19.23
17.37
30.55
36.42
33.23
53.92
53.32
53.58
49.16
56.40
53.00
60.76
67.12
63.06
84.37
85.20
84.91
42.75
48.88
45.81

7.29
4.10
6.01
10.47
8.30
9.54
14.08
18.07
16.14
20.54
18.59
19.29
20.80
15.79
18.53
19.32
12.07
17.24
4.49
2.62
3.38
28.07
28.20
28.27

39
16
39
46
34
46
57
66
66
84
89
89
78
77
78
86
83
86
89
89
89
89
89
89

0
0
0
0
4
0
7
7
7
6
20
6
10
22
10
14
37
14
72
76
72
0
0
0
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კ߄ 5. ᅇӷಔ೬ԄǵฯԄЎക҅ޑዴ

˄˃˃

إᒔ

ˋ˃

ຌີ֮ڤ

ˉ˃
ˇ˃
࿏ີ֮ڤ

˅˃

˶̂
˿˿˸
˺˸

ˉ̇˻

ˈ̇˻

ˇ̇˻

ˆ̅
˷

˅́
˷

˄̆
̇

˃

్ڣ

UANOVA post hoc tests ࣠᧩قΔڇຌ᧭ྒྷີ֮ڤᇙΔᖂسऱዧڗ
إᒔດڣᏺףΔ్ڣΰܶαאՂ్ڣٺբྤอૠՂऱܑΖٍ
ܛऱᖂسՕપᏁक़၄ 4 ڣऱᖂழၴթ౨ሒࠩՕᖂسऱᦫᐊψຌ
ڤω֮ີऱ౨ԺΖ۟࣍࿏ີ֮ڤऱᦫᐊΔอૠ࣠᧩قઔߒխऱᖂس
ࠩք్ڣழսآሒࠩՕᖂسऱֽᄷΖຍ᧩قऱᖂ֟۟سᏁक़ 6 ڣ
אՂऱᖂழၴթ౨ሒࠩՕᖂسऱᦫᐊψ࿏ڤω֮ີऱ౨ԺΖ
۟ ࣍ ዧ  ڗ ᐊ ऱ ᙑ ᎄ ী ኪ Δ ᆖ  طSPSS ຌ ᧯ ऱ ψ  ڂ ګ։ ࣫ ω
ΰfactor analysisαऱอૠ։࣫৵Δנቹ। 6Εቹ। 7 ऱᙑᎄীኪፖࠡ
ֺࠏΖᇠቹ।᧩قΔլᓵຌࢨڤ࿏ີ֮ڤΔψઌࢤۿωਢ່Օऱᙑᎄ
ীኪΙᙟထ֮ີܺᣄ৫ऱᏺףΔψଃઌۿωऱᙑᎄֺࠏঞᏺΖᤝ
ڇڕ࿏ີ֮ڤխଃઌۿऱᙑᎄীኪڶࢬᙑᎄऱ 85.70%Ζ
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კ߄ 6. ೬ԄЎകύᅇӷޑᒱᇤࠠᄊ
ᙑᎄীኪ
ઌࢤۿΰݮΕଃΕࢨᆠα
ቤ
რۼ
ݮᜢ
ኙᓳΰFlip-flopα

%
78.83
10.53
5.49
4.64
0.66

კ߄ 7. ฯԄЎകύᅇӷޑᒱᇤࠠᄊ
ᙑᎄীኪ
ଃઌۿ
რۼ
ݮᜢ
ኙᓳΰFlip-flopα

%
85.70
11.29
2.95
0.08

B.။তᢅ್ิڗ
။তᢅ್్ڣٺิڗᖂڇسຌࡉີ֮ڤ࿏ີ֮ڤխࢬᛧऱᐊ
إᒔऱᑇᖕ։ܑ٨ڇቹ। 8 ࡉቹ। 9Ζቹ। 10 ঞࠡቹقΖ
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კ߄ 8. ຫࠄᛥଭӷಔ೬ԄЎകύӚԃભޑਜቪ҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders
th

1.5 graders
nd

2

graders

rd

3 graders
th

4 graders
th

5 graders

collegians

Total

ࢤܑ
Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ᑇၦ ᑑᄷ ່ڍ
male
33
29.59
126.36 78.25 309
female
32
39.18
167.31 76.55 349
Total
65
34.31
146.52 79.53 349
male
33
48.53
207.24 58.71 290
female
31
48.77
208.23 54.62 332
Total
64
48.65
207.72 56.32 332
male
35
66.50
283.94 63.23 406
female
24
61.06
260.71 74.17 410
Total
59
64.28
274.49 68.25 410
male
22
84.98
362.86 70.35 427
female
36
93.17
397.83 53.30 427
Total
58
90.06
384.57 62.14 427
male
27
97.23
415.19 26.77 427
female
33
96.62
412.58 31.02 427
Total
60
96.90
413.75 28.97 427
male
28
99.82
426.25
2.24 427
female
29
99.71
425.76
3.33 427
Total
57
99.77
426.00
2.83 427
male
8
99.97
426.88
0.35 427
female
42
99.97
426.88
0.50 427
Total
50
99.97
426.88
0.48 427
male
186
69.87
298.33 124.61 427
female 227
78.70
336.03 115.07 427
Total
413
74.72
319.05 120.78 427

່֟
28
50
28
68
80
68
118
117
117
179
211
179
295
306
295
416
415
415
426
424
424
28
50
28
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კ߄ 9. ຫࠄᛥଭӷಔฯԄЎകύӚԃભޑਜቪ҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders
th

1.5 graders
nd

2

graders

rd

3 graders
th

4 graders
th

5 graders

collegians

Total

ࢤܑ
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total
male
female
Total

Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ᑇၦ ᑑᄷ ່ڍ
33
14.07
60.64
29.94 117
32
16.98
73.19
27.49 139
65
15.50
66.82
29.22 139
33
32.35 139.42
49.41 214
30
33.80 145.67
49.52 278
63
33.04 142.40
49.16 278
35
49.71 214.26
69.44 378
24
52.67 227.00
62.48 357
59
50.91 219.44
66.44 378
22
72.94 314.36
96.27 430
36
83.39 359.39
78.58 430
58
79.42 342.31
87.70 430
27
92.73 399.67
54.05 431
33
90.36 389.45
43.97 431
60
91.43 394.05
48.60 431
28
93.51 403.04
45.37 431
29
96.06 414.00
22.70 431
57
94.81 408.61
35.79 431
8
99.83 430.25
1.16 431
42
99.89 430.52
1.44 431
50
99.88 430.48
1.39 431
186
58.05 250.19 144.07 431
226
69.85 301.05 140.61 431
412
64.52 278.09 144.26 431

່֟
8
29
8
23
22
22
73
92
73
104
158
104
195
274
195
260
351
260
428
422
422
8
22
8
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კ߄ 10. ຫࠄᛥଭӷಔ೬ԄǵฯԄЎക҅ޑዴ
˄˃˃

إᒔ

ˋ˃
ˉ˃

ຌີ֮ڤ

ˇ˃
࿏ີ֮ڤ
˅˃
˃
˄̆̇

˄ˁˈ̇˻

˅́˷

ˆ̅˷

ˇ̇˻

ˈ̇˻

˶̂˿˿˸˺˸

్ڣ

UANOVA post hoc tests ࣠᧩قΔڇຌ᧭ྒྷີ֮ڤᇙΔᖂسऱᢅ್
ڗᐊإᒔດڣᏺףΔ్ڣΰܶαאՂ్ڣٺբྤอૠՂऱ
ܑΖٍܛ။তऱᖂسՕપᏁक़၄ 4 ڣऱᖂழၴթ౨ሒࠩՕᖂسऱᦫ
ᐊψຌڤω֮ີऱ౨ԺΖ۟࣍࿏ີ֮ڤΔpost hoc tests ࣠᧩ق్ڣ
ΰܶαאՂױา։Բଡ՛ᆢΰ subsets αΚรԫᆢܶץΕն్ڣΔ
รԲᆢܶץնࡉ్ڣՕᖂسΖٍܛն్ڣऱإᒔࠠᠨ૿ࢤΔױጩፖ
ՕᖂسԫીΕԾױጩፖ్ڣԫીΖڼڂΔݺଚאױᎅΔ။তᖂسՕ
પᏁक़၄ 4 ۟ 5 ڣթ౨ሒࠩՕᖂسऱᦫᐊ࿏ີ֮ڤऱ౨ԺΖ
ֺ࣠ڕለ။তᢅ್ࡉิڗዧิڗऱᦫᐊྒྷ᧭Δലױ࿇ψᖂழ
ၴωऱฆ࿇ڇس࿏ີ֮ڤΖءઔߒ࣠᧩قࡉ။তऱᖂس
݁Ꮑપ 4 ڣऱᖂழၴթ౨ࠠࡉڶՕᖂسԫᑌऱᦫᐊψຌڤω֮ີऱ
౨ԺΖ۟࣍ψ࿏ڤω֮ີΔऱᖂ֟۟سᏁक़ 6 אڣՂऱዧڗᖂ
ழၴթ౨ሒࠩՕᖂسऱֽᄷΔۖ။তऱᖂسঞ 4 ۟ 5 ڣऱᢅ್ڗ
ᖂழၴΖ
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۟࣍။তᢅ್ڗᐊऱᙑᎄীኪΔݺଚലᖂس։٤ຝ్֗ڣႛ
ഏ՛ԫ్ڣԲՕᣊอૠ։࣫Ζࠡอૠ࣠։ܑ٨ڇቹ। 11Εቹ।
14Ζቹ।խऱψᑑᄷூנڻᑇω।قᇠᢅ್࠴᧭ྒྷڇڗᑑᄷூ
խࢬנऱڻᑇΙψؓ݁إᒔڻᑇω।قᖂسழࢬࠩऱؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇΙψؓ݁ᙑᎄڻᑇω।قᖂسழࢬࠩऱؓ݁ᙑᎄڻᑇΙ
ψᙑᎄᖲω।قᖂسழᇠᢅ್ױڗ౨נᙑᎄऱᖲΔٍ ܛD
= C/AΖ
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კ߄ 11. ೬ԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑਜቪᒱᇤࠠᄊȐӄԃભᏢғȑ
CQN
Onset
159

Glide
6

Nucleus
119

Coda
24

ʳ
ʳ
r
ʳ
ph
ng
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
n
ʳ
ʳ
t
ʳ
ʳ
g
ʳ
ʳ
s
l
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
tr
ʳ
ʳ
x
ʳ
ÿ
q
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
y
ʳ
ѭa
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
iê
ô
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ă
ѭѫ
ʳ
ʳ
a
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
uô
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
â

p
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
t
c
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
m
u
ʳ
ʳ
n
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
nh
ʳ

Code
(error
type)
P2
Y1
R
UAW
PH
NG1
O1
IE
OO
N1
T2
C2
T1
I2
U1
G2
AW
UOW
S
L
A1
M2
U3
TR
O2
N2
X
UO
DD
Q
NH2
AA

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑ
ᎄڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

1
1
4
1
2
2
1
5
11
6
9
3
3
17
5
1
6
3
2
9
2
6
4
3
11
18
1
1
10
4
3
12

0.58
0.60
2.54
0.64
1.29
1.30
0.65
3.31
7.55
4.17
6.27
2.12
2.13
12.17
3.58
0.72
4.34
2.17
1.45
6.54
1.46
4.41
2.95
2.23
8.23
13.49
0.75
0.75
7.54
3.02
2.27
9.10

0.42
0.40
1.46
0.36
0.71
0.70
0.35
1.69
3.45
1.83
2.73
0.88
0.87
4.83
1.42
0.28
1.66
0.83
0.55
2.46
0.54
1.59
1.05
0.77
2.77
4.51
0.25
0.25
2.46
0.98
0.73
2.90

0.42
0.40
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.24
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th
v
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
m
ʳ
h
nh
ʳ
ʳ
ngh
c
kh
b
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ch
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
a
ʳ
ê
ʳ
ia
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ѭ
u
o
ʳ
e
ѫ
ʳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ng
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
y
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o

TH
V
A2
NG2
EE
M1
IA
H
NH1
Y2
I1
NGH
C1
KH
B
UW
U2
O3
CH1
E
OW
O4
Hoi
Sac
Nang
Huyen
Nga
Ngang

7
3
41
9
5
12
1
9
3
2
9
1
14
5
7
2
1
2
2
4
1
1
14
19
20
32
6
28

5.35
2.31
31.84
7.00
3.89
9.36
0.78
7.06
2.37
1.58
7.19
0.80
11.24
4.07
5.71
1.65
0.84
1.68
1.70
3.46
0.87
0.90
9.97
13.44
15.25
24.73
4.60
21.85

1.65
0.69
9.16
2.00
1.11
2.64
0.22
1.94
0.63
0.42
1.81
0.20
2.76
0.93
1.29
0.35
0.16
0.32
0.30
0.54
0.13
0.10
4.03
5.56
4.75
7.27
1.40
6.15

0.24
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.10
0.29
0.29
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.22
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კ߄ 12. ೬ԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑਜቪᒱᇤࠠᄊȐԃભᏢғȑ
CQN
Onset
159

Glide
6

Nucleus
119

Coda
24

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
r
ʳ
ph
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
x
ng
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
s
ʳ
tr
ʳ
n
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
l
t
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

y
ʳ
ia
ʳ
ѭa
ʳ
iê
uô
ѭѫ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ô
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ă
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
a
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
p
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
t
c
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
n

v
ÿ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
th

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ng
m
ʳ

Code
(error
type)
Y1
P2
IA
R
UAW
PH
IE
UO
UOW
X
NG1
O1
OO
T2
C2
S
AW
TR
I2
N1
U1
U3
A1
L
T1
N2
V
DD
NG2
M2
TH

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑ
ᎄڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

1
1
1
4
1
2
5
1
3
1
2
1
11
9
3
2
6
3
17
6
5
4
2
9
3
18
3
10
9
6
7

0.03
0.06
0.09
0.38
0.12
0.26
0.69
0.14
0.45
0.17
0.34
0.20
2.29
1.97
0.71
0.49
1.48
0.75
4.31
1.60
1.43
1.15
0.60
2.82
0.95
5.98
1.00
3.34
3.06
2.06
2.42

0.97
0.94
0.91
3.62
0.88
1.74
4.31
0.86
2.55
0.83
1.66
0.80
8.71
7.03
2.29
1.51
4.52
2.25
12.69
4.40
3.57
2.85
1.40
6.18
2.05
12.02
2.00
6.66
5.94
3.94
4.58

0.97
0.94
0.91
0.91
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.85
0.83
0.83
0.80
0.79
0.78
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.73
0.71
0.71
0.70
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.66
0.66
0.65
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g
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
o

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

â
ʳ
u

ʳ
nh
ʳ

q
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ê

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
h
c

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ѭ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

m
nh

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ngh
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
a
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
y

ʳ
ʳ
kh

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ѫ
i
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ch
b

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

o
e
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
o

ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

G2
O2
AA
NH2
U2
Q
EE
UW
H
C1
M1
NH1
NGH
A2
Y2
OW
I1
KH
CH1
B
O3
E
O4
Hoi
Sac
Nang
Nga
Huyen
Ngang

1
11
12
3
1
4
5
2
9
14
12
3
1
41
2
1
9
5
2
7
2
4
1
14
19
20
6
32
28

0.35
3.86
4.28
1.08
0.37
1.49
1.92
0.77
3.52
5.80
4.98
1.25
0.42
17.26
0.85
0.43
4.11
2.31
0.94
3.29
1.12
2.52
0.71
3.39
4.70
6.94
2.24
12.14
11.26

0.65
7.14
7.72
1.92
0.63
2.51
3.08
1.23
5.48
8.20
7.02
1.75
0.58
23.74
1.15
0.57
4.89
2.69
1.06
3.71
0.88
1.48
0.29
10.61
14.30
13.06
3.76
19.86
16.74

0.65
0.65
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.62
0.61
0.59
0.59
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.57
0.54
0.54
0.53
0.53
0.44
0.37
0.29
0.76
0.75
0.65
0.63
0.62
0.60
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კ߄ 13. ฯԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑਜቪᒱᇤࠠᄊȐӄԃભᏢғȑ
CQN
Onset
167

Glide
11

Nucleus
113

Coda
27

ng
q
ʳ
ʳ
kh
nh
ʳ
tr
ngh
gh
x
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
s
ʳ
ʳ
ch
m
ʳ
ʳ
c
h
gi
g
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
l
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
y
ua
iê
ʳ
ʳ
ê
a
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
â
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
t
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
nh
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ng
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
p
ʳ
ʳ

ѭѫ
ʳ
ʳ
ô

Code
(error
type)
NG1
Q
U1
T2
KH
NH1
U3
TR
NGH
GH
X
Y1
UA
IE
O4
S
EE
A1
CH1
M1
NH2
AA
C1
H
GI
G2
NG2
O1
UW
UOW
P2
L
OO

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑ
ᎄڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

1
2
5
4
5
2
7
5
4
1
6
2
2
7
5
2
4
4
8
1
11
13
8
7
1
1
19
6
3
8
7
10
15

0.50
1.03
2.60
2.14
2.64
1.09
3.81
2.75
2.22
0.56
3.48
1.17
1.17
4.13
3.00
1.23
2.46
2.46
4.95
0.62
6.82
8.02
5.03
4.39
0.63
0.63
12.00
3.78
1.90
5.08
4.51
6.52
9.79

0.50
0.97
2.40
1.86
2.36
0.91
3.19
2.25
1.78
0.44
2.52
0.83
0.83
2.87
2.00
0.77
1.54
1.54
3.05
0.38
4.18
4.98
2.97
2.61
0.37
0.37
7.00
2.22
1.10
2.92
2.49
3.48
5.21

0.50
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45
0.44
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.40
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.35
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ʳ
r
ʳ
t
ʳ
ph
d
ʳ
ʳ
b
ÿ
ʳ
k
ʳ
n
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
th
v
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

a
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
e
ʳ
ʳ
ѫ
o
ѭa
u
ʳ
ʳ
ă
ʳ
ia
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
c
ʳ
ʳ
m
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
n
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
y
ʳ

A2
R
I1
T1
C2
PH
D
M2
O2
B
DD
N2
K
E
N1
I2
OW
O3
UAW
U2
TH
V
AW
Y2
IA
Hoi
Nang
Nga
Sac
Ngang
Huyen

23
1
12
3
8
5
5
2
1
6
13
4
2
2
2
11
4
2
1
7
6
5
2
4
1
17
29
4
25
24
14

15.01
0.66
7.89
2.00
5.40
3.36
3.33
1.34
0.67
4.09
8.88
2.73
1.39
1.39
1.40
7.69
2.85
1.43
0.71
5.04
4.43
3.78
1.53
3.10
0.83
9.97
17.48
2.61
16.73
16.21
10.07

7.99
0.34
4.11
1.00
2.60
1.64
1.67
0.66
0.33
1.91
4.12
1.27
0.61
0.61
0.60
3.31
1.15
0.57
0.29
1.96
1.57
1.22
0.47
0.90
0.17
7.03
11.52
1.39
8.27
7.79
3.93

0.35
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.17
0.41
0.40
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.28
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კ߄ 14. ฯԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑਜቪᒱᇤࠠᄊȐԃભᏢғȑ
CQN
Onset
167

Glide
11

Nucleus
113

Coda
27

r
ʳ
g
ʳ
ngh
kh
ʳ
gh
ʳ
ʳ
x
ʳ
ʳ
tr
q
ʳ
ch
gi
m
ʳ
ʳ
nh
ʳ
ʳ
d
ng
ʳ
ʳ
k
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ѭa
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ua
ʳ
ʳ
iê
ʳ
ʳ
ê
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ѭѫ
ѭ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
â
o
ʳ
ʳ
e
a
ʳ

ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
t
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
nh
p
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ng
ʳ
ʳ
o

Code
(error
type)
R
U3
G2
UAW
NGH
KH
U1
GH
T2
UA
X
O1
IE
TR
Q
EE
CH1
GI
M1
UOW
UW
NH1
NH2
P2
D
NG1
AA
O2
K
NG2
E
A1
O4

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑᎄ
ڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

1
7
1
1
4
5
5
1
4
2
6
6
7
5
2
4
8
1
1
8
3
2
11
7
5
1
13
1
2
19
2
4
5

0.00
0.12
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.12
0.12
0.03
0.14
0.08
0.34
0.38
0.45
0.35
0.14
0.28
0.62
0.08
0.08
0.66
0.25
0.18
1.08
0.72
0.54
0.11
1.45
0.12
0.25
2.46
0.26
0.52
0.66

1.00
6.88
0.98
0.98
3.91
4.88
4.88
0.97
3.86
1.92
5.66
5.62
6.55
4.65
1.86
3.72
7.38
0.92
0.92
7.34
2.75
1.82
9.92
6.28
4.46
0.89
11.55
0.88
1.75
16.54
1.74
3.48
4.34

1.00
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
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c
ʳ
h
l
s
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ph
t
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
b
ʳ
ʳ
ÿ
n
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
th
v

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
y
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
a
ʳ
ʳ
ă
ô
ʳ
u
ѫ
ʳ
ʳ
o
ʳ
ia
ʳ
ʳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
n
c
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
m
i
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
y
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

C1
Y1
H
L
S
I1
N2
C2
PH
T1
A2
M2
I2
AW
OO
B
U2
OW
DD
N1
O3
Y2
IA
TH
V
Hoi
Nang
Nga
Sac
Ngang
Huyen

8
2
7
10
2
12
4
8
5
3
23
2
11
2
15
6
7
4
13
2
2
4
1
6
5
17
29
4
25
24
14

1.09
0.28
1.03
1.57
0.32
1.92
0.65
1.32
0.91
0.55
4.23
0.42
2.43
0.45
3.82
1.55
1.82
1.05
3.51
0.54
0.55
1.23
0.34
2.32
2.17
1.36
3.12
0.44
3.98
4.80
3.56

6.91
1.72
5.97
8.43
1.68
10.08
3.35
6.68
4.09
2.45
18.77
1.58
8.57
1.55
11.18
4.45
5.18
2.95
9.49
1.46
1.45
2.77
0.66
3.68
2.83
15.64
25.88
3.56
21.02
19.20
10.44

0.86
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.75
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.66
0.61
0.57
0.92
0.89
0.89
0.84
0.80
0.75
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4.3. ળീរ
။তᢅ್ڗऱആᦰྒྷ᧭ႛಾኙ՛ᖂԫࠩԿ్ڣኔਜΖڂਢԲڣ
్ᖂسऱإᒔբ൷२ۍ։հۍΔࡉԿ్ڣᖂڶسอૠՂऱ
ܑΙڼڕലױᆏઊྒྷ᧭Εն్ڣऱழၴፖ壄ԺΖ
ຌࡉີ֮ڤ࿏إີ֮ڤᒔऱอૠᑇᖕ։ܑ٨ڇቹ। 15. ။তᢅ್
ิڗຌີ֮ڤऱആᦰإᒔࡉቹ। 16. ။তᢅ್ิڗ࿏ີ֮ڤऱആᦰإ
ᒔΖᇠᑇᖕ᧩قԫ్ڣᖂڇسആᦰຌີ֮ڤழؓ݁ױሒ 93.82%ऱإ
ᒔΔ࿏ٍີ֮ڤሒ 87.68%Ζ࣍طᖂ᧭ྒྷ࠹سழપڤإԵᖂ 4 ଡִ
ΰޢၜ 13 ᆏΕޢᆏ 40 ։αΔאױڼڂᎅᖂسڤإՂመપ 4 ଡִऱ
ඒߛΔլᓵຌڤΕ࿏אױ݁ີ֮ڤሒࠩપګऱആᦰإᒔΖ࣠ڕ٦
ᆖመԫڣऱᖂΔٍܛԲ్ڣழΔঞאױሒࠩല२ۍ։հإۍᒔΖ
კ߄ 15. ຫࠄᛥଭӷಔ೬ԄЎകޑ୦᠐҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders

2nd graders

3rd graders

Total

ࢤܑ Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ᑇၦ ᑑᄷ ່ڍ
male
14
94.34
350.93 23.47 371
female 20
93.45
347.65 51.44 372
Total
34
93.82
349.00 41.75 372
male
20
98.99
368.25
4.78 372
female 11
98.56
366.64
7.61 372
Total
31
98.84
367.68
5.86 372
male
11
97.43
362.45 15.47 372
female 16
99.34
369.56
3.29 372
Total
27
98.57
366.67 10.53 372
male
45
97.16
361.44 16.84 372
female 47
96.65
359.55 34.89 372
Total
92
96.90
360.48 27.45 372

່֟
301
181
181
356
347
347
317
361
317
301
181
181
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კ߄ 16. ຫࠄᛥଭӷಔฯԄЎകޑ୦᠐҅ዴ
్ڣ
1st graders

ࢤܑ Գᑇ ۍ։ֺ% ؓ݁ᑇၦ ᑑᄷ
male
14
87.07
348.29 42.67
female 20
88.10
352.40 95.78
Total
34
87.68
350.71 77.48
male
20
97.64
390.55 13.02
female 11
97.89
391.55 12.71
Total
31
97.73
390.90 12.71
male
11
98.25
393.00
6.05
female 16
98.77
395.06
4.99
Total
27
98.56
394.22
5.43
male
45
94.50
378.00 32.07
female 47
94.02
376.09 65.26
Total
92
94.26
377.02 51.49

2nd graders

3rd graders

Total

່ڍ
393
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

່֟
272
66
66
344
356
344
385
381
381
272
66
66

ءઔߒխऱആᦰྒྷ᧭ႛྒྷᇢᖂسਢܡ౨إᒔആᦰ֮ີΔۖլᓵࠡ
ਢܡᇞ֮ີփ୲Ζឈྥ՛ᖂسৰ୲࣐༉ᖂᄎആᦰᢅ್ߓڗอΔլመ
הଚक़၄ऱആᦰழၴለՕᖂڍسΖቹ। 17 ։ܑ٨్ڣٺנᖂسऱആᦰ
ழၴࠎᦰृەΖຍ࣠᧩ق။তᢅ್ڗऱॣᖂृߩڶജऱழၴ
ࠐആᦰΔהଚऱإᒔ༉אױሒࠩאګՂΖ
კ߄ 17. ᛥଭӷಔӚԃભᏢғޑ୦᠐ਔ໔
్ڣ
1
2
3
Օᖂ

֮ີ
ຌڤ
࿏ڤ
ຌڤ
࿏ڤ
ຌڤ
࿏ڤ
ຌڤ
࿏ڤ

Գᑇ
34
34
31
31
27
27
13
13

ؓ݁ழၴ
(ઞ)
257.59
398.35
47.55
68.16
38.15
52.70
24.61
26.84

ᑑᄷ
(ઞ)
221.04
273.31
11.84
22.06
8.18
15.52
3.04
3.05

່ڍ
(ઞ)
1200
1200
72
125
58
98
30
32

່՛
(ઞ)
55
80
32
39
26
34
17
20
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۟࣍။তᢅ್ڗആᦰऱᙑᎄীኪ֗ࠡᖲঞ։ܑ٨࣍ቹ। 18 ࡉቹ
। 19Ζᇠቹ।խऱอૠ՛ᖂԫࠩԿ్ڣᖂسऱؓ݁ᑇΖᢅ್ڗ
ΰψଃైωαऱຝ։ႛ٨נᙑᎄᖲՕ࣍ 0.1 ऱᙑᎄীኪΔᜢᓳঞ٤ຝ
٨ֺࠎאנለΖֺለቹ। 18Εቹ। 19 אױ࿇Δլᓵڇຌࢨڤ࿏֮ڤ
ີᇙΔ/tr/ࡉ/gi/ਢ່ൄנᙑᎄऱࠟิΖ
კ߄ 18. ೬ԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑ୦᠐ᒱᇤࠠᄊ
CQN
Onset
100

Glide
4

tr
gi

ʳ
ʳ

Nucleus
101

ʳ
ʳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

Coda
66

ʳ
ʳ

Code
(error
type)
TR
GI
Nga
Hoi
Nang
Sac
Huyen
Ngang

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑ
ᎄڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

1
2
4
7
13
21
27
29

0.64
1.59
3.77
6.60
12.57
20.39
26.32
28.48

0.36
0.41
0.23
0.40
0.43
0.61
0.68
0.52

0.360
0.205
0.058
0.057
0.033
0.029
0.025
0.018
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კ߄ 19. ฯԄЎകύᛥଭӷޑ୦᠐ᒱᇤࠠᄊ
CQN
Onset
102

Glide
8

Nucleus
104

Coda
82

gi
tr
ʳ
ʳ
r
ʳ
gh
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

ʳ
ʳ
yê
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ
ᜢᓳ

ʳ
ʳ
ʳ
ch
ʳ
ʳ
ʳ

Code
(error
type)
GI
TR
YE
CH2
R
U1
GH
Hoi
Nga
Ngang
Nang
Huyen
Sac

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

ᑑᄷூ
נڻᑇ

ؓ݁إ
ᒔڻᑇ

ؓ݁ᙑ
ᎄڻᑇ

ᙑᎄ
ᖲ

2
3
1
4
1
3
1
8
4
20
26
24
22

1.57
2.48
0.85
3.52
0.88
2.65
0.89
7.20
3.71
18.93
24.84
22.93
21.04

0.43
0.52
0.15
0.48
0.12
0.35
0.11
0.80
0.29
1.07
1.16
1.07
0.96

0.215
0.173
0.150
0.120
0.120
0.117
0.110
0.100
0.073
0.054
0.045
0.045
0.044
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5. ඕኢ
ءઔߒ٥ܶץᔹᦰᇞΕᦫᐊ֗ആᦰԿጟྒྷ᧭Ιྒྷᇢኙွࠐܶץ
۞ࡉ။তऱ՛ᖂΕՕᖂسΖอૠ࣠᧩قዧࡉิڗ။তᢅ್ิڗ
ڇᔹᦰᇞྒྷ᧭Ղࠀ֜ڶՕฆΔᦫڇ܀ᐊࡉആᦰྒྷ᧭ঞ။তᢅ್
ิڗฃԫᤂΖ
ڼ࣠᧩قΔႚอٱွխऱψዧڗᣄᖂΕᣄᦰωਢ᧩ᦫڇ
ᐊࡉആᦰֱ૿Ζᢅ್ڗΔࢨۼױψଃై֮ڗωΔ່Օऱᚌរਢॣ
ᖂृৰאױݶᖂᄎ༳༽ڗঞΔྥ৵ߠ֮ࠩີ༉ດဲആࠐנΖࠡڻ
ऱᚌរਢᖂृאױլᓵᦫࠩ១ࢨᓤᠧܺᣄऱ༉ດဲᐊՀࠐΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ ܭ2004 ԃȨѠࠄܿޑ٥ୱࣴزԃࡋࣴȩǴԢεᏢܿࠄ٥
܌Ǵ4 Д 22-23 ВǴ٠ว߄ ܭ2004 ԃȨݱ٥ԀᇟقᏢ୯ሞࣴȩǴ11 Д 25-26
ВǴຫࠄݞϣǴ୯ৎεᏢǶȝ
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1. ݈֏
ൕؑקڣװ९ψ್ωືထψፖ൷૩ωऱټᇆٻᄅਙࢌ
ၲ੧৵Δխ֮ଃֱூհञᓵ༉ᆖط᧯ऱཱྀۖֆၲ֏ΔՈګ
ψுωא؆່࠹᧯ᨫؾऱᤜᠲΖឈྥᆖط᧯ऱՕᆥᖄ৵اฒ
ڍᑇवሐڶψଃञᤜωຍٙࠃΔྥۖՕຝ։ऱاฒսྥჶլᚩչᏖ
ਢψዧଃωΕψຏشଃωΔवሐᓵᖏᠨֱञݺڽ܃Ζຍ
ԫֱ૿ਢڂऱլߕ᧯ءլڇଃֱூऱኔᎾփොΔᄎ
ᖄ।૿ऱՑֽᖏΕشܓᖲᄎࠐሒګਙएؾऱΙԫֱ૿Ո᧩ق
ऱඒߛਢאዧڗۯءΔאψᢅ್ڗωऱψଃωءլ࠹ૹ
ီΕᖂீՈൕլඒᖄᖂڕس۶ࠌشΔا࣍۟אฒශྤψଃωऱᄗ
࢚ΕኙञᤜխऱԲጟֱூՈլवࢬճΖ
ຍڻऱञᤜΔፖࠡᎅਢߢᖂऱଃֱூञᤜΔլڕᎅਢอ
᧯៶طᇠࠃٙኙψॺอωऱຫֽਇᄅਙࢌࢬऱਜ਼ࢤႢΖ֮ء
ലאषᄎߢᖂऱߡ৫ኙڼଃञᤜխऱψዧଃωࡉψຏش
ଃω១տΔࠀ༉ᠨֱհრᢝীኪ։࣫Ζ

2. ̦ᆃߏࢰ
ᓫࠩψଃωΔڍԳ᜔ਢڶຍᑌऱᎁवΚᎁዧڗਢψ।რω
֮ڗΕۖ ABC ᢅ್ڗਢψ।ଃω֮ڗΔނψ।რωऱዧشڗψ।ଃω
ऱᢅ್ڗᐊࠐנ༉ਢψଃωΖຍᑌऱᎅऄࠡኔ༉ቝψᒍွω
ᝑࠩຝ։ऱࠃኔΔࠀڶ٤ᒌऱΕך։ԱᇞࠩψଃωऱءᔆΖ༉
խ֮ऱψଃωࠐՀࡳᆠΔψଃωᚨᇠਢਐψଃైω֮֏ڗ
ΰphonemic writingαऱԫጟመ࿓Ζ
Gelbΰ1952α༼נΔՂऱ֮ڗᚨᇠ༉ࠡψ।قଃऱۯऱՕ
՛ωࠐ։ᣊΖڇຍᑌऱᑑᄷՀΔނהՂऱ֮ߓڗอऱଃطۯ
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Օۖ՛։ԿՕᣊΚψဲ-ဲైωΕψଃᆏωΕ֗ψଃైωΖዧڗ
᥆࣍ψဲ-ဲైωຍᣊऱ֮ߓڗอΔֲءψټω᥆ψଃᆏω֮ڗΔ
ۖψ֮ωΕψ۫ఄ֮׃ωঞ᥆ψଃైω֮ڗΖ1ࢬᘯऱψଃω༉ਢ
ਐലխ֮ዧڗऱψဲ-ဲైω֮ߓڗอޏψଃైω֮ڗऱԫጟֱ
ऄΖՈ༉ਢᎅխ֮ऱଃߓอᇙऱψଃωࡉψئଃω։ܑشԫิ
ฤᇆࠐಖᙕ।قΖଃై֮֏ڗऱመ࿓խΔψฤᇆωऱᙇᖗشאױ۩
ऱψᢅ್ڗωࢨ٦ທᄅऱ֮ڗฤᇆΖԫۖߢΔຟאᙇش۩ഏᎾຏ
شऱψᢅ್ڗωଃై֮֏ڗऱ֮ڗฤᇆΖ
ዧڕڗ۶ψଃωΰଃై֮֏ڗαΛאՀ༉אψຏشଃω១
ᜰଡࠏΰאՀֱঁದߠΔᑉլەᐞψᜢᓳωຝ։αΚ




Գ

լ

ਢ

խ

ഏ

Գ

ԆԚ

ԤԞ

Ԓԟ

ԁԤ

ԑ

ԏԤԡ

ԉԤԗ

Ԓԟ

uan -

ren

bu

shih jhung -

guo -

ren

tai

-

խ֮ऱψլωਢطଃΰconsonantα/ԁ/ࡉئଃΰvowelα/Ԥ/ዌګ
ऱΖڼڇΔଃ༉طϘbϙࠐ।قΔئଃ༉طϘuϙ।قΔࢬאᐊګ
ϘbuϙΖխ֮ऱψԳωਢطଃ/r/Εئଃ/e/Ε֗ݠଃ/n/ࢬዌګΔࢬ
אᐊګϘrenϙΖזࠐش।ଃࡉئଃऱฤᇆڂױଃֱூհլڶۖٵ
ࢬฆΖᤝڕΔψຏشଃωਢᙇᖗشϘjhϙז।ϘԏϙΔۖψዧ
ଃωঞᙇᖗشϘzhϙࠐז।Ζ
ຏൄΔᄎࠌشψଃωΰଃై֮֏ڗαऱຟਢԫࠄءլਢࠌش
ψᢅ್ڗωऱഏ୮ΔቝΕխഏΕֲءΕឌഏΖψଃωऱפ౨
ࠡኔլૻࡳ࣍ψխဎاഏωਙࢌࢬႚ֗ԫՕฒࢬאऱψཙዧڗ

1

ᇡาױᔹᓏ֮ထτᇞዌዧڗऱಮ৸υࢨτػᇩڗΔגڄԳ teh  شê ֮

ڗΛυΔhttp://www.twl.ncku.edu.tw/uibun/downloadΖ
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ࣹଃωۖբΔψଃωՈګאױԫጟᗑمऱ֮ߓڗอΖᤝڕΔψՒ
ۘࠡωመװམ֮܄ࢮॳشᐊߓอΔڇψՒۘࠡωঞشޏψ
ଃωऱᢅ್ߓڗ֮ڗอΖψ။তωመװՈམشዧڗሒՏאڣՂΔ1945
אڣ৵ঞᐒዧڗΕشޏڤإᢅ್ψଃω֮ڗΖխဎاഏਙࢌհࢬא
ൎᓳψᢅ್ଃωਢዧڗऱψଃωฤᇆΕԫጟ᎖ܗՠࠠΔਢڂ
խဎاഏਙࢌނψዧڗωီխഏႚอ֮֏ऱွᐛΔٞቹشዧނڗ
ࡉխഏᜤᢀڇԫದΖ

3. Ķ႔ᄬࢰķĶ఼ϡࢰķ̝मள
༉ߢᖂऱߡ৫ࠐΔߒຶψዧଃωࡉψຏشଃωࠟጟֱ
ூऱฆڇୌᇙࡋΛഗءՂࠐᎅΔຍࠟऱฆڇԫࠄψଃైฤ
ᇆऱᙇشωࡉψڗऄऱլٵωΖࠡኔֱࠟூհၴऱฆࠀլՕΔՕ
ી ڶ15% ؐ׳ΰۂΔ2000bαΖፖࠡᎅຍਢࠟլٵऱଃֱூΔլ
ڕᎅψຏشଃωਢψዧଃωऱଥإठΖش࣠ڕਙएऱࠐဲټ
ֺΔ،ଚհၴऱฆլመਢψխဎԳا٥ࡉഏωࡉψխဎاഏڇ
ωऱܑΖ
אՀݺଚ༉אຍࠟጟֱூխऱψᜢئωࠏΔ១ᎅࣔהଚऱ
ฆࢤΖቹ। 1 ։ܑ٨נψԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆωΕψዧଃωΕψຏش
ଃ2ω֗ψഏᎾଃᑑωᇙ।قဎψᜢߓئอωऱٺጟฤᇆΖ
ቹ। 1 խऱψഏᎾଃᑑωਢਐ٤ऱߢᖂ୮ຟشࠌڇऱԫጟ
ᑑଃߓอΖᅝॣߢᖂ୮ቤנψഏᎾଃᑑωऱؾऱΔ༉ਢუڶԫ
אױᑑಖ٤ऱߢΕԾאױψ٤ߨຘຘωຟٵشᑌᑑᄷऱ
ᑑଃߓอΖ࣠ڕ༉ඒߛຝࢬጠऱΔψଃωਢ܂᎖ܗՠࠠΕش

2

ຏشଃظڶΰ אp ।قԁαΕԬΰ אb ।قԁαԲڤΖຍᇙࢬشऱਢ᧯ྡྷរ

ࢬᓫऱԬڤΖ
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ࠐཙዧڗψࣹଃωۖբΔ۶ඒߛຝլࠌشటإፖ൷૩ऱ
ψഏᎾଃᑑωΔথشԫጟڶխഏԳشࠌڇऱψዧଃωΛ
طቹ। 1 ױנψዧଃωࡉψຏشଃωऱᜢئฤᇆ່Օऱ
ܑ༉ڇԌΕԍΕԎΕԏຍଡΔᣤᎅঞڶԍΕԎΕԏԿଡΖۖ
ຍԿଡࠡኔړإਢψዧଃω່ԳࢬᇮఐऱֱچΖ3 ᤝڕΔ࡛ࢡऱ
ψ࡛ωڇዧଃᇙګϘqiϙΖ
კ߄ 1. ӚԄॣБਢϐᖂ҆ჹྣ߄
ԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆʳ
ΰԾጠψഏࣹଃฤᇆรԫڤωαʳ
ԁʳ
Ԃʳ
ԃʳ
Ԅʳ
ԅʳ
Ԇʳ
ԇʳ
Ԉʳ
ԉʳ
Ԋʳ
ԋʳ
Ԍʳ
ԍʳ
Ԏʳ
ԏʳ
Ԑʳ
ԑʳ
Ԓʳ
ԓ
Ԕʳ
ԕʳ

3

ᔹۂΰ2000aαΖ

ዧଃ

ຏشଃ

ഏᎾଃᑑ

bʳ
pʳ
mʳ
fʳ
d
t
n
l
g
k
h
j
q
x
zh
ch
sh
r
z
c
s

bʳ
pʳ
mʳ
fʳ
d
t
n
l
g
k
h
ji
ci
si
jh
ch
sh
r
z
c
s

pʳ
phʳ
mʳ
fʳ
th
th
n
l
k
kh
h
̇Û
VÛJʳ
Ûʳ
Vʳ
VJʳ


VU
VUJ
U
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ዧଃࡉຏشଃڇᜢئฤᇆऱᙇشՂհࢬאᄎߠࣴڶΔ
ਢᄭ࣍ߢᖂՂኙᇠߢհଃᣉߓอڶլٵऱ։࣫ߠᇞΖ១ࠐᎅΔ
༉ਢኙဎऱ /ԌԍԎ/Ε/ԏԐԑ/Ε/ԓԔԕ/ ຍԿิᜢڶئլٵऱߠ
ᇞΔۖڂᐙֱ֮ࠩڗூऱࠫࡳΖ
კ߄ 2. Ȩॣᜩϕံȩـݔϐჹྣ߄Ƕ
ԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆ
Ԍ
ԍ
Ԏ
ԏ
Ԑ
ԑ
ԓ
Ԕ
ԕ

ዧଃ
j
q
x
zh
ch
sh
z
c
s

ຏشଃ
ji
ci
si
jh
ch
sh
z
c
s

ൕቹ। 2 אױנΔψዧଃωࡉψຏشଃω݁ א/ԓԔԕ/ ຍ
ิᜢئഗᄷΔ ش/z c s / ։ܑࠐז।ຍิᇙ૿ऱԿଡଃΖྥۖΔ
ᤉ /ԓԔԕ/ հ৵ᇠᚌ٣ᙇ ش/ԌԍԎ/ ࢨ /ԏԐԑ/ Δঞᠨֱڶլٵऱ
ऄΖψዧଃωᙇᖗආ ش/ԏԐԑ/ ࡉ /ԓԔԕ/ ࠟิᚌ٣ჸΔໍՀ
ऱฤᇆ٦ఎ /ԌԍԎ/ΖࢬאΔڇዧଃऱૠխΔ ش/ԓԔԕ/ ฤ
ᇆףՂ /h/ ࠐז। /ԏԐԑ/ ΰ ܛ/zh ch sh/αΔྥ৵Δ٦شࠌآࡸނऱᢅ
್ ئڗ/j q x/ ։ /ԌԍԎ/ΖψຏشଃωऱऄΔঞਢٵழଫ
 /ԌԍԎ/ ࡉ /ԏԐԑ/ ኙ /ԓԔԕ/ ჸࠌشΖՈ༉ਢ ش/j / ࠷ ז/z/Δ
ྥ৵ א/j c s / ഗᄷΔ։ܑףՂ /h / ګ /ԏԐԑ/ ΰ ܛ/jh ch sh/αΔף
Ղ /i/ ګ /ԌԍԎ/ ΰ ܛ/ji ci si/αΖ
אՂࢬᓫऱฆΔਢאᜢئฤᇆࠏᨃՕ୮Աᇞψዧଃωࡉ
ψຏشଃωऱฤᇆฆٵΖೈڼհ؆ΔᅝྥᝫהࠡڶԫࠄฆរΔᤝ
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 ڕ/ԥ/ ऱംᠲΖլመΔڂᒧ༏ࢬૻΔ༉լ٦ᇡาಘᓵΖ
ڶԳᎅΔψዧଃωז।ψխഏଃߓอωΔψຏشଃωז
।ψءՒଃߓอωΔࠀᎁආشψຏشଃω৵༉شאױᇠ
ߓอࠐᐊࠡהءՒߢΔ壆ڕড়ΕΖຍᑌऱᎅऄࡉᎁ
वࠡኔլݙ٤إᒔΔڂຍ௫ࠩڕ۶ࡳᆠψءՒωΔ֗ဎጩլጩ
ऱψءՒωߢऱംᠲΖ༉ጩဎՈီױءՒߢऱԫ
ጟΔψຏشଃωഗءՂսਢאψဎωΰMandarin Chineseαۯء
ࢬࠫࡳࠐנΕࣚ೭ဎऱଃֱூΔຍଡֱூսྥᥔ੪ࠩࠡءהՒ
ߢऱᏁΖᤝڕᎅΔऱଃᣉߓอᇙڶψ堚ଃωΕψᖼଃωࡉψಬ
ଃωհ։ܑΔྥۖဎऱଃᣉߓอᇙࠀڶψᖼଃωΖࢬאψዧ
ଃωࡉψຏشଃωڇૠழ༉լەᐞψ堚ଃωΕψᖼଃωࡉ
ψಬଃω։հૹࢤΔ࣍۟אᇙ૿ຍԿิᜢئऱψଃైωฤ
ᇆԫክࢤᄎ࠹ࠩధᡏΰຏشଃֺዧଃࠄړαΖ
ᄎڶຍᑌऱွΔਢڂޢଡߢຟࠡڶଃՂऱۥΔڇ
ֱ֮ڗூऱૠՂৰᣄψଫੑᘟωΖຍ༉ٵڕᙇ߫ԫᑌΔ
լٵᐗΕլڤཱིٵऱ߫ڶլٵऱۥΖ߫ृᚨᅝ٣٨۞נա߫
ऱᚌ٣ႉݧਢչᏖΔਢᏝঁࡵΕழᏐΕၒݶΕઊईΕᝫਢڜ
٤ᚌ٣ەၦΖψഏᎾଃᑑωհࢬא౨ᑑ٤ऱߢΔࠡኔՈਢᥔ
੪Աଃᑑߓอψ១ᑥࢤωࢬངࠐऱΖᤝڕΔቹ। 1 փऱഏᎾଃᑑฤᇆ
ֺ݁ψዧଃωࡉψຏشଃωࠐᓤᠧࠄΖ

4. ࢰۋᛉ̝ώኳ
ૹᄅઔᚵԫխ֮ଃߓอࠀլਢຫֽਇᄅਙࢌଈၲ٣ࠏΔڇڰ
ഏ᤻اழཚഏ᤻ا༉բᆖᙰڇԱΖխ֮ऱᢅ್ଃֱூ۞堚ܛأ
ຬຬᥛᥛڶԳ༼ூࠀࠌشΔᤝڕψݔጆڤωΕψળᕙڤωΕψഏ
ᢅ್ڤڗωΖֱ࣍طூ֜ڍΔ֭ࠡڶ۞ٺࠌृشΔψխဎاഏω
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ਙࢌڰ۔༉უૹᄅᚵࡳԫ٤ഏᔞشऱխ֮ଃֱூΖᤝ ڇڕ1986 ڣ
༉ૹᄅֆشࠌܫᄅଥૡऱψഏࣹଃฤᇆรԲڤ4ωΖΰᅝழᦫᎅ್
ኙڼଃֱூڶრߠΜα࣍طψഏࣹଃฤᇆรԲڤωࠀ࠹ڶ
ࠩᐖऑ֭ፖࠌشΔ࣍ਢഏڇ᤻اᝫᅝਙऱ߷່৵༓ڣԾૹᄅ״ၲᄎ
ᤜઔᚵΖᤝڕΔ1999  ڣ4 ִඒߛຝ༉མᜰᙄ٤ഏଃᄎᤜΔ༉ڶ
ֱூψݔጆڤωΕψࣹଃԲڤωΕψዧଃωΕ֗ψຏش
ଃω༼נಘᓵΖ
ຍڻଃञᤜᄎګฒࢬᨫؾऱྡྷរΔૉլਢڂاၞ᤻ऱຫֽ
ਇ༳ᄅਙࢌΔ್ࡉࠡ᧯ՈլᄎڼڕאՕऱ೯܂ኙࠡ୶ၲޅ
ܒΖ༉ଃֱூऱᙇᖗࠐᎅΔፖࠡᎅࠌشψዧଃω༉౨ഏᎾ֏Ε
ψፖ൷૩ωΔլڕᎅթ౨խഏ֏Εψፖխഏ൷૩ωΖۖຍՈթਢ
߷್אޅଈऱอ᧯ΔኙᄅਙࢌႢࢬటإუሒࠩऱਙए
ؾऱΖ
್אଈऱຍޅԳԫऴൎᓳխ֮ଃᚨᅝψەᐞഏᎾႨΔ
ፖ൷૩ωΔྥۖΔהଚࠥۿრݱಖԱڇ٤ऱဎࠌृشຟ
࣍ࠌشխဎԳا٥ࡉഏࠫࡳऱψዧଃωհழΔ۩ऱඒߛ
᧯ࠫᝫڇൎ૰ᖂ࿙ࠌشመழऱψԁԂԃࣹଃฤᇆωΖᨃຍጟ٤
ڶشࠌڇऱψԁԂԃωᤉᥛڇژΔಡլګഏᎾూᇩΕፖഏᎾ
ႨઌሔΛڼ؆ΔնԼזڣխဎԳا٥ࡉഏ࣍ᦹڶዧڗऱᡓᠧΕྤய
ۖၞ۩֮ޏڗΔ່৵ެᤜشޏ۩ऱψ១᧯ዧڗωΖઌݮհՀΔ
ऱඒߛࠫ৫ᝫشڇψ᧯ዧڗωࠐψેωΕψ᧯ፆωᖂسΖኙ
ڼΔ್࣍ီྤۿᐖՕऱΕխഏऱዧृشࠌڗբشޏψ១᧯ڗω
հࠃኔΔথאስऱֱچᆠ৸უഒڇࠌشψ᧯ڗωΖ್

4

ഏࣹଃฤᇆรԲڤਢאᢅ್ڗฤᇆֱூΔ֊֎ፖഏࣹଃฤᇆรԫڤΰאԁ

ԂԃฤᇆαΖ
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ຍᑌऱഒΔፖխഏઌຏஎࢢຟڶംᠲΔሚᓵፖ൷૩Μ
್ԫऴൎᓳႉᚨψഏᎾႨωΔߒຶڇऱ֮ڗႨਢ৻
ᑌࡋΛࢨݺଚאױᔣ२ഏ୮ऱዧشࠌڗൣݮΔࠐ܂ݺଚޏ
ऱەΖڇ။তΔψዧڗωբݙ٤ᢅ್ז࠷ڗΙקڇឌΔݙ٤լش
ዧڗΙڇতឌΔ՛ᖂඒψᘦ֮ωΰᣊۿԁԂԃऱឌഏ֮ڗαΔഏխ
խٺඒ 900 ዧڗΖءֲڇΔᖂீՕપඒ 2,000 ڗΔषᄎՂຏ۩ࠌش
Օપ 3,000 ڗΖઌݮհՀΔऱᖂسΔڇ՛ᖂၸՕપᖂ 2,600
ڗΖ৵ᙟထ֮ߢ֮ऱᏺףΔᝫᖂڍޓᜱᛔᣄᚩऱዧڗΖᖕ Hannas
ΰ1997αऱอૠΔݺڇଚᅝվषᄎՂຏ۩ࠌشऱዧڗપ ڶ7,000 ڗΖຍ
7,000 ڗᝫਢൄشऱዧڗΔش֟הࠡܶץ࣠ڕऱڗΰᤝڕছ۩ਙೃ೫
ೃ९ཾᙔԊԤԟऱψ㴢ωαΔᑇၦױሒψൈዺࠢڗωᇙᙰऱ 47,035
ڗΖᇢუΔݺଚ֟ڍڶऱԳױسक़၄ڇહຍࠄధ౻ហᇙऱ֮ڗᗤ
ჇΛຍՈᣄࢡڶঋᎅΚψዧڗᦰᄎ batΰᚩαΔᏯᧃ༉ڽؚ
ωΖ

5. ඕኢ
ؑקڻڼڇፖխ؇ਙࢌհၴऱխ֮ଃञᤜΔ᧯ऱྡྷរຟނ
،࣋ڇଃֱூऱᙇᖗՂ૿ΖړቝᙇኙԱଃΔݺଚऱԳس༉ਢۥ
ऱΔᙇᙑԱֱூԳس༉᧢چጂऱ႕ᄆΖࠃኔՂΔᅝছࢬᏁ
ऱਢຏᒌࢤऱ֮ඒߛޏΔۖլਢ࣍ڇଃֱூऱᙇᖗΖଃֱ
ூհञᤜਢડ᧩נᅝছ֮ඒߛऱംᠲऱ٧՞հԫߡΖ֮ඒ
ߛऱլ࣍ڇଃֱூΔۖ࣍ڇመ࣍ިૹऱΕڶயऱዧڗᖂ
መ࿓Ζ່৵ΔࡅڼڇᩃΚᏁಾኙڶऱዧڗඒߛၞ۩٤૿ऱ
ޏΖഄפګڶऱΕזऱ֮ඒߛΔթ౨ႉᚨഏᎾᑪੌΕፖ
൷૩Μ
ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 2001 ԃȠѠᏢғȡಃ 23 යǴ। 20-24ȝ
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Gelb, I. J. 1952. A Study of Writing. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
Hannas, William. 1997. Asia's Orthographic Dilemma. Hawaii: Univ. of Hawaii Press.
֮ۂᅜ  ੈ܄܇ᢅፌᙘ ്ᖂᝐ 2000aτᓵଃΚഏᎾࢤፖؓࢤ᧯ᘝ
ᨠរυΔዧڗଃߓอઔಘᄎΖ
֮ۂᅜ ႓ᒤ 2000bτຏشଃ࣍ܓፖ൷૩υΔֆᓵ 10 ִ 19
ֲΔNo. 1856Ζ
ੋ൫ո 1999τ༚ݔጆڤխ֮ଃ৬ᤜூυΔ4 ִ 6 ֲΔඒߛຝψխ֮
ଃࣹ֗ଃฤᇆژᐒംᠲᄎᤜωΖ
ᓏ֮ 2001τػᇩڗΔגڄԳ teh  شê ֮ڗΛѧѧඒᄎػᇩ ڗê षᄎ
ߢᖂ։࣫υΔπଅढρΔร 51 ࠴ร 4 ཚΔ 15-52Ζ
ᔤߜ ്ᖂᝐ 2000τಾኙ֮ᖂᏁࡉئࢤေဎଃ
ຏࢤشυΔዧڗଃߓอઔಘᄎΖ
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1. ݈֏
။তམ࠹խഏऱऴ൷อएሒՏڣհՆΰֆցছ 111-ֆց 939αΔ࿑
৵ឈๅᠦխഏऱऴ൷อएۖᗑم৬ഏΔথսፖխഏፂԫࡳऱᢋ᥆ᣂ
এΔऴࠩ 1945 ࣔݳڣؒ။তᗑم৵Δթڤإቤ堚ፖխഏऱᣂএΖ
ڇխഏอएऱཚၴΔዧڗආشڤإऱࡴֱ֮ڗΖ࿑৵ऱᢋ᥆
ഏཚၴاၴ࿇୶اנග֮ڗψڗڗωΙ16 ધأՈᆖ۫طᑛႚඒՓႚ
Եᢅ್ࠐڗᐊ။তΖឈྥຍԲጟ֮ڗৰڰ༉נΔዧڇڗᅝழս
။তࡴֱီഄԫإอऱ૿Ζ19 ધ৵תཚ۟ 20 ધՂתΔ
။তऄഏऱཷچاΖڇऄഏཷاอएழཚΔऄ࠷זዧ֮Ε။ত
ۖګ။তऱࡴֱߢΖ1945 ࣔݳڣؒ။তᗑمګࠀمψ။ত
ا٥ࡉഏω৵Δࠀהᙟܛؒආش။তࡉ။তᢅ್ڗࡴֱߢ
ऱਙΖ۞ڼΔ။তࡉ။তᢅ್ז࠷ڗऄΕዧګۖڗᅝվ။ত
ഄԫऱՑࡉᐊᑑᄷΖ
˄

ឈྥՈ ڇ17 ધॣᆖط๛ᥞႚඒՓႚԵᢅ್ڗΔ ࠌᢅ್ڗ
ګᖵՂรԫଡݙᖞԾߓڶอऱᐊ֮ڗΔྥۖᙟዧฝاᔢԵ
ऱዧڗথ৵ࠐࡺՂΔګᅝվषᄎऱᐊ֮ڗհੌΖ
ءᓵ֮א။তߢ֮ڗዝ᧢հࠏࠐ൶ಘߢࠌشΕၸ్Εፖاග
ᆠհၴऱᣂএΔࠀ։࣫۶א။ত౨چפګൕዧڗ᠏᧢ᢅ್ڗΖ။
তհࢬא౨༚ࠌش။তΕࢹඵዧࠀڗආشᢅ್ڗΔࠀॺਢݳ
ࣔଡԳᗑဪΕൎࠫං۩။ਙڼԫైڂΔۖਢࠡڶΕড়ᨠऱයٙ
թ౨ሒګΖ֮ءਐנ။তᢅ್ڶפګ֏ڗփࡉڇ؆ڇԲՕైڂΚփڇ
ܶץైڂψࠠᦰᐊ౨Ժωࡉψ֘৬षᄎωऱᏁޣΙ؆ץైڂڇਔ
ψװխഏ֏ω֗ψ֘০ഏᆠωऱഏᎾᑪੌΖ

1

ڶᣂᢅ್ڇڗऱ࿇୶Δᓮᔹ Chiungΰ2001cα
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2. ႔ф̼̝͛።Ϋࡦഀ
ࢬᘯऱψዧ֏֮ڗഎωΔ2ਢਐམᆖࢨᝫشࠌڇዧڗऱഏ୮Δ壆ڕ
။তΕឌഏΕֲءΕࡉխഏΖڇຍփΔխഏམފዝ୬ऱ
ߡۥΔڇਙएΕ֮֏Ղኙࠡהഏ୮֭ࠠऱᐙΖ
ֆցছ 111 ڣΔխഏല။তԵऴ൷อएΔऴࠩ 10 ધ။তթๅ
ᠦխഏۖᗑمΖֆցছ 108 ڣխഏࣚײཛធΔمψᑗωΕψట
྾ωΕψᜯ֢ωࡉψخဟωಷΙऴࠩ 4 ધΔψᣝωԳ۾ސ
ψᑗωಷΔཛធթๅᠦխഏऱอएΖֲءൕ٣ழࡉڶܛזխഏ൷
ᤛऱધᙕΔዧࣳ০ޓམᔅֲءψዧࡡ؉ഏ׆ω८ٱΙឈྥֲ࠹آءխ
ഏऴ൷อएΔ܀ਢڇዧཛࡉାཛฐऱᐙԺՀΔխഏՈ᧢ءֲګᖂ
ᑓُऱኙွΖ
ዧ֏֮ڗഎऱഏ୮ೈԱਙएՂ࠹խഏ֭؆Δԫଡ٥ٵۥ༉
ਢଗشψዧڗωΕ֧ၞψᕢ୮৸უωࡉψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΖהଚڇଗشዧ
ڗ৵Δ݁࿇ᤚዧྤڗऄݙᖞ।ሒהଚऱߢΙ࣍ਢشܓዧڗψಝ
ᦰωΕψଃᦰωࢨທᄅዧࠐڗᚨבຍଡംᠲΔ۟৵ࠐޓኬኬ࿇୶נ
ᄅऱ֮ߓڗอΔᤝڕ။তऱψڗڗωΰChu NomαΕឌഏऱψᘦ֮ω
ΰHangulαΕࡉֲءऱψټωΰKanaαΖឈྥהଚऱԳڶا࿇୶נ
۞աऱ֮ߓڗอΔྥۖຍࠄᄅ֮ڇڗഏփΰءՒ৬ཛݪαࡉഏ؆
ΰխഏ০αհᠨૹᚘ૰ՀΔ݁ྤऄࡉإอऱዧڗઌኙݼΖڂਢڇ
Օխഏऱਙए֮֏ਮዌՀΔٺഏऱ৬׆ཛլլ൷࠹ዧࠡࡉڗ
Εնᆖࠀࠢײലհ٨Եઝᜰࠫ৫ΖՆۖՆհΔ߷ࠄ壄ຏዧڗΕઝ
ᜰߪנऱ৬ࡴቛፂߪءऱਝܓ墿ΔՈ༉ॵࡉዧڗऱإอچ
ۯΔࠀشܓ৬ཛݪऱԺၦࠐᚘࠫഏփऱॺዧڗ࿇୶ΖᤝڕΔឌഏ

2

ᇡาᓮᔹᓏ֮ΰ1997αΖ
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ψޕཛωऱႃᔃᄥ೫༼ᖂψാᆄߺωΰChoe Mal-liα࣍ 1444 ڣՂงޕཛ
ψࡲωΔ֘ኙං۩ᘦ֮ΖהᎅΚ
ךරԾےаٰ! Կ၈٣ε! ᒥ !ڋϞӕЎӕॉϐ
ਔ! ബբᒆЎ! Ԗ၀ᢀ᠋! ៴ГᒆЎ! ࣣҁђӷߚཥӷΨ!
߾ӷᗨ८ђϐጆЎ! Ҕॣӝӷᅰϸܭђ! ჴค܌Ᏽ! ऩ
ࢬύ୯! ܈Ԗߚଁ !ޣόԖཎܭ٣εኀǾԾђΐԀϐ
ϣ! ॥βᗨ౦! ҂ԖӢБقԶձࣁЎӷ !ޣᗨᆾђՋহζ
ВҁՋᑳϐᜪ! ӚԖځӷ! ࢂࣣӮإ٣Ըคىၰ !ޣ
ГҔኁᡂӮ! ҂ᆪᡂܭӮޣΨ! ᐕжύ୯ࣣаך୯ᆆηᒪ
॥! Ўނᘶ㕙! Кᔕύ! ϞձբᒆЎ! ௭ύ୯ԾӕܭӮ
܌ࢂ !إᒏకӝϐ३ԶڗጶϐΤΨ! ଁߚЎܴϐεಕ
ࠌǾȐLee, 1957:4ȑ
༉ߢ֮ڗᖂயऱߡ৫ࠐᎅΔዧڗլ܀ᓤᠧΕᣄᖂΔ3 ۖ߷
ࠄشψ֮ߢ֮ωᐊऱࠢײᆖޓਢᣄᚩΙ࣍ਢທࠢײګᆖऱψᇞ
ᤩᦞω༳༽ڇ壄ຏዧڗऱ֮Գ֫ᇙΖઌݮհՀΔߧؚᆬऱՠልၸ్ؓ
ൄ࣍ڦౙ܂Ε೯ऱழၴຟլജԱΔୌڶழၴψԼڣ༃࿗ωેᦰዧڗ
ࡉᆖࠢΖ࣍ਢዧ֏֮ڗഎڇ९ཚࠌشዧڗऱൣउՀΔດዬګݮψ༳༽
ዧڗऱ֮Գอएၸ్ωࡉψլᚩዧڗऱอएၸ్ωऱኙمΖຍጟၸ
్ኙمऱൣݮΔԫऴࠩ 19 ધاཷ֘أΕ֘০ഏᆠऱاගᆠດዬ
ᘋದ৵թၲࡨڶ᠏᧢Ζ
߷ࠄᐖՕऱ೯ၸ్ધᙕ۞աऱֲൄسߢΔۖ࿇୶נψڗڗ
ωΕψᘦ֮ωࡉψټωΔࠀاڇၴੌႚࠌشΖຍࠄ֮ڗឈڇՕխ
ഏऱਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌՀլ࠹ૹီΔྥۖ ڇ20 ધਙएΕ֮֏ΕᏝଖᨠ
᧢ޏ৵Δشຍࠄ֮ڗᐊऱ܂থࠩ৵Գ्ࡳΖᤝڕΔڗڗऱπ८ճ
ႚρΕᘦ֮ऱπާ堚ႚρ֗ټऱπᄭּढρΖ

3

ڶᣂዧڗऱംᠲΔױᔹ DeFrancisΰ1990; 1996αࢨᓏ֮ΰ2001αΖ
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3. ̝ݑγֽڼᄃϔϲྻજ
ࡨڇࠓܟքഏΕอԫխհ৵ΔהԾᤉᥛٕנψᚢ
তωΔ4ࠀ࣍ֆցছ 214 ڣଫࠓᚢতچΖ০ഏ࣍ֆցছ 207 ڣഽᑭ
৵ΔছലᏆψ᎓۲ω၍ᖲ۾ᏆᚢতΔ࣍ֆցছ 204 ڣ৬مψত။
ഏωࠀࡳຟ࣍ψ྾જω5ΰ്ዊ॑Ε႓⒙ີΔ1995:56-68αΖֆցছ 111 ڣ
խഏዧཛऱዧࣳ০נᥑᄰψত။ഏωΔࠀچࠡڇψٌຉຝωΔ։
ಷΖࠡխԿಷψٌຉωΕψటωࡉψֲতωઌᅝ࣍վψ။
তωհקຝࡉխקຝچΖൕ߷ழದΔ။তรԫڤإڻԵխഏऱ
ठቹΙۖڇ။তՈലڼᖵጠรԫקڻ᥆ழཚΰຫૹ८Δ
1992:28αΖ6
ֆց 939 ڣΔ။তشܓାཛڣأՕ႖հழๅᠦխഏऱऴ൷อएۖ
ᗑمΙឈྥਢᗑمΔ܀ਢ။তսؘႊࡳཚٻխഏཛಥࠀࢭᎁխഏऱ
ψࡲഏωۯچΙຍᢋ᥆ᣂএԫऴࠩ 19 ધ৵תऄഏॿฃ။তΔթ
طऄഏ࠷זխഏऱࡲഏۯچΖΰSarDesai, 1992:19α
ڇ။তᗑمΕ܀ጠ࣍խഏऱཚၴΔ။তՈࡉխഏԫᑌ৬مದ
৬ऱषᄎࠫ৫Ζܑޕڇཛΰֆց 1010-1225αࡉຫཛΰ1225-1428αழ
ཚΔ။তൕխഏ֧ၞڤٺਙएΕ֮ढࠫ৫Δܑਢψઝᜰࠫ৫ωࡉ
ψᕢ୮৸უωࠐࡳཛזऱ৬ഗ៕ΖངԫᇩᎅΔឈྥ။তլ٦࠹
խ ഏ ऱ ऴ ൷ อ ए Δ  ܀ਢ խ ഏ ኙ ။ ত ս  ڶᄕ Օ ऱ ᐙ  Ζ ΰ SarDesai,
1992:21αຍՈਢչᏖ။তբਚ२זऱᖵᖂृຫૹ८ΰTran Trong

4

Օીઌᅝ࣍ᅝվխഏऱᐖࣟΕᐖ۫Ε௧তΕࡉ။তקຝΖ

5

վֲխഏհᐖࣟઊᐖؑڠΖ

6

ψקωਐઌኙ။তΔֱק࣍ۯऱխഏΖ
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Kim, 1882-1953αהڇऱټထπ။তຏρ ᇙტቮچᎅΚʳ
ǾόᆅεΓλ࠸ǴፔѐᏢѝᏢύ୯ᐕўǴԶόᏢҁ୯
ўǶ၃፟ЎകΨाڂڗΪύ୯Ǵჹҁ୯ϐ٣߾ࢂѝӷό
ගǶ୯Γעҁ୯ᐕў࣮ԋ༾όىၰǴፕࣁޕϐคҔǶ೭Ψ
ࢂҗΪԾђаٰԾρؒԖ୯ЎǴಖғѝॷշΪдΓޑᇟ
قǵдΓޑЎӷԶᏢǴϙሶ٣ڙΓৎགϯǴԶԾيค
ҺՖՅǴԋႽ߫ᇟ܌ᇥȨ༮္൜ѦȩٗޑᅿݩރǾ
Ȑഋख़ߎǴ1992:1-2ȑ
ֆց 1858 ڣΔऄഏشܓႚඒՓ࠹૰୭៶Ցۖٻ။তנΖ။ত
זأཛݪψཛωլᑅऄ૨Δۖ࣍ 1862 ໊ڣᨃতຝψቯࡳωΕψᢰ
ࡉωΕࡉψࡳ壁ωԿઊऄഏࡉޣאΖᅝྥऄഏࠀլڼאየߩΔ࿑
৵ࠀຬᥛॿٺהࠡ۾ઊΔึ࣍ ڇ1885 ݙڣ٤ࣚ။তΖ။তᔡ࠹ऄഏ
ᚰհழٍམٻխഏޣགΔྥᅝழհխഏբఐԵፏߖΔࢬছࠐᚨ
ᖏհ૨ၷࠀྤऄڶԺሗַऄ૨հॿฃΖ່৵խऄᠨֱ࣍ 1885 ڣࡳ࠰
ᤜೖᖏऱψ੍֚යપωΖڇයપխΔխഏ࣋ڤإඵኙ။তհࡲഏچ
ۯΔࠀࢭᎁ။তطޏऄഏঅᥨΰຫૹ८Δ1992:406αΖൕڼ။ত࠹ऄഏ
ऱऴ൷อएΔऴࠩ 1945 شܓࣔݳڣԲڻՕᖏଶޔհഏᎾݝႨؒ
။তᗑمΔࠀمګψ။তا٥ࡉഏωհ৵ΔൣႨթၲࡨ᧢ޏΖ
ࣔݳڇؒ။তᗑمհ৵Δऄഏ֗ٺഏਙࢌࠀ್آՂࢭᎁ။ত
ا٥ࡉഏհٽऄࢤΔऄഏ۟ದᚘᗑمሎ೯ृΖޣ৬ഏΔ။
তԳاՈᘋದ 10 ڣऱݼऄᗑمᖏञΔऴࠩ 1954 ڣऱֲփ࠰رᤜ
ΰGeneva Accordsαթᒔم။তᗑمऱٽऄࢤΙྥۖڇᑛΕભΕᤕᜤ֗
խഏऱտԵՀΔ။তᙟܛԫ։ԲΔՈ༉ਢݺଚࢬᎁवऱψত။ω
ࡉψק။ωΖতק։ါհ૿ݝᥛࠩ 1975 ڣΔᅝભ૨ൕ။তಯত
။ଈຟψ۫ಥωະ࣍။٥֫ᇙΔթط။ত٥ข᤻ԫอতקΖতק။
7

֮ټ Viet Nam Su Luocΰ။তฃαΔխ֮ठټጠπ။তຏρΖ
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࣍ 1976 ࠓٽڤإڣΔޏഏᇆψ။তषᄎᆠ٥ࡉഏωΔࡳຟ࣍ψࣾ
փωΙڼอԫ૿ݝԫऴፂࠩվսլ᧢Ζ

4. ̝͛ݑф็ᄃតࢭ
။তԫڍගᆢΕڍߢऱഏ୮Ζ။ত ڇ1998 ڣऱԳՑ᜔ᑇԮ
ՏԮۍᆄΖΰGrimes, 2000αᖕ။তࡴֱڤإอૠፖᎁױΔ။ত٥ڶ
54 ଡاගΔࠡխऱψࠇගωપ ۾87% ऱ။তԳՑΖΰॵᙕαࠇගࢬࠌ
شऱߢ༉ਢݺଚԫࢬᝑऱ။তΖ။তቼփऱߢጟᣊፖᑇၦΔ
ঞڂᖂृհ։ᣊۖฆΙᖕ Ethnologue ऱอૠΔ။ত ڶ93 ጟߢΖ
ΰGrimes, 2000α
။তऱႚอᐊߓอਢאዧڗᐊऱ֮ߢ֮إอۯچΖհ৵ا
ၴឈڶψڗڗωΰChu NomαנΔآ݁܀౨פګਗᖏࠀ࠷זዧڗऱ
ۯچΖ
ዧڇڗ။তऱࠌشՕપၲࡨ࣍᎓۲ऱψত။ഏωழཚΰNguyen,
1999:2αΖڇխഏऴ൷อएऱழཚՈԫऴشዧڗᐊߓอΖڇࠌܛ
10 ધ။তᗑم৵Δ࣍ط။ত৬ཛݪՕԺංᐖψᕢᖂω8ΰNho hocα
ፖ৬مψઝᜰࠫ৫ωΔ9ࠌዧڗऱإอ ڇۯچ20 ધছ߂լױధΖ
ዧڇڗ။তՈψڗᕢωΰChu NhoαΔ10რ৸ਢᕢ୮ࢬشऱ֮ڗΖ
ԫࠐᎅΔዧ۩࣍شڗਙΕඒߛΰઝᜰαΕᖂထ૪Εࡉ֮ࠢײᖂհ
໌܂ΖΰNguyen, 1999:3-4α
။তڇଗشዧڗ৵Δ࿇ᤚዧྤڗऄݙᖞ।ሒ။তऱֲൄشΔ࣍
8

ᤝڕΔ။তޕཛ࣍ 1075 ڣᘋ৬ψ֮ᐔωΰVan Mieuαഛ塄ᕢᖂԳթհࡴֱ

ᖲዌΖ֮ᐔؾ࣍ۯছࣾփؑψഏωሁΰQuoc Tu GiamαΖ
9

။তऱઝᜰࠫ৫ԫऴᥛࠩ 1918 ڣթݙ٤ᐒַΖ

10

။তऱዌဲऄፖዧᣌଙΔࢬאψᕢڗωڇ။তᇙᐊګψڗᕢωΖ֮ءආ

။ክ֧ش။তറဲټڶΖ
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ਢاၴኬኬ࿇୶ࠠנ။তۥऱڗڗΖࢬᘯऱψڗڗωਢਐতֱΰઌ
ኙ࣍խഏαऱ֮ڗऱრ৸Ιڂᑑᄷ֏Δ،Ոאױᐊ܂ψڗ᩶ω
ࢨψڗ ڗڗতωΖᖕංྒྷΔڗڗՕᄗਢൕ 10 ધ။তๅᠦխഏऱऴ൷อ
ए৵Δթၲࡨ࿇୶ࠐנΖΰDeFrancis, 1977:21αڰཚऱڗڗ܂ዧ
 ڗऱ ᎖  ܗՠ ࠠ Δ  ڇ شಖ ᙕ  ټ چΕ Գ  ֱ چ ֗ ټ ข  Ζ ΰ Nguyen,
1999:2αีڇᗨᑇشࠌڣۍऱᆖ᧭৵Δ ڇ13 ધթڶԫࠄڗڗऱ֮ᖂ܂
נΔ11ۖ࣍ 16 ۟ 18 ધሒࠩᑪΖ12ڗڗऱࠌृشՕીؓاΕᆵ
ᕗ֮ԳΕቖইΕ֗֟ᑇࠠൎ௺اගრᢝऱ壄ΖᄗਔࠐᎅΔڗڗ
ڇشધᙕاၴՑႚ֮ᖂΕ໌ొ܂။֮ᖂΕ۵ᆖΕ֗ཙዧု܂ڗ
ᇞΖΰNguyen, 1999α
ڗڗऱ࿇୶༉ٵڕψዚםגωᇙᙰዧڗऱ࿇୶ਢԫᑌऱΔ
ຟਢ৬ڇمਝڶऱዧڗഗ៕Ղ܂ᓳᖞΖഗءՂΔڗڗऱ࿇୶ڰڇཚਢ
אዧڗଗଃΔ৵ཚঞᑓُዧڗऱψݮᜢωທڗঞࠐທڗڗΖ13ᤝ
ڕዧᇙᙰऱψωڇ။ᇙᝑ/kon/Ι/kon/ڰڇཚऱڗڗΰᤝڕ
ڇψᕟཛωழཚαᐊψ࣒ωΰψዧ။ଃωᦰ܂/kon/αΔ৵ࠐΰψ
ཛωழཚαԾᐊψ࣒ωΔطψωΰ।قα֗ψ࣒ωΰ।ଃα
ࠐዌګΖڗڗ࣍طڶࠩᅝᦞऱዧڗਝܓ墿ृऱ֭ΔՈڶᆖ
ݙطᖞቤΕۖਢᙟଡԳࢬۖړრ໌ທࠐנऱΔ٦ףՂዧ܂ߪءڗ
֮ڗഗ៕ऱរΔ14ીࠌ،ܧઌᅝ႖ऱ֮شࠌڗွΖຍွ༉
ٵڕᅝছऱ֮ᐊԫᑌΔ֮ڗऱࠌآࠀشሒګઌᅝऱᑑᄷ
֏Ζ

11

ᖕژऱ֮ᖂ܂ࢬזڣᓵឰΖ

12

ፖ Nguyen Thanh XuanΰॹਞαհଡԳᓫΖ

13

ፖ Nguyen Quang Hongΰ٠દαհଡԳᓫΖ

14

ڶᣂዧڗऱរΔᓮᔹᓏ֮ΰ2001αࢨ DeFrancisΰ1990αΖ
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ឈྥڗڗڇ။তৰڰ༉נԱΕۖԾਢ။তԳ۞ທऱψՒ
ขωΔྥۖ،থڶᙄऄ࠷זዧࢨڗፖዧࠀڗᕏᏘᦀΔຍऱڂ
Κ
รԫΔ࠹խഏᏝଖᨠհᐙΖڂዧڇڗխഏီഄԫऱإอ
֮ڗΔۖ။তԾނխഏ࡚ࡲഏΔીࠌ။তٺཛނ݁זዧ࡚ڗڈ
౭ΕլཊኙհլᄃΖഄԫ֟ᑇං۩ڗڗऱࠏ Ho Quy Li ΰࡱ
ᑺΔ1400-1407α֗ Quang Trungΰ٠խΔ1788-1792αΔྥۖהଚۯڇཚ
ၴΔીࠌኙڗڗऱ࿇୶ᐙૻڶΖࠡխ Ho Quy Li ڂՕԺං۩ڗڗ
ΔڇۖڂխഏࣔཛԵॿ။তழࢽڃᆃࠇקڇΖ
รԲΔ࠹ઝᜰࠫ৫հޔᗻΖٺ࣍طཛ݁זലዧڗ٨إอΕࠀ٨
ڇઝᜰەᇢհփΔીࠌუᅝࡴऱ֮ԳլլᖂዧڗΕહնᆖ
Ζԫ܀ຍࠄԳەᇢԵ࠷Εټګפ༉৵Δᅝྥ༉ᤉᥛᖑᥨዧڗऱإอ
ۯچΔڂຍᑌթ౨ፂᥨהଚऱਝܓ墿ΖઌݮհՀΔ߷ࠄᙕ࠷Ε
ฃᚩዧڗऱ֮ԳسڂࡌᔡፖેՕฒ൷ᤛΔԱ֘ᚨኔᎾᏁΔ༉
ႜڗڗشࠌ࣍ٻΖ
รԿΔڗڗ࠹٣֚֮ࠫૻڗΖڗڗਢਊݮᜢֱڤΔٽԲଡ
ዧڗΰԫଡ।ଃΕԫଡ।რαࠐທګԫଡᄅڗΖ࣍طዧڶߪءڗৰڍ
រΔڗڗᅝྥՈԫԫᤉࢭԱΔֺ۟נسዧڍޓڗऱംᠲΖᤝ
ڕΔዧऱψڗωڗڗڇᇙᐊψڗڗωΔψڣ᎘ωᐊګψ
ψ

ωԫڇڗ။ᇙ࿇ଃ/tre/Ιψ

ࠐشψᄆقω

ωᇙᙰऱψ

ωΖ

ωΰዧ။ଃ/le/α

ऱ࿇ଃΔψ՛ωࠐشឆڣ᎘ऱრ৸Ζױڼطवڗڗ

ࠡኔਢֺዧޓڗᓤᠧΕᣄᖂऱΖԫࠐᎅΔᚩڗڗΔؘႊ٣ᄎ
ᦰዧڗթ۩Ζڗڗ࣍طऱᓤᠧ֗آᑑᄷ֏Δࠌڗڗڇං۩Ղܺᣄૹ
ૹΖ
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5. ݑᘲф̝Ꮈ
။তऱᐊ֮ڗԫऴࠩ 17 ધΔધᙕψଃైωΰphonemeαऱᢅ
್ڗऱנթૹڶՕऱ᠏މΖឈྥᢅ್߷ڇڗழբנΔথࠩ 20
ધթڶԺၦݙ٤࠷זዧڗऱۯچΖᢅ್ڇڗ။তऱ࿇୶אױ։
ଡၸΚรԫΔ17 ધॣࠩ 19 ધխཚऱඒᄎࠌشཚΙรԲΔ19 ધ
৵תཚऱऄഏཷृاංᐖࠌشཚΙรԿΔ20 ધছתཚऱ။তاග
ᆠृං೯ࠌشཚΙࡉรΔ1945 אڣ৵ऱإอۯچழཚΖ
16 ધأΕ17 ધॣऱழଢΔᑛႚඒՓດዬࠩ။তࠐႚඒΖႚ
ඒՓଚԱ୲࣐ᖂړ။ࠀፖᅝچ။তԳᄮຏΔ࣍ਢشܓᑛԳᑵ൜
ऱᢅ್ڗΔࠐཙ။তૠԫᄅऱᐊߓอΖ15ࡉڍᑇऱ֮ڗ࿇୶ᖵ
ԫᑌΔ16။তᢅ್ڗऱ࿇୶ࠀլਢطԫԳ࣍ԫ֚հփ࿇ࣔࠐנऱΔۖ
ਢڇԫլऱழၴփΕطԫᆢԳ٥ีٵᗨᆖ᧭ۖψપࡳঋګωದࠐ
ऱΖ17ڇᆖᖵٺႚඒՓऱܘԺՀΔรԫء။তᢅ್ڗऱဲࠢπ။তΕᆿ
ရ׃ΕࢮԭԿኙᅃဲࠢρ 18 ࣍ 1651 طڣऄᤄႚඒՓψሁω 19 נ
ठΖΰDo, 1972αψሁωࡉࠡψ။ᆿࢮωࠢኙ။তᢅ್ڗऱಥΔ
༉ٵڕψຽຟ৸ω20ࡉ ࣍ה1837 נࢬڣठհπ壂৬ֱߢࠢڗρ21ኙ

15

ڶᣂ။তᢅ್ڗऱڰཚ࿇୶Δױᔹ Do Quang Chinhΰ1972αΖ

16

ᤝڕඒᄎᢅ್ڗψػᇩڗωऱ࿇୶ՈਢڼڕΖ

17

Thompsonΰ1987:54-55αand Lyΰ1996:5αΖ

18

֮ Dictionarium Annamaticum, Lusetanum et LatinumΖڇ။ᇙঋጠψViet Bo

Laωΰ။ᆿࢮαΖ
19

ψሁωऱऄ֮ڗټ Alexandre de RhodesΔ။তڗټ Dac LoΙψሁω

ࠡዧټڗΖ
20

Walter Henry MedherstΔ1796-1857Ζ

21

֮ A Dictionary of the Hok-keen Dialect of the Chinese LanguageΖ
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ඒᄎψػᇩڗω 22 ऱഗࢤಥਢԫᑌऱΖהଚຟਢފዝႃՕګΕࠀ
ലב壆נठऱรԫԳΖψሁωऱᢅ್ڗߓڗอڇᖵᆖլٵழཚऱ
࿑პଥޏ৵Δګᅝվ။তԳཏሙࠌشऱψഏڗωΖ
 ڇ19 ધ৵תհছΔ။তᢅ್ڗڇඒᄎհխੌႚΖᙟထ
ऄഏཷृاऱࠩࠐΔᢅ್ڗթດዬ༼֒ۯچፖཏሙࠌشΖΰVien
Van Hoc, 1961:21-22αᤝڕΔऄഏཷृاലᢅ್ڗ٨Եᖂீᓰ࿓Δ23ۖ
࣍ 1865 ڇڣ။ততຝطᅝழऱࡴֱ࿇۩รԫٝᢅ್ڗϘGia Dinh
BaoϙΰቯࡳαΙ။তᢅ್ڗՈൕຍழದϘChu Quoc Nguϙΰഏ
ڗαΖΰVien Van Hoc, 1961:22αψቯࡳω༉ٵڕ 1885 נڣठऱ
รԫٝᢅ್ڗϘTâi-oân-hú-siâ Kàu-hÎe-pòϙ24ԫᑌΔࠠᙰཏሙᢅ
್ڗհಥΖԫଡࠏਢΔতຝ᜔ᅮ࣍ 1882 ڣࡳԫٝࡳࢬڶ။
তऱֆؘ֮ႊشᢅ್ڗऱᤜࡳΖΰVien Van Hoc, 1961:22-23α
ऄഏհࢬאං೯။তᢅ್ڗΔאڶՀհڂΚ
รԫΔऄഏཷृاᎁࡳዧڗਢऄഏԳፖ။তԳհၴऱᎽᡶΖ࣍ط
။ত९ཚ࡚խഏࡲഏΕࠀຘመዧڗᖂխഏ֮֏ፖᏝଖᨠΔ࣠ڕ
ᨃ။তԳᤉᥛࠌشዧڗΔྤጊਢᨃ။তঅፖխഏऱᘣയᣂএΖᨃ
။তឰፖխഏऱᣂএΕࠀޏᘣ२ऄഏΔႨؘشᢅ್ז࠷ڗዧ
ڗΖ25

22

ڶᣂػᇩڗᖵΔױᔹᘸة壁ΰ1990αࢨᓏ֮ΰ2001αΖ

23

ڇऄഏอएழཚΔឈྥڇᖂீڶඒ။তᢅ್ڗΔ܀ਢ،ਢ٨ڇψ؆֮ωᓰ࿓ᇙ

ඒΕᓰழᑇດ֟྇ڣΔ່৵ݙ٤شऄՂᓰΖΰፖ Doan Thien Thuat հ
ᓫα
24

ࢌৄඒᄎΖ

25

ᤝ ڕ1866 ڣΔԫۯऄഏཷ۩چاਙࡴ Paulin Vial ڇԫॾᇙ༼֗“From the

first days it was recognized that the Chinese language was a barrier between us and the
natives…; it is the only one which can bring close to us the Annamites of the colony by
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รԲΔᢅ್ڗਢᨃ။তԳൕ။መྀࠩऄऱૹտΖऄഏཷ
ृاᎁᅝ။তԳ༳༽ထ။তᢅ್ڗ৵༉୲࣐ၞԫޡᖂऄΔ່৵
ࠀݙ٤᠏ངࠩࠌشऄΖࢬאං۩ᢅ್ڗਢං۩ऄऱૹ֫հ
ԫΖΰDeFrancis, 1977:131-134α
᜔հΔऄഏཷڇृا။তᢅ್ז࠷פګڗዧڗຍԫࠃٙՂΔފዝ
ထψႝ֏ωऱߡۥΖឈྥཷृاऱॣਢشܓᢅ್ࠐڗං۩ऄΔ
থྤݮխᛜທ။তᢅ್ॣڗཚګ९ऱ़ၴΖ
ឈྥڇऄഏཷृاऱං೯ՀΔ။তᢅ್ ڇڗ19 ધ৵ཚֺאছለ
ཏሙΔྥۖ،ऱං۩ګயսྥઌᅝૻڶΖΰDeFrancis, 1977:69αᢅ್ڗ
ऱං۩ ڇ20 ધॣΔຘመ။তءՒऱاගᆠृऱቔܬ৵թ᧩ڶထ
ऱၞ୶ΖΰDeFrancis, 1977:159αڂਢΚ֘ڇኙऄഏཷاᆠऱࣷ
ՀΔࠌش؆ࠐऱᢅ್ڗီਢॵ؆ࠐཷاਙᦞऱ۩Ζྥۖᅝ။
তاගᆠृტ࠹ࠩᢅ್ڗ១ΕړᖂΔਢඒߛاฒऱړՠࠠழΔה
ଚբނᢅ್ءڗՒ֏ᅝګኙݼ؆ࠐอएऱܓᕴΖ
ቔܬᢅ್ڗऱاගᆠሎ೯ऱז।ࢤቸ᧯ଈංψࣟࠇᆠቻωऱګ
Ζ26ψࣟࠇᆠቻωڇ။তࢬފዝऱߡۥ༉ ٵڕ20 זڣऱψ֮֏
࠰ᄎωԫᑌΙࠟृऱܑڇψ֮֏࠰ᄎωࠀլࣹૹᢅ್ڗΕଠᖄዧ
ػڗᇩ֮ΖຍܑՈࣹࡳԱᢅ್ڇڗࡉ။তڶኲྥլٵऱ࿇୶ࡎ
ሎΖ
ψࣟࠇᆠቻωऱګਢԫࠄఎᖂֲءऱ။তवᢝٝΖהଚ
࣍ 1907 ڇڣψࣾփωمψࣟࠇᆠቻωᖂீΔࠐشႚֱ۫৸უፖઝ

inculcating in them the principles of European civilization and isolating them from the
hostile influence of our neighbors” ΰquoted in DeFrancis, 1977:77α.
26

ፖ Nguyen Quang Hong հଡԳᓫΖڶᣂψࣟࠇᆠቻωΔՈױᔹ Marr

ΰ1971:156-184αΖ
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ᖂᄅवΖהଚᎁሒګඔ࿇اཕऱؾऱΔॺຘመ။তᢅ್ڗլ
ױΖࢬהאଚऱรԫ೭༉ਢཏ֗ᢅ್ڗΙຘመᢅ್ࠐڗඒߛا
ฒΕᨃՕฒڶवᢝΔאኙݼऄഏཷاอएΖψࣟࠇᆠቻωឈྥمګ
ڶԫڣΔඝܛऄഏཷृاൎࠫᣂຨΔྥۖהଚऱڇ്वᢝٝ
խথᐖ࠹ᎁٵፖ֭Ζհ৵Δψංᐖᢅ್ڗωດዬګ။তاග
ᆠृխऱཏሙ്ፖං೯រΔࠀᘋದԫैᘋᖂΕᙄᢅ್ڗऱଅ
ᑪΖΰVuong & Vu, 1980:20-32αᖕ۷ૠΔ۟ 1930 ڣΔ٤။ত٥ ڶ75 ጟ
ᢅ್ڗΖΰHannas, 1997:86α
ឈྥᢅ್اڇڗගᆠृऱං۩Հ᧩ڶထऱګ༉Δྥۖࠀլז।
ᢅ್ڗբݙ٤࠷זዧࡉڗऄ֮Ζᢅ್ڗऱ ڇۯچ1945 ࣔݳڣؒ။
তᗑم৵Δթၞԫ֒༼ޡഏ୮ഄԫڤإᐊ֮ڗऱۯچΖ࣍ࣔݳ
1945  ڣ9 ִ 2 ֲؒ။তᗑمګࠀمψ။তا٥ࡉഏω৵Δ࣍ 9 ִ 8
ֲԾᙟܛֆ܉ਙࢌ٤૿ං۩ᢅ್ڗඒߛΖ࣍הᇠ ڣ10 ִٝԾ࿇।ԫٝ
ࡅᩃ٤ഏٵઽ٥ٵൿೈ֮ळऱֆၲॾΔॾڇխהᎅΚ
࠙ຫࠄޑᓐৎୟǼ
аݤ୯ѦٰޣݯޑॺךݯਔংǴдॺჴՉ༿҇ࡹ
ǵज़ॺךڋᒤᏢਠǵόᡣॺךӷǴаগߺॺךǶ
ॺךόӷޑΓα՞ӄ୯ 95%Ǵёаᇥৡόӭӄ୯ࢂߙደ
ФȐЎޓȑǴॺךӵՖૈګǻ
࠙ӧςᕇளᐱҥޑയճǶගଯΓ҇ޑЎϯНྗࢂ࠙Ҟ
ाᆙޑπբϐǶ࠙ࡹ۬ςႧѲӄ୯Γ҇ाӧԃϣᏢ
୯ᇟӷȐᛥଭӷȑࡹޑǶ࠙ςԋҥѳ҇௲ػǴڐ
շΓ҇ᏢಞǶ
࠙ຫࠄޑᓐৎୟǼ
ॺךाעᐱҥޑਥ୷ҥᛙǶ࠙ाଓ୯҇மǶॺךѸ
ᡣঁຫࠄᓐৎޕၰԾρޑճکက୍ǴԖཥޕޑω
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Ԗᒤୖݤᆶࡌ୯ޑ٣ǴԶ೭ΨࢂࣁϙሶाӃᏢ୯
ᇟӷޑচӢǾȐHo, 1994:64-65ȑ
ᖕ۷ૠΔ1945 ڣ٤ഏᢝڗԳᑇՕપ 20%Ιڇ٤૿ං۩ᢅ್ڗ
৵Δ ڇ1953 ڣբ༼֒ࠩ 70%ΖΰDeFrancis, 1977:240αጵᨠ။তൕዧڗፖ
ڗڗפګ᠏ངګᢅ್ڗΔ࣍ڂូאױψ؆ڇωፖψփڇωԲՕైڂΚ
؆ైڂڇਢਐ။তڇ९ཚ࠹խഏ֗ऄഏཷاอएհՀΔᇢቹشܓ
။তᢅ್܂ڗ֮֏ᗑمऱഗ៕ΔאၞԫޡঅᎽاගਙएհᗑمΖڇ
ԲڻՕᖏᅝխΔ။ত૿ኙऄഏΕֲءΕഏΕભഏ֗խഏհਝञ
ԾᜤٽऱݝႨΔ 27 լլ৸ەاගᗑمᔮሁհֱऄΖڇԼזڣΔ
ֲ૨ॿฃխഏۖၞ૨။তΔؚጩא။ত܂ސᚰխഏ۫তچऱ
ᖕچΖኙխഏࠐᎅΔ૨ၞԵ။তאൿೈֲ૨ᖕچਢڶᏁऱΖྥ
ۖᅝழս൳ࠫ။তऱऄഏᅝݝথኙխഏᡖڶጊᐞΔࢢխഏ૨ၷԫၞ
Ե။তലࠌ။তૹڃխഏհ֫ᇙΖኙ။তऱᏆᖄԳࠐᎅΔڕ۶ٺشܓ
ഏऱؿએᨃ။তᛧᗑمԯਢᅝ೭հ৺ΖࣔݳኙխഏᅝྥઌᅝԱ
ᇞΔהՈࢢխഏشܓൿᘒֲ૨៶Ցۖ۾Ꮖ။তΖ࣍ਢהऱฃਢԺ
ॴխഏ૨ၷၞԵ။তΔΰᓏةᄃΔ1971:107αࠀ೯֘խഏհሎ೯Ζ
ΰᓏةᄃΔ1971:228-240αψᢅ್ڗωڇຍழՈګᒔঅਙएΕ֮֏ᗑ
مհ່ړᙇᖗΖ
փైڂڇਢਐ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰऱᐖՕᏁޣΖ༉ڇࣔݳٵڕ
ൿೈ֮ळऱֆၲॾխࢬ༼֗ऱΔڕ۶ᨃ߷ᐖՕऱ࠹آඒߛऱᆢฒᖑڶ
ᄅवᢝޣאഏ༄اൎਢᅝ೭հ৺Ζ ڇ19 ધאছऱ။ত৬षᄎխΔ
ഄԫ؆ࠐऱౡխഏΙ߷ڇൣݮհՀΔආشዧڗឈྥᄎທڍګ
ᑇऱેၸ్ګ֮ळΔথאױೈխഏऱॿฃᐥࠀየߩ။ত৬ཛ
ݪऱਝܓ墿ΖྥۖΔࠩ 20 ધ৵Δ။তࢬ૿ኙऱլਢխഏΔۖ

27

Hodgkinΰ1981:288αΖ
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ਢ൷ຑۖࠐऱ۫ᑛֲ֗ء০ഏᆠΖڗڗឈྥࠠ။তاගۥΔױਢ
থᓤᠧᣄᖂΖઌݮհՀΔ១Ε࣐ᖂऱᢅ್ڗՈ༉ګԱඔ࿇اཕΕኙ
ݼ؆ࠐอएऱ່ړᙇᖗΖ။তاගᆠᏆᖄृ᧯ڇஔࠩழזऱ᧢ᔢ
৵Δᑞྥެࡳආشᢅ್ڗΖڇ༳༽ࠩψՕڍᑇاฒ֮ळΕႛઌኙ֟
ᑇਝܓ墿ृᢝዧڗωऱൣउՀΔႜ٤ഏհԺװං۩ᢅ್ڗΔᅝྥৰ
ݶ༉ګࠩگயΖ28

6. ඕኢ
ൕ။তຍଡࠏٱאױᢞ Gelbΰ1952:196αࢬᎅऱψڇڶႚอ֮
ڗ࿇ᄭאچ؆հᢰ؆Գթཊ࣍ࡎࢤऱ֮ޏڗΔࠀᛧᄕՕګ
༉ωΖᅝԳᝫო༜ڇխഏԳፖԳऱހᖗᅝխΔݺଚאױቃཚ
Գኙፂᥨ۞աऱߢࠀլᄎ֜ഒΖ။তऱاගᆠᏆᖄृڂ
ڶൎ௺ऱ။তاගഏ୮რᢝΔףՂ֘৬Ε֘वᢝᡐឰऱᑪੌቔ೯
ՀΔۖڂ౨ధೀިۣऱኙዧڗၞ۩ޏΔ່৵ࠀشᢅ್ڗലհ࠷זΖ
ઌݮհՀΔԳ౨ႯΛᗑሎ೯ृڶຍጟᤚஔႯΛڍᑇᗑሎ೯ृ
᜔ਢᎁԳऱᗑمრᢝլജൎΔྥۖথৰ֟Ꮖᖄृᣋૹီ֮֏Ղ
ψװխഏ֏ωऱૹࢤΙ۟ᙟ߷ࠄอԳՓದፘΔᎁං۩֮
29

ڶᡶऱගᆢࡉᘫΖࠃኔՂΔԳऱഏ୮ᎁٵऱᑓᒫΔଶ֘ړ

ਠהڇଚኙ֮ऱᚼਡኪ৫ՂΙהଚኙࠌش֮ऱլᒔࡳࢤΔՈ
᧩ڇقԳኙছຜࡳۯऱ᥈Ζ
ڶԳᎅΚߢࡉᗑم৬ഏྥؘڶऱᣂএΖᅝྥΔהଚڶኙ
28

ԫࠐᝑΔψޣբᆖᄎਬጟ֮ڗऱԳ᠏ངࠩᄅ֮ߓڗอωֺψᨃό֮ळύװ

൷࠹ᄅ֮ߓڗอωࠐܺᣄΖᤝڕΔStubbsΰ1980:72α༉ਐנᅝॣભഏऱ֮
פګڶޏڗऱᣂ༉اڇฒऱ࣍ૼۖլ᧢ޏΖ
29

ຍᇙࢬਐऱ֮ਐאψHÎ-ló ωΕψড়୮ω֗۰اࢬᐊऱئ

֮Ζ
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ऱᣂএΙ܀ਢהଚڶઌኙऱᣂএΖ࣠ڕԳ֚س༉ᝑࠇקᇩΔ
Գᅝྥᝫ്ܓᦞڶᗑمΙྥۖԳ֚سਢᝑᇩऱΔהଚ
ਢڂ࠹ਙएᚘ૰թᝑࠇקᇩऱΔ༚ᝑᇩኙᎁٵਢڶᚥܗ
ऱΖRossΰ1979:4αਐנΔߢࡉᎁٵਢڶܡᣂᜤΔؘႊൕլٵൣቼᅝ
խࠐܒឰΖ༉ऱࠏࠐᎅΔ९ཚࠐאΔࢬᘯऱψഏωΰקဎ
αΕψഏڗωΰ᧯ዧڗα݁อ܂ࠐش৬ዌԳऱխဎا
ගუቝऱഗءైΖڼڇൣݮՀΔߢࡉᎁٵऱൎ௺ᣂএբ٣อ
ຑ۰ԱΙࣈೈխဎاගऱ壀ᇩΔᅝྥՈ༉լլൕߢΕ֮ڗՀ
֫ΖಾኙՕᖂࢬسऱᓳ࣠Ո᧩قΚรԫΔଡԳऱගᆢᎁٵ
ؘآᏁࠠໂගऱ౨ԺΙྥۖΔࠠໂග౨Ժথאױൎ֏ଡԳऱග
ᆢᎁٵΖΰChiung, 2001aαรԲΔψ֮ωࡉψऱഏ୮ᎁٵωڶ
إઌᣂΕף։ऱய࣠ΖΰChiung, 2001bαאՂإᎅࣔΚං۩֮ኙ
৬ዌԳრᢝਢ૿إڶऱᚥܗΖ
ഗءՂΔਙएࡉ֮֏ਢψ٥سωऱᣂএΖਙएאױᐙ֮֏Δ֮
֏ՈࡳެאױਙएΖא။তࠏΔ။ত࠹ڇխഏऱਙएΕ֮֏ԲՏڣ
ऱᐙ৵Δ౨ᗑګפګمԫזऱاගഏ୮ΰnation-stateαࠀլਢൕ
֚ՂൾՀࠐऱΖ။তႚอऱਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌ ڇ19 ધऄഏႨԺၞԵ৵
թດዬ೯ᄀΖऄഏࣳאԺ৬اཷمऱਙएਮዌ৵ΔԾᐒೈ။তऱઝᜰ
ࠫ৫Εၞ۩֮֏ऱᇞዌࡉ٦৬ዌΔאᏺࠫ᧯اཷףऱࡳ৫Ζኙ။ত
ԳࠐᝑΔૉ৬مᗑمऱاගഏ୮Δ༉ࢹඵႚอऱխഏڤਮዌΕࠀ
ឭๅᄅࠐऱऄഏཷࠫ᧯اΙऄഏऱտԵଶܗ࠰ړ။তࣈൾխഏਮዌΔ
൷Հࠐᇠऱ༉ਢڕ۶৬م။ত۞աऱਙएΕ֮֏ਮዌΖ20 ધॣΔ
။তԳਝྥڇ૨ࠃΕਙएՂᑉழྤऄࠩܓΔ༉ᚨൕ֮֏ֱ૿Հ
֫Δຘመ֮֏ࡉਙएਢ٥سऱᣂএࠐีᗨԺၦΖ။তऱޏवᢝٝ
ຘመං೯။ত֮ࡉᢅ್ڗΔࠐཏ֗वᢝΕףൎاගრᢝΕีᗨਙ
ए֘ݼऱᇷᄭΙᅝ 1945 ڣؒᗑمΕ৬ءمՒਙएਮዌ৵Δ್Ղؒ
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။ত֮ࡉᢅ್ڗऱഏ୮ۯچΔشਙएԺࠐ֮֏ᗑمऱ৵એΙຘመ
৬ທࡉխഏΕऄഏլٵऱ֮֏ਮዌࠐᒔঅਙए᧯ࠫऱࡳΔሒګਙ
एΕ֮֏ऱݙ٤ᗑمΖ
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ॵᙕ
ຫࠄӚϿኧ҇ϐीၗȐ1989 ԃȑ
ټጠ
1 Kinh (ࠇ)

Ծጠ

2 Tay

Tho

3 Thai ()

Tay, Pu Thang,
Tai, Thay

4 Hoa (ဎԳ) Hac Ca, Pac Va,
Ngai, Xa Phang,
Xuong Phong,
Thong
Nham, …
5 Kho me

6 Muong

Mol

7 Nung

8 Hmong

Meo

9 Dao

Nguoi Man

Գᑇ
55,900,224 ٤ഏ

։ຝ

ࠌشߢ ࠌڗ֮ش
ໂု
Chu Quoc
Tieng
Ngu
Viet
(။তᇩ) (။তഏ
)ڗ
1,190,342 Cao Bang, ha Giang, Bac Tay
ᢅ್ڗ
խഏՈڶ
Kan, Thai Ngyuen, Lao
(1961 ڣ፹) ᇠاග
Cai, Yen Bai, Bac Giang,
Ha Tay, Hoa Binh, Nghe
An, Ha Tinh
1,040,549 Son La, Lai Chau, Lao
Thai
ײ֮Ε
Cai, Yen Bai, Hoa Binh,
ڤᢅ್ڗ
Nghe An, Ha Tinh,
Thanh Hoa
900,185 Quang Ninh, Bac Giang, ဎ
ዧڗ
Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang, (ܶچٺ
Cuu Long, Hau Giang, ֱߢ)
Hai Phong
895,299 Hau Giang, Cuu Long,
Kien Giang, An Giang,
Minh Hai, Tay Ninh,
Dong Nai, Soc Trang,
Chau Doc, Tra Vinh
914,596 Hoa Binh, Thanh Hoa,
Ha Tay, Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Son La, Lao Cai,
Yen Bai, Ninh Binh
705,709 Lang Son, Cao Bang, Ha
Giang, Tuyen Quang,
Bac Kan, Thai Nguyen,
Bac Giang, Hoang Lien
Son
558,053 Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang,
Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Lai
Chau, Son La, Nghe An,
Ha Tay, Ha Tinh, Hoa
Binh, Cao Bang, Thanh
Hoa, Lang Son, Bac Kan,
Thai Nguyen
473,945 Ha Tuyen, Hoang Lien
Son, Cao Bang, Lai
Chau, Quang Ninh, Lang
Son, Bac Kan, Thai

Kho me

 ײkho me ֮

Muong

ᢅ್ڗ

Nung

ᢅ್ڗ
խഏՈڶ
(1961 ڣ፹) ᇠاග

Hmong

ᢅ್ڗ
խഏΕᐇ
(1961 ڣ፹) ഏΕഏ
Ոڶ։ؒ

Dao

ዧڗΕ ڗխഏΕᐇ
ഏΕഏ
Ոڶ։ؒ
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Nguyen, Son La, Ha Tay,
Hoa Binh, Vinh Phuc,
Phu Tho, Bac Giang,
Thanh Hoa
242,291 Gia Lai, Kontum,
Gia rai
Daklak, Binh Thuan,
Ninh Thuan

10 Gia rai

11 E de

Ra de, De

194,710 Daklak, Phu Yen, Khanh E de
Hoa

12 Ba na

136,895 Gia Lai-Kontum, Quang Ba na
Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu
Yen, Khanh Hoa, Daklak

13 Xo dang

96,766 Kontum, Quang Nam,
Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh,
Daklak
114,012 Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang,
Bac Kan, Thai Nguyen,
Bac Giang, Quang Ninh
92,190 Lam Dong, Ninh Thuan,
Binh Thuan

14 San Chay

Cao Lan-San
Chi

15 Co ho

16 Cham

17 San Diu

18 Hre

Re

19 Mnong

Biat

20 Ra glai

Xo dang

Cao Lan, ྤ
San Chi
Co ho

98,971 Thuan Hai, Phu Yen,
Cham
Khanh Hoa, Quang Ngai,
Binh Dinh, An Giang,
Tay Ninh, Dong Nai
94,630 Bac Kan, thai Nguyen,
San Diu
Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Bac
Giang, Quang Ninh, Ha
Giang, Tuyen Quang
94,259 Quang Ngai, Daklak
Hre
67,340 Daklak, Lam Dong, Song Mnong
Be, Quang Nam
71,696 Ninh Thuan, Binh
Ra glai
Thuan, Phu Yen, Khanh
Hoa
50,194 Song Be, Gia Lai,
Xtieng
Kontum, Dong Nai

21 Xtieng

ᢅ್ڗ
(19 ધأ
ऄഏԳ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(19 ધأ
ऄഏԳ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(1861 ऄഏ
Գ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)

22 Bru

Bru -Van Kieu

40,132 Quang Tri, Quang Binh

Bru

23 Tho

Cuoi, Dan lai,
Ly Ha, Poong

51,274 Tay Nghe An

൷२
Muong 

ᢅ್ڗ
(ऄഏ፹Εભ
ഏ֗။তԳ
ଥ)ޏ
 ײcham ֮

ྤ

ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(DTGP ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
Bru ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
Van kieu
ᢅ್ڗ
(DTGP ፹)
ྤ

ਭ୕ንՈ
ڶ։ؒ
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24 Giay

25 Co tu

Teu, Khat,
Attouat

26 Gie Trieng

Gie, Trieng

27 Ma
28 Kho mu

37,964 Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Ha
Giay
Giang, Tuyen Quang, Lai
Chau
36,967 Quang Nam, Thua Thien Co tu
26,924 Kontum, Quang Nam

Gie

25,436 Lam Dong, Daklak
32,136 Nghe An, Son La, Lai
Chau

Ma
Kho mu

29 Co

Tay Huy, R.
Thenh, Mun
Xan
Cua

22,649 Quang Ngai, Quang Nam Co

30 Ta oi

Ta oi – Pa Co

26,044 Tay Thua Thien

31 Cho ro

15,022 Dong Nai, Ninh Thuan,
Binh Thuan

32 Khang
33 Xinh mun
34 Ha Nhi
Co Cho, La Mi

3,921 Lai Chau, Son La
10,890 Son La, Lai Chau
12,489 Lai Chau, Lao Cai, Yen
Bai
10,746 Lam Dong

35 Chu ru

ྤ
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
ྤ
ྤ

ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
Ta oi, Pa Pa Co
Co
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
Cho ro
ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
Khang
ྤ
Xinh mun ྤ
Ha Nhi
ྤ
Chu ru

ᢅ್ڗ
(ભഏԳ፹)
ײᐇ֮

36 Lao (ᐇ)

9,614 Lai Chau, Son La, Nghe Lao
An, Ha Tinh

37 La Chi

7,863 Lai Chau, Lao Cai, Yen
Bai
1,396 Son La, Lao Cai, Yen
Bai
6,424 Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Ha
Giang, Tuyen Quang
5,319 Lai Chau
3,684 Lai Chau
3,134 Cao Bang, Ha Giang,
Tuyen Quang
2,427 Quang Binh

La Chi

ྤ

La Ha

ྤ

Phu La

ྤ

La Hu
Lu
Lo Lo

ྤ
ྤ
ྤ

Chut

ྤ

2,247 Lai Chau

Mang

ྤ

3,680
1,473
1,261
1,420
594

Pa Then
Co Lao
Cong
Bo Y
Si La

ྤ
ྤ
ྤ
ྤ
ྤ

38 La Ha
39 Phu La
40 La Hu
41 Lu
42 Lo Lo

Co Sung

43 Chut

May, Ruc, Sach,
Arem, Ma,
Lieng
Mang U, Xa
Mang
Pa Hung

44 Mang
45
46
47
48
49

Pa Then
Co Lao
Cong
Bo Y
Si La

Mun Di

Xa Khao

Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang
Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang
Lai Chau
Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang
Lai Chau

։ؒ
ڇᐇഏ
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50 Pu Peo
51 Brau
52 O du
53 Ro man

La Qua, Ka Beo

382 Ha Giang, Tuyen Quang
231 Gia Lai - Kontum
32 h. Tuong Duong, Nghe
An
227 Gia Lai, Kontum

Pu Peo
Brau
O du

ྤ
ྤ
ྤ

Ro man

ྤ

ਭ୕ንՈ
ڶ։ؒ

54 Khong xac
21,322
dinh
64,370,013
᜔٥
ءᇷற࠷۞ Vien Ngon Ngu Hoc. 2002. Canh Huong va Chinh Sach Ngon Ngu o Viet Nam [Language
Situation and Policy in Vietnam]. Hanoi: NXB Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi.
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1. ࡁտજ፟
ψዧڗωê ۥਢψԫڗԫଃᆏωΕޢԫ ڗlóng ࠠໂψݮΕଃΕ
ᆠ ω Ζ ψ ዧ  1 ω te  ߢ ᖂ l¼i-té ê ։ ᣊ ਢ ᥆ ψ ࡰ  م ω ΰ isolating
languageαΖBÃ-chió Գᎁڂዧمࡰڶ ê ᔆΔchiah ࿇୶נዧ
ڗΖ۟ၞԫޡᎁ kan-taዧ ڗchiah ڶऄ৫।ሒዧΖChit-khoán ê ᓵ
ᓳ te ዧ֏֮ڗഎ l¼i-té բᆖڇژటՆ àΔm¼ టᐙ tiõh ֨ڶઔߒ
ê ԳΖࠩࢍਢڂײዧ٣مࡰڶ ê ᔆ chiah ขسዧڗΔiá ਢ
ײዧ te ᖵ࿇୶խڂ࠹ዧ ڗê ޔᆙ chiah ګݮ२זዧ ê ࡰم ê
ᔆΛ
Ùi ຑᖩ êπࠢρၲࡨΔట chÃ ᄭ ê ઔߒृ lóng ઌॾ
ਢψڶଃ༉ڗڶ2ωΔ༉ࡎ ùi  םײl¼i-té chhiâu-chhÎeψڗءωΖ
࣠Δԫଡڗᆖመྤ k¼ng Գ ê ەᢞઔߒ༉ ڶkúi-n¼ ጟྤ k¼ng ê ᐊऄΖՀ
૿ᜰࠏ kúi ۯઔߒृەᢞ ࠐנê ڗشΖ
კ߄ 1
ੋ൫ո
ີګ

ऱЯê
㠺
ࠡΔ
ଡΔ

ଡЯê
㠺
ΔଡΔ
ጮΔ㠺Δ

Яbeh
Խ
ඨΔԽΔ
ΔᘩΔ
ᜳΔ߉Δନ

լЯ˜
ֹ
լΔ
ྤΔܡ

ڍЯchÃ
ᛎΔᕦ
ᛎΔࠔΔൊΔ
༁ΔྗΔ
ฒΔʳ Ξ
ڍ
Δᛎ
ᛎ

ለЯkhah

ለΔீ

ຑᖩ
օ
օ
ለ
ຫଥ
ऱ
ؘ
լ
ለ
ᄘॹ᧽
Δօ 㠺Δଡ
Δ
Δʳ Δለ
ΞΞ
ᖕπ֮ኴρπዧࠢρπࠢρπᇩՕဲࠢρπഏᠨဲࠢρ

1

Te chiaψዧωê რ৸ᑉழᅃԫႚอ ê ᝑऄΔਢਐዧ៲ߓΰsino-tibetanαՀ૿

ዧߓ ê ٺߢΖܶץΕᎸতΕHakkaΕࠇקᇩΕᐖࣟᇩΖ
2

რ৸ਢਐޢԫଡଃᆏΰsyllableαlóng ڶዧڗΖ
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༉ᖵߢᖂࠐᝑەᢞψڗءωਢױڶ౨ êΖ‹-koh ਢ˜ਢޢԫଡ
 êψଃωlóng ڶψڗءωÃ-tàng হەᢞΔຍ༉ڶటՕ ê ംᠲΖIn
chiah ઔߒृ te ەᢞڗءऱመ࿓ڶԫଡ٥ ٵê ۥΔ༉ਢྤψᓤଃဲω
ΰpolysyllabic wordαê ᨠ࢚Δlóng ലဲऱଃᆏΰsyllableαࣈၲΔ
sòa--lâi ùi  םײl¼i-té chhÎe ch…t-kóa in ᎁଃᣉΕრ৸ lóng ڶᔞ ê נڗ
ࠐΔᝑຍ༉ਢ hit-ê ଃᆏ ê ڗءΖChit ཱི ê ەᢞመ࿓ْڶءՂ ê ᑨٲڇ
ᖲ te lehΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔઔߒृ te ەᢞ chìn-chêng բᆖቃψԫଡଃᆏڶ
ԫଡڗωΕޢԫࠠڗໂψݮΕଃΕᆠωΔsòa--lâi chiah ᖕ chit-ê ঞװ
chhÎe ڗءΖΔࢨृࢬ ڶê ࢬᘯ ê ዧߓ ê ߢ kám ట إtãk-êψଃ
ᆏωlóng ڶψڗωΛIá ਢᝑΔࠡኔ chiah-ê ઔߒृਢ࠹ tiõh ዧ ڗêψԫڗ
ԫଃᆏωê  ۥê ᐙΔchiah hoan ᙰࠐᎁዧਢψԫଃᆏԫڗωΛ
N¼-chún ዧ ृشࠌڗte ९ཚࠌشዧ ڗê ᐙհՀΔᑨრᢝ l¼i-té ᄎ
hoan ᙰࠐᎁዧਢψԫଃᆏԫڗωऱਢإᒔ êΔࠡ࠹ྤהψዧ
ڗඒߛωê Գਢ˜ਢᚨᇠ khah ྤലဲΰwordαࣈԫଡԫଡᗑ ê ଃ
ᆏ ê ႜٻΛՈ༉ਢᝑΔψbat ዧ ڗêωh¼mψ˜-bat ዧ ڗêωኙޢԫଡဲ
ê ଃᆏਢ˜ਢᄎ ྤڶk¼ng ê ᎁवΛૉਢΔْທ ګê  ڂkap ၞԫޡທ ګê
ᐙਢ⅄Λ

2. ࡁտ͞ڱ
ءԳࠃ٣ૠԫٝေ۷।Δchit ٝေ۷।ܶץԿՕᣊী ê ဲΚ
ΰ 1 α ᒔ ࡳ ਢ  ဲ ګ ٽΰ compound word α Δ ΰ 2 α ᒔ ࡳ ਢ ᓤ ଃ ဲ
ΰpolysyllabic wordαΔΰ3αྤᒔࡳਢᓤଃဲ iá ਢဲګٽΖSòa--lâi 
ᖕ chit ٝေ۷।ࠐംྤ k¼ng ֮ृࢨڗߢહན ê ԳΔ in ኙޢԫଡ
ဲ ê ଃᆏ ê ᎁव ê ֘ᚨΖ
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2.1. ෞҤ၆෪
Օڍᑇ ê Գ lóng ࠹መዧڗඒߛ3Δຍਢം ê รԫጟኙွΖTe
ڰཚႚඒՓႚඒ ê ழΔထ˜-bat ዧ ڗê ॾஈ Ã-tàng ᦰᆣᆖΔ༉ᄎඒ
ॾஈᦰᐊ Pçh-oÃ-jeΰػᇩڗΙᢅ್ ֏ڗê ڗαΖڼழ iáu  ڶbÃchió ۔ԫᔘ êψഗᅮ९۔ඒᄎωê ඒஈ˜-bat ዧڗΔkan-taᄎᖠ PçhoÃ-jeΖຍਢം ê รԲጟኙွΖ؆Δ֟ຝٝ˜-bat ዧ ڗm¼ ˜-bat PçhoÃ-je ê ԳΔtú-hó Ã-tàng h¼m ື૿ 2 ጟኙွֺለΔਢം ê รԿጟኙ
ွΖ

2.2. ෞҤܑ
ေ۷। lóng ᜔ ڶ72 ଡဲΔޢԫଡဲ lóng Ղ֟ ڶ2 ଡଃᆏΖ
ܶץΚ

1. ᒔࡳਢطଃᆏဲైΰmonosyllabic morphemeα ګٽêψګٽ
ဲωΰcompound wordαΖቝᝑΚψ֚ֆωΕψᄎषωΕψଆ
۩ᖲω 21 ଡΖ

2. ྤᒔࡳਢ˜ਢڶଃᆏဲై êψᓤଃဲωΖቝᝑΚ/sì-kha-á/Ε
/chéng-¼m/Ε/hái-ang/Ε/chhit-thô/ 43 ଡΖ

3. ᒔࡳྤଃᆏဲై êψᓤଃဲωΖቝᝑΚ/sap-bûn/Ε/th¬-lakhuh/Ε/¬-i-sang/ 8 ଡΖ
ޢԫଡဲ lóng ڶԫଡψഗءរᑇωΰKPTSαΖ
รԫᣊ êψဲګٽωê ഗءរᑇਢ 10Ζ
รԲᣊྤᒔࡳਢ˜ڶଃᆏဲై êψᓤଃဲωΔਊᅃױ౨ڶଃᆏ
ဲై ê ࿓৫Δ։ ܂7.5Δ5Δ2.5Δkap 0 ጟഗءរᑇΖ
3

ܶץႚอ êψዧ֮ωඒߛ kap 1945 אڣ৵్ٺᖂீ ê խ֮ඒߛΖ
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รԿᣊᒔࡳ ྤଃᆏဲై êψᓤଃဲωê ഗءរᑇਢ 0Ζ

2.3. ෞҤ͞ڱ
ආृᄎޢޣԫଡ࠹Գಾኙေ۷।ື૿ޢԫଡဲڃՀ
૿ ê ംᠲΚ

1. ဲ ê ᖞ᧯რ৸Λ
2. ဲ ê ޢԫଡଃᆏ ê რ৸Λ
3. ဲ ê ޢԫଡଃᆏਢ˜ਢڶዧ ڗê ᐊऄΔૉڶΔਢ án-chóa
ᐊΛ
Sòa--lâi ආृᄎᖕՀ૿ ê ܒឰᑑᄷΔಾኙ࠹Գ ê ڃփ୲Δ
ެࡳ࠹Գ ê ԫଡဲ êψ֘ᚨរᑇωΰHETSαΖ
0រ

ݙ٤˜-chai ࢨृᎁྤଃᆏဲై ê რ৸ kap ڗشΖ

2.5 រ ྤᒔࡳଃᆏဲై ê რ৸Ε˜-chai ڗشΖ
5.0 រ Օᄗ chai-iáଃᆏဲై ê რ৸Ε˜-chai ڗشΖ
7.5 រ Օᄗ chai-iáଃᆏဲై ê რ৸ kap ڗشΖ
10 រ

ᒔࡳଃᆏဲై ê რ৸ kap ڗشΖ

A{-ne  ê ؾऱਢ beh ലψ֘ᚨរᑇωthçh ࠐ h¼mψഗءរᑇω
ֺለΖຘመֺለΔÃ-tàng Աᇞ࠹Գኙޢԫଡဲ êψଃᆏ jen-bat ႜ
ٻωΖֺڕᝑΔϘchhit-thôϙêψഗءរᑇωਢϘ2.5ϙΖࠌ࠹Գ A
ᎁϘchhitϙkapϘthôϙྤ⅄ढრ৸ m¼ ˜-chai ڗشΔa{-ne A êψ֘ᚨរ
ᑇω༉ਢϘ0ϙΖN¼-chún ࠹Գ B ᎁϘchhitϙkapϘthôϙ༉ਢψᝠω
kapψ၎ωê რ৸ kap ڗشΔa{-ne B êψ֘ᚨរᑇω༉ਢϘ10ϙΖÙiψ֘
ᚨរᑇωh¼mψഗءរᑇωê ֺለΔÃ-sái Օᄗ࠹נԳ A h¼m B te
Ϙchhit-thôϙchit-ê ဲ téng-thâu êψଃᆏ jen-bat ႜٻω։ܑਢϘ-2.5ϙ
ΰ0-2.5αkapϘ+7.5ϙΰ10-2.5αΖϘ-2.5ϙkapϘ+7.5ϙ⅄ڶढრᆠ lehΛ
Ϙ-ϙ।࠹قԳ A ႜٻᎁ hit-ê ဲྤଃᆏဲైࢨृڗشΔۖ࿓
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৫ਢϘ2.5ϙΖϘ+ϙ।࠹قԳ B ႜٻᎁڶଃᆏဲైࢨृڗشΔ
ۖ࿓৫ਢϘ7.5ϙΖ
হૉ k¼ ࢬ ڶê ڶய êψଃᆏ jen-bat ႜٻωê ᑇଖףףದࠐΔchiah
koh ڶشய ê ဲᑇࠐؾೈΔ༉ Ã-sái  tiõh ࠹Գؓ݁ chhe êψଃᆏ
jen-bat ႜٻωê ਐᑇΖChit-ê ጩऄ Ã-sái אՀ૿ ê ֆڤ।قΖ
IGKC=ΰ6ΰHETSɡKPTSααyΰGSSBα
IGKCǺଃᆏ jen-bat ႜ ٻê ਐᑇ
HETSΚ֘ᚨរᑇ
KPTSΚഗءរᑇ
GSSBΚڶய ê ဲᑇؾ
হ thçh ࠹ԳψִՖՓωࠏࠐᎅࣔື૿ ê ૠጩֱऄΰॵە
ٙαΖေ۷। lóng ᜔ ڶ72 ଡဲംᠲΔڬൾψྤം tiõhΰ23 ଡαω
kapψ࠹Գ˜-batΰ1 ଡαωê ဲΔψִՖՓωê ڶயψဲᑇؾω
ΰGSSBαਢ 48 ଡΖChit 48 ଡڶயဲ êψ֘ᚨរᑇω྇ψഗءរᑇω
ΰHETS-KPTSαê ᜔ᠰਢϘ-57.5ϙΔࢬאψִՖՓωêψଃᆏ jen-bat ႜ
ٻωê ਐᑇਢϘ-1.198ϙΖ
IGKC=ΰ6ΰHETSΫKPTSααyΰGSSBα=ΰ-57.5αy48=-1.198

2.4. ࡁտඕڍ
2.4.1. ॱ jen-bat ༊ө ê ࡾኵ
ਊᅃື૿ ê ေ۷ kap ૠጩֱऄΔহ Ã-sái  tiõh ޢԫଡ࠹Գ ê ଃᆏ
jen-bat ႜ ٻê ਐᑇΰIGKCαΖSòa--lâi ᅃ IGKC ê ᑇଖඈᆵࠐΔ༉ Ã-tàng
ᖞנՀ૿ chit ്ψଃᆏ jen-bat ႜ ٻê ਐᑇ।ωΖ
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კ߄ 2
́̂ˁ
˄
˅
ˆ
ˇ
ˈ
ˉ
ˊ
ˋ
ˌ
˄˃
˄˄
˄˅
˄ˆ
˄ˇ
˄ˈ
˄ˉ
˄ˊ

ߢ
˛˘ʳ
˛˘˕
˛˘ʳ
˛˘ʳ
˛˘ʳ
˛˘ʳ
˛˝˘ˣ
˛˘ʳ
˝˛˘
ˣ˝ʳ
ˣʳ
ˣʳ
ˡʳ
˘ʳ
˘ʳ
˘ʳ
ˣʳ

࠹Գʳ
ᓐӎᅇʳ
֠ӎࡗʳ
ᗝӎဎʳ
ᇯӎسʳ
ᓐӎᔕʳ
ᆺӎெʳ
ຑӎࡲʳ
Ꮵӎᔃʳ
ᙒӎᄦʳ
ִӎՖʳ
ޕӎᥞʳ
ࣥӎʳ
୪ӎହʳ
˖˴̅̂˿̌́ʳ
˔˿˼˶˸ʳ
˗˴́́̌ʳ
៴ӎʳ

˦˸̋ʳʳ ˔˺˸
ˠʳ ˇˋ
ˠʳ ˇ˅
˙ʳ ˈ˃
ˠʳ ˈ˅
ˠʳ ˈˇ
˙ʳ ˈ˃
ˠʳ ˊ˅
˙ʳ ˇˉ
˙ʳ ˅˅
˙ʳ ˊ˅
˙ʳ ˊˉ
˙ʳ ˋˆ
˙ʳ ˊˆ
˙ʳ ˅ˆ
˙ʳ ˄ˋ
ˠʳ ˄ˉ
˙ʳ ˌˈ

˜˚˞˖ʳ
ʾ˄ˁˌ˅˃ʳ
ʾ˄ˁ˅˃˅ʳ
ʾ˄ˁ˄ˉˌʳ
ʾ˄ˁ˄˄ˌʳ
ʾ˃ˁˉˌˌʳ
ʾ˃ˁˈˆ˃ʳ
ʾ˃ˁˆ˄ˆʳ
ʾ˃ˁ˅ˆˋʳ
ˀ˄ˁ˃˄ˉʳ
ˀ˄ˁ˄ˌˋʳ
ˀ˄ˁˌˆ˃ʳ
ˀ˅ˁ˅˃˃ʳ
ˀ˅ˁˈˊˊʳ
ˀˆˁ˃ˇˆʳ
ˀˆˁ˄ˈ˅ʳ
ˀˆˁˇ˅˄ʳ
ˀˈˁˆ˄ˆʳ

HΚHàn-jeΔEΚEnglishΔJΚJapaneseΔPΚPçh-oÃ-jeΔNΚNon-literateΔBΚBlind

ື૿ ê ംኙွ։ܑ᥆ te ࠹ψዧڗඒߛωΕψػᇩڗඒߛωΕkap
ψྤ࠹ዧ ڗh¼m ػᇩڗඒߛωԿՕᣊীΔchit ԿՕᣊী koh Ã-sái ਊᅃ
bô-k¼ng ê ߢ֮ڗહན ê ࿓৫า։ kúi ጟ։ᣊΖTe ߢ᥏ l¼i-té ࠹
Գ Ã-hiáu ê ߢ֮ڗਢਊᅃ in ᑵ֫ ê ࿓৫ඈ٨ΖՀ૿ਢ chit ٝઔߒࢬ
ം tiõh ê ࢬڶኙွ ê ߢહན ê ១ฯտΖ
รԫΔዧڗඒߛΖዧڗਢ chit ᣊ ê ࠹ԳՂᑵ֫ ê ૿Ζ
1. HEΚ࠹መݙᖞ ê խ֮ ê ዧڗඒߛΰ՛ᖂࠩՕᖂαףՂ֮ ê ؆
ഏඒߛΰഏխࠩՕᖂαΖ
2. HEBΚ࠹መݙᖞ ê խ֮ ê ዧڗඒߛΰ՛ᖂࠩՕᖂαףՂ֮ ê ؆
ഏඒߛΰഏխࠩՕᖂαΖ܀ਢ۞נ༉ྤࡌؾΖ
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3. HJEPΚ٣࠹መֲ֮ඒߛΰࠩ 18 ᄣαkap ֮ ê ؆ഏඒߛΔ৵
ࠐ chiah ᖂխ֮Ζឈྥ khah ኬᖂխ֮Δ˜-koh ዧڗഗ៕టړΔؾছᄐ
ਢψזωΖਢ९۔ඒᄎ ê ९۔Ζ
รԲΔػᇩڗඒߛΖ‹-bat ࠹መొዧڗඒߛΔkan-ta te ඒᄎᖂመػ
ᇩڗΕᦰػᇩڗᆣᆖΖػᇩڗਢ chit ᣊ ê ࠹ԳՂᑵ֫ ê ૿Ζ
4. PΚݙ٤˜-bat ࠡ הê ߢ kap ֮ڗΖKan-ta Ã-hiáu ᝑ kap ᦰ
ػᇩڗᆣᆖΖ
5. PJΚٵழ࠹ػᇩ ڗkap ֲ֮ඒߛΰֆᖂீ 5 תמαΖػᇩ ڗkhah
ᑵ֫Δؾছ iáu ڶᤉᥛᦰػᇩڗᆣᆖΖ
รԿΔྤ࠹ዧ ڗkap ػᇩڗඒߛΖ
6. NΚݙ٤˜-bat ٚ۶ ê ૿ᐊߓอΔkan-ta Ã-hiáu ᝑΖ
7. EΚTe ભഏ נê ભԳΖΕ֮ਢՂᑵ֫ ê ߢΕ֮ڗΖ
£-hiáu ᝑΔ˜-koh bÃ-hiáu ᐊ֮Ζ
8. JHEΚTeֲֲנءԳΖֲΕֲ֮ਢՂᑵ֫ ê ߢΕ֮ڗΖ
Bat te ࠹መխ֮ඒߛΰഏ՛ 2-6 ڣαΖ£-hiáu ᝑΔ˜-koh bÃ-hiáu
ᐊ֮Ζ
হૉਊᅃޢԫଡ࠹ԳՂᑵ֫ ê ߢ֮ࠐڗ։ᣊΔহ Ã-sái ࿇
k¼ng-khoán ᑵ֫ ê ߢ֮ ڗê Գ ê IGKC ։ؒ tú-hó ႃխّ܂Ζহ։ܑጩ
ޢנԫᣊ ê IGKC ؓ݁ଖΔÃ-sái  tiõh Հ૿ chit ്।Ζΰno.17 ៴ՖՓ࠹
ം ê ழ壄壀णኪ˜ਢ kài 堚ᄑΔᐙ tiõh ം ê ᔆΔࢬྤא٨ԵՀ
૿ ê ᇷறֺለα
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კ߄ 3
no. ߢ

࠹Գ

IGKC

ؓ݁ଖ

1

HE

ᓐӎᅇ

+1.920

2
3
4
5

HEB
HE
HE
HE

֠ӎࡗ
ᗝӎဎ
ᇯӎس
ᓐӎᔕ

+1.202
+1.169
+1.119
+0.699

6
7

HE
HJEP

ᆺӎெ
ຑӎࡲ

+0.530
+0.313

8

HE

Ꮵӎᔃ

+0.238

9

JHE

ᙒӎᄦ

-1.016

-1.016

10
11

PJ
P

ִӎՖ
ޕӎᥞ

-1.198
-1.930

-1.776

12

P

ࣥӎ

-2.200

13

N

୪ӎହ

-2.577

14

E

Carolyn

-3.043

15

E

Alice

-3.152

16

E

Danny

-3.421

+0.899

-2.577
-3.205

HΚHàn-jeΔEΚEnglishΔJΚJapaneseΔPΚPehoejiΔNΚNon-literateΔBΚBlind

Ùi chit ്। l¼i-té Ã-sái ࿇ዧڗΰHαਢՂᑵ֫ ê ߢΔIGKC
ᑇଖ lóng ਢϘ+ϙΔࠡ הê ᑇଖ lóng ਢϘ-ϙΖহૉಾኙ bat ዧڗΰዧڗ
ਢՂᑵ֫Δno.1-8αh¼m ˜-bat ዧڗΰዧ˜ڗਢՂᑵ֫Δno. 9-16αอૠ
ê T-ᛀࡳΔÃ-sái  tiõh p=4.52E-08ΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔbat ዧ ڗê h¼m ˜-bat ዧڗ
êΔਐᑇ։ؒܧ 2 ጟྤ k¼ng ê Ⴈ˜ਢ tú-hó êΔਢ ڂڶêΖÙi chit-ê
ွহ Ã-sái ॣޡ bat ዧ ڗê Գᄎႜٻᎁޢԫଡဲڶଃᆏဲై
ࢨृڗشΖSòa--lâi হ։ܑ༉࠹Գ êψࢬڇહནωkapψ૿હནω
ࠐၞԫޡ։࣫Κ
รԫΔࢬڇહནΖ࠹ዧڗඒߛΰHEαh¼m kan-ta࠹֮ඒߛΰEα
ê ԳΔឈྥ IGKC ڶటՕ ê ܑΔຍ iáu ྤऄ৫ᢞࣔਢڂψዧڗωê ᣂ
এΖຍױڶ౨ਢ te Օዧ h¼m te ભഏՕዧΔྤ k¼ng س९હནࢬທ
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 ګêΖ‹-kohΔহૉ༉ pê-pê te Օዧ ê ԳࠐֺለΔbat ዧ ڗê
ΰ+0.899αiáu ਢֺࠡ הbat ػᇩڗΰ-1.776αࢨृ˜-bat  ڗêΰ-2.577αkoân
ట chÃΖChit-ê ွ༉ֺለ khah Ã-tàng ᢞࣔψዧڗωױ౨ਢᐙ ê ڂ
ైΖۖ༉ no.9 ࠹Գ ê ࠏࠐΔ࠹Գ ߪءm¼ ˜ਢ te Օዧ êΔ
IGKC ᚨᇠ൷२ࠡה௧؆Օዧ ê Գ ê ᑇଖ chiah tiõhΔ˜-koh ࠃኔՂْ
ê ᑇଖਢ khi¼ te Օዧ h¼m ભഏՕዧ ê խၴΔ۟ਢట൷२ te ࠹
ዧڗඒߛ ê Գ ê ᑇଖΖChit-ê ွױ౨ਢڂْ bat teᦰመ kúi  ڣê
խ֮ඒߛΔùi chit-ê ွ m¼ Ã-sái ၴ൷ᢞࣔψዧڗωױ౨ਢᐙ IGKC ê
ైڂΖ
รԲΔ૿હནΖψBat ዧ ڗêωh¼mψ˜-bat  ڗêωΰNαឈྥࢬ
ڇહན lóng pê-pêਢ te Δۖ in-ê IGKC ڶటՕ ê ܑΔຍ iáu ྤऄ
৫ڶԺᢞࣔਢڂψዧڗωê ᣂএΖຍױڶ౨ਢ࠹መᐊඒߛ kap ྤ
࠹መᐊඒߛ ê ܑΖ܀ਢΔহૉ༉։ܑ࠹ψዧڗωkapψػᇩڗω
ᐊඒߛ ê ԳࠐֺለΔψbat ዧ ڗêωΰ+0.899αiáu ਢֺψbat ػᇩ ڗêω
ΰ-1.776αkoân ట chÃΖ༉ chit ԫរࠐΔ༉ ke టڶԺ Ã-tàng ᢞࣔψዧ
ڗωױ౨ਢᐙ IGKC ê ైڂΖ
Ùi ື૿ ૿ֱٺê ։࣫ lóng ԫऴ᧩قψዧڗωਢທ࠹ګԳࠠໂ
koân ê IGKC ᑇଖ ê ૹైڂΖTe chia হ Ã-tàng  tiõh ॣ ޡê ᓵΚ࠹
ψዧڗඒߛωê ԳᄎႜٻᎁޢԫଡဲڶଃᆏဲైࢨृڗشΖ

3. ኢ
3.1. Ķࢰ༼႔ф̼ķê ன෪ kap ࣧЯ
࠹ψዧڗඒߛωê Գᄎႜٻᎁޢԫଡဲڶଃᆏဲైࢨृش
ڗΔহ Ã-sái ᝑຍਢԫጟψଃᆏዧ֏ڗωê ֨ቃཚ ê ွΖຍਢڂ࠹
ዧڗඒߛ ê Գ khah gâu ࠹ዧ ڗêψԫڗԫଃᆏωΕψࠠڗޢໂݮΕଃΕ
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ᆠωê  ۥê ᐙΔଙᙰࠐᎁޢԫଡဲΰwordαê ଃᆏΰsyllableα
lóng ݮڶΕଃΕᆠ êψڗωΖֺڕᝑΔϘcha-b¯ΰfemaleαϙchit-ê ဲਢ
˜ਢࠐ۞ࢬᘯ êψዧωΕਢ˜ਢڶψڗءωiáu టڶञᓵΔ˜-koh ዧڗ
ê ࠌࠡ֠ृشਢᄭઔߒृΔ༉ᄎቃཚ tãk-ê ଃᆏ lóng ڶዧڗΔ༉
chhÎe נψ壆ࡥωࢨृψਬωᅝ ܂cha-b¯ ê ዧڗᐊऄΖKoh ֺڕᝑΔ
Ϙchhit-thôΰplayαϙ༉ڶψᝠ၎ωΕψωΕψԮω ê ᐊऄΖ
ψଃᆏዧ֏ڗωê ֨ቃཚ ê ွ Ã-sái ᇞᤩ⅄ढؾছषᄎట chÃ
Գ ài ᄩᄭΕಳ ڗءޣê khang-khòeΖ
კ߄ 4 ᅇӷڀഢȨӷॣȩՅǶ

ዧڗ

ଃᆏ

კ߄ 5 ȨॣᅇӷϯȩຝǴᇡࣁঁॣ lóng ԖᅇӷǶ

ዧڗ

ଃᆏ

ψଃᆏዧ֏ڗωê ֨ቃཚ ê ွਢ࠹ዧ ڗêψԫڗԫଃᆏωΕ
ψࠠڗޢໂݮΕଃΕᆠωê  ۥê ᐙΔchit-ê  ۥtú-hó h¼m ዧ ڗê 
ዌڶᣂΖহૉԱᇞዧ ڗê ֮ڗዌ༉ Ã-tàng ၞԫޡԱᇞګݮዧڗ ۥê
 ڂkap ْທ ګê ᐙΖՀ૿হ༉ࠐ։࣫ዧ ڗê ዌΖ
ૉ༉֮ ڗê ګᑵ৫ࠐᝑΔዧ ڗê ᄭᙰԫਢ ùi ཛ৵ཚΰ۫ցছ
14-ছ 11 ધαêψظ֮ωጩದΖψظ֮ωᆖመࡌཛΕਞટΕᖏഏழ
ཚ ê ࿇୶Δࠩ kah ࡨࠓܟքഏΔࡳψ՛ᒦωchiâ-chò ᑑᄷ ê ֮ڗ
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ԱΔዧ ڗêψݮڗωkapψዌωchiah Օᄗࡳᆵࠐ4Ζ
ڰײԳ։࣫ዧ ڗê ֮ڗዌΔូנψքωê ዧڗທڗঞΖྤ
k¼ng ê ᖂृኙψքω ڶt¼m-põh-á ྤ k¼ng ê ߠᇞΖૉᅃࣟዧழזშ ê
ထ܂πᎅ֮ᇞڗρê ᝑऄΚԫֳਐࠃΔਐࠃृΔီۖױኘΔኘۖߠ
რΔψՂωΕψՀωਢՈΖԲֳွݮΔွृݮΔࠡګढΔᙟ᧯ᇤ
◈ΔψֲωΕψִωਢՈΖԿֳݮᜢΔݮᜢृΔࠃאټΔ࠷ᤝઌ
ګΔψۂωΕψࣾωਢՈΖֳᄎრΔᄎრृΔֺᣊٽᓩΔߠאਐ
ೕΔψࣳωΕψॾωਢՈΖնֳ᠏ࣹΔ᠏ࣹृΔ৬ᣊԫଈΔٵრઌ
࠹ΔψەωΕψ۔ωਢՈΖքֳଗΔڗࠡྤءΔࠉᜢಜࠃΔ
ψחωΕψ९ωਢՈΖ
ૉਊψքωê ঞΔലዧڗ։ᣊΔޢԫᣊ ۾ê pasiantoh  ڶgÎachÃ lehΛਊᅃࡳݕޕΰ1992Κ21αᖕψظ֮ωΕψքׁ٨ωΕ
ψքฃωΔԿጟ։ܑז।ྤ k¼ng ழཚ ê ዧࢬڗ ê อૠᖞΔÃ-sái ùi
Հ૿ chit ്।ޢנԫᣊࢬ ۾ê pasiantohΔm¼ Ã-tàng ùi chia נዧ ڗê
֮ڗዌ te ᖵ࿇୶խ ê ዝ᧢መ࿓Ζ
კ߄ 6
ז।
זڣ
14th-11th
B.C.

ظ
֮ڗ
2nd A.D. ք
ׁ٨
12th A.D. քฃ

4

ڗᑇ
ۍ։ֺ
ڗᑇ
ۍ։ֺ
ڗᑇ
ۍ։ֺ

ွݮ

ਐࠃ

ᄎრ

ଗ

ݮᜢ

᠏ࣹ

լᇡ

᜔ૠ

276
22.53 ൎ
364
3.84 ൎ
608
2.50 ൎ

20
1.63 ൎ
125
1.32 இ
107
0.44 ൎ

396
32.33 இ
1167
12.31 ൎ
740
3.05 ൎ

129
10.53 ൎ
115
1.21 ൎ
598
2.47 இ

334
27.27 இ
7697
81.24 இ
21810
90.00 இ

0
0
7
0.07 ൎ
372
1.53 ൎ

70
5.71 ൎ
0
0
0
0

1225
100
9475
100
24235
100

ឈྥዧ ڗùi chit-ch¼m ၲࡨ ڶkhah ࡐࡳ ê ݮڗΔ˜-koh হ m¼ ˜-thang bÃ ಖْ teᖵ

ዝ᧢መ࿓խ iáu ਢᆖመψជωΕψ౻ωΕψᄒωΕψ۩ωྤ k¼ng ê ڗ
֏᧢ݮΖ
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ዧ ڗte ࿇୶መ࿓խڶԫଡࣔ᧩ ê ွΔ༉ਢψွݮωΕψᄎრω
 chit ᣊ ê ዧ ۾ࢬڗê ֺՕՕ૾܅Δ؆ԫֱ૿Δψݮᜢωchit ᣊ ê
ֺՕ༏৫༼ࠩ 90%ΖChit-ê ွ᧩قዧ ڶڗ¢g ।قଃפ౨ ê 
ଃ֮ ۩ڗê ႨΔ˜-koh ዧ ڗte խഏቼփࠀྤၞԫޡ១֏Ε࿇୶נቝֲ
 ءhit ཱིψଃᆏئڗωΰsyllabaryαêψټΰkanaαωᐊߓอΔm¼ ྤ
ཛ ធ hit ཱི ॺ ᒵ ࢤ ΰ non-linear α Ε ༴ ᐊ ଃ ᆏ   ۯê ψ ଃ ై  ئ ڗω
ΰphonemic alphabetαêψᘦ֮ΰHangulαωᐊߓอΔkoh khah ܍ᝑ࿇
୶ֱ۫נᘣቝ Greek hit ཱིᒵࢤ êΰlinearαΕ༴ᐊԫଃ êψଃڗ
ئωΰphonetic alphabetαΖ
ዧ ڗte ᖵዝ᧢խԫऴᏺףψݮᜢω ڗê ֺז।⅄რᆠΛԾ koh
⅄ढዧྤڗၞԫޡ࿇୶נଃ ئڗlehΛԫࠐᝑΔڍᑇ ê ᖂृ
lóng ᎁຍ h¼mψײዧωਢଃᆏߢڶᣂএΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔ tiõh
beh ᝩ ܍k¼ng ଃྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ଃᆏဲࢬທ ګê Δchiah شܓ
ψݮᜢωê ।ଃଫ।რ ê פ౨ࠐܑྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ٵଃဲΖIn sòa--lâi ၞ
ԫޡנᓵΔᎁዧڗਢՂᔞٽ।ሒዧ êΖ
ື૿ chit ཱི ê ᝑऄΔਢലທ ګê ࣠ᅝ֧ದ ê ڂΔbÎe-sÔ ٣ቃ
ψխഏ۞ײ༉ਢԫଡอԫ ê ഏ୮ωΔsòa--lâi chiah ࠐᇞᤩխഏ։ ٽê
ᖵ k¼ng-khoánΔਢటڶംᠲ êΔؘႊ൷࠹ਗᖏΖ
হᚨᇠᝑΔײዧ ê ଃᆏࠡۥኔਢڂዧ ڗê ޔᆙ chiah ທګ
êΖዧ֏֮ڗഎ९ཚࠐڂψՑωh¼mψ૿ω։ၲ࿇୶Δࢨृਢ
ᝑ֮ڗᐊߓอࢬ beh । قêψრω ۯh¼m ࢬ beh । قêψଃω
 ྤۯk¼ngΔൎ֏ tiõh ዧࠠڗໂψݮΕଃΕᆠωê ۥΖၞԫࠐޡᝑΔ
m¼ ڂዧ ڗê  ۥsoah hoan ᙰ t{g ࠐॴᡶψՑωh¼mψ૿ωê ٽ
Ꮨ࿇୶ΖChit ጟൣݮԫऴࠩ kah २ זê ػᇩ֮ሎ೯א৵ chiah t¼u-t¼u-á ڶ
᧢ޏΔm¼ ڂՑ h¼m ૿ٽᏘԱΔڍଃᆏဲ ê ֺ chiah ֒
koân ದࠐΖՀ૿হ༉ࠐᇞᤩ⅄ढψრω ۯh¼mψଃωྤۯ
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k¼ngΔኙ֮ ڗê ࿇୶ᄎທګᐙΖ
ૉ ەGelbΰ1952αਊ֮ߓڗอࢬ। قê რࠐۯ֮ ڗê ։ᣊ
kap ࿇୶ ê ։ཚ ê ᨠ࢚Δহ Ã-sái ᖞנՀ૿ chit ٝዧ֏֮ڗഎ te ྤ k¼ng
ᖵ։ཚ l¼i-té ֮ڗᐊߓอࢬ। قêψრωh¼mψଃω ۯê ዝ᧢
।Ζ
კ߄ 7. ᅇӷਜቪس ᐕўϩය
ᖵ։ཚ
-15th B.C.

ظ֮אছ

ψრωۯ
֮ॾஒ

ψଃωۯ
ྤࡐࡳ। قê ଃ

14th-3rd B.C.
ظ֮
ဲΰwordα
2nd B.C.-19th A.D. ײዧ֮/֮ߢ֮ ဲ

ဲ
ଃᆏ

20th A.D.

ଃᆏ

ػᇩ֮

ଃᆏဲైΰmonosyllabic morphemeα

Te ֮ڗ࿇୶ ê መ࿓Δࠌ।ሒრ ê  ۯsiun ՕΔ༉ྤऄ৫إᒔ֘
ᚨଃΖ؆ԫֱ૿Δ।ሒ êψრω ۯh¼mψଃωۯૉྤ
ٽΔm¼ ᄎᐙ।ሒᇩ ê ᄷᒔࢤΖ
Te ظ֮אছΔዧچ֏֮ڗ ê Գᣊ iáu ྤऄ৫ k¼ ᇩ l¼i-té êψ
ဲω։ࠐנΔin kan-taڶऄ৫شቹࢨृฤᇆ ê ࠐڤݮ।ሒԫ kÎa 5
ॾஒΖᦰृ tiõh ቹࢨृฤᇆ chiah koh ᜤუ ࢬृ܂beh ।ሒ ê փොΖ
ᤝڕᝑΔԫטԳΔԳ ê ֫ lìn thçh ԫศفᙰגΔᢰ גkoh ԫೋᅐΖ
Chit pak ቹ teh ।ሒ⅄ढრ৸ lehΛױڶ౨।قቹ lìn hit-ê ԳటটཊΔᝑ
thçh فᙰ גbeh kap ᅐਗᖏΙm¼ ױڶ౨। قhit-ê ԳటլࢉΔte ሁ lìn tútiõh ᅐΔࡰլԲึفᙰ גsa--leh kap ْ߫ΖChit ጟ।ሒֱࢬڤ।ሒ ê
ψრۯωsiun ՕΔkan-ta Ã-tàng ।ሒՕᄗ ê ᄗ࢚Δྤࡐࡳ। قê 
ଃΔྤऄ৫ k¼ ᇩ༴ᐊటᄷΖ

5

ԫ kÎaΚψԫۭωê რ৸Ζ
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ࠩ kah ظ֮ழזΔhit tong-chÔn ê Գբᆖ chai-iá k¼ψრωۯ
ᜍ՛Δk¼ψဲωùi ९ ló-ló ê ᇩ l¼i-té ܑࠐנΖֺڕΔԫଡႽ⩊
גΕխ؇រԫរΔࠐ।قψֲᙰωΙԫೋູ גê ؆ࠐݮ।قψູ
גωΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔin բᆖ chai-iá ࡳࡐشê ֮ڗฤᇆࠐಖᙕᇩ l¼i-té ê
ψဲωۯΖڂಖᙕ ê რۯᜍ՛ àΔࢬאᅝᦰृ tiõh ԫଡႽ
⩊גΕխ؇រԫរΔْ༉ࣔᒔ chai-iá chit-ê ฤᇆ।قψֲᙰωΖឈྥಖ
ᙕ ê ۯᜍ՛ àΔ˜-koh אψဲω ۯê ಖଃֱ ڤiáu ਢྤऄ৫టᄷ
ᒔ।قဲ ê ࿇ଃΖֺڕΔԫଡႽ⩊גΕխ؇រԫរΔឈྥ chai-iá।
قψֲᙰωΔ˜-koh ْ ê ࿇ଃױ౨ਢ/j…t-thâu/ࢨृ/thài-iâng/Ζ
ື૿ hit ጟאψဲωۯΔشԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆۯΰԫଡዧڗα
ࠐ।ሒԫଡဲ ۯê ֱڤΔࠐࠩײዧ֮ழཚ ڶt¼m-põh-á ᧢֏Ζร
ԫΔಖᙕψଃωchit ֱ૿Δùi ࠐ êψဲωא᧢ޏψଃᆏω
ۯΖڂψဲωڶܶץଃᆏࢨृڍଃᆏ ê ױ౨ࢤΔԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆ
ڶழ beh ಖᙕଃᆏڶழڍଃᆏ khah ୲࣐ hut ˜-tiõh װΔྤऄ৫ᄷᒔಖ
ᙕଃΔࢬא৵ࠐګݮԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆ༉ಖᙕԫଡଃᆏ ê ֱڤΖՈ༉ਢ
ᝑΔte ײዧ֮ழཚΔԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆۯΰԫଡዧڗαkan-taಖᙕԫଡଃ
ᆏΔګݮዧڗψԫڗԫଃᆏωê ۥΖรԲΔಖᙕψრωchit ֱ૿Δ
ঞՂፂࠐԫଡ֮ڗฤᇆۯ।ሒԫଡψဲωê ֱڤΖڂ te
ψଃωֱ૿ԫଡዧ ڗkan-taಖᙕԫଡψଃᆏωΔ˜-koh teψრωֱ
૿ਢಖᙕԫଡψဲωΔkoh ףՂԳᣊ Ã-tàng ࿇ ê ଃᆏటૻڶΔ tiõh
ᝩ ܍k¼ng ଃᆏ܀ਢྤ k¼ng ဲ ê ൣݮ࿇سΔchiah ڶشܓܑრ৸פ
౨ êψೣலωࠐܑྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ٵଃဲΖࢬא।ଃଫ।რ êψݮᜢω
 ڗê ֺᄎ lú ࠐ lú koân ê ڂΔࠡኔਢڂ९ཚࠐ֮ࢬڗ।ሒ êψ
რω ۯh¼mψଃωۯๅᠦΕྤԫી ê ᣂএΖ‹ਢ ch…t-kóa ᖂृࢬ
ᝑڂײዧਢଃᆏߢ ê ᣂএΖChit ጟ֮ڗ।ሒ êψრωh¼m
ψଃω ྤۯk¼ng ࢬທ ګê ွ༉ਢψ֮ߢ֮ωᡐឰዧ֮֏چᑇ
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ՏڣΖ
ࠩ kah २ػזᇩ֮ሎ೯אפګ৵Δዧ ڗêψრω ۯchiah ᜍ՛
ᒤΕ¢gψଃω ۩ۯoáΕٽᏘದࠐΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔመװԫଡψ
ဲωطԫଡψዧڗω।ሒ ê ֱڤΔ᧢ޏԫଡψဲωطԫଡࢨृԫ
ଡאՂ êψዧڗω।ሒΖڂψრω۩אٻψଃᆏω ۯàΔࢬא
ψዧωchiah Ã-tàng ྇֟ࠐ۞ዧ ڗê ޔᆙΔ༚ڍଃᆏဲ ê ૿Ζ܀
ਢΔڂመޢװԫଡψዧڗωlóng  ْڶê რ৸ΔÃ-sái ᝑޢԫଡψዧڗω
lóng ਢဲైΰmorphemeαΔᅝহ thçh ዧࠐڗಖᙕڍଃᆏဲ ê ழΔ୲
࣐سᄅ ê ംᠲѧѧଡܑψဲైωê რ৸ h¼mψဲωê ᖞ᧯რ৸ྤԫ
ࡳ k¼ng-khoánΖᤝڕΔ êψᆬωਢྦଇ ê ࢬ ڇê რ৸Ζឈྥ
ψωh¼m ྦଇڶᣂএΔ˜-kohψᆬωh¼m ྦଇࠀྤᣂএΖKoh ᘣቝΔ
ဎ l¼i-té êψޥ࿇ωਢਐϘsofaϙê რ৸Δ˜-kohψޥωh¼mψ࿇ωkap
ψޥ࿇ωê ᖞ᧯რ৸ࠀྤ k¼ngΖChit ጟൣݮܑ࿇ سte ಖᙕψ؆ࠐω
ê sî-chÔnΖ༉ਢڂዧࠠڗໂဲై ê ۥΔ˜ਢ kan-tan ొ।ಖଃᆏΔ
ࢬאহᝑػᇩ֮ழཚ ê ዧڗψრωۯਢψଃᆏဲైωΖ
ዧ ڗte խഏ h¼m چឈྥ lóng ၞ୶ࠩػᇩ֮ழཚΔψრω
h¼mψଃω ٽڶۯoá ದࠐΔ˜-koh ڂ in lóng ፂዧ ࠐڗê ।ଃ
ଫ।რ ê ᠨૹפ౨Δທګଡܑψဲైωê რ৸ h¼mψဲωê ᖞ᧯რ৸
ྤ k¼ng-khoánΔψဲైωᎄᖄψဲωê ൣ ݮlú ࠐ lú chÃΖࠡشࠌהዧ
 ڗê چΔᘣቝֲءΕཛធ h¼m ။ত ê ࿇୶ൣݮਢ án-chóa lehΛ
ֲءԳᚨشዧڗਢֺխഏԳ te ػᇩ֮ழཚᚨشዧ ڗê ऄ koh ٦
ၞছᔏԫװנޡΖֲءԳലዧڗ։ᇞψଃᆏئڗωΔشܓψټωê
ഗءնԼଃࠐئڗ।ಖଃΔᝩ܍ψݮᜢڗωl¼i-té ࠠໂრ êψೣ
லωê ᎄᖄΖ⅄ढֲءԳሎشψټωê ழΔ˜᧫ k¼ng ଃΕྤ k¼ng რ
৸ ê ٵଃဲ lehΛຍਢڂֲءԳડధመڗ֮װᐊߓอࢬ beh । قê
ψრω ۯh¼m ࢬ beh । قêψଃω ྤۯk¼ng ê ऄΔޏၞ
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ψრωh¼mψଃωê ۯԫીΔۖᜍ՛ψრωۯΔຘመψڗ
ئωኙψဲωêψଃωᐊΔྥ۞ृᦰᜤუ tiõh beh । قê ဲ
რ৸Ζ
K¼ng-khoán ሐ m¼ ࿇ سte ཛធ h¼m ။তΖཛធԳലዧڗၞԫޡ
։ؔࠩψଃైئڗωΔຘመഗ ءê 28 ଡࠐئڗᐊࢬ ڶê ଃΖ။ত
Գॣཚ m¼ شܓψݮᜢω ڗê ທڗঞ໌ທ bÃ-chióψڗωڗΔ৵ࠐޏ
شႚඒՓ te 17 ધࢬૠ ê ᢅ್ئڗΰQuoc NguαΔlóng ᜔ 29 ଡڗ
ئΔࠐಖᙕࢬ ڶê ଃΖ
ឈྥֲءΕཛធΕh¼m ။ত ê ڰཚ֮ڗᐊߓอਢ ùi խഏႚመװ
êΔ˜-koh in ৵ࠐ ê ࿇୶ lóng ֺዧڗ࿇ᄭ چê խഏ koh khah ၞޡΖઌኙհ
ՀΔឈྥխഏ te २ זm¼ ԫऴ teh ၞ۩ዧ ޏڗê khang-khòeΔ˜-koh ګ
࣠ iáu ਢటૻڶΔkan-ta ঠൎࠩψ១֏ωê ޡچΖহ Ã-sái ᝑΔֲءΕ
ཛធΕh¼m ။তڶऄ৫ՕՕၞ۩֮ޏڗΔۖၞԫޡආشଃڗ
ئΔݙ٤ਢ؆ైڂڇ6 ê ᣂএΖຍ m¼ ฤ ٽGelbΰ1952Κ196α༉֮ ڗê ࿇
୶መ࿓ࢬᝑ êΔlóng ਢ؆ഏ ê ࠌ ृشchiah ˜᧫ؚధႚอ ê ޔᆙΔchiah ၞ
ԫ ࢤࡎڶޡê ᄅ࿇୶Ζ

3.2. ႔ф̼ ê ࿅
ଃᆏዧ ֏ڗê ွ Ã-sái ᝑਢψዧڗᖲᕴωሎ܂հՀࢬທ ګêΖ⅄
ढᇆψዧڗᖲᕴωlehΛψዧڗᖲᕴωਢਐലዧ ڗêψԫڗԫଃ
ᆏωΕψࠠڗޢໂݮΕଃΕᆠωê ۥ tòa ᄅທΕڶဲືᙰΔ
in ࠠໂψԫଃᆏԫዧڗωΕψࠠڗޢໂݮΕଃΕᆠωê ሎ܂ᑓڤΖዧڗ
چ ê ߢڂ࠹ tiõhψዧڗᖲᕴωê péng Δchiah ທګψࡰمω
ΰisolating languageαê ᔆΖChit-ê ༉ᘣቝᔪᆩΰian-chhiânα

6

ᓮەᓏ֮ 1997τዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ๅዧሎ೯υΖ
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k¼ng-khoánΔᔪᆩឈྥਢԫኲԫኲΰchatαΔহ kám ᄎᝑᓼۚࠐء༉ԫ
ኲԫኲΛՀ૿হ༉ᜰ kóa ڂࠌشዧ ڗsoah ྤऄ৫ડ᧩ kap ၞԫޡ࿇
୶ߢᔆ ê ࠏΖ
شዧࠐڗಖᙕ l¼i-té ᑇ h¼m ᓤᑇ ê ԳጠΔྤऄ৫᧩قߢ ê
ᔆΔ܀ਢૉشଃైࠐئڗ༴ᐊΔ༉ Ã-tàng ડ᧩ /n/ ਢᓤᑇ ê ¼u-khok
ΰsuffixαΖ
1st person
2nd person
3rd person

ᑇ
 ݺ/góa/
 ܃/lí/
ْ /i/

ᓤᑇ
 /goán/
Ὣ /lín/
 ڂ/in/

Koh ᤝ ڕ ê /e/ ڶkúi-n¼ ጟפ౨Δࠡխԫጟ h¼m ֮ l¼i-té ê /er/
ᣊۿΔਢൕࠃਬ۩ᄐࢨृ m¯-mí ཱི ê Գ ê რ৸Ζ
ᕍ߫-ê
ᔄ᤺-ê
႕ᔚ-ê
kut-lãt-ê

/Sái-chhia-ê/
/bÃ-me-ê/
/¬-lián-ê/
/kut-lãt-ê/

ᕍ߫ ê ԳΔᖲ
ᔄ᤺ ê ԳΔ᤺ࢋᙰ୮
ᔄ႕ᔚ ê ԳΔ႕ᔚᖜᙰ୮
kut-lãtΔؚ ê Գ

ዧڗᖲᕴሎ܂መ࿓ Ã-sái אՀ૿ chit-ê ੌ࿓।ࠐ।قΖ
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3.3. ႔ф၆ᄬ֏ᄮۢ ê ᇆᜩ
ዧڗኙᦰृ ê ߢᎁव ê ᐙࠐ۞ዧ ڗêψԫڗԫଃᆏωΕ
ψࠠڗޢໂ ݮΕଃΕᆠωê ۥΖChit-ê ᐙ tú-hó । te Գψଃ
ᆏዧ֏ڗωê jen-bat ႜٻΖՀ૿হ༉ࠠ᧯ᜰנዧڗኙߢᎁव ê ᐙ
Ζ

1.

ֶొ।ଃפ౨Δᎄᖄဲΰwordαê რܶΖ

2.

ֶڍଃᆏဲΰpolysyllablêαê ᨠ࢚Δޔᆙߢ࿇୶Ζ

3.

ဲ h¼m ဲհၴ ê ᢰྤ堚ᄑΔທګრ hâm-h²լ堚Ζ

3.3.1. ФીસߒॱђȂᇲᏲᇭຠȞwordȟê ཎ֤
ڂዧޢڗԫ ڗÃ-sái ᝑ lóng ਢԫଡψဲైωΰmorphemeαΔᅝᦰ
ृᦰ tiõh ԫଡဲ ê ழΔ୲࣐࠹ tiõh ࠡխ ê ဲైᐙΖࠌΔဲై ê ଡ
ܑრᆠ h¼m ဲ ê ᖞ᧯რᆠ k¼ng-khoánΔán-ne ༉ྤംᠲΖ܀ਢΔࠌ
ဲై ê ଡܑრᆠ h¼m ဲ ê ᖞ᧯რᆠྤ k¼ng-khoánΔ༉ᄎขسΖֺ
ڕᝑΚ
ψᢅࣟω/lô-tong/Δࠐ۞ࡵᥞچؓ୕ග Kavalan ጠࡅψྭ՞גω
რ৸Ζ
ψؚदω/tá-káu/Δࠐ۞ႂؓ୕ගຝᆵ ê ټΖ
ψሼω/lûi-kin/Δࠐ۞֮ ReaganΖ
ψԿှߡω/sam-tiau-kak/Δࠐ۞۫ఄ ֮׃San DiegoΖ
ψ້ሒᥞωΔࠐ۞Օچקؓ୕ග KetagalanΖ
ψᆬω/chàu-kha/Δΰkitchenαࠐ۞Λ
ψਬω/cha-b¯/Δΰfemaleαࠐ۞Λ
ψ໌एω/chhòng-te/Δΰtrickαࠐ۞Λ
Chit ጟሎشዧڗ।ଃפ౨ ê ऄΔtú ၲࡨڂ iáu chai-iáࠐ ê
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ᄭΔࢬྤאડ᧩ْ ê រࠐנΖ܀ਢΔழၴԫ leh ՆΔףՂ֮ૉྤ
ಖሉΔᦰृψඨ֮سᆠωê ֻఐ༉ߨ ࠐנàΖHo¼n-sèΔԫאמۍ৵Δ
koh ڶᖂृ te-hia ൶ޣψԿှߡωê ᄭ༉ਢڶڰײԿೋှ te hia ઌؚΔ
ࢬא৵ࠐ k¼ hit-ê ࢬڇᇆψԿှߡωΖ
3.3.2. ФીӻॱᇭຠȞpolysyllableȟê ᢎ܈Ȃဇᇭِี
ዧ֏֮ڗഎ ê ᐊߓอ te ९ཚ êψଃωh¼mψრωۯๅᠦ ê
ᖵ࿇୶հՀΔԫଡψဲωຏൄ lóng طԫଡψଃᆏωê ዧڗ।قΖ
ْข سê ᐙ Ã-sái ༉Բֱ૿ࠐᝑΖรԫΔ༉ᄅທဲ ê መ࿓ࠐᝑΔڂ
ψଃᆏωÃ-tàng ໌ທ ࠐנê ࿇ଃิٽటૻڶΔ܀ਢԳᣊᏁ ê ဲ
ਢ tãk-kang teh ᏺףΔ tiõh  ૻڶشܓê ࿇ଃิࠐٽ༴ᐊྤૻ ê ဲΔ
ࡰլԲึړຘመ᎖ ܗê ᙄऄΔᘣቝᏺףψᜢᓳωΕᏺףψݮᜢω
ڗΔthang ᝩ ܍k¼ng ଃΕྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ٵଃဲ ê נΖรԲΔ༉ ڶê
ՑဲࠐᝑΔψဲω९ཚ teψଃᆏωêψዧڗωê ᐙհՀΔ
ψՑωዬዬ࠹ψ૿ωᐙΔl³-bóe ګݮՑ êψڍଃᆏဲω
hôngψଃᆏ֏ωΖຍਢ֮ޔڗᆙߢ࿇୶ ê ኔࠏΖ
Thçh ࠏΔૉشଃᆏ Ã-tàng ໌ທ נkúi ጟױ౨ ê ࿇ଃิٽ
lehΛૉᅃπნଃᣪᦸρl¼i-té ࢬ٨ ê 15 ଃΰᜢئΔconsonantαΕ45 ئڗ
ଃΰᣉئΔrhymeαh¼m 8 ᜢᓳΔ༉ ڶ15u45u8=5,400 ጟױ౨ ê ࿇ଃิ
ٽΖૉאπൈዺࠢڗρl¼i-té ዧ ڗ47,035  ݁ؓࠐڗchheΔԫଡ࿇ଃิٽ
ؓ݁ ڶ8.7 ଡዧڗΖՈ༉ਢᝑ k¼ng ଃΕྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ዧ ݁ؓڗchhe ڶ
8.7 ଡΖࠃኔՂΔڂኔᎾ ê ࿇ଃิٽ ྤءkah 5,400 ጟΔࢬ אk¼ng
ଃΕྤ k¼ng რ৸ ê ዧ ݁ؓڗchhe ၌መ 8.7 ଡΖ
ૉڍشଃᆏ ê ᨠ࢚ࠐ໌ທဲΔ܍ጩᜢᓳ༉ڶՀ૿ chit kúi ጟױ౨
ê ࿇ଃิٽΚ
2 ଃᆏΚΰ15Ø45αØΰ15Ø45α= 445,625
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3 ଃᆏΚΰ15Ø45αØΰ15Ø45αØΰ15Ø45α= 307,546,875
Kan-ta 2 ଃᆏ ê ױ౨ ê ࿇ଃิٽ༉ ڶ445,625 ጟΔૉലπൈዺڗ
ࠢρl¼i-té 47,035 ଡዧ ڗtãk  ڗlóng ᄷԫଡဲΔ ءbÃ ขٵسଃဲ ê
ംᠲΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔহૉડధመאװψଃᆏωທဲ ê ᨠ࢚༉ Ã-tàng ྇
֟ٵଃဲข سê ᖲᄎΜCh…t-kóa Գᎁ tiõh ᝩٵ܍ଃဲ ê ܺឫΔࢬא
ài ᤉᥛࠌشዧڗΖChit ཱིᨠ࢚ Ã-sái ᝑਢψଙ࣠ڂωΔലທ ګê ࣠ᅝ
֧ದ ê ڂΖ
3.3.3. ᇭຠ h¼m ᇭຠϞ ê ࣨฒ఼ཿȂഅԙᇭཎ hâm-h²Ϛ఼Ȅ
ዧڂڗ९ཚ êψଃωh¼mψრωۯๅᠦΔ৵ࠐګݮψ֮ߢ
֮ωchit ጟᏯᝑ ê ԫΕ֫ᐊ ê koh ԫ ê ᑓڤΖ֮ߢ֮ ê ᐊֱڤ
ࠀྤࠠ᧯֘ᚨՑΔkan-taຘመ kúi-ê ዧڗ༉ലᄗ࢚।ࠐנقΖ
Chit ጟ।ֱقऄ êψუቝ़ၴωటՕΔრటྤ堚ᄑΔྤ k¼ng Գ Ã-tàng
 ྤڶk¼ng ê ᇞᤩΖ20 ધא৵Δឈྥػᇩ֮ሎ೯ kap Ց h¼m ૿
ّ܂ٽΔ˜-koh tãk ڗዧ ڗlóng Ã-tàng ᅝ܂ψဲైωê  ۥiáu ਢژ
ڇΖChit-êψဲైωê ۥΔᝑᦫړਢ Ã-tàng ዧ ૻྤڶڗê ທဲפ౨Ι
ᝑָᦫਢທګဲ h¼m ဲհၴ ê ᢰྤ堚ᄑΖᤝڕΚ
ڜ٤ࢤٌ࣐
֮Գࢴ֮ڗऱཏሙ
ፂอएၸ్ऱਝܓ墿

=>ڜ٤ࢤʳ ʳ ٌ࣐Λ
=>ڜ٤ʳ ʳ ࢤٌ࣐Λ
=>֮Գʳ ࢴʳ ʳ ֮ڗऱཏሙΛ
=>֮Գʳ ࢴ֮ڗʳ ऱʳ ཏሙΛ
=>ፂʳ อएၸ్ʳ ऱʳ ਝܓ墿Λ
=>ፂอएၸ్ʳ ʳ ऱʳ ਝܓ墿Λ

Chit ጟဲ h¼m ဲհၴᢰྤ堚ᄑ ê ွΔԫֱ૿ທګრ
hâm-h²ྤ堚ᄑΔ؆ԫֱ૿Δm¼ ڂ tiõh ná ᦰ ná ܒឰᢰΔທګᔹᦰ
ຒ৫ ê ૾܅Ζ
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4. ඕኢ
֮ءຘመψbat ዧڗωh¼mψ˜-bat ዧڗωê ኙᅃઔߒΔᢞࣔ bat ዧ
 ڗê ֺ˜-bat ዧ ڗê  ڶkhah koân êψଃᆏዧ֏ڗωê jen-bat ႜٻΖՈ༉ਢ
ᝑΔ࠹ዧڗඒߛ ê Գ khah gâu ࠹ዧڗψԫڗԫଃᆏωΕψࠠڗޢໂ
ݮΕଃΕᆠωê ۥᐙΔsoah ࠐᎁޢԫଡဲ ê ଃᆏ lóng ڶრ৸Ζ
ዧڗ ګݮۥê ڂਢ te֮ڗ࿇୶መ࿓խڂψଃω ۯh¼m
ψრω ྤۯk¼ngΔՑ h¼m ૿։ၲ࿇୶ΔףՂψଃᆏωê
ທဲֱऄྤऄ৫ᚨ ૻྤבêψဲωᏁࢬޣທ ګêΖْ ê ᐙ te Կ
ֱ૿ΚรԫΔֶొ।ଃפ౨Δᎄᖄဲΰwordαê რܶΖรԲΔֶ
ڍଃᆏဲΰpolysyllableαê ᨠ࢚Δޔᆙߢ࿇୶ΖรԿΔဲ h¼m
ဲհၴ ê ᢰྤ堚ᄑΔທګრ hâm-h²լ堚Ζ
Beh ޏၞ chit Կֱ૿ ê រഄԫ ê ֱऄਢࠫࡳ១ êψଃڗ
ئωΖྤᓵਢشଃئڗ٤ຝ࠷זዧڗΔࢨृ h¼m ዧٵڗᏘࠌشᘣቝ
ֲ֮ án-neΔlóng Ã-tàng ྇֟ chit Կֱ૿ ê ᐙΖᝑದࠐਢట១Δ܀ਢ
ਢ˜ਢױڶ౨۩ chiÔޏዧ ڗê ሁຜ lehΛTeψഏ୮ࡳۯωྤ堚
ᄑΕྤࠠໂψ؆ైڂڇωchìn-chêngΔஎ᧫ਢట oh ኔΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 1998 ԃಃ 4 ۛчऍࢪѠࣴزፕЎԃǴMay 29-June 1, University of
Texas at Austinȝ
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1. ࡁտજ፟ h¼m ϫ۞
 êψۏω/bi/ h¼m  êϘbeeϙΰᇎגαᦫದࠐ kám  ڶk¼ngkhoánΛڶԳᝑΔ ê bee ᦫದࠐ sêng  êψۏωΔm¼ ڶԳᝑ sêng
ψֺω/pi/Ζࠩࢍ êψᖼႾଃωΰvoiced stop consonantsα/b/ਢ sêng 
ଃᣉߓอ l¼i-té ê /b/ލਢ/p/Λ
ૉ༉ψଃᣉᖂωΰphonemicsαê ߡ৫ࠐΔ ê /b/ΰeg.ۏαkap
/g/ΰeg.αh¼m  ê /b/ΰeg. beeαkap /g/ΰeg. guyαᚨᇠਢ᥆ k¼ng ԫ
ᣊ ê ᖼႾଃΖૉਢ án-neΔ⅄ढڶԳᄎᎁ ê ᖼႾଃ/b d g/ᦫ
ದࠐྤ sêng  ê ᖼႾଃ/b g/Δᣌଙ sêng 堚Ⴞଃ/p t k/Λ
ڂאڶՂ chit ཱིኙ h¼m  ê ઌኙႾଃ ê ᎁव ê ྤ k¼ngΔࢬ
 אm¼ ֘ᚨ te ᢅ್ߓڗอ ê ฤᇆᙇືشᙰΚ ڶê ֱூΔቝᝑψຏش
ଃԬڤωΔᙇ b d g ࠐ।ق ê /p t k/Δ شp t k ࠐ।ق/ph th kh/Ιm¼
ֱڶூΔቝᝑψػᇩڗωkapψຏشଃڤظωΔᙇ b g ࠐ।ಖ ê
/b g/Δ شp t k ಖ/p t k/Ζ
Chit-ê ઔߒ༉ਢ beh Աᇞਢ⅄ढڂທאګՂ ê ଃᎁव ê ฆΙ
chit-ê ઔߒ ùiψa-khu-thit-kho ଃᖂωΰacoustic phoneticsαê ߡ৫ࠐྒྷၦ
ֺለ h¼m  ê Voice Onset TimeΰVOTΙၲࡨ࿇ᜢழၴαΔthang
ᇞ téng-koân ê ംᠲΖ

2. έᄬ h¼m ࡻᄬ ê ࢰ
ૉ༉ψଃᣉᖂωê ߡ৫ࠐᝑΔ êψႾଃωΰstop consonantsαڶ
3 ጟᣊীΔލ༉ਢψ堚Ⴞଃωΰvoiceless stopαΕψᖼႾଃωΰvoiced
stopαkapψಬଃωΰaspiratedαΙ êψႾଃωkan-tan ։ψᖼႾ
ଃωkapψॺᖼ-Ⴞଃω2 ᣊΔލ༉ਢᝑ te  ê ଃᣉߓอ l¼i-té ਢྤ։
ψ堚ႾଃωkapψಬଃωΖ h¼m  ê Ⴞଃ։ܑ٨ te ቹ। 1 kap
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2Δthang ۯٺԱ khah 堚ᄑΖ
კ߄ 1. Ѡᇟ ê ༞ॣس

Ꮿଃΰbilabialα
ᕡࡾଃΰalveolarα
ຌື khok ଃΰvelarα

ᖼႾଃ 堚Ⴞଃ ಬଃ
h
b
p
p
h
t
t
h
g
k
k

კ߄ 2. मᇟ ê ༞ॣس

Ꮿଃΰbilabialα
ᕡࡾଃΰalveolarα
ຌື khok ଃΰvelarα

ᖼႾଃ
b
d
g

ॺᖼ-Ⴞଃ
p
t
k

⅄ढᝑ ê Ⴞଃ ڶ3 ጟΔah  kan-tan 2 ᣊΛຍਢڂ
hit 3 ጟႾଃ lóng ڶऄ৫ chhÎe tiõhψՂาኙ᧯مωΰminimal pairsαΔ˜koh te  l¼i-té soah ྤऄ৫ te 堚Ⴞଃ kap ಬଃհၴ chhÎe tiõhψՂาኙ
᧯مωΖቝᝑΔ l¼i-té ê ۏ/bi/Εֺ/pi/ΕᎤ/phi/Δڂψᜢئωΰi.t.s.
/b p ph/αྤ k¼ngΔsoah ։ܑທ ګ3 ጟྤ k¼ng ê რΔࢬڶאψՂาኙم
᧯ωΖ‹-koh te  l¼i-téΔψڶಬωh¼mψྤಬωΰi.t.s.堚Ⴞଃα
ਢ 1 ጟψྤრᢝωê ۞ྥ࿇ଃ۩Δۖ in հၴܧԫጟψյᇖ։ؒω
ΰcomplementary distributionαê ᣂএΔࢬ אchhÎe ྤψՂาኙ᧯مωΖᜰ
ࠏᝑΔϘspyϙΰֿגαkapϘpieϙΰભഏᠪܜᗶ堿αchit 2 ଡဲΔૉ
tùi ᝑ ê ભഏԳࠐᝑΔin ka-te ᎁᦫದࠐ 2 ଡϘpϙlóng ਢ࿇ k¼ngkhoán ê ଃΔލ༉ਢ/spai/ kap /pai/ΰtú-hó ਢଃᣉᖂ ê ߡ৫αΙ܀ਢΔૉ༉
ଃᖂΰphoneticsαê ߡ৫ࠐᝑΔinϘpϙê ࿇ଃࠃኔՂਢྤ k¼ng êΔ։
ܑਢྤಬ ê [spai] kap ڶಬ ê [phai]Ζຍਢڂ te  l¼i-téΔಬଃ
kan-tan ᄎנ te ଃ ê ᙰছΙઌኙհՀΔ[s]৵ᕻ ê Ⴞଃԫࡳਢ堚Ⴞଃ
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[p]ΖTe chit-ê ࠏΔহᝑ[p] h¼m [ph]ਢ ê ଃଃైΰphonemesα/p/ ê 2
ଡψଃై᧢᧯ωࢨृψۯٵଃωΰallophonesαΖ

3. ࡁտ͞ڱ
Beh ܑψ堚ႾଃωΕψᖼႾଃωkapψಬଃωchit 3 ᣊ ê ႾଃΔ
Ã-sái ຘመሽᆰψᜢᢜωΰspectrogramsαê ྒྷၦΖChit 3 ጟႾଃૉຘመ
ᜢᢜ։࣫ΔÃ-sái ట堚ᄑᨠኘ נin ê ۥΖᓮֺለՀ૿ቹ। 3Εቹ। 4 kap
ቹ। 5ΖChit kúi ്ψᜢᢜቹωl¼i-téΔᖩஆᑑਢழၴΔऴஆᑑਢ᙮Δ
ษػᒵ। قê ਢ 2 ଡᏯ phah ၲ ê hit-ê tong-chÔnΖԫࠐᝑΔহԳ࿇
ᖼႾଃ ê sî-chÔnΔte Ꮿ phah ၲ chìn-chêng হԳ nâ-âu ê ᜢ༉բᆖၲࡨ
೯ΖChit-ê ೯ᄎ᧩ قte ᜢᢜቹΔލ༉ਢቹ। 3 l¼i-té ษػᒵ h¼m ؔ
ػᒵհၴۥી khah ྤ k¼ng ê hit giahΖহԳ tãk pái ࿇ᖼႾଃ ê ழΔษػ
ᒵ h¼m ؔػᒵհၴ ê ழၴ९ lóng ྤ sán k¼ngΔࢬݮྤאխ ګݮkhah
ᖼΕkhah ྤᖼ ê ܑΖឈྥழၴ९ྤ k¼ngΔ˜-koh in ԫࡳڶԫଡழၴ
ᒤΔቝᝑءኔ᧭ l¼i-té  ê /b/Օપਢ-135 ۟-57 msecΰՏ։հԫઞΙ
אษػᒵխ֨ᒵΔᇆ। قteษػᒵ ê ଙ pêngαհၴΖษػᒵ h¼m
ؔػᒵհၴ chit ழၴᇆψᜢଃ࿇נழၴωΰVoice Onset TimeαΖྤ
k¼ng ê ߢΔin êψᜢଃ࿇נழၴωê ᒤᄎྤ k¼ngΖ
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კ߄ 3. ᐜ༞ॣ[ba] ê ᖂ

კ߄ 4. ଌॣ[pha] ê ᖂ

კ߄ 5. మ༞ॣ[pa] ê ᖂ
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Sòa--lâi হࠐᝑಬଃ ê ൣݮΰቹ। 4αΚte Ꮿ phah ၲΕၲࡨנ
ࠐ hit-chÔnΔψᣉئωê ᜢଃ iáu ྤ hiah ጹࠐנΖÀi መ ch…t-sî-á ᣉ ئê ᜢ
chiah ᄎࠐנΰቹ lìn ؔػᒵਢᣉئၲࡨ࿇ᜢ hit-chÔnαΖษػᒵ h¼m ؔ
ػᒵհၴ chit ழၴ༉ਢ VOTΖChit ಬመ࿓ڂ࿇ سte ษػᒵ
ΰᏯ phah ၲ ê hit-ê tong-chÔnαê  إpêngΔࢬࡳאψإωêΖTe chit-ê
ኔ᧭ l¼i-téΔ/ph/ ê VOT ਢ te 136 ۟ 47 հၴΖ
ቹ। 5 ਢ堚Ⴞଃ ê ᜢᢜቹΖ堚Ⴞଃڂಬట chióΔᏯԫ phah
ၲΔᣉئ༉լڍႉ hit-ê ழႨ piàn ࠐנΖࢬא堚Ⴞଃ ê ษػᒵ h¼m ؔ
ػᒵట oáΰቹ lìn kan-tan ษػᒵαΔލ༉ਢᝑْ ê VOT టΖTe chit-ê
ኔ᧭ l¼i-téΔ/p/ ê VOT ਢ te 30 ۟ 0 հၴΖ
Chit-ê ઔߒ༉ਢࢬ૿ືאᝑ ê ᜢᢜᓵࠐ։ֺ࣫ለ h¼m  ê
VOTΖ ê ຝ։ਢಾኙԫଡ cha-p¬ êΕ28 ᄣΕאئ êψ࿇ଃ
Գωࢬ ê ྒྷၦΖ ê ຝ։ऴ൷ආ شLisker and Abramsonΰ1964αê ኔ
᧭ᑇᖕΖ
ءኔ᧭ආ شê ਢ Mac ठ ءê Signalyze ຌ᧯Ζኔ᧭መ࿓ਢط࿇ଃԳᅃ
ࠃ٣ڜඈ ړê ဲᑌءΰword listαࠐ࿇ଃΖޢԫଡဲ lóng ਢ CV 
ଃᆏΕᜢئΕkap ᣉئዌΰᔹॵٙαΔޢԫଡဲ lóng ૹᓤ
ᙕ 5 páiΖ

4. ඕ ڍh¼m ኢ
ਊᅃື૿ࢬᝑ ê ઔߒֱऄࠐྒྷၦΔÃ-sái  tiõh Հ૿ቹ। 6 ê 
VOT ᑇᖕΰᇡาᓮᔹॵٙαΖ ê VOT ᑇᖕΰLisker and Abramson
1964αm¼ ٨ te ቹ। 7 thang Օ୮ֺለΖ
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კ߄ 6. Ѡᇟ༞ॣ ê VOT

ʳ

p

t

k

ph

th

kh

b

g

ؓ݁ଖ

9.37 8.63 21.27

71.00

81.30 108.43 -83.90 -82.63

ᑑᄷ

7.43 4.41

5.50

18.68

15.57

20.78

16.65

25.44

ᒤՕ՛

30

19

26

89

54

87

78

89

Ղา

0

0

8

47

59

76

-135

-119

ՂՕ

30

19

34

136

113

163

-57

-30
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კ߄ 7. मᇟ༞ॣ ê VOT

p

t

k

ؓ݁ଖ

b

d

g

58ʳ

70ʳ

80ʳ

1

-101ʳ

5

-102

21

-88

ᒤՕ՛

100ʳ

75ʳ

85ʳ

5

110ʳ

25

115

35

90ʳ

Ղา

20ʳ

30ʳ

50ʳ

0

-130ʳ

0

-155

0ʳ

-150ʳ

ՂՕ

120ʳ

105

135

5

-20ʳ

25

-40

35

-60

ΰۯΚՏ։հԫઞα

ૉᅃቹ। 6 kap ቹ। 7 ê ᑇᖕࠐֺለ h¼m  ê ႾଃΔÃ-sái ࿇
Հ૿ 3 ଡរΚ
รԫΔ ê ᖼႾଃΕ堚Ⴞଃ kap ಬଃ ê VOT յઌݙ٤ྤૹ
ᦤΔڶట ړê ܑΰቹ। 8Εቹ। 9Εቹ। 10αΖChit-ê ွ tú-hó ٱ
ᢞᝑ ê ႾଃڶᖼႾଃΕ堚Ⴞଃ kap ಬଃ chit 3 ᣊΖ
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˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

კ߄ 8. ѠᇟȨᚈয༞ॣȩê VOT
˄ˇ˃
˄˅˃
˄˃˃
ˋ˃
ˉ˃
ˇ˃
˅˃
˃
ˀ˅˃
ˀˇ˃
ˀˉ˃
ˀˋ˃
ˀ˄˃˃
ˀ˄˅˃
ˀ˄ˇ˃

ՂՕ
ؓ݁ଖ
Ղา

˧ʳˀʳ˂˵˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̃˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̃˻˂

Ⴞଃ

კ߄ 9. ѠᇟȨᏁ۞༞ॣȩê VOT
˄˅˃
˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

˄˃˃
ˋ˃

ՂՕ

ˉ˃

ؓ݁ଖ

ˇ˃

Ղา

˅˃
˃
˧ʳˀʳ˂̇˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̇˻˂
Ⴞଃ
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˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

კ߄ 10. ѠᇟȨ೬ഗ khok ༞ॣȩê VOT
˄ˋ˃
˄ˉ˃
˄ˇ˃
˄˅˃
˄˃˃
ˋ˃
ˉ˃
ˇ˃
˅˃
˃
ˀ˅˃
ˀˇ˃
ˀˉ˃
ˀˋ˃
ˀ˄˃˃
ˀ˄˅˃
ˀ˄ˇ˃

ՂՕ
ؓ݁ଖ
Ղา

˧ʳˀʳ˂˺˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂˾˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂˾˻˂

Ⴞଃ

รԲΔ ê ᖼႾଃٵழ h¼m  ê 堚Ⴞଃ kap ᖼႾଃڶઌᦤ
tiõhΔࢬאאئ ê Գૉᦫ tiõh  ê ᖼႾଃΔڶழ༉ᄎᎄᇞ
堚Ⴞଃΰቹ। 11Εቹ। 12Εቹ। 13αΖቝᝑΔ êϘbeeϙΔᝑ
 ê hit-ê Գ n¼ ࿇ଃ te VOT 4 msec hit-chÔnΔϘbeeϙᦫದࠐ༉ sêng  ê
ֺ[pi]Ιૉ࿇ te VOT -100 msec ê ழΔϘbeeϙ༉ቝ[ۏbi]ΖངԫᇩᝑΔ
 ê ᖼႾଃࠡኔૉ༉ a-khu-thit-kho ê ߡ৫ࠐΔਢڶ堚Ⴞଃ h¼m ᖼႾଃ
ê ᔆ êΖ๕ࢡԳ te hia sa ྤ êϘbeeϙਢ sêngψֺωލਢ
ψۏωΖ
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კ߄ 11. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨᚈয༞ॣȩê Кၨ
ˇ˃
˅˃

˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

˃
ˀ˅˃

ՂՕ

ˀˇ˃

ؓ݁ଖ

ˀˉ˃

Ղา

ˀˋ˃
ˀ˄˃˃
ˀ˄˅˃
ˀ˄ˇ˃
˧ˀ˂˵˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̃˂

˘˄ˀʳ˂˵˂

˘˅ˀʳ˂˵˂

Ⴞଃ
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კ߄ 12. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨᏁ۞༞ॣȩê Кၨ
ˇ˃
˅˃
˃
ˀ˅˃
ˀˇ˃
ˀˉ˃
ˀˋ˃
ˀ˄˃˃
ˀ˄˅˃
ˀ˄ˇ˃
ˀ˄ˉ˃

ՂՕ
ؓ݁ଖ
Ղา

˧ʳˀʳ˂̇˂

˘˄ˀʳ˂˷˂
Ⴞଃ

˘˅ˀʳ˂˷˂
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კ߄ 13. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨ೬ഗ khok ༞ॣȩê Кၨ
ˇ˃
˅˃
˃
ˀ˅˃
ˀˇ˃
ˀˉ˃
ˀˋ˃
ˀ˄˃˃
ˀ˄˅˃
ˀ˄ˇ˃
ˀ˄ˉ˃

ՂՕ
ؓ݁ଖ
Ղา

˧ˀ˂˺˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂˾˂

˘˄ˀʳ˂˺˂

˘˅ˀʳ˂˺˂

Ⴞଃ

รԿΔ ê ॺᖼ-ႾଃՕຝ։ h¼m  ê ಬଃઌᦤΔchió ຝ։
h¼m 堚Ⴞଃઌᦤΰቹ। 14αࢨृ൷२ΰቹ। 15Εቹ। 16αΖহ
chìn-chêng ڶᝑ tiõh  l¼i-téΔψڶಬωh¼mψྤಬωΰi.t.s.堚Ⴞ
ଃαਢԫጟψྤრᢝωê ۞ྥ࿇ଃ۩Ιឈྥᝑ ê Գ kiò-se ْ ka-te
ਢ࿇ k¼ng-khoán ê /p/Δ˜-koh ࠃኔՂ༉ a-khu-thit-kho ࠐᝑ in ࿇ ê ଃਢڶ
[p] kap [ph] ê ܑ êΖאቹ। 14  ê /p /ࠐᝑΔVOT khah téng-koân ê ຝ։
༉ sêng  ê ಬଃΔkhah Հᆬ ê ༉ sêng 堚ႾଃΙឈྥ sêng 堚ႾଃΔ
˜-koh ْ ê ࿓৫ࠀྤ堚Ⴞଃ hiahψ堚ωΰڂ sió-khóa ڶಬαΖ
ࢬאԳᦫԳᝑ ê ழΔՕຝ։ ê sî-chÔn ᄎᎁ /p / ࿇ଃ࣍
ê ಬଃ/ph/Ζ
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კ߄ 14. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨᚈয༞ॣȩê Кၨ
˄ˉ˃
˄ˇ˃
˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

˄˅˃
˄˃˃

ՂՕ

ˋ˃

ؓ݁ଖ

ˉ˃

Ղา

ˇ˃
˅˃
˃
˧ʳˀʳ˂̃˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̃˻˂

˘ˀʳ˂̃˂

Ⴞଃ

კ߄ 15. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨᏁ۞༞ॣȩê Кၨ
˄˅˃

˩ˢ˧ʳʻ̀̆˸˶ʼ

˄˃˃
ˋ˃

ՂՕ

ˉ˃

ؓ݁ଖ

ˇ˃

Ղา

˅˃
˃
˧ʳˀʳ˂̇˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂̇˻˂
Ⴞଃ

˘ˀʳ˂̇˂
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კ߄ 16. Ѡᇟ h¼m मᇟ êȨ೬ഗ khok ༞ॣȩê Кၨ
˄ˋ˃
˄ˉ˃
˄ˇ˃
˄˅˃
˄˃˃
ˋ˃
ˉ˃
ˇ˃
˅˃
˃

ՂՕ
ؓ݁ଖ
Ղา

˧ʳˀʳ˂˾˂

˧ʳˀʳ˂˾˻˂

˘ʳˀʳ˂˾˂

Ⴞଃ

5. ඕኢ
ءኔ᧭࣠ٱᢞႾଃڶψ堚ႾଃωΕψᖼႾଃωh¼mψಬ
ଃω3 ᣊΔah  kan-tanψᖼႾଃωkapψॺᖼ-Ⴞଃω2 ጟΖڂ
Ⴞଃ kan-tan ։ 2 ጟ niâΔۖ in ଡܑ ê VOT ᒤ lóng ො። tiõh  ê 堚
ႾଃΔࢬאԳᦫ ê ழటָ։ᙃ ê ႾଃΖՈ༉ਢᝑΔڂ
 kan-tan 2 ጟႾଃΔࢬ אin ࿇ଃ ê ᐘࢤ khah ՕΔkhah gâu ࠹ᝑᇩृ
ଡԳΕࢨृଃᣉයٙైڂᐙΔsoah ࠐ ᧢ޏin ê a-khu-thit-kho ଃ
ᔆΖངመࠐᝑΔڂႾଃ ڶ3 ጟΔࢬא࿇ଃ ê ᐘࢤ khah าΙ
pi¼n ૉ࿇ଃྤᄷᒔΔ堚Ⴞଃ༉ᄎ᧢ᖼႾଃࢨृಬଃΖ
ૉ án-neΔᢅ್ ຶߒڗài ᙇ p t k ލਢ b d g ࠐ।ق/p t k/ΰֺΕ
ᓼΕਐαkhah ړΛ༉ڼழषᄎՂ 2 ጟ ê ࠐ്։࣫Δ֭
 شp t k ࠐ।ق/p t k/ êΔഗءՂਢ khi¼ teଃᣉᖂΰphonemicsαê ߡ৫Ι֭
 شb d g ࠐ।ق/p t k/ êΔਢ༉ a-khu-thit-kho ଃᖂ kap ଃᎁव ê ᨠ
រΖ
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ආ شp t k ࠐ।ق/p t k/ ˜-tan Ã-tàng ႚࢭႚอػᇩڗΔm¼ Ã-sái
h¼m ഏᎾଃᑑΰIPAαԫીΔkap ഏᎾՂڍᑇ ê ߢٽΔࠩట إê
h¼mψ൷૩ωΙche ኙᖂ سbeh ᖂא؆ ê ؆ഏߢ m¼ ڶᚥᢥΖ
ૉ شb d g ࠐ।ق/p t k/ΔਢەᐞΕհၴ ê ႾଃࢤΔറ॰
ٽΕÃ-tàng khah  ړh¼m ഏ୮൷૩Ζ
אՂࠟጟ ്lóng ْڶԫࡳ ê ሐ kap  ړbái រΖਙࠫࡳृᚨᇠ
ᠨֱֆؓ ê ᤁञᖲᄎΔຘመֆؓΕֆၲ ê ࿓ݧՕฒ່৵ ê ဪެΖ
ૉؘႊΔÃ-sái  شܓchit-ê ᤜᠲࠐԳᖵՂ ê รԫ pái ֆދا
ปΖ

ȜҁፕЎว߄ te 2002 ԃಃ 4 ۛѠᇟقϷځ௲Ꮲ୯ሞࣴǴଯǴύξεᏢǴ4
Д 27-28 Вȝ
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֮ە
ᔤߜ 1977π壂৬ᇩऱଃዌ֗ᑑଃऄρקΚᖂسΖ
ᔤߜ 1997πऱଃፖဲऄρקΚੌΖ
Lisker, Leight and Arthur S. Abramson. 1964. A cross-language study of voicing in
initial stops: acoustical measurements. Word. 20, pp.384-422.
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ॵٙ
Ѡᇟ VOT ෳໆ ê ኧᏵȐൂՏǺίϩϐࣾȑ
ʳ

a
ʳ
iʳ ʳ
ʳ
u
ʳ
eʳ ʳ
ʳ
oʳ ʳ
ʳ
ʳ 
ʳ 
ؓ݁ଖ
ᑑᄷ
ᒤՕา
Ղา
ՂՕ

ڻᑇ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ
1ʳ
2ʳ
3ʳ
4ʳ
5ʳ

p
30
0ʳ
6ʳ
6ʳ
4ʳ
10
10
7ʳ
9ʳ
10
27
25
11
14
20
0ʳ
3ʳ
6ʳ
0ʳ
0ʳ
7ʳ
8ʳ
10
9ʳ
8ʳ
10
8ʳ
9ʳ
7ʳ
7ʳ

t
13
18
19
15
10
10
0ʳ
8ʳ
8ʳ
9ʳ
18
14
8ʳ
9ʳ
7ʳ
6ʳ
7ʳ
5ʳ
7ʳ
6ʳ
4ʳ
6ʳ
5ʳ
6ʳ
9ʳ
7ʳ
6ʳ
5ʳ
6ʳ
8ʳ

k
18ʳ
19ʳ
21ʳ
19ʳ
24ʳ
23ʳ
20ʳ
25ʳ
19ʳ
17ʳ
12ʳ
21ʳ
26ʳ
24ʳ
19ʳ
8ʳ
22ʳ
21ʳ
34ʳ
11ʳ
31ʳ
13ʳ
21ʳ
26ʳ
25ʳ
24ʳ
22ʳ
26ʳ
24ʳ
23ʳ

ph
69ʳ
83ʳ
71ʳ
101ʳ
70ʳ
50ʳ
71ʳ
73ʳ
80ʳ
71ʳ
75ʳ
136ʳ
111ʳ
67ʳ
76ʳ
57ʳ
58ʳ
53ʳ
73ʳ
47ʳ
85ʳ
69ʳ
54ʳ
61ʳ
62ʳ
55ʳ
57ʳ
75ʳ
58ʳ
62ʳ

th
60ʳ
76ʳ
78ʳ
87ʳ
80ʳ
77ʳ
90ʳ
87ʳ
93ʳ
113
113
101
76ʳ
112
100
78ʳ
65ʳ
67ʳ
68ʳ
75ʳ
67ʳ
85ʳ
88ʳ
79ʳ
65ʳ
61ʳ
64ʳ
59ʳ
88ʳ
87ʳ

kh
109ʳ
106ʳ
92ʳ
130ʳ
122ʳ
111ʳ
115ʳ
108ʳ
130ʳ
102ʳ
163ʳ
103ʳ
122ʳ
102ʳ
134ʳ
76ʳ
79ʳ
82ʳ
94ʳ
95ʳ
95ʳ
87ʳ
92ʳ
79ʳ
118ʳ
126ʳ
151ʳ
114ʳ
100ʳ
116ʳ

b
-69ʳ
-71ʳ
-112ʳ
-89ʳ
-57ʳ
-85ʳ
-75ʳ
-83ʳ
-69ʳ
-74ʳ
-62ʳ
-105ʳ
-74ʳ
-90ʳ
-85ʳ
-66ʳ
-135ʳ
-93ʳ
-101ʳ
-80ʳ
-104ʳ
-85ʳ
-83ʳ
-70ʳ
-71ʳ
-74ʳ
-81ʳ
-80ʳ
-104ʳ
-90ʳ

g
-30ʳ
-69ʳ
-82ʳ
-69ʳ
-101ʳ
-82ʳ
-111ʳ
-53ʳ
-50ʳ
-54ʳ
-119ʳ
-79ʳ
-64ʳ
-107ʳ
-118ʳ
-112ʳ
-106ʳ
-69ʳ
-99ʳ
-106ʳ
-93ʳ
-99ʳ
-82ʳ
-96ʳ
-113ʳ
-88ʳ
-50ʳ
-33ʳ
-89ʳ
-56ʳ

9.37
7.43
30
0
30

8.63
4.41
19
0
19

21.27
5.50
26
8
34

71.00
18.68
89
47
136

81.30
15.57
54
59
113

108.43
20.78
87
76
163

-83.90
16.65
78
-135
-57

-82.63
25.44
89
-119
-30
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Abstract
Chiung, Wi-vun Taiffalo. 2001. Romanization and Language
Planning in Taiwan. The Linguistic Association of Korea
Journal 9 (1). Although Taiwan is currently a Hancha (Han
characters)-dominated society, romanization was in fact the first
writing system used in Taiwan. The first romanized orthography
is the Sinkang manuscripts introduced by the Dutch
missionaries in the first half of the seventeenth century.
Thereafter, Han characters were imposed to Taiwan by the
Sinitic Koxinga regime that followed in the second half of the
seventeenth century. As the number of Han immigrants from
China dramatically increased, Han characters gradually became
the dominant writing system. At present, romanization for
Mandarin Chinese is an auxiliary script simply used for
transliteration purpose. As for Taiwanese romanization, it is
mainly used by particular groups, such as church followers and
the Taiwanese writing circle. This paper provides readers an
overall introduction to the history and current development of
romanization in Taiwan from the perspectives of literacy and
sociolinguistics. The University of Texas at Arlington.

1. Introduction
Although Taiwan is currently a Hancha (Han characters)-dominated
society, romanization once was the unique and first writing system used in
Taiwan. This system of romanization was introduced by the Dutch
missionaries in the first half of the seventeenth century. Thereafter, Han
characters were imposed to Taiwan by the Sinitic Koxinga regime in the
second half of the seventeenth century. As the number of Han immigrants
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from China dramatically increased, Han characters gradually became the
dominant writing system in Taiwan. At present, only Han characters and
modern standard Chinese are taught in Taiwan’s national education system.
In contrast, romanization is excluded from school education.
This paper intends to provide readers an overall introduction to the
history and current development of romanization in Taiwan from the
perspectives of literacy and sociolinguistics. In this paper, the sociopolitical background of Taiwan is described first, followed by an
introduction to each romanization era, and ending with a conclusion on the
future of romanized writing in Taiwan.

2. Socio-political background
Taiwan is a multilingual and multiethnic society. There are more than
twenty native languages in Taiwan, including indigenous languages, Hakka,
and Holo Taiwanese (Grimes, 1996). Generally speaking, there are
currently four primary ethnic groups: indigenous (1.7%), Hakka (12%),
Holo (73.3%), and Mainlanders1 (13%) (Huang, 1993:21).
In addition to being a multiethnic society, Taiwan has been colonized
by several foreign regimes since the seventeenth century. In 1624 the Dutch
occupied Taiwan and established the first alien regime in Taiwan. Roman
script was then introduced to Taiwan by the Dutch. In 1661 Koxinga, a
remnant force of the former Chinese Ming Dynasty, failed to restore the
Ming Dynasty against the new Qing Dynasty, and therefore he retreated to
Taiwan. Koxinga expelled the Dutch and established a sinitic regime in
Taiwan as a base for retaking the Mainland. Confucianism and civil service
examination were thus imposed to Taiwan since Koxinga’s regime until the

1

Mainly the immigrants came to Taiwan with the Chiang Kai-shek’s KMT regime
around 1945.
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early twentieth century. The Koxinga regime was later annexed by the
Chinese Qing Dynasty (1683). Two centuries later, the sovereignty of
Taiwan was transferred from China to Japan as a consequence of the SinoJapanese war in 1895. At the end of World War II, Japanese forces
surrendered to the Allied Forces. Chiang Kai-shek, the leader of the
Chinese Nationalist (KMT2 or Kuomintang) took over Taiwan on behalf of
the Allied Powers under General Order No.1 of September 2, 1945 (Peng,
1995:60-61). Simultaneously, Chiang Kai-shek was fighting against the
Chinese Communist Party in Mainland China. In 1949, Chiang’s troops
were completely defeated and then pursued by the Chinese Communists. At
that time, Taiwan’s national status was supposed to be dealt with by a peace
treaty among the fighting nations. However, because of Chiang’s defeat in
China, Chiang decided to occupy Taiwan as a base and from there he would
fight back to the Mainland (Kerr, 1992; Ong, 1993; Peng, 1995; Su, 1980).
Consequently, Chiang’s political regime Republic of China3 (R.O.C) was
renewed in Taiwan and has remained there since 1949. The relationship
between language, orthography and political status was shown in Table 1.

2

KMT was the ruling party in Taiwan since 1945 until 2000, in which year Chen Shuibian, the presidential candidate of opposition party Democratic Progressive Party was
elected the new president.
3
Republic of China was formerly the official name of the Chinese government (19121949) in China, but was replaced by the People’s Republic of China (P.R.C) in 1949.
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Table 1. Relation between language, orthography and political status in Taiwan.
Period
-1624
1624-1661
1661-1683
1683-1895

Political status
Indigenous
society
Dutch
colonialism
Koxinga
colonialism
Qing
colonialism

1895-1945

Japanese
colonialism

1945-2000

R.O.C
colonialism

Spoken Languages
Aboriginal

Writing Systems**
Tribal totem

Aboriginal/Taiwanese*

Sinkang
Classical Han
Aboriginal/Taiwanese
Classical Han
Sinkang
Aboriginal/Taiwanese
Classical Han
Koa-a-chheh
Peh-oe-ji
Sinkang
Aboriginal/Taiwanese/Japanese Japanese
Classical Han
Colloquial Han
(in Taiwanese)
Colloquial Han
(in Mandarin)
Peh-oe-ji
Kana-Taiwanese
Aboriginal/Taiwanese/Mandarin Chinese (Mandarin)
Taiwanese
Aboriginal

* Taiwanese means Hakka-Taiwanese and Holo-Taiwanese in this table.
** The order of listed writing systems in each cell of this column do not indicate the year of
occurrences. The first listed orthography refers to the official written language adopted by its
relevant governor.

National Language Policy 4 or monolingual policy was adopted both
during the Japanese and KMT occupations of Taiwan. In the case of KMT’s
monolingual policy, the Taiwanese people are not allowed to speak their
vernaculars in public. Moreover, they are forced to learn Mandarin Chinese
and to identify themselves as Chinese through the national education
system (Cheng, 1996; Tiun, 1996). As Hsiau (1997:307) has pointed out,
“the usage of Mandarin as a national language becomes a testimony of the
Chineseness of the KMT state;” that is, the Chinese KMT regime is trying
4

For details, see Huang 1993.
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to convert the Taiwanese into Chinese through Mandarin monolingualism.
Consequently, research such as Chan (1994) and Young (1988) has
revealed that a language shift toward Mandarin is in progress. Huang
(1993:160) goes so far as to suggest that the indigenous languages of
Taiwan are all endangered.

3. Romanization prior to 1945
Romanization in Taiwan prior to 1945 can be divided into two eras.
The first era of romanization is Sinkang writing, which was mainly devised
for the indigenous languages, and occurred in the first half of the
seventeenth century during the Dutch occupation of Taiwan, and ended up
in the early nineteenth century. The second romanization is Peh-oe-ji
writing. It was devised for Holo and Hakka Taiwanese languages, and it has
existed in Taiwan since the second half of nineteenth century.

3.1. Sinkang Romanization (1624-early nineteenth century)
Sinkang writing was the first romanization and the first writing system
in the history of Taiwan. It was devised by Dutch missionaries and
employed mainly to the writing of Siraya, an indigenous language in
southwest plain of Taiwan. Sinkang romanization

5

was not well

documented until the discovery of so-called Sinkang Bunsu or Sinkang
manuscripts in the nineteenth century.
Conversion to Christianity as well as exploiting resources were
important purposes for the Dutch during their occupation of Taiwan. As
Campbell described it, “during that period they [i.e., Dutch] not only

5

Although romanized writing in indigenous language had been mentioned in earlier
historical materials such as Chulo Koanchi (Topographical and Historical Description
of Chulo 1717), and E-tamsui-sia Kiagi (A Glossary of the Lower Tamsui Dialect 1763),
romanization in Sinkang was not well known until the discovery of Sinkang manuscripts.
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carried on a profitable trade, but made successful efforts in educating and
Christianising the natives; one missionary alone having established a
number of schools and received over five thousand adults into the
membership of the Reformed Church” (Campbell, 1903:vii). The natives
around Sinkang6 were first taught Christianity through the learning of the
romanization of Sinkang dialect. There were some textbooks and testaments
written in romanized Sinkang, such as the The Gospel of St. Matthew in
Formosan Sinkang Dialect and Dutch (Het Heylige Euangelium Matthei en
Jonannis Ofte Hagnau Ka D'llig Matiktik, Ka na Sasoulat ti Mattheus, ti
Johannes appa. Overgefet inde Formosaansche tale, voor de Inwoonders
van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan, Bacloan, Tavokan, en Tevorang.), which
was translated and published by Daniel Gravius in 1661 (Campbell, 1996;
Lai, 1990:121-123).
After Koxinga drove the Dutch out from Taiwan, the roman scripts
were still used by those plain tribes for some period. There were several
manuscripts found after those native languages disappeared. Those
manuscripts were written either in language(s) of native aborigines or they
were bilingual texts with romanization and Han characters. Most of the
manuscripts were either sale contracts, mortgage bonds, or leases (Naojiro,
1933:IV). Because most of those manuscripts were found in Sinkang areas
and were written in Sinkang language, they were named Sinkang
Manuscripts by scholars, or Hoan-a-khe ( the contract of barbarians) by the
public (Lai, 1990:125-127).
There are 141 examples of Sinkang Manuscripts discovered to date,
the earliest manuscript dated 1683, and the most recent one dated 1813. In
other words, those indigenous people continued to use the romanization for

6

Sinkang , originally spelled in Sinkan, was the place opposite to the Tayouan where the
Dutch had settled in 1624. The present location is Sin-chhi of Tainan county.
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over a century-and-a-half after the Dutch had left Taiwan (Naojiro,
1933:XV ).

3.2. Peh-oe-ji Romanization (1865-present)
If Sinkang writing represents the first foreign missionary activities in
Taiwan, then the development of Peh-oe-ji 7 reveals the comeback of
missionary influences after the Dutch withdrawal from Taiwan.
More and more missionaries came to preach in China in the
seventeenth century, even though there were several restrictions on foreign
missionaries under the Qing Dynasty. The restrictions on foreign
missionaries were continued until the Treaty of Tientsin was signed
between Qing Dynasty and foreign countries in 1860. Taiwan, at that time,
was under the control of Qing Dynasty, therefore, foreign missionaries were
allowed after that treaty. Consequently, the first mission after the Dutch,
settled in Taioan-hu8 by missionary James L. Maxwell and his assistants in
1865 (Hsu, 1995:6-8; Lai ,1990:277-280).
Before missionaries arrived in Taiwan, there were already several
missionary activities in southeast China. They had started developing
romanization of some languages such as Southern Min and Hakka. For
instance, the first textbook for learning the romanization of the Amoy 9
dialect, Tngoe Hoan Ji Chho Hak (Amoy Spelling Book) was published by
John Van Nest Talmage in 1852 in Amoy. That romanization scheme was
called Poe-oe-ji in Taiwan. It means the script of vernacular speech in
contrast to the complicated Han characters of wenyen.

7

For details about Peh-oe-ji, see Cheng 1977 and Chiung 2000b.
Present Tailam city.
9
Amoy was a dialect of Southern Min, and was regarded as mixed Chiang-chiu and
Choan-chiu dialects. The Amoy dialect was usually chosen by missionaries as a
standard for Southern Min.
8
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Peh-oe-ji was originally devised and promoted by missionaries for
religious purposes. Consequently, most of its applications and publications
are related to church activities. Those applications and publications of Pehoe-ji since the nineteenth century can be summarized into the following six
categories: 1) textbooks, 2) dictionaries, 3) translation of the Bible,
catechisms, and religious tracts, 4) newspaper, 5) private note-taking or
writing letters, and 6) other publications, such as physiology, math, and
novels.
Missionaries’ linguistic efforts on the romanization are reflected in
various romanized dictionaries. Medhurst’s A Dictionary of the Hok-keen
Dialect of the Chinese Language published in 1837 is considered the first
existing romanized dictionary of Southern Min compiled by western
missionary (Ang, 1996:197-259). Douglas’ Chinese-English Dictionary of
the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy of 1873 is regarded as the
remarkable dictionary of influence on the orthography of Peh-oe-ji (Ang,
1993b:1-9). After Douglas’ dictionary, most romanized dictionaries and
publications followed his orthography without or with just minor changes.
Generally speaking, missionaries’ linguistic efforts on Southern Min and
Peh-oe-ji have reached a remarkable achievement since Douglas’s
dictionary (Ang, 1993:5). William Campbell’s dictionary E-mng-im Sin Jitian (A Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular Spoken throughout the
Prefectures of Chin-chiu, Chiang-chiu and Formosa 1913), which was the
first Peh-oe-ji dictionary published in Taiwan, is the most widespread
romanized dictionary in Taiwan. This dictionary has been published in
fourteen editions by 1987 (Ang, 1996; Lai, 1990).
The first New Testament in romanized Amoy, Lan e Kiu-chu Ia-so. Kitok e Sin-iok was published in 1873, and the first Old Testament Ku-iok e
Seng Keng in 1884. The wide use of Poe-oe-ji in Taiwan was promoted by
the missionary Reverend Thomas Barclay while he published monthly
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newspaper Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po10 (Taiwan Prefectural City Church
News) in July 1885. In addition to publications related to Christianity, there
.

were some other publications written in Peh-oe-ji, such as Pit Soan e Chho

Hak (Fundamental Mathematics) by Ui-lim Ge in 1897, Lai Goa Kho Khan.

ho -hak (The Principles and Practice of Nursing) by G. Gushue-Taylor in
1917, the novel Chhut Si-Soan (Line between Life and Death) by Khephoan Ten in 1926, and the collection of commentaries Chap-hang Koankian (Opinions on Ten Issues) by Poe-hoe Chhoa in 1925.
Usually, the religious believers apply Peh-oe-ji writing to their daily
life after they acquire the skill of romanization. For example, they may use
Peh-oe-ji as a skill of note taking or writing letters to their daughters or sons
or friends in addition to reading the Bible. Peh-oe-ji was widely used
among the church 11 people in Taiwan prior to 1970s. 12 Among its users,
women were the majority. Most of those women did not command any
literacy except Peh-oe-ji. Today, there are still a few among the elder
generations especially women who read only Peh-oe-ji.
Although Peh-oe-ji was originally devised for religious purposes, it is
no longer limited to religious applications after the contemporary Taibun13
movement was raised in the late 1980s. Peh-oe-ji has been adopted by
many Taibun promoters as one of the romanized writing systems to write

10

Taiwan Prefectural City Church News has changed its title several times, and the
recent title is Taioan Kau-hoe Kong-po (Taiwan Church News). It was published in Pehoe-ji until 1970, and thereafter it switched to Mandarin Chinese (Lai, 1990: 17-19).
11
Especially the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan.
12
Taioan Kau-hoe Kong-po (Taiwan Church News), which was originally published in
Peh-oe-ji, switched to Mandarin Chinese in 1970. I use this year as an indicator to the
change of Peh-oe-ji circulation.
13
Taibun literally means Taiwanese literature or Taiwanese writing. It refers to the
orthography issue in the Taiwanese language movement since 1980s. For details of the
modern movement of written Taiwanese, see Chiung (1999:33-49).
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Taiwanese. For example, famous Taibun periodicals such as Taioanji, Taibun Thong-sin and Taibun Bong-Po adopt Peh-oe-ji as the romanization for
writing Taiwanese. In addition, there were recently a series of novels
translated from world literatures into Peh-oe-ji in a planned way by the
members of 5% Tai-ek Ke-oe14 (5% Project of Translation in Taiwanese)
since 1996.
In short, the Peh-oe-ji was the ground of romanization of modern
Taiwanese colloquial writing. Even though there were several different
schemes of romanization for writing Taiwanese, many of them were
derived from Peh-oe-ji.15 Peh-oe-ji and its derivatives are the most widely
used romanization even nowadays.
For readers’ better understanding of Peh-oe-ji, how Peh-oe-ji works in
the E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian is demonstrated below. The symbols for
representing the consonants, vowels, and tones

16

in Taiwanese are given

inTable 2, Table 3and Table 4. Generally speaking, there is a one-to-one
relationship between orthographic symbols and phonemes as shown in
Table 2 and Table 3. The only exception is the pair of ch and ts that both
refer to the phoneme /ts/. The different usages between /ts/ and /ch/ are
based on vowel position. That is, /ts/ preceding back vowels such as tso,
and /ch/ preceding front vowels such as chi. For nasal sounds, a superscript
14

In November of 1995, some Taiwanese youths who were concerned about the writing
of Taiwanese decided to deal with the Taiwanese modernization and loanwords through
translation from foreign language into Taiwanese. The organization 5% Project of
Translation in Taiwanese was then established on February 24, 1996. Its members have
to contribute 5% of their income every month to the 5% fund. The first volume includes
7 books. They are Lear Ong, Kui-a Be-chhia, Mi-hun-chhiun e Kui-a, Hoa-hak-phin e
Hian-ki, Thin-kng Cheng e Loan-ai Ko.-su, Pu-ho.-lang e Lek-su, and Opera Lai e Mo.sin-a, published by Tai-leh press in November 1996.
15
For more information about different romanized schemes, see Iun 1999.
16
Originally, there were 8 tones in Taiwanese. But, nowadays tone 6 has merged with
tone 2.
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thus is currently adopted as one of the proposals for writing Taiwanese.

4.1. Romanization for Mandarin Chinese
In the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century, the
language issues with which the Chinese government and the general public
were concerned with were: 1) the unification of pronunciation (of Han
characters) and the formation of a national language, and 2) the transition of
written language from classical Han (wenyen) to colloquial writing
(baihua).17
Mandarin was eventually chosen as the national language and the
standard pronunciation for reading Han characters. At that time, neither
domestically created phonetic symbols nor western roman scripts were
considered independent orthographies, but auxiliary tools for learning the
national language (DeFrancis, 1950:221-236; Norman, 1988:257-263).
Jhuyin Zimu or Phonetic Alphabet, a set of symbols derived from radicals
of Han characters was devised and proposed by the Committee on
Unification of Pronunciation (Duyin Tongyihue) in 1913 and later officially
adopted by the Chinese government in 1918 as a tool for learning the
correct pronunciation of the national language. It was revised slightly in
1928 and renamed Jhuyin Fuhao18or Phonetic Symbols (henceforth NPS1)
in 1930. This scheme was used in China until 1958 when Hanyu Pinyin
(henceforth HP) was promulgated. Jhuyin Fuhao was brought to Taiwan by
the KMT in 1945 and it has been taught through Taiwan’s national

17

For details, see Chen, 1999; DeFrancis, 1950; Gao, 1992; Jhou, 1978; Norman, 1988;
Png, 1965; Tsao, 1999.
18
The purpose of using Jhuyin Fuhao ‘sound-annotating symbols’ is to “dispel any faint
hope that they were to be used as bona fide writing systems” (Chen, 1999:189). This
scheme was later called Guoyu jhuyin fuhao di yi shih or National Phonetic Symbols, 1st
Scheme in Taiwan (henceforth NPS1).
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education system and has been in continuous use since then.
The first romanized phonetic scheme proposed and recognized by the
Chinese government was the Guoyu Luomazi or National Language
Romanization, which was approved in 1928 (Chen, 1999:182). Although
Guoyu Luomazi was approved by the government, in reality it was not
promoted for practical use. It was even less widely used in comparison to
another romanized scheme Latinxua sin wenz 19

(Norman, 1988:259).

Guoyu Luomazi was later brought together with Jhuyin Fuhao to Taiwan by
the KMT during the Chiang Kai-shek occupation of Taiwan. The Guoyu
Luomazi scheme was later revised and renamed Guoyu jhuyin fuhao di er
shih 20 or National Phonetic Symbols, 2nd Scheme (henceforth NPS2) and
promulgated by Taiwan’s Ministry of Education (MOE) in 1986.
Although both NPS1 and NPS2 were officially promulgated by the
KMT regime in Taiwan, only NPS1 is taught in schools and is actually used
as an auxiliary tool for learning to pronounce Mandarin. In contrast, NPS2
is excluded from school curriculum and is simply used to transliterate
Chinese names into other languages (Chen, 1999:189). As a matter of fact,
not only NPS2 but also other traditional romanized schemes devised by
foreigners, such as Wade-Giles and Postal schemes are used for Mandarin
transliteration.21 Moreover, the majority of Taiwanese people who are not
educated in the romanized schemes, simply adapt the English K.K. phonetic

19

Latinxua sin wenz was first published in 1929 and employed among the 10,000
Chinese living in the USSR. It was considered an autonomous writing system and later
introduced to China. This scheme was very popular especially in the Northwestern part
of China where were under the control of the Chinese Communist Party at that time
(Chen, 1999:184-186).
20
Guoyu Luomazi was renamed National Phonetic Symbols 2nd Scheme, to distinguish
it from the 1st scheme of Jhuyin Fuhao.
21
Even for the government, different departments and different counties may use
different romanized schemes.
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symbols 22 to transliterate as they see fit (Yu, 1999). Consequently, the
transliteration in romanization is in a serious chaotic situation. For example,
ඦ may be transliterated tsao, tsau, ts’ao, ts’au, chao, chau, chhao, chhau,
c’ao, c’au, and so on.
As a result of this chaos, much attention was paid to transliteration
issues, with the government trying to unify the romanized schemes in the
late 1990s. In April 1999, a national conference on transliteration schemes
was held by the MOE, focusing on the review of the four existing
romanized schemes, i.e. Wade-Giles, NPS2, HP, and Tongyong Pinyin
(TYP). 23 In July of the same year, the Executive Yuan (Heng-cheng-in;
similar to the cabinet in western countries) announced that HP would be
adopted as the standardization for future transliteration. However, this
announcement soon aroused opposition and protests against the HP system
in August (Chiang, Luo, Tiun, & Yu, 2000). Consequently, the final
decision on a transliteration scheme was intentionally left until after the
presidential election in March 2000. However, the result of the 2000
presidential election fell short of the KMT’s expectation. The proTaiwanese Independence Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) won the
election and the KMT lost power for the first time since 1945 after ruling
Taiwan for fifty-five years.
Since the 2000 presidential election, the Mandarin transliteration issue
has remained unresolved and it has even brought more heated controversy
and conflict between the new government and the pro-Chinese opposition
parties, i.e. KMT, People First Party (Cinmindang), and New Party
(Sindang). On September 16 of that year, the Mandarin Promotion Council
(Guoyu Tuesing Ueyuanhoe) under the MOE of the new government
22

In Taiwan, the K.K. phonetic symbols are taught in schools serving as instructions of
pronunciations in learning English.
23
For more discussion on these schemes, see Cheng 2000; Tsao 1999.
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approved the TYP for Mandarin transliteration. In October that too soon
aroused criticism and protests from the opposition parties. Ma Yingjiu, the
KMT mayor of Taipei started a boycott against the new government on the
pinyin issue. He criticized the TYP saying that it is not an international
standard for Mandarin Chinese; it would create an obstacle for Taiwan to
achieve globalization. He further asserted that Hanyu Pinyin would have to
be adopted to achieve this objective (Jhongshih, 2000; Jhongyangse, 2000;
Mingrihbao, 2000).
This ‘pinyin controversy,’ or dispute over mandarin transliteration
schemes has been generally considered the biggest crisis to the new
government aside from the ‘anti-nuclear power plant’ event.24 In fact, the
current pinyin controversy is probably the most widely broadcasted dispute
over the issues of transliteration that has ever occurred in Taiwan. One may
be curious as to why a linguistic issue could result in such an ire and
political crisis. There are two contributing factors: 1) the different national
identity possessed by different parties, 2) the ruling DPP is a minority party
in the Legislative Yuan (Lip-hoat-in; similar to congress).
The conflicts between TYP and HP fundamentally resulted from
different perspectives of national identity rather than different linguistic
designs. From the point of view of Chinese nationalism, it is important to
avoid contributing to pro-Taiwanese Independence activities. During the
old days while the pro-unification KMT was a ruling party, there was no
doubt or problem to using the Guoyu Luomazi with regard to the
nationalism issue. However, the pro-unification opinion has been

24

The 4th nuclear power plant in Taiwan was approved and under construction in the
1990s during the period of KMT government. After the DPP became the ruling party,
the new government stopped its construction. Consequently, it aroused protests and
boycott from the opposition parties, which proposed to unseat the new president Chen
Shui-bian.
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decreasing since the late 1980s when the native political movement started
flourishing (Chiung, 1999:8-11). Moreover, the pro-Taiwanese Independence
DPP became the ruling party after the 2000 presidential election. Under this
strong pro-Taiwanese independence atmosphere, using a transliteration
scheme different from China was considered an attempt of the new
government to move toward Taiwanese independence.25 Although Mayer
Ma criticized the TYP scheme of not being an internationally recognized
system, what he really implied was that TYP was distinct from the ‘Chinese
PRC standard.’26 What really concerned Ma was that TYP would lead to a
further estrangement between Taiwan and China (Kang, 2000; Te, 2000).
Although the DPP won the 2000 presidential election, the new
government could do little until the next election of legislative
representatives in the end of 2001. The fact that the KMT still has the
majority in the Legislative Yuan has inflated the pinyin controversy. To
some extent, what mostly interested the KMT were fronts to boycott the
new government rather than to arrive at a finding on a transliteration
scheme. In this case, to unseat the new president was probably the first
priority, and the adoption of the HP was simply the second. For example,
those who accused the new government of not adopting the HP did not
accuse the KMT of promulgating the NPS2.
In order to better understand the pinyin controversy, the history and
differences between TYP and HP, are briefly described in the following.
TYP (Tongyong Pinyin), literally means general or common transliteration

25

For example, in a press conference on November 29, 2000 the Guotaiban (Office for
Taiwan Affairs) of the PRC claimed that someone was trying to promote Taiwanese
independence in the areas of culture and education through using a different
transliteration scheme from Hanyu pinyin.
26
For example, if Ma really was concerned about the international standardization and
globalization, he should also abandon the Jhuyin Fuhao, which is used in Taiwan only.
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scheme. TYP was proposed and devised by a research fellow at Academia
Sinica, Yu Buocyuan and his associates in the late 1990s. The fundamental
purpose of this new design was to find the maximum transferability
between the Hanyu Pinyin scheme and Taiwanese vernacular scheme. In
other words, Yu tried to devise a transliteration scheme, which could be
used for both Mandarin and Taiwanese languages without lethal conflicts in
learning. There were two proposals for TYP, i.e. TYP1 (Ka-sek) and TYP2
(It-sek) (Cheng, 2000; Yu, 2000). In the scheme of TYP1, the letter p
represents [p] in IPA; however, in TYP2, the letter p represents [ph], and b
represents [p]. TYP2 was the scheme involved in the pinyin controversy.
Generally speaking, TYP2 is considered to be the revised version of Hanyu
Pinyin, with minor change such as the initial symbols q, x, and zh (see
Table 5). It was estimated that there were around 15% differences between
transliterations using TYP2 and HP (Chiang & Huang, 2000).
HP (Hanyu Pinyin) literally means transliteration scheme for Han
language (to be exactly, only for Mandarin). HP was designed during the
mid-1950s in China and officially promulgated in 1958 by the government
of the People’s Republic of China. HP is currently considered the only legal
transliteration scheme in China for the transcription of modern standard
Chinese (Wenzi, 1983). It was also adopted by the International
Standardization Organization in 1982 as the standard form for transcribing
Chinese words (Chen, 1999:187). Although the original design of HP was
on the ground of autonomous orthography, it has been continuously
claimed by the Chinese government that HP is intended for learners as an
aid in learning standard Chinese (Chen, 1999:188-189; Hannas, 1997:24-25;
Norman, 1988:263; Wenzi, 1983:6-21). In fact, not only HP, but also other
phonemic writing schemes, such as Guoyu Luomazi and Jhuyin Fuhao have
always been prevented from serving as independent writing systems. From
the point of view of Chinese nationalism, Han characters embody the
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function of linguistic uniformity. In contrast, alphabetic writing would
result in linguistic polycentrism and further be harmful to national unity
(DeFrancis, 1950:221-236; Norman, 1988:263). Apparently, national and
political unity is considered to have priority over literacy by the Chinese
government.
Table 5. Mandarin consonants represented by IPA, HP, TYP, and Jhuyin Fuhao.

4.2. Romanization for Taiwanese
At present, because spoken Taiwanese is not well standardized, there
are correspondingly many proposals for writing Taiwanese. Those
proposals may be generally divided into two groups based on their scripts:
Han character script 27 and non-Han character script. Non-Han character
may be further divided into two subtypes: A new alphabet, such as Ganbun

27

This is the traditional way to write Taiwanese in classical style, as Hancha in classical
Korean prior to the invention of Hangul. There are several problems encountered when
writing colloquial speech by using Han characters. For more details in relation to this
issue, see Chiung 1999 (50-51) and 1998.
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(Hangul-like28 scheme) designed by Ang Ui-jin, or a ready-made alphabet,
which makes use of the present roman letters or Jhuyin Fuhao to write
Taiwanese. To better understand the development of non-Han schemes, the
number of each category is listed in Table 6 based on the 64 collections by
Iun (1999).
Table 6. Number of each category of non-Han schemes.
Roman script
-1895
1985-1945
1945-1987
1987Total

1
4
15
30
50

Revised
Jhuyin Fuhao
0
0
3
6
9

Revised Kana

Hangul-like Total

0
2
0
0
2

0
0
1
2
3

1
6
19
38
64

Owing to the wide use of the personal computer and electronic
networks in Taiwan since the 1990s, most orthographic designs, that need
extra technical support other than regular Mandarin Chinese software could
not survive. Therefore, the majority of recent Taiwanese writing schemes
were either in Han characters-only, roman script-only or mixed scripts with
roman and Han.29 At present, there are mainly three competing romanized
schemes in relation to the Taiwanese language, i.e. Peh-oe-ji, TLPA, and
TYP. Among the romanization proposals, Peh-oe-ji is definitely regarded as
an independent orthography rather than just a transliteration scheme (Cheng,
1999; Chiung, 2000b). However, so far there is no common agreement of

28

Ganbun is a Hangul-like system, which takes its idea from the design of Korean
Hangul.
29
Roman and Han mixed scheme was proposed mainly to solve the problem that some
native Taiwanese words do not have appropriate Han characters (Cheng, 1990, 1989).
To some extent, it is like the mixture style of Korean Hancha plus Hangul or Japanese
Kanji plus Kana. For more discussion on these three Taiwanese schemes, see Chiung
1999 and Tiun 1998.
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whether TLPA and TYP would be treated as writing systems or simply
transliteration schemes.30
Peh-oe-ji is the traditional romanization for writing Taiwanese (Holo
and Hakka) as introduced in the previous section. Prior to the Taibun
movement in the 1980s, Peh-oe-ji was the only romanized scheme in
practical use for writing Taiwanese. Compared to other romanized schemes,
Peh-oe-ji is still the romanization with the richest inventory of written work,
including dictionaries, textbooks, literature works, and other publications in
many areas (Iun, 1999).
TLPA or Taiwanese Language Phonetic Alphabet was proposed in the
early 1990’s by the Association of Taiwanese Languages. 31 The major
motivation for the TLPA designers to modify Peh-oe-ji is to overcome
inconvenience in typing some special symbols of Peh-oe-ji in modern
computer network. TLPA has been revised several times, and the latest
version was finalized in 1997. In January 1998, the MOE announced that
TLPA would be adopted as the official romanized scheme for Hakka and
Holo Taiwanese. The hasty decision adopting TLPA immediately aroused
fierce opposition from Peh-oe-ji users and Taibun-promoting groups. 32
Based on the petition proposed by the Taibun groups against TLPA, we can
summarize three factors initiating the controversy. First, the MOE’s
procedure for determining the romanized scheme for Taiwanese was
considered insufficiently detailed. Taibun groups object, moreover, that
TLPA was approved without negotiations with the public in advance. The

30

For comparisons and contrasts between Peh-oe-ji and TLPA, see Cheng 1999 and
Khou 1999.
31
Association of Taiwanese Languages (Tai-oan Gi-bun Hak-hoe) was established in
1991. For more information, visit its website at <http://www.netvigator.com.tw/~evillee/>
32
For example, see Ngou 1998, Lu 1998, Ten 1998, and the “Petition against the MOE’s
adoption of TLPA” (March 14, 1998).
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protestors even considered the whole event a strategy of the MOE to
polarize Taibun groups. Second, the TLPA was simply a theoretical design
and had never seen practical use. However, Peh-oe-ji has been used since
the nineteenth century, and thus it has a long history of literacy convention.
Third, Peh-oe-ji is definitely orthography rather than a set of transliteration
symbols. However, the designers of TLPA have never clarified whether or
not TLPA is intended to be a writing system. 33 The ambiguity of
orthographic status of the TLPA can not conform to the expectation of the
protestors.
Briefly speaking, the major differences between Peh-oe-ji and TLPA
are phonetic symbols, tone marks and spelling rules. For the phonetic
symbols, there are three differences. That is, ch and chh in Peh-oe-ji were
.

modifid and became c and ch in TLPA; back vowel o was represented by
oo in TLPA; and superscript n was replaced with regular letters nn, such as
in the case of tinn (sweet). In TLPA, tones were represented by Arabic
numerals. For example, tai5 (platform) represents 5th tone. As for the
spelling, some conventional spellings such as eng, ek, oa, and oe were
spelled as ing, ik, ua, and ue.

5. The Future of Romanization in Taiwan
Although any romanization is much more efficient 34 than Han
characters, romanizations are currently not widely accepted by people in
Taiwan. 35 Writing in roman script is regarded as the low language in

33

For example, in the design of TLPA, Taiwanese tones are represented by Arabic
numerals, such as hun5 (cloud) representing the fifth tone. People criticized that
numerals should not be used in an orthography.
34
Regarding the efficiency issues, refers to Chiung 2000b; DeFrancis 1996, 1990.
35
For more details about the public’s attitudes toward Han characters and romanization,
see Chiung 1999.
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digraphia.36 There are several reasons for this phenomenon:
First, people’s preference for Han characters is caused by their
internalized socialization. Because Han characters have been adopted as the
official orthography for two thousand years, being able to master Han
characters well is the mark of a scholar in the Han cultural areas. Writing in
scripts other than Han characters may be regarded as childish writing
(Chiung, 2000b). For example, when Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po, the first
Taiwanese newspaper in romanization, was published in 1885, the editor
and publisher Rev. Thomas Barclay exhorted readers of the newspaper not
to “look down at Peh-pe-ji; do not regard it as childish writing” (Barclay,
1885).
Second, misunderstanding of the nature and function of Han characters
has enforced people’s preference for Han characters. Many people believe
that Han characters are ideally suited for all members of the Han language
family, which includes Holo and Hakka Taiwanese. They believe that
Taiwanese can not be expressed well without Han characters because Han
characters are logographs and each character expresses a distinctive
semantic function. In addition, many people believe Lian Heng’s (1987)
claim that “there are no Taiwanese words which do not have corresponding
characters.” However, DeFrancis (1996:40) has pointed out that Han
characters are “primarily sound-based and only secondarily semantically
oriented.” In DeFrancis’ opinion, it is a myth to regard Han characters as
logographic (DeFrancis, 1990). He even concludes that “the inefficiency of
the system stems precisely from its clumsy method of sound representation

36

Digraphia, which parallels to Ferguson’s (1959) idea of diglossia, has been defined by
Dale (1980:5) as “the use of two (or more) writing systems for representing a single
language,” or by DeFrancis (1984:59) as “the use of two or more different systems of
writing the same language.” For discussion on the digraphia in Taiwan, refer to Chiung,
2001 and Tiun, 1998.
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and the added complication of an even more clumsy system of semantic
determinatives” (DeFrancis, 1996:40). If Han characters are logographs, the
process involved in reading them should be different from phonological or
phonetic writings. However, research conducted by Tzeng et al. has pointed
out that “the phonological effect in the reading of the Chinese characters is
real and its nature seems to be similar to that generated in an alphabetic
script” (Tzeng, Hung, & Tzeng, 1992:128). Their research reveals that the
reading process of Han characters is similar to that for phonetic writing. In
short, there is no sufficient evidence to support the view that the Han
characters are logographs.
The third reason that romanization is not widespread in Taiwan is
because of political factors. Symbolically, writing in Han characters was
regarded as a symbol of Chinese culture by Taiwan’s ruling Chinese KMT
regime. Writing in scripts other than Han characters was forbidden because
it was perceived as a challenge to Chinese culture and Chinese nationalism.
For example, the romanized New Testament Sin Iok was once seized in
1975 because writing in roman script was regarded as a challenge to the
orthodox status of Han characters (Li, 1996).
Usually, many factors are involved in the choice and shift of
orthography. From the perspective of social demand, most people in current
Taiwan have already attained the reading and writing skills in Han
characters to a certain level. It seems not easy for them to abandon their
literacy conventions and shift to a completely new orthography. However,
for the younger generation who are at the threshold of literacy, a new
orthography may be attractive to them if it is much easier to learn to read
and write. If education in romanized writing could be included in schools
and taught to the beginners, romanization could quickly be a competing
orthography to Han writing.
From the perspective of politics, political transitions usually affect the
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language situation (Si, 1996). In the case of Taiwan, the current ambiguous
national status and diversity of national identity reflect people’s uncertain
determinations on the issues of written Taiwanese. On the other hand,
people’s uncertain determinations on the Taibun issues also reflect the
political controversy on national issues of Taiwan. My research (Chiung,
1999) on the attitudes of Taiwanese college students toward written
Taiwanese reveals that national identity is one of the most significant
factors that affect students’ attitudes toward Taiwanese writing. It is true
that national identity played an important role in the orthographic transition
of Vietnam, where romanization eventually replaced Han characters and
became the official orthography (Chiung, 2000a; DeFrancis, 1977). Will
this replacement happen to the case of Taiwan? Whether or not roman
script will replace Han characters and Taiwanese replace Chinese depends
on people’s orthographic demands and their attitudes toward written
Taiwanese. Moreover, people’s national identity will play a crucial role in
the transition. From my point of view, Han characters, at least, will retain
their dominant status until the Taiwanese people are released from their
ambiguity in regard to national identity.

6. Conclusion
For Mandarin Chinese, it is apparent that roman script will not be
adopted as a writing system in the foreseeable future. As for the Taiwanese
languages, there is no significant sign so far that romanization such as the
existing Peh-oe-ji will spread or be promoted to a national status. There are
three crucial landmarks in regard to whether or not Taiwanese romanization
will move toward official orthography and be widely used. First, whether or
not romanization will be included in school curriculum. No matter whether
romanization is taught as a transliteration scheme or as orthography, it is
the important first step for the promotion of romanized writing since most
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Taiwanese people are ‘illiterate’ in romanization. The second crucial
landmark is the attitude of the new DPP government towards roman script
and Han characters, and the political stability of the new government if it
decides to promote romanization. The third one is the common agreement
on romanization among the Taiwanese language promoters. For a long
while, the disagreement on romanized scheme has only added to the chaos
about the romanization question and shaken the promotion of written
Taiwanese. The agreement can thus improve the promotion of romanization.
μChiung, Wi-vun. 2001. Romanization and language planning in Taiwan. This paper was
originally published in The Linguistic Association of Korea Journal 9(1),15-43. ν
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Abstract
Peh-oe-ji means the scripts of vernacular speech in contrast to
the complicated Han characters of wenyen (classical Han
writing). Peh-oe-ji was originally devised and promoted for the
purpose of religious sermons. Peh-oe-ji was introduced to
Taiwan by Western missionaries in the second half of nineteenth
century, and it was widely used among the church people prior
to 1970s. Among its users, women were the majority. Those
women did not command any literacy except Peh-oe-ji. This
phenomenon reflects the fact that the traditional women with
lower social status were not likely to be educated with Han
characters, and they had to choose the ‘childish’ but easily
learned Peh-oe-ji if they wished to be able to read and write.
This paper provides a linguistic account of the Peh-oe-ji writing
system and examines the relationships among the orthographic
users, literacy, and society in the case of Taiwan.

1. Introduction
Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po (Taiwan Prefectural City Church News;
TPCCN), the first newspaper of Taiwan was published in the romanized
Peh-oe-ji writing system in 1885. Reverend Thomas Barclay, the editor and
publisher of TPCCN mentioned about the Peh-oe-ji in the first issue of
TPCCN “do not look down the Peh-oe-ji, do not regard it as a childish
writing…” Barclay’s comment on Peh-oe-ji has pointed out the general
people’s bias against the romanization in the Han character dominated
society of Taiwan.
Taiwan is currently a Hanji (Han character) dominated society. The
majority of the public press of Taiwan, such as newspapers, periodicals,
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textbooks, and government documents are all written in Hanji. Moreover,
students in Taiwan are taught to regard Hanji as the “Guozi ഏ( ڗnational
characters).” Students are expected to have good knowledge of Guozi, and
are required to use Guozi exclusively while they are writing. As a
consequence, for example, an English name “Clinton” will be converted
into “ਲࣥቅ” in modern Mandarin writing. Although Hanji has dominated
the orthography of Taiwan for a while, the romanized Sinkang writing
system was implemented in the seventh and eighteenth century, and another
Peh-oe-ji romanization has been used since the nineteenth century for
particular groups. Most of the people of Taiwan under KMT’s Chinese
education system might feel surprised if they knew that Sinkang writing
had occurred in Taiwan prior to the adoption of Hanji as the official written
language by Koxinga regime. They might also be surprised of the fact that
the first public newspaper of Taiwan was published in orthography other
than Han characters.
This paper provides a linguistic account of the Peh-oe-ji writing
system and examines the relationships among the orthographic users,
literacy, and society in the case of Taiwan.

2. Historical Development of Romanization in Taiwan
Since the early seventeenth century, there occurred several different
writing systems along with political regimes in Taiwan.. Table 1 provides
readers with a general idea of the relationship among political status,
language, and orthography since 1624 in Taiwan.
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Table 1. Relation between language and political status in Taiwan.
Period Political status
-1624 Tribal society
1624- Dutch colonialism
1661

Spoken Languages
Aboriginal
Aboriginal/Taiwanese*

Writing Systems**
Tribal
Sinkang (ᄅཽ֮)
Classical Han (֮ߢ֮)
1661Koxinga colonialism
Aboriginal/Taiwanese
Classical Han
1683
Sinkang
1683- Ch’ing colonialism
Aboriginal/Taiwanese
Classical Han
1895
Koa-a-chheh (ዚ)םג
Peh-oe-ji
Sinkang
1895- Japanese colonialism
Aboriginal/Taiwanese/J Japanese Classical Han
1945
apanese
Colloquial Han
(in Taiwanese)
Colloquial Han
(in Mandarin)
Peh-oe-ji
Kana-Taiwanese
(ፕڤ)ټ
1945- (post) KMT
Aboriginal/Taiwanese/ Chinese (Mandarin)
colonialism
Mandarin
Taiwanese
Aboriginal
* Taiwanese means Hakka-Taiwanese and Holo-Taiwanese here.
** The order of listed writing systems in each cell of this column do not indicate the
year of occurrences. The first listed orthography refers to the official written
language adopted by its relevant governor.

The historical development of romanized writing systems for
Taiwanese languages can be divided into two eras. The first era of
romanization is Sinkang writing, which occurred in the first half of the
seventeenth century during the Dutch occupation of Taiwan, and ends up in
the early nineteenth century. The second romanization is Peh-oe-ji writing,
which has existed in Taiwan since the second half of nineteenth century.
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2.1. Sinkang Romanization (1624-early nineteenth century)
Sinkang writing was the first romanization and the first writing system
in the history of Taiwan. It was devised by Dutch missionaries and
employed to the writing of Siraya, an indigenous language in southwest
plain of Taiwan. Sinkang romanization1 was not well documented until the
discovery of so-called “Sinkang Bunsu ᄅ ཽ ֮  ” or “Sinkang
manuscripts” in the nineteenth century.
Conversion to Christianity as well as exploiting resources were
important purposes of Dutch during their occupation of Taiwan. As
Campbell described, “during that period they [i.e., Dutch] not only carried
on a profitable trade, but made successful efforts in educating and
Christianising the natives; one missionary alone having established a
number of schools and received over five thousand adults into the
membership of the Reformed Church” (Campbell, 1903:vii). The natives
around Sinkang2 were first taught Christianity through the learning of the
Romanization of Sinkang dialect. There were some textbooks and
testaments written in Romanized Sinkang, such as the “The Gospel of St.
Matthew in Formosan Sinkang Dialect and Dutch (Het Heylige Euangelium
Matthei en Jonannis Ofte Hagnau Ka D’llig Matiktik, Ka na Sasoulat ti
Mattheus, ti Johannes appa. Overgefet inde Formosaansche tale, voor de
Inwoonders van Soulang, Mattau, Sinckan, Bacloan, Tavokan, en

1

Although romanized writing in indigenous language had been mentioned in earlier
historical materials such as “Chulo Koanchi 壆ᢅᗼ ݳTopographical and Historical
Description of Chulo 1717,” and “E-tamsui-sia Kiagi Հֽषബ A Glossary of the
Lower Tamsui Dialect 1763,” romanization in Sinkang was not well known until the
discovery of Sinkang manuscripts.
2
Sinkang (ᄅཽ), originally spelled in Sinkan, was the place opposite to the Tayouan
where the Dutch had settled in 1624. The present location is Sin-chhi of Tainan county
(ᄅؑ, তᗼ).
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Tevorang.),” which was translated and published by Daniel Gravius in 1661
(Campbell, 1996; Lai, 1990: 121-123).
After Koxinga drove the Dutch out from Taiwan, the Roman scripts
were still used by those plain tribes for a period. There were several
manuscripts found after those native languages had disappeared. Those
manuscripts were written either in languages of native aborigines or in
bilingual texts with Romanization and Han characters. Most of the
manuscripts were either sale contracts, mortgage bonds, or leases (Naojiro
Murakami, 1933:IV). Because most of those manuscripts were found in
Sinkang areas and were written in Sinkang language, they were named
Sinkang Manuscripts ʻᄅཽ֮ʼ by scholars, or Hoan-a-khe (྾גৈ the
contract of barbarians) by the public (Lai, 1990: 125-127).
Figure 1. Sinkang Manuscripts adopted from Murakami (1933).
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There are 141 examples of Sinkang Manuscripts discovered to date,
the earliest manuscript dated 1683, and the most recent one dated 1813. In
other words, those indigenous people continued to use the Romanization for
over a century-and-a-half after the Dutch had left Taiwan (Naojiro
Murakami, 1933:XV).

2.2. Peh-oe-ji Romanization (1865-present)
If Sinkang writing represents the first foreign missionary activities in
Taiwan, then the development of Peh-oe-ji (ػᇩ )ڗreveals the comeback
of missionary influences after the Dutch withdrawal from Taiwan.
More and more missionaries came to preach in China in the
seventeenth century, even though there were several restrictions on foreign
missionaries under the Ch’ing Dynasty. The restrictions on foreign
missionaries were continued until the Treaty of Tientsin (੍֚යપ) was
signed between Ch’ing and foreign countries in 1860. Taiwan, at that time,
was under the control of Ch’ing Dynasty, therefore, foreign missionaries
were allowed after that treaty. Consequently, the first mission after the
Dutch, settled in Taioan-hu3 (ࢌ) by missionary James L. Maxwell and
his assistants in 1865 (Hsu, 1995:6-8; Lai, 1990:277-280).
Before missionaries arrived in Taiwan, there were already several
missionary activities in southeast China. They had started developing
Romanization of some languages such as Southern Min and Hakka. For
instance, the first textbook for learning the Romanization of the Amoy 4
dialect, Amoy Spelling Book (Tngoe hoan ji chho hak5) was published by

3

Present Tailam city (ত).
Amoy was a dialect of Southern Min, and was regarded as mixed Chiang-chiu and
Choan-chiu dialects. The Amoy dialect was usually chosen by missionaries as a
standard for Southern Min.
5
πାᇩ྾ॣڗᖂρ.
4
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John Van Nest Talmage6 in 1852 in Amoy. That Romanization was called
Poe-oe-ji in Taiwan. It means the script of vernacular speech in contrast to
the complicated Han characters of wenyen.
Peh-oe-ji was originally devised and promoted by missionaries for
religious purposes. Consequently, most of its applications and publications
are related to church activities. Those applications and publications of Pehoe-ji since the nineteenth century can be summarized into the following six
categories:
1. Peh-oe-ji textbooks
2. Peh-oe-ji dictionaries
3. Translation of the Bible, catechisms, and religious tracts
4. Peh-oe-ji newspaper
5. Other publications, such as physiology, math, and novels.
6. Private note-taking or writing letters, etc.
There were several dictionaries of Peh-oe-ji, such as “A Dictionary of
the Hok-keen Dialect of the Chinese LanguageAccording to the Reading
and Colloquial Idioms” by Walter H. Medhurst in 1837, the “ChineseEnglish Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy, with
the Principal Variations of the Chang-chew and Chin-chew Dialects7,” by
Rev. Carstairs Douglas in 1873. The currently most popular romanized
dictionary in Taiwan, “E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian8 (A Dictionary of the Amoy
Vernacular Spoken throughout the Prefectures of Chin-chiu, Chiang-chiu
and Formosa)” edited by Rev. William Campbell, was first published in
Taiwan by Taiwan Church Press in 1913 (Lai, 1990; Ang, 1996).
The first New Testament in Romanized Amoy (Lan e Kiu-chu Ia-so.

6

John van Nest Talmage was named ڗ್ؚ, 1819-1892.
ঋጠπლՕࠢρ; See “Introduction to Douglas’ Amoy-English dictionary,” by
Ui-jin Ang (1993b).
8
πლ॰ଃᄅࠢڗρ
7
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Ki-tok e Sin-iok9) was published in 1873, and the first Old Testament (Kuiok e Seng Keng 10 ) in 1884. The wide use of Poe-oe-ji in Taiwan was
promoted by the missionary Reverend Thomas Barclay while he published
monthly “Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po 11 (Taiwan Prefectural City Church
News)” in July 1885. In addition to publications related to Christianity,
there were some other publications written in Peh-oe-ji, such as “Pit Soan e
.

Chho Hak (Fundamental Mathematics)” by Ui-lim Ge in 1897, “Lai Goa
.

Kho Khan-ho -hak 12 (The Principles and Practice of Nursing)” by G.
Gushue-Taylor in 1917, the novel “Chhut Si-Soan ( Line between Life and
Death 13 )” by Khe-phoan Ten ( ᔤ ᄻ Ც ) in 1926, and the collection of
commentaries “Chap-hang Koan-kian (Opinions on Ten Issues)” by Poehoe Chhoa (ᓐഛ )־in 1925.
Usually, the religious believers apply Peh-oe-ji writing to their daily
life after they acquire the skill of romanization. For example, they may use
Peh-oe-ji as a skill of note taking or writing letters to their daughters or sons
or friends in addition to reading the Bible. Peh-oe-ji was widely used
among the church14 people in Taiwan prior to 1970s15. Among its users,
women were the majority. Most of those women did not command any
literacy except Peh-oe-ji. Today, there are still some elder women who read
only Peh-oe-ji.
9

πহऱඑળᗫഗᅮऱᄅપρ
π៱પऱᆣᆖρ
11
πࢌৄඒᄎρTaiwan Prefectural City Church News has changed its title
several times, and the recent title (1988) is Taioan Kau-hoe Kong-po (ඒᄎֆ
Taiwan Church News). It was published in Peh-oe-ji until 1970, and thereafter it
switched to Mandarin Chinese (Lai, 1990: 17-19).
12
πփ؆ઝᥨᖂρ
13
πڽנᒵρ
14
Especially the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan (ഗᅮ९۔ඒᄎ).
15
Taioan Kau-hoe Kong-po (Taiwan Church News), which was originally published in
Peh-oe-ji, switched to Mandarin Chinese in 1970. I use this year as an indicator to
10
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Although Peh-oe-ji was originally devised for religious purposes, it is
no longer limited to religious applications after the contemporary Taibun16
movement was raised in the 1980s. Peh-oe-ji has been adopted by many
Taibun promoters as one of the romanized writing systems to write
Taiwanese. For example, famous Taibun periodicals such as Tai-bun
Thong-sin (֮ຏಛʼʳ and Taibun Bong-Po (֮ीʼ adopt Peh-oe-ji as
the romanization for writing Taiwanese. In addition, there were recently a
series of novels translated from world literatures into Peh-oe-ji in a planned
way by the members of 5% Tai-ek Ke-oe17 (5% Project of Translation in
Taiwanese) since 1996.
In short, the Peh-oe-ji was the ground of Romanization of modern
Taiwanese colloquial writing. Even though there were several different
Romanizations for writing Taiwanese, many of them were derived from
Peh-oe-ji. The use of Peh-oe-ji and its derivations were more popular than
other systems of Romanization.

16

֮. Taibun literally means Taiwanese literature or Taiwanese writing. It refers to
the orthography issue in the movement of Taiwanese language since 1980s. For details
of the modern movement of written Taiwanese, see Chiung (1999:33-49).
17
5%ૠ. In November of 1995, some Taiwanese youths who were concerned
about the writing of Taiwanese decided to deal with the Taiwanese modernization and
loanwords through translation from foreign language into Taiwanese. The organization
5% Project of Translation in Taiwanese was then established on February 24, 1996. It’s
members have to contribute 5% of their income every month to the 5% fund. The first
volume includes 7 books. They are Lear Ong, Kui-a Be-chhia, Mi-hun-chhiun e Kui-a,
Hoa-hak-phin e Hian-ki, Thin-kng Cheng e Loan-ai Ko.-su, Pu-ho.-lang e Lek-su, and
Opera Lai e Mo.-sin-a, were published by Tai-leh (ภ) press in November 1996.
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Figure 2. Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po, issue 1, in 1885
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Figure 3. First page of Peh-oe-ji Bible (Sin-Ku-Iok e Seng-Keng, 1995 version).
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3. Socio-cultural Factors of Developing Peh-oe-ji
The orthographic issue in Taiwan is not a unique case in Asia. We may
first look at other orthographic cases in Han cultural areas, where they had
the same historical tradition of using Han characters, and then turn to the
case of Taiwan in order to have a better perspective on the development and
influence of Peh-oe-ji.

4. Socio-political Background in Hanji Sphere
Hanji cultural areas, such as Vietnam, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and
China, used Han characters and the classical Han writing style before the
twentieth century. However, there were great changes before the advent of
the twentieth century. In Vietnam, Han characters and its derivative
characters, Chu Nom ( ڗڗ), which had been adopted as writing systems
for more than a thousand years in Vietnam, were officially replaced by the
Romanized Chu Quoc Ngu in 1945, the year of the establishment of the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam. The Chu Quoc Ngu was developed on
the basis of Romanized Vietnamese writing, which was originally
developed by missionaries 18 in the seventeenth century. In Korea, Han
characters were finally replaced by Hangul (ᘦ֮) after World War II.
Hangul, the Korean script, which analyzes syllables into three parts
including initial, middle, and final sounds, was originally designed and
promulgated by King Sejong in 1446. In Japan, the syllabary Kana ()ټ
system was gradually developed after Japan’s adoption of Han characters;
although Han characters are not completely replaced by Kana, the number
of Han characters used by Japanese decreased from thousands to 1,945

18

Usually, Alexandre de Rhodes is referred to as the inventor of Vietnamese
Romanization.
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frequently used characters in 1981. As for China, although writing reform
has been in process since the late period of the nineteenth century, Han
characters are still widely used and taught in the national education system.
It seems that Han characters will still be the dominant orthography at least
for the present (cf. Chiung, 1997; Defrancis, 1950, 1977, 1990; Norman,
1991; Hannas, 1997).
Regarding the orthographic reforms in Taiwan, Vietnam, Korea, and
Japan, we may examine them in two respects. First of all, from the
perspective of domestic literacy and anti-feudalism: China’s main
influences on these countries included the use of the Han character,
Buddhism, Confucianism, the imperial examination system (ઝᜰࠫ৫),
and an official government system (֮ࡴߓอ). According to the Han
characters and the imperial examination system, the books of Confucius
and Mencius were accorded the status of classics among scholars and
mandarins who assisted the emperor or king in governing his people.
Everyone who desired to become a scholar or mandarin had to learn to use
Han characters and read these classics and pass the imperial examination,
unless he had a close relationship with the emperor. However, the classics
were not only difficult to read (i.e., Han characters) but also hard to
understand (i.e., the text), because the texts were written in classical Han
writing (֮ߢ֮ wenyan) instead of colloquial speech (ػᇩ Baihua). In
other words, because most of the people were farmers who labored in the
fields all day long, they had little interest in learning Han characters. As a
consequence, a noble class and a peasant class were formed and the classes
strengthened the feudal society. This complication of Han characters could
be well expressed with the old Taiwanese saying “Hanji na thak e-bat,
chhui-chhiu to phah si-kat (ዧڗૉᦰᄎ bat, Ꮿᧃ༉ڽؚ).” It means
that you can’t understand all the Han characters even if you studied until
you could tie your beard into a knot. In short, the demand for widespread
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literacy was the advising factor pushing reform of writing systems.
In contrast with the internal factor of literacy, the external factor was
the political interaction between China and those countries. Historically,
both Korea and Vietnam were once occupied by China. As for Japan, even
though she was never directly occupied, Japan was forced to adopt many
things from China under the influences of the grand Han dynasty (ዧཛ)
and Tang dynasty (ାཛ) in the history of China. That is to say, the Chinese
people had the dominant status in Han cultural areas. Consequently, the
reform of written language against classical Chinese writing would be
considered as a violation of the Chinese Empire. For instance, while Korean
Hangul was designed, Mal-li Choe (ാᆄߺ), the chief of scholars, opposed
the new writing system. He wrote a voluminous letter to King Sejong, as
follows:
ݺཛ۞లࡲࠐאʳ ۟ᇨࠃՕʳ ԫᙅဎࠫʳ վᅝٵ֮ٵ૩հ
ழʳ ໌܂ᘦ֮ʳ ڶᇠᨠᦫʳ ᦔֳᘦ֮ʳ ઃॺڗײءᄅڗՈʳ
ঞݮڗឈײհᒦ֮ʳ شଃڗٽጐ֘࣍ײʳ ኔྤࢬᖕʳ ૉ
ੌխഏʳ ࢨॺڶᤜृʳ ಡլڶხ࣍ࠃՕᐠဎΞ
In the first place it is a violation of the principle of maintaining
friendly relations with China, to invent and use letters which do
not exist in China. (Lee, 1957: 4)
In the second half of nineteenth century, Western colonialism came to
the Han cultural areas. As a result, China was no longer able to dominate
these areas. She was even unable to defend herself from the Western
invasions. On the other hand, the rise of modern nationalism against the
Western colonialism in these areas, forced those people to consider their
national transitions from a feudal society to a modern society. To achieve
this purpose, considering a writing reform to reduce the population of
illiterate people became an important job. In addition, the nationalism
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against colonialism also caused Vietnam, Korea, Japan, and Taiwan to
reconsider their relationships with China. That is to say, they had to
maintain the vassal relationship with China or become a politically and
culturally independent country. Under the influence of literacy and
independence, Vietnam, Korea, and Japan were successful in the great
changes from Han character to Chu Quoc Ngu, Hangul, and Kana.
However, in China, although there were many proposed orthographic
designs since the late period of the nineteenth century, such as Qie-yin-zi19
(֊ଃ)ڗ, Quan-hua Zi-mu20 (ࡴᇩ)ئڗ, and Latinization, Han characters
have been only successfully simplified so far. The pattern of writing
reforms in Asia is the same as Gelb mentioned in his famous book about the
world’s writing reforms, “in all cases it was the foreigners who were not
afraid to break away from sacred traditions and were thus able to introduce
reforms which led to new and revolutionary developments” (Gelb, 1952:
196).

4.1. Sociolinguistics of Peh-oe-ji
From the perspective of literacy, it is not surprising that Peh-oe-ji
would occur in Taiwan. Because romanized Peh-oe-ji writing is much
easier than the classical Han writing, it provides general people a
convenient tool to acquire literacy. Poe-hoe Chhoa (ᓐഛ ־1927) points
out that writing in Han characters is a heavy burden for most Taiwanese. He
therefore advocates using Taiwanese Romanization to liberate the illiterate.
He mentions the relationship between new Taiwan and Roman scripts in his
book “Opinions on Ten Issues21,” which was published in 1925.

19

Designed by Zhuang-Zhang Lu (ᗝ㠌ີ) in 1892 in Amoy. See Png (1965: 8-10).
Designed by Zhao Wang (׆ᅃ) in 1900. See Png (1965: 10-13).
21
“Chap-Hang Koan-Kian (Լႈጥߠ Opinions on Ten Issues)” was entirely written in
20
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Pún-tó lâng lóng-kiÎng Ô san-pah lãk-chãp-b¼n lâng, ken-ken chiah
chha-put-to je-chãp-b¼n lâng Ô hãk-bÔn, kiám ˜-se chin chió mah?
Che se sím-m…h goân-in neh? Ch…t h¼ng, se lán ka-te bÃ-hiáu khòan
hãk-bÔn t¼ng; ch…t h¼ng, se siat-hoat ê lâng bô Ô chãp-hun ê sêng-sim.
Iáu koh ch…t h¼ng, chiÔ-se beh õh hãk-bÔn ê bÔn-je giân-gú thài kankè hui-siông oh-tit õh (Chhoa, 1925: 14-15)
We Taiwanese have 3.6 millions of population, but only two
hundred thousand of them are literate. Isn’t it too few? What are
the reasons? One is that we think little of literacy; another
reason is that the ruler is not sincere to promote education; and
the third is that the orthography [i.e., Hanji] and language are
too difficult to learn literacy.
In the Hanji dominated society, being able to command Hanji is
considered intelligent and prestigious. On the other hand, literacy other than
Hanji is regarded as underground and vulgar. Among the Peh-oe-ji users,
the majority were women who did not command any Han character or
orthography except Peh-oe-ji. This phenomenon reflects the fact that the
traditional women with lower social status were not likely to be educated
with Han characters, and they had to choose the ‘childish’ but easily
learned Peh-oe-ji if they wished to be able to read and write. General
people’s bias against Peh-oe-ji was observed by Rev. Thomas Barclay, the
editor and publisher of TPCCN. He mentioned the Peh-oe-ji in the first
issue of TPCCN, as follows:
Khó-sioh lín pún-kok ê je chin oh, chió chió lâng khòan Ã hiáu-tit. S¯-í
goán Ô siat pãt-m…h ê hoat-t³, Ãng pçh-oÃ-je lâi ìn-chheh, h³ lín
chèng-lâng khòan khah khoài bat... Lâng ˜-thang phah-s¢g in-Ôi i bat
Khóng-chú-je s¯-í ˜-bián õh chit-hÎ ê je; i¼ ˜-thang khòan-khin i,
Peh-oe-ji.
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kóng se gín-á s¯-thãk--ê.
Because your traditional Han characters are too difficult to learn,
only a few of you can read and write. That’s why we have tried
to print books in Peh-oe-ji, so you will be able to read
easily…do not think you do not have to learn Peh-oe-ji if you
already knew Hanji, neither look down the Peh-oe-ji, nor regard
it as a childish writing. (Barclay, 1885)
Although Romanization is much more efficient than Han characters,
Romanization is not widely accepted by people in Taiwan. Writing in
Roman script is regarded as the Low language in digraphia22. There are
several reasons for this phenomenon:
First, people’s preference for Han characters is caused by their
internalized socialization. Because Han characters have been adopted as the
official orthography for two thousand years, being able to master Han
characters well is a symbol of scholarship in the Han cultural areas. Writing
in scripts other than Han characters may be regarded as childish writing.
Second, misunderstanding of the structure and function of Han
characters has enforced people’s preference for Han characters. Many
people believe that Han characters are ideally suited for the Han language
family, which includes the Taiwanese language; they believe that
Taiwanese cannot be expressed well without Han characters because Han
characters are logographs and each character expresses a distinctive
semantic function. However, DeFrancis (1990) has pointed out that it is just
a myth to regard Han characters as logography. Detailed discussion on this
22

Digraphia, as parallel to Ferguson’s (1959) idea of diglossia, has been defined by Dale
(1980:5) as “the use of two (or more) writing systems for representing a single
language,” or by DeFrancis (1984:59) as “the use of two or more different systems of
writing the same language.” See Chiung, 1999; Tiun. 1998; DeFrancis, 1984; and Dale,
1980.
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issue is presented in the following section.
The third reason that Peh-oe-ji is not widespread in Taiwan, is because
of political factors. Symbolically, Han characters are regarded as a symbol
of Chinese culture by Taiwan’s ruling Chinese KMT regime. Writing in
scripts other than Han characters is forbidden because it is perceived as a
challenge to the Chinese culture and Chinese nationalism. For example, the
Romanized New Testment “Sin Iok” was once seized in 1975 because the
Romanization Peh-oe-ji was regarded as a challenge to the orthodox status
of Han characters.

5. A Linguistic Account of Peh-oe-ji
Missionaries’ linguistic efforts on the romanization are reflected in
various romanized dictionaries. Medhurst’s “A Dictionary of the Hok-keen
Dialect of the Chinese Language” published in 1837 is considered the first
existing romanized dictionary of Southern Min compiled by western
missionary (Ang 1996:197-259). Douglas’ “Chinese- English Dictionary of
the Vernacular or Spoken Language of Amoy” of 1873 is regarded as the
remarkable dictionary of influence on the orthography of Peh-oe-ji (Ang,
1993b:1-9). After Douglas’ dictionary, most romanized dictionaries and
publications followed his orthography without or with just minor changes.
Generally speaking, missionaries’ linguistic efforts on Southern Min and
Peh-oe-ji have reached a remarkable achievement since Douglas’s
dictionary (Ang, 1993:5). William Campbell’s dictionary “E-mng-im Sin Jitian (1913),” which was the first Peh-oe-ji dictionary published in Taiwan,
is the most widespread romanized dictionary in Taiwan. This dictionary has
been published in fourteen editions by 1987.
The following list consists of some examples of the variations of
spelling among these three dictionaries.
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Medhurst
eeng
Ãen
wa
oe

Douglas
in
ien
oa

Campbell
in
ian
oa
o.

Hanji
᚛
ᄿ
ဢ


IPA
[ i¿]
[en]
[wa]
[o]

Since “E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian” is the most widespread romanized
dictionary in Taiwan, its inventory of Taiwanese consonants, vowels, and
tone narks are given in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 for readers’ reference
(cf. Cheng and Cheng, 1971).
Table 2. Inventory of Taiwanese consonants in the spelling of Peh-oe-ji, based
on the dictionary of
Consonants
/p/
/ph/
/t/
/th/
/k/
/kh/
/b/
/g/
/h/
/s/
/ts/
/tsh/
/dz/
/l/
/m/
/n/
0ʳ

Peh-oe-ji
p
ph
t
th
k
kh
b
g
h
s
ch
ts
chh
j
l
m
n
ng

E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian.
Conditions
initial only
initial only
initial only
initial only
initial only
initial only
before i, e
eleswhere
initial only
initial only
initial only

Examples
pí ‘compare’
phoe ‘letter’
tê ‘tea’
thâi ‘to kill’
ka ‘add’
kha ‘foot’
bûn ‘literature’
gí ‘language’
hí ‘glad’
sì ‘four’
chi ‘of’
tsa ‘investigate’
chha ‘differ’
j…t ‘sun’
lí ‘you’
me ‘noodle’
ni ‘milk’
âng ‘red’
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Table 3. Inventory of Taiwanese vowels in the spelling of Peh-oe-ji, based on
the dictionary of E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian.
C PUQPCPV

Peh-oe-ji

Conditions

Examples

K
G

i
e
ia

Elsewhere
Followed by n or t

C
W

Q

a
u
o
o.
o

Elsewhere
Followed by finals, except /!/

ti ‘pig’
tê ‘tea’
ti¼n ‘electric’
kiat ‘to form’
ta ‘dry’
tú ‘meet’
to ‘knife’
o. ‘black’
tong ‘east’
kok ‘state’

Table 4. Inventory of tone marks in the orthography of Peh-oe-ji, based on the
dictionary of E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian.
Categories

Numerical categories
Tone marks in Peh-oe-ji
Peh-oe-ji samples
Numerical tone values
IPA tone values

ܩ
=MWPr?
IGPVNG

ዞ
=MWPf?
DQKN

1
kun
44

2
¸
kún
53

3
º
kùn
31







unmarked

ཫ

२
ᄶ
ᇕ 
=MWP¶? =MWV o? =MWPa?
=MWP{? =MWV o?
INKFG
UVKEM DQPG
PGCT
UMKTV

4
kut
3

5
¼
kûn
12





unmarked

6

7
kÔn
22

8
¥
kýt
5





5.1. Classification of Writing Systems
Traditionally, people regard orthography as either logographic or
phonographic writings. For example, Han characters are considered
logographic or ideographic writing, and English alphabets are phonographic
or phonetic writing according to general people’s traditional ideas about
writing systems. However, this kind of distinction between logographic and
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phonographic writings is not always accurate and appropriate because
neither consists of only logographic or phonographic symbols in its writing.
For instance, most people regard Han characters as ideograms because of
the fact that every character contains its own semantic23 meaning. However,
Li (1992:21) has pointed out that the semantic-phonetic principle24, which
employ both semantic and phonetic 25 radicals in the structure of Han
character, has increased from 27 % (11th century B.C.) to 90 % (12th
century A.D.). In other words, most of the existing Han characters contain
both semantic and phonographic components.
If Han characters are logographs, the process involved in reading them
should be different from phonological or phonetic writings. However,
research conducted by Tzeng et al. has pointed out that “the phonological
effect in the reading of the Chinese characters is real and its nature seems to
be similar to that generated in an alphabetic script” (Tzeng et al., 1992:128).
Their research reveals that the reading process of Han characters is similar
to phonetic writing. DeFrancis (1996:40) has pointed out that Han
characters are “primarily sound-based and only secondarily semantically
oriented.” In DeFrancis’ opinion, it is just a myth to regard Han characters
as logography. He even concludes that “the inefficiency of the system stems
precisely from its clumsy method of sound representation and the added
complication of an even more clumsy system of semantic determinatives”
(DeFrancis, 1996:40).
In contrast to the traditional concept of writing systems, Gelb (1952)
and Smalley (1963) have pointed out a remarkable classification of

23

In addition to having both semantic meaning and sound, another characteristic of Han
character is that every character consists of only one syllable.
24
For example, the left side radical of (ۂ/kang/, river) refers to the semantic meaning
“water,” and the right side radical ՠ represents the sound /kang/.
25
To be exact, it is a syllabic sound unit.
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orthography. That is, orthographic systems should be classified based on
the sound units they represent. Under this norm, orthographies can be
grouped into four levels, i.e. morpheme, syllabic, phonemic, and phonetic
writings, which represent the sound units of morphemes (or words),
syllables, phonemes, and phonetic features. Han characters are the best
examples of morphemic 26 writing because each Han character can be a
morpheme or a word and combines with other characters to form new
words. Japanese Kana is an example of syllabic writing. In the Kana
syllabary, each symbol represents a corresponding syllable sound, and
symbols are combined together to form multi-syllabic words. Phonemic
writing systems are more widespread than others in the world’s existing
writing systems. Examples of phonemic systems are Korean Hangul, Pehoe-ji, Vietnamese, English, and many other western languages. In phonemic
writing, each symbol represents its corresponding phoneme sound. As for
phonetic writing, it reflects all the detailed features of sound difference.
This is usually the job a phonetician does to transcribe spoken language
data into written form for linguistic analysis. Many people confuse
phonemic with phonetic writing, and treat phonemic writing as phonetic
writing.
After clarifying the classification of different orthographic systems,
what will we know about the advantages and disadvantages of these four
systems? The first concern to this question is the efficiency of the writing.
Generally speaking, a smaller sound unit represented by a unique symbol
will be more efficient than a bigger representative unit. In other words, a
phonemic writing is overall more efficient than syllabic writing, and
syllabic writing is more efficient than morphemic writing. The reason is

26

In terms of DeFrancis (1990), the Han writing system is a form of morphosyllabic
writing.
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because human languages always have a limited number of consonants and
vowels (these sounds can be regarded as phonemic units), and a higher
number of phonemic combinations (to form syllables) and an even greater
number of syllabic combinations (to form multi-syllabic words). For
example, in Taiwanese there are 18 consonants and 6 vowels (see Table 2
and Table 3), and they are represented by only 17 alphabets in the Peh-oe-ji
phonemic writing. However, there are around 15,000 Han characters
collected in the E-mng-im dictionary, and 47,035 in the Kangxi Dictionary
( ൈ ዺ  ࠢ ڗ1716). Consequently, the high number of Han character
becomes a burden on its learner, and may cause some further problems as
Chen pointed out “to a large responsible for the country’s high illiteracy
and low efficiency, and hence an impediment to the process of
modernization” (Chen, 1994:367).
As for phonetic writing, although it transcribes smaller sound units
than phonemes, it does not increase the degree of efficiency. The primary
reasons are that a phonetic transcription is more complicated than a
phonemic one, and a native speaker may not be aware of the different
phonetic features, which require highly trained ears to detect. Consequently,
as Smalley (1963:5) says “a genuinely phonetic writing system can never
be the basis for a popular orthography.” Therefore, phonetic writing is not
widespread except among linguists.

5.2. Evaluation of the Peh-oe-ji
Smalley (1963:34-52) has proposed five criteria of an adequate writing
system. We may examine the Peh-oe-ji writing system based on Smalley’s
criteria listed as follows: (in order of importance)

1.

Maximum motivation for the learner, acceptance by its
society, and controlling groups such as the government.
2. Maximum representation of speech.
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3. Maximum ease of learning.
4. Maximum transfer.
5. Maximum ease of reproduction.
All the strengths and weaknesses of Peh-oe-ji come from its nature of
phonemic writing. In terms of efficiency, the ease of learning to read and
write Peh-oe-ji becomes a higher motivation than Hanji for its learners. In
the former agricultural society, most people were peasants who labored in
the fields all day long, and they had little interest in learning complicated
Han characters. In contrast to Han characters, the ease of learning Peh-oe-ji
provides those farmers a good opportunity to acquire literacy. This is one of
the reasons why there are a certain amount 27 of people who do not
command any Han characters except Peh-oe-ji. Although Peh-oe-ji has
maximum motivation for individual learners, it may not have the same
motivation for the Han dominated society and government. Chiung’s (1999)
empirical studies of 244 college students’ attitudes toward various
contemporary Taibun writing schemes have revealed the fact that Mandarin
and Hanji educated college students tend to favor Han characters more than
Roman scripts. As for the attitudes of the Chinese KMT government (19452000), Peh-oe-ji is not only excluded from the national education system,
but is also restricted on its daily use. For instance, the romanized Sin Iok
(New Testament) was once seized by KMT in 1975, because Hanji was
considered the only national orthography, and romanization was regarded
as a challenge to KMT’s Chinese nationalism.
To have a maximum representation of speech usually requires a good
linguistic analysis on the language before devising its orthography.
Campbell’s “E-mng-im Sin Ji-tian” of 1913 has shown the achievement of
27

Huang (quoted in Xu, 1992:70) estimated that by 1955 a total of 115,500 people in all
Southern Min speaking areas such as Hokkian, Malaysia, and Taiwan could use Peh-oeji. 32,000 of them were Peh-oe-ji users in Taiwan.
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missionaries’ linguistic knowledge on Amoy or Taiwanese. Campbell’s
choice of symbols for representing Taiwanese consonants and vowels are
listed in Table 5 and Table 6 based on their articulation manners and places.
In Campbell’s dictionary, he uses a total of 24 symbols to represent 23
Taiwanese phonemes (i.e. consonants and vowels), and those symbols
consist of only 17 roman letters. Campbell’s analysis and choice of symbols
are pretty accurate and efficient at some certain levels in terms of modern
linguistics. For example, he primarily assigns a single letter (except /ch/) to
a phoneme. The letters he assigned to sound segments are very close to the
IPA system (International Phonetic Alphabet), which is adopted by many
contemporary linguists for transcribing linguistic data. If it is difficult to
avoid having two letters representing a phoneme, he tries to make the
symbol easy and have rules to follow up. For example, ‘h’ indicates
‘aspiration’ when it is attached to p, t, k, or ch, and it represent glottal stop
when it occurs in the final position of a syllable. Other than these two
situations, ‘h’ refers to a glottal fricative sound.
Overall, Campbell’s choice of phonemic symbols is pretty good. The
only controversial point is the alveolar voiceless affricate sounds. What
Campbell distinguishes between ‘ch’ and ‘ts’ is actually ‘phonetic’ rather
than ‘phonemic’ differences. In his orthography, ‘ch’ occurs if followed by
a front vowel, and ‘ts’ occurs in any other situation. It is clear that ‘ch’ and
‘ts’ are in a complementary distribution. That is to say, he could choose
either ‘ch’ or ‘ts’ to represent the phonetically different but phonemically
identical segments.
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Table 5. Representative symbols for Taiwanese consonants in Peh-oe-ji.
bilabial

alveolar

velar

-asp/+asp

-asp/+asp

-asp/+asp

t / th

k / kh

voiceless

stop

p / ph

voiced

stop

b

voiced

flap

l

voiceless

fricative

s

voiceless

affricate

ch(ts)/chh

voiced

affricate

j

voiced

nasal

m

glottal

h

g

n

h

ng

Table 6. Representative symbols for Taiwanese vowels in Peh-oe-ji.
front
high

i

mid

e

low

central

back
u

o

¬

a

In addition to the choice of phonemic symbols, the spelling in
Campbell’s dictionary is also pretty simple. His fundamental principle of
spelling is to do phonemic transcriptions of spoken language. That is, write
down phonemically what you hear. His second principle is to treat Peh-oe-ji
as an independent orthography once the spelling of words are confirmed,
instead of a supplementary phonetic tool to the learning of Han characters.
In Campbell’s opinion, the spelling of the romanized Bible (1873) was
considered the official orthography of Peh-oe-ji. Therefore, as Campbell
described in the preface of his dictionary, “none of the current words whose
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spelling differs from that standard were taken in.” He made efforts to
maintain that existing Peh-oe-ji orthography. The issue of spelling of Pehoe-ji is still controversial among some of its users Today. For example,
people have tried to replace the existing forms such as ‘ian,’ ‘oa,’ and ‘eng,’
with ‘en,’ ‘ua,’ and ‘ing.’
Although romanized Peh-oe-ji has the strengths of maximum
representation and efficiency, many people suspect its capacity of being
used as an independent orthography because they thought that romanization
is too deficient to differentiate homophones. Such questions to the
romanization of Asian languages have been raised for a long while since the
nineteenth century in the Hanji cultural sphere (cf. DeFrancis, 1990;
Hannas, 1997; Chen, 1999). As matter of fact, romanization can
differentiate homophonous morphemes as well as Han characters. It just
depends on how the spelling of the romanization is devised in order to
make semantic distinctions. For example, in English, see and sea are spelled
in different ways to refer to different things with the identical pronunciation.
To, too, and two is another example from English. As for Taiwanese, for
example, Kho-kun (ઝ) is proposed by Kheng-Chiu Tan as a system to
write Taiwanese. Basically, Tan defines 60 categories with 60 simple
symbols to refer to different semantic categories of words. He adds a
symbol to each romanized Taiwanese word, so readers can distinguish the
different meaning from the same pronunciation of the words. Although
adding rules or affixes to spelling may increase the capacity of
differentiating homophones, it can also increase the degree of difficulty of
spelling, and thus reduce the efficiency and ease of learning the
romanization. To what extent these methods will be applied to a romanized
writing just depends on how the designers evaluate their costs and benefits.
Maximum of transfer is another virtue of Peh-oe-ji. Since Peh-oe-ji
consists of roman letters, and roman script is the most widespread
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orthography (Zhou, 1997:3) among the world’s writing systems, Peh-oe-ji
users will have a more knowledgeable approach to the orthographies of
other romanized languages such as English.
From the perspective of the reproduction of orthography, reproducing
romanized Peh-oe-ji is even easier and more efficient than Han characters
(recalling that there are a total of 47,035 characters in the Kangxi
Dictionary). Compared to the small amount of roman letters and diacritic
marks in the Peh-oe-ji writing, Han characters are much more difficult to be
reproduced such as in typographic composition (DeFrancis, 1996:19-21). In
the information age, although personal computers can easily reproduce Han
characters, dealing with Han characters still involves more troubles than
dealing with roman scripts, such as compatibility, OCR, and machine
translation.

6. Conclusion
Compared to the complicated Han writing, the romanized Peh-oe-ji is
easier and much efficient to learn to read and write. Today, although many
Taibun promoters have made efforts to promote Peh-oe-ji writing, its use is
primarily still limited to church people and some Taibun writers. The main
reasons are 1) general people’s bias against orthography other than Han
characters, 2) people’s misunderstanding of the nature of Han characters,
and 3) political restrictions on romanization. Since Hanji is exclusively
taught in the national education system of Taiwan, and most people are
skilled in Modern Mandarin Writing, it might be not so easy for Hanji users
to accept romanization as an official orthography. However, for future
generations who have not been educated in Hanji, they may choose to use
romanization rather than Hanji if they have the opportunity to make a
decision. For example, if the current Bopomo, which is taught through the
national education system in Taiwan, can be replaced by romanization, the
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circumstance of using romanization will increase the possibility of
promoting romanized Taibun. The roman script might be in competition
with Han characters, or even replace Han characters if romanization is
taught with Han character at the same time when students enter elementary
school.
μ Chiung, Wi-vun. 2000. Peh-oe-ji, Childish Writing? This paper was originally
presented at 6th Annual North America Taiwan Studies Conference, Harvard
University, June 16-19, 2000.ν
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Abstract
This survey includes a total of 244 students from Tamkang
University and Tamsui College in Taiwan. The students were
told to evaluate seven prepared Taibun (Written Taiwanese)
reading samples (written in different orthographies) on six
characteristic scales. The statistical results reveal that Han
character-only orthography received highest rating, Han-Roman
mixed received the second highest, and Roman-only script
received the lowest. Overall, the students showed positive
attitudes toward Taibun. In addition to the orthography factor,
students' background also affected their evaluations. The
significant factors are: (1) place of residence (Taipei vs. nonTaipei), (2) major (Taiwanese and English vs. Mechanical
Engineering vs. Chinese, Japanese, and Public Administration),
(3) mother tongue (Taiwanese vs. non-Taiwanese), (4) language
ability (Taiwanese vs. non-Taiwanese), (5) national identity
(Taiwanese vs. non-Taiwanese), and (6) assertions on national
status (independence vs. non-independence). In short, whether
or not Taibun will be successfully promoted to a national status,
highly depends on people's orthography demands and their
attitudes toward written Taiwanese. Moreover, their language
ability and national identity also will play an important role
while they are making the determinations.
Keywords:

Taibun,

orthography, writing

Romanization,

Peh-oe-ji,

Han-Lo,
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1. Introduction
Digraphia, as parallel to Ferguson’s (1959) idea of diglossia, has been
defined by Dale (1980:5) as “the use of two (or more) writing systems for
representing a single language,” or by DeFrancis (1984:59) as “the use of
two or more different systems of writing the same language.” This is
currently the situation in Taiwan, where the Taiwanese language is written
in several different ways.
Cheng (1990:219-237) and Tiun (1998:230-241) have pointed out that
there are currently three main writing systems for writing Taiwanese. They
are: (1) Han character only, which means exclusive use of Hanji, (2) HanLo ‘Hanji with Roman script,’ which means a combination of Hanji with
Roman script, and (3) Roman-only, or ‘exclusive use of Roman script.’
Therefore, the situation of writing in Taiwanese is clearly a case of
digraphia. That is, Taiwanese speakers speak in Taiwanese, but write in
Hanji, Roman script, or a mixture of Hanji and Roman.
Taiwan is a multilingual and multiethnic society. There are more than
twenty native languages in Taiwan, including Hakfa, Taiwanese 1 , and
indigenous languages (Grimes, 1996). In addition, Taiwan has been
colonized by several foreign regimes since the seventeenth century. The
most recent of these are the Japanese regime (1895-1945) and the Chinese
KMT2 regime (1945-20003). According to colonial language policies (Li,

1

Taiwanese is also called Taigi, Tai-yu, Holooe, Southern Min, or Min-nan. The broad
definition of Taiwanese includes all the indigenous languages, Hakfa, and Holooe.
Occasionally, Taiwanese refers to Holooe only.
2
KMT or the Chinese Nationalist Party, was formerly a political party in Mainland
China prior to 1949. In 1945 KMT took over Taiwan on behalf of Allied Powers after
Japan had surrendered. In 1949, the troops of the KMT were completely defeated by the
Chinese Communist Party in Mainland China, so the KMT decided to continue to
occupy Taiwan as a base to fight against Chinese communist in order to go back to
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1996), the native languages were prohibited in the public domain, and
Japanese and Mandarin Chinese were adopted as the only official languages
in each colonial period. As a consequence, the native languages in Taiwan
are today declining.
Whether vernacular speech eventually will completely shift to
Mandarin or be maintained depends largely on language attitudes. In other
words, people’s language attitudes play an important role in Taiwan’s
language future. However, research on language attitudes in Taiwan is
rather scanty. Most research, such as Lu (1988), Feifel (1994), and Wang
(1995), focus on spoken Taiwanese, not on written Taiwanese.
The purpose of the present study is to examine readers’ responses
toward different writing systems of Taibun or written Taiwanese. The
subjects of this investigation were 244 students of Tamkang University and
Tamsui College in Taiwan. Seven reading samples with different writing
systems were prepared and subjects were asked to evaluate the
characteristics of each sample. The main research questions are: 1) Does a
rater evaluate each of the reading samples differently? If so, what factors
influence a rater’s judgment? 2) Do the raters’ own characteristics, such as
gender, residence, academic major, national identity and language ability,
have effects on their evaluations? In other words, what particular groups of
people tend to accept written Taiwanese, and what writing systems do they
prefer?

China. Lee Teng-hui, the former KMT chair and Taiwan’s president (1988-2000)
revealed in 1994 that “the KMT is also a foreign regime. It is necessary to reform it to
become a KMT of the Taiwanese” during an interview with a Japanese writer Shiba
Ryotaro (The Independence Weekly Post 1994:issue 258). Thus, the KMT was
considered a foreign regime in this paper.
3
KMT has been the alien ruling party since 1945 until 2000, in which year the
presidential candidate Shui-bian Chen of Democratic Progressive Party, the native
opposition party, was elected as the new president of Taiwan.
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2. Background
There are currently four primary ethnic groups in Taiwan: indigenous
(1.7%), Hakka 4 (12%), Holo 5 (73.3%), and Mainlanders 6 (13%) (Huang,
1993:21). Due to the Chinese KMT’s monolingual policy, the Taiwanese
people are not allowed to speak their vernaculars in public. Moreover, they
are forced to learn Mandarin Chinese and to identify themselves as Chinese
through the national education system. As Hsiau (1997:307) has pointed out,
“the usage of Mandarin as a national language becomes a testimony of the
Chineseness of the KMT state;” that is, the Chinese KMT regime is trying
to convert the Taiwanese into Chinese through Mandarin monolingualism.
Consequently, most Taiwanese people are bilingual with their vernacular
and the official language. Moreover, research such as Chan (1994) and
Young (1989) has revealed that a language shift toward Mandarin is in
progress. Huang (1993:160) goes so far as to suggest that the indigenous
languages of Taiwan are all endangered.
Owing to the monolingual policy, the decline of vernacular languages
in Taiwan has in recent years become increasingly pronounced and
apparent. In response, people in Taiwan have protested against the
monolingual policy, and have demanded bilingual education in schools.7
4

Hakka is the name of the ethnic group; Hakfa or Hakka refer to the mother tongue of
people of Hakka ethnicity.
5
Holo is the name of the ethnic group; Holooe refers to the mother tongue of Holo
ethnicity.
6
Mainlanders refer to the immigrants who came to Taiwan with the KMT in the 1940s.
Mandarin is regarded as the mother tongue or lingua franca among Mainlanders.
7
There are several organizations devoted to the vernacular education and
standardization of written Taiwanese, such as Tai-Bun Thong-Sin-Sia (Taiwanese
Writing Forum), Tai-bun Bong-po-sia (Taiwanese Language Magazine), Tai-oan Gi-bun
Hak-hoe (Association of Taiwanese Languages), Tai-gi-sia (Taiwanese Language
Society), Hak-seng Tai-oan Gi-bun Chhiok-chin-hoe (Students Taiwanese Promotion
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This is the so-called Taiwanese language movement (Taigibun Untong) that
has arisen since the second half of the 1980s (Hsiau, 1997; Erbaugh, 1995;
Huang, 1993). There are two core issues for the Taiwanese language
movement. First, the movement wishes to promote spoken Taiwanese in
order to maintain people’s vernacular speech. Second, the movement aims
to promote and standardize written Taiwanese in order to develop
Taiwanese (vernacular) literature. Because written Taiwanese is not well
standardized and not taught through the national education system,
Taiwanese speakers have to write in Modern Written Chinese (MWC)
instead of Written Taiwanese (WT). In other words, the written language of
the Taiwanese people is separated from their daily colloquial speech;
people speak in Taiwanese, but write in MWC. Although more than a
hundred orthographies have been proposed by different persons enthusiastic
for the standardization of Taibun, most of the designs have probably been
accepted and used only by their own designers. Moreover, many of the
designs were never applied to practical Taibun writing after they were
devised.
These orthographic designs may be divided into two groups based on
their graphic construction: Han character script and non-Han character
script. Non-Han characters may be further subdivided into two types: New
phonetic script, such as Ganbun designed by Ui-jin Ang, or ready-made
phonetic script, which makes use of the present Roman alphabets or
Bopomo (ԁԂԃ) to write Taibun. Even if designers use the identical

Association), Tai-gi-bun Thui-tian Hiap-hoe (Taiwanese Development Association).
They claim the right to use Taiwanese in public places and in the mass media, as well as
the right for younger generations to participate in vernacular education. In addition, they
advocate writing in Taiwanese languages. They hold workshops and Taigi camps, and
they have issued several periodicals such as Tai-Bun Thong-Sin, Tai-bun Bong-po, Iacheng, and Ga-dang.
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Roman alphabets, they may have different spelling systems, such as Pehoe-ji, Dai-im, TLPA, PS daibuun and Kho-kun.
Because of the wide use of the personal computer and electronic
networks in Taiwan since the 1990s, most orthographic designs, which
require extra technical support other than regular Mandarin software, are
unable to survive. Therefore, the majority of recent Taiwanese writing
systems are either in Han characters, Roman alphabet or a mixed system
combing Roman and Han.
Taiwanese writing in Hanji-only can be regarded as the High language
in digraphia, which is often employed in official situations such as in
government documents8, the imperial examination system (prior to the 20th
century), and traditional temples. Han characters have been used in Han
cultural areas such as Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Vietnam and China for more
than two thousand years. Writing in Hanji can be divided into two styles
based on its historical background: First, there is the so-called “wenyen” or
classical Han writing prior to the 20th century. This old writing style was
not based on colloquial speech, but in a specific classical writing style.
Second, there is the “baihua” or contemporary vernacular writing in the
20th century. Because writing in classical Han was very difficult to learn
and comprehend, the issue of writing in colloquial speech was raised at the
end of the 19th century, and became widely accepted by the public in the
20th century (cf. Chen, 1996, 1994, 1993; DeFrancis, 1990; Norman, 1988;
Tsao, 1999).
Although colloquial writing has been available for a century in the
Han cultural areas, some languages, such as Taiwanese and Cantonese
which are not recognized by their governments as official languages, do not

8

Prior to the Japanese regime (1895-1945), government documents were written in
classical Han writing.
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fare very well in their colloquial writing. Writing in Taiwanese or
Cantonese is neither widespread nor standardized. Moreover, under the
situation of nonstandardization, the usage of Han characters may vary from
user to user. That is to say, different writers could choose different
characters to represent the same word. For example, some Taiwanese
lexical items cannot be expressed well in Han characters. According to
Cheng (1989: 332), approximately 5% of the Taiwanese morphemes have
no appropriate Han characters, and they account for as much as 15% of the
total number of characters in a written Taiwanese text. Those 15% purely
Taiwanese words are most likely to be written in different Han characters
by different writers. Han-Roman mixed writing is proposed by some
promoters to solve this problem. That is, Roman script should be adopted
for the lexical items which do not have appropriate Han characters, and Han
characters should be used elsewhere.
Taiwanese writing in Roman script can be regarded as the Low
language in digraphia. The traditional Romanization for Taiwanese is the
so-called “Peh-oe-ji,” which was developed by missionaries in the second
half of the 19th century (Chiung, 2000, 2001; Tiun, 2001). Peh-oe-ji is used
mostly by church people, especially those who were not educated in
Japanese or Mandarin Chinese. Peh-oe-ji is often employed in church
worship, private letters, and note taking among the people who do not know
Han characters.
The main reason for using Romanization is because of its economy
and learnability compared to Han characters, which may require several
years to learn to read and write. For instance, a total of 47,035 different Han
characters were collected in the Kangxi Dictionary (1716). However, an
ordinary literate Chinese person knows and uses somewhere between 3,000
and 4,000 Han characters (Norman, 1988:72-73). An elementary school
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student in Taiwan may know around 2,669 characters9 after sixth grade. As
Chen has pointed out, the use of traditional Han characters is “to a large
extent responsible for the country’s high illiteracy and low efficiency, and
hence an impediment to the process of modernization” (Chen, 1994:367).
However, although Romanization is much more efficient than Han
characters, Romanization is not widely accepted by people in Taiwan.
Writing in Roman script is regarded as the Low language in digraphia.
There are several reasons for this phenomenon:
First, people’s preference for Han characters is caused by their
internalized socialization. Because Han characters have been adopted as the
official orthography for two thousand years, being able to master Han
characters well is a symbol of scholarship in the Han cultural areas. Writing
in scripts other than Han characters may be regarded as childish writing.
For example, when Tai-oan-hu-sian Kau-hoe-po, the first Taiwanese
newspaper in Romanization, was published in 1885, the editor and
publisher Rev. Thomas Barclay exhorted readers of the newspaper not to
“look down at Peh-pe-ji; do not regard it as a childish writing” (Barclay,
1885).
Second, misunderstanding of the nature and function of Han characters
has enforced people’s preference for Han characters. Many people believe
that Han characters are ideally suited for the Han language family, which
includes the Taiwanese language; they believe that Taiwanese cannot be
expressed well without Han characters because Han characters are
logographs and each character expresses a distinctive semantic function. In
addition, many people believe Lian Heng’s (1987) claim that “there are no

9

According to the latest (1995) elementary textbooks compiled by the National Institute
for Compilation and Translation, the number of Han characters learned by students at
each grade is 328 for first grade, 479 for second grade, 455 for third grade, 529 for
fourth grade, 493 for fifth grade, and 385 for sixth grade.
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Taiwanese words which do not have corresponding characters.” However,
DeFrancis (1996:40) has pointed out that Han characters are “primarily
sound-based and only secondarily semantically oriented.” In DeFrancis’
opinion, it is a myth to regard Han characters as logographic. He even
concludes that “the inefficiency of the system stems precisely from its
clumsy method of sound representation and the added complication of an
even more clumsy system of semantic determinatives” (DeFrancis,
1996:40). If Han characters are logographs, the process involved in reading
them should be different from phonological or phonetic writings. However,
research conducted by Tzeng et al. has pointed out that “the phonological
effect in the reading of the Chinese characters is real and its nature seems to
be similar to that generated in an alphabetic script” (Tzeng et al. 1992:128).
Their research reveals that the reading process of Han characters is similar
to that for phonetic writing. In short, there is no evidence to support the
view that the Han characters are logographs.
The third reason that Peh-oe-ji is not widespread in Taiwan is because
of political factors. Symbolically, Han characters are regarded as a symbol
of Chinese culture by Taiwan’s ruling Chinese KMT regime. Writing in
scripts other than Han characters is forbidden because it is perceived as a
challenge to Chinese culture and Chinese nationalism. For example, the
Romanized New Testament “Sin Iok” was once seized in 1975 because the
Romanization Peh-oe-ji was regarded as a challenge to the orthodox status
of Han characters.
Since writing in Taiwanese is currently in a chaotic situation, what are
readers’ reactions to different Taiwanese orthographies? Do they prefer a
particular orthography? And what are their attitudes toward Taiwanese
writing in general? The investigation described below attempts to answer
these questions.
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3. Methodology
The matched-guise technique, which was first developed by Lambert
(Lambert et al. 1960, 1975; Lambert, 1967) and his associates, is often
adopted for research in language attitudes toward spoken language.
However, research in attitudes toward written language vs. spoken language
is quite different. Thus, Lambert’s matched-guise technique was modified
here in order to meet the needs of research on written Taiwanese.
The modified matched-guise for the present research was conducted as
follows: seven reading samples (or writing samples) written in different
orthographies of Taibun were prepared and the subjects were told to rate
each reading on six characteristic scales such as interesting, expressive and
friendly (see Appendix B). The ratings were based on semantic differential
scales, ranging from the lowest 1 to the highest 7. For example, with respect
to the characteristic “interesting,” 1 means very boring, 4 means neutral,
and 7 means very interesting.
The reading samples were adopted from published articles, and they
were revised in orthography to varying degrees to fit our survey needs. The
texts of all the reading samples were written in the same narrative style,
talking about traditional life in the countryside of Taiwan. The purpose of
choosing reading samples that are written in the same style is to minimize
the influence of contents on readers. Accordingly, it is assumed that
different contents do not substantially affect readers’ evaluations. The
scores of the reading samples as rated by readers could thus be assumed to
reflect the readers’ responses to different orthographies. The score is treated
as a “reading index” which shows a reader’s degree of favor toward a
particular reading sample (i.e., toward a particular orthography).
In addition to the modified matched-guise, readers’ backgrounds, such
as gender, residence, and academic major, were collected through a
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questionnaire design. Additional self-reported information including
political leanings, national identity, mother tongue, and language ability
were also requested. The principal goals were to examine how readers’
backgrounds may affect their evaluations on reading samples, and to further
formulate an equation for predicting scores of reading samples rated by
different subjects. This equation is called the Taibun equation; it predicts
and indicates readers’ degrees of acceptance of various orthographic
designs.

3.1. Selection of reading samples
In this research design, there are seven reading samples, named A, B,
C, D, E, F, and G (see Appendix A). All were written in Taiwanese (Holooe)
except for reading D which was in Hakfa and reading G which was
intermediate between Taiwanese and Mandarin. The following are brief
descriptions of the different orthographies used:
(1) Han Characters Only: this was used in readings C and G. Reading
C was entirely written in colloquial Taiwanese. However, reading G was
intermediate between Taiwanese and Mandarin. The style of G is quite
similar to the writing style of so-called Hiong-thou Bun-hak (Home Village
Literature), used since the 1970s. (2) Roman Script Only: Reading B was
completely written in Peh-oe-ji, the traditional Taiwanese Romanization. (3)
Mixed Han and Roman writing: This is used in readings A, D (in Hakfa),
and F. Reading A used more Roman script than D and F did. Generally
speaking, the spelling of Roman scripts here is the same as Peh-oe-ji, but
without tone marks. (4) Han with bo-po-mo: Reading E was written in Han
characters with bo-po-mo, the National Phonetic Symbols, a special
phonetic system used for learning Mandarin in Taiwan.
In order to gain a better understanding of the reading samples, we may
analyze the seven readings according to six distinctive features based on
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orthography and language used in the texts: Han characters, Roman script,
Bopomo, Mandarin Chinese, Hakka, and the Ratio of Han to Roman script,
as shown in table 1.
The properties of the distinctive features are binary, either “+,” which
means “yes,” or “-,” meaning “no.” Each reading sample can be analyzed as
consisting of six features; the combinations of features differ from reading
to reading.
The Han feature refers to whether or not Han characters are employed
in the writings. The Roman and Bopomo features indicate whether or not
Roman script and Bopomo phonetic symbols are employed in the writing. If
Han and Roman are both used (Mixed style) in readings, we need another
distinctive feature, the ratio of words in Han characters to words in Roman
script, to distinguish between the two mixed writings. The Ratio feature is
described as “+” if the proportion of Han characters in the text is greater
than half. On the other hand, the Ratio feature is described as “- ” if the
proportion of Han is less than half. In the reading samples, the proportions
of Han characters in readings A and B are less than 50%, so A and B are
described as [-Ratio], and the others are [+Ratio].
The Mandarin feature indicates whether or not a reading was written
with a grammar and lexicon close to Mandarin Chinese. The Hakka feature
indicates whether a reading was written in Hakka or not.

3.2. Selection of raters
The subjects in my survey were limited to the college students from
Tamkang University and Tamsui Oxford University College 10 , both of
which are located in Tamsui, a college town half an hour away from Taipei
by bus.

10

It was renamed Aletheia University in August 1999.
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A total of 244 students participated in my survey, 157 female and 87
male. 138 are from Taipei, and 106 are from other places. Because college
major was hypothesized to be a factor that could influence readers’
evaluations on Taibun writing, the subjects were primarily chosen based on
their majors. Most of the subjects were from Tamkang University, and their
majors were: Public Administration (46 students), Mechanical Engineering
(34), Japanese (21), Chinese (52), English (37), and others (14). Owing to
the fact that there is no Taiwanese department at Tamkang University, the
students (40) of the Taiwanese Literature Department at Tamsui College11
were chosen.

3.3. Procedure for conducting the research
The survey was conducted in December of 1998. Several classes
offered by the departments were borrowed to conduct the survey. In the
classes, students were told to evaluate the reading samples based on their
first impressions. During the survey, they were not allowed to discuss the
questions with each other. Their answers were directly marked on the
questionnaire sheets. The purpose of the study, and the languages used in
the readings, were not revealed until the students had all handed in their
questionnaire sheets. The classes did not take a break until all students had
finished the survey.

3.4. Data analysis
Several statistical techniques were employed to analyze the research
results. They are the t-test, ANOVA (analysis of variance), post hoc
comparison, factor analysis, chi-square test, and regression analysis. The

11

Up to now (1999), Tamsui College is still the only school in Taiwan that offers a
Taiwanese major.
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significance level was set at 5% to reject the null hypothesis. The software
programs adopted for managing the data and conducting statistical analyses
were Microsoft Excel 97 and SPSS 8.0.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Evaluations of the six characteristic scales
Raters rated six characteristic scales for each reading sample. Because
we need to use these six characteristic scales as criteria to measure raters’
preferences for each reading, it would be better if we could reduce these six
scales to fewer categories. To do so, factor analysis was employed using
SPSS. The analysis reveals that only one component was extracted from the
six scales, and that component accounts for 78.31% of the total variance.
This means that we may conclude that there is only one primary factor
among the six characteristic scales. In other words, we may employ the
combined mean value of the six characteristic scales as an index of a rater
on a particular reading sample, instead of using all six individual
characteristic values, yielding seven indexes for each rater, one for each
reading sample A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. If a rater has an index 5 on reading
A, and an index 3 on reading B, it means that the rater evaluates reading A
higher than reading B. This index will be called the “reading index.” The
notion of “reading index” will be used for further comparisons throughout
the research.

4.2. Different readings show different scores
The results of the one-way ANOVA, reveal that there are significant
differences among the seven reading samples at the 5% significance level.
In order to specify which pairs of readings are significantly different, paired
t-tests were conducted using SPSS. The results show that all pairs (except
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E-F) are significantly different at the 5% significance level (see Table 1 for
the mean score received by each reading sample, ordered from lowest to
highest). In other words, we may treat reading E and F as if they have the
same rating, while all other readings differ significantly from each other.
(The results of post-hoc comparisons presented in the following section also
reveal that raters evaluated the readings as being significantly different).

Table 1. Mean score received by each reading sample
mean

2.11

3.61

4.42

4.98

5.07

5.28

6.02

B

A

D

E

F

C

G

Han

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

Roman

+

+

+

-

+

-

-

Bopomo

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

Mandarin

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

Hakka

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

Ratio

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

Based on the statistical results, we can determine the influence of each
distinctive feature on the reading. First of all, a reading categorized as
[+Han] is evaluated higher than a reading that is [-Han]. For example, there
is only one different feature between reading A and B, that is, the Han
feature. Given that the evaluations of A and B are significantly different, we
may assume that the difference of rating between A and B is affected by the
Han feature. Since A has a higher rating than B does, we can conclude
further that a reading with [+Han] will be evaluated higher than the other.
Second, a reading that is [+Roman] is evaluated lower than a reading that is
[-Roman]. A reading that is [+Bopomo] is rated lower than a reading with [Bopomo]. A reading that is [+Mandarin] is evaluated higher than a reading
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that is [-Mandarin]. A reading that is [+Hakka] is evaluated lower than a
reading with [-Hakka]. Finally, a reading that is [+Ratio] is evaluated
higher than a reading that is [-Ratio].
The findings mentioned above are the “surface” factors that may affect
raters’ evaluations of the seven reading samples. We may go further to see
whether or not there are any “underlying” factors. The statistical technique
Factor Analysis was conducted using SPSS. Two factors were extracted
from the reading samples after Varimax rotation (Table 2).
Table 2. Factor loadings on reading samples after rotation
Factor
1

2

G

0.86

-0.12

F

0.78

0.15

C

0.75

0.25

E

0.75

0.16

D

0.54

0.53

B

-0.13

0.88

A

0.34

0.70

Rotated Factor Matrix

Based on the rotated factor matrix, factor 1 covers readings G, F, C, E,
and D. This means that if a rater gives a high/low rating to reading G, then
s/he will probably also give high/low ratings to readings F, C, E, and D.
Because of the fact that readings G, F, C, E, and D were written either
partly or entirely in Han characters, and they were given higher ratings than
B and A, we may assume that Han characters, which make a reading more
“readable” for the Han character-educated subjects, play an important role
in factor 1. On the other hand, factor 2 covers readings B and A, which
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were written with a high proportion of Roman script. We may say that
Romanization plays an important role in factor 2. Because most of the
subjects were not skilled in Taiwanese Romanization, the use of a high
proportion of Roman words made the readings “unreadable” to the subjects.
Therefore, B and A got lower ratings than G, F, C, E, and D. The term
“readable” means that an orthography which is more recognizable and
familiar to a reader will enable the reader to understand the text more easily
and clearly than another orthography.
It seems that whether or not a writing system is readable to a particular
reader has a great deal of influence on her/his attitude toward the reading.
That is, if a particular orthography is more readable to a reader, then s/he is
more likely to give a high rating to the reading. We may further assume that
there is only one underlying factor based on the findings of factor 1 and
factor 2. That is to say, people will give higher ratings to those writing
systems which are more “readable” to them. In other words, the ratings of
readings are based on the degree of readability to a particular person. Based
on this assumption of the underlying factor, we may examine those surface
factors mentioned earlier to see whether or not they coincide with the
underlying factor.
The surface factors reveal that the [+Han], [+Mandarin] and [+Ratio]
features will cause a reading sample to be evaluated higher than [-Han], [Mandarin] and [-Ratio]. These findings are not surprising. In Taiwan,
Mandarin Chinese and Han characters have been taught through the
national education system since the occupation of the KMT regime in 1945.
Therefore, all the subjects in this experiment, who are under age 30, are
more familiar with Mandarin and with Han characters. Because readers are
skilled in Mandarin and Han characters, [+Mandarin] and [+Han] features,
which made the texts more “readable” to them, were rated higher than the
others. Therefore, the surface factors Han, Mandarin, and Ratio coincide
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with the hypothetical underlying factor. On the other hand, because most of
the subjects are not Hakfa speakers (only 19 among the 244 subjects are
able to speak Hakfa), the [+Hakka] feature will reduce the ratings of
readings. We are more confident of this assumption after comparing the
mean scores between Hakka and non-Hakka speakers of reading D (in
Hakfa). Table 3 is the result of the unpaired t-test; it reveals that the mean
scores of Hakka speakers and non-Hakka speakers are significantly
different at the 5% significance level. This means that the [+Hakka] feature
will raise the rating of a reading if the readers are able to speak Hakfa. In
other words, their Hakfa-speaking ability made them give high scores to
reading D (The fact that language ability can affect readers’ evaluations is
further confirmed in later section).
Table 3. T-test between Hakka and non-Hakka on reading D

Hakka
non-Hakka

no.
19
225

mean
5.35
4.34

sd.
0.80
1.03

t=5.17 1 tailed p=0.00 < 0.05

As for the Roman feature, even though English is taught to students as
a second language from high school on, it does not mean that students are
skilled in Taiwanese Romanization. Therefore, the [+Roman] feature,
which makes texts more “unreadable,” will reduce the rating of a reading if
the readers are not familiar with Romanization.
Regarding the Bopomo feature, although every student is taught
Bopomo as a supplementary tool while learning Mandarin, Bopomo is not
suitable for representing the Taiwanese languages. In fact, Bopomo
becomes a barrier and reduces reading efficiency. Therefore, [+Bopomo]
feature can reduce the rating of a reading.
The results reveal that readers showed positive attitudes overall toward
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Taibun (regardless of different orthographies), with a mean score of 5.15
((C+D+E+F+G)/5) or 4.50 ((A+B+C+D+E+F+G)/7). In addition, the
survey reveals that people will give higher ratings to those orthographies
that are more “readable” to them. Therefore, we may conclude that the
different ratings of the seven reading samples are the reflection of their
readability to the 244 subjects, who represent Mandarin and Han charactereducated college students. Furthermore, we may assume that the
acceptability of Taibun, written Taiwanese, is represented by its readability.
(Readability is usually affected by various factors, such as language and
orthography abilities.) We are then able to predict which particular systems
will be accepted by particular persons. According to the results above,
reading G is the most acceptable to the readers. However, the content of G
is the least Taiwanese (i.e., the language used is closer to Mandarin than
Taiwanese). On the other hand, B has the lowest rating, and is the least
acceptable. But the content of B is the most Taiwanese. This result indicates
that even though an orthography may be well designed to represent a
language, the orthography will not necessarily be accepted more than others.
In other words, the users’ orthographic backgrounds and social context may
play important roles in choosing a new orthography.

4.3. Raters’ evaluations on writers’ backgrounds
Questions 7 to 12 on each reading sample test subjects’ reaction to the
writer of a particular reading. It was assumed that a particular person will
favor a particular writing system. Therefore, the subjects’ impressions of
the authors reflect their impressions of the corresponding writing systems.
In other words, through questions 7 to 12, we can learn readers’
expectations concerning the backgrounds of Taibun writers. In the study,
the subjects were told to judge the authors’ age, gender, political leaning,
religion, opinion on national status, and the languages the authors are
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writing in. The statistical results reveal that readers had little idea regarding
the writers’ backgrounds. However, if readers associated writers with
particular expectations, Taibun writers were mostly regarded as male, with
native political leanings, native religions, and native identity.
Subjects were asked their impressions of the authors’ age in question 7.
The average percentage of subjects on Taibun writer’s age category reveals
that readers do not associate the Taibun writer with a particular age
category.
Subjects were asked their impressions of the authors’ gender in
question 8. Most subjects (i.e., 19% + 43% = 62%) did not assign the
authors a particular gender. However, if they did assign a gender, most of
them associated the author with male (31%), and fewer with female (7%).
The results reveal that readers’ association with writers’ gender is close to
the fact that all the reading were written by males.
In question 9, the subjects’ judgments on the authors’ political
leanings were elicited. The political parties listed on the answer sheet were
the KMT, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), the Chinese New Party
(CNP), the Green Party Taiwan (GPT), and the Taiwan Independence Party
(TAIP). Most of the 244 subjects did not associate the authors with
particular parties (i.e., 63%). The remaining subjects associated the authors
mostly with the DPP (24%), a few with the KMT (8%), the TAIP (3%), the
CNP (2%), and the GPT (1%). It seems predictable that more people would
associate Taibun writers with DPP, the first native opposition party of
influence during the KMT era in Taiwan. Although TAIP12 and GPT13 also
represent native Taiwanese parties, the fact that they have been recently

12

The percentage of votes received by TAIP in the national legislative election of 1998
was 1.45%. Other major parties were: KMT 46.43%, DPP 29.56%, and CNP 7.06%.
13
The percentage of votes received by GPT in the national assembly election of 1996
was 2.97%.
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formed (both in 1996) and are still not well recognized by the public may
reduce their likelihood of being associated with the Taibun writers. On the
other hand, the well-known third major party CNP was not associated with
Taibun writers. Its low association with Taibun coincides with the
expectation of people in Taiwan that CNP represents Chinese nationalism
rather than Taiwanese nationalism.
On question 10, the subjects’ judgments on the authors’ religion were
evaluated. The religions listed on the answer sheet were Buddhism, Taoism,
Christianity and Catholicism14. Most of the subjects (71%) did not associate
the authors with any religion. The rest of the subjects associated the authors
mostly either with Buddhism (10%) or Taoism (11%). Christianity and
Catholicism only received 7%. The proportion seems reasonable because
most Taiwanese believe in the traditional Buddhism and Taoism.
In the experiment, reading B was written in pure Peh-oe-ji, the
traditional Romanized Taiwanese writing system that was developed by
western missionaries. In the case of reading B, more subjects associated the
writer with foreign religions (Christianity 11%, Catholicism 8%) than
traditional religions (Buddhism 2%, Taoism 3%). We may interpret that this
is because Buddhism and Taoism are usually regarded as symbols of Han
culture, whereas Christianity and Catholicism are considered to be western,
associated with the cultures where Roman scripts were invented.
Question 11 tested subjects’ judgments on authors’ national identity,
that is, whether the authors tend to want to unify with the People’s Republic
of China, be independent, or maintain Taiwan’s current national status.
Over half of the 244 subjects (63%) did not associate Taibun writers with
any national identity. The rest of the subjects associated the Taibun writers

14

Although Catholicism is a form of Christianity, they were listed separately because
they are regarded as two different religions by the majority of Taiwanese people.
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mostly with independence (20%) and maintenance of current status (13%),
while only 4% of the subjects associated the writers with unification. In
other words, if readers believe there is a connection between a Taibun
writer and national identity, then most of them will associate Taibun writers
with independence and current status rather than unification. This also
coincides with the result mentioned above, that some people connect
Taibun writers with Taiwanese political parties (DPP, TAIP, and GPT, total
28%) rather than with the Chinese party CNP (2%). This suggests that
people will consider Taibun to be representative of Taiwanese if they
believe there is a connection between writing and national identity.
Finally, question 12 tested the subjects’ understanding of the
languages the authors were expressing. The purpose was to see whether or
not the reader realized that a particular article was written in Taiwanese,
when the reader faced the article without any advance hint of the language.
The results reveal that more than half (72%) of the subjects were able to tell
the languages the authors were using in each reading sample, except for B
and D.
It is reasonable that most of the subjects (83%) were not able to
recognize that reading B was written in Taiwanese. The main reason is
because most Taiwanese people are not skilled in Romanization; it may
even be said that they do not know there is a Taiwanese Romanization.
Fully 21% of subjects considered reading B as either in French or Spanish,
higher than the 17% percentage considering B to be in Taiwanese. That
suggests that Taiwanese people associate Roman script with foreign
languages. According to the survey on religions described before, people
may also associate Roman script with foreign religions. In other words, we
could say that Roman script is considered by some people to be
representative of foreign cultures, and thus associated with foreign
languages and foreign religions.
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Reading D was written in Hakfa rather than Holo-Taiwanese. The
statistical results reveal that 48% of the subjects still considered reading D
as Holooe writing. Only 30% (i.e., 73 persons) of the subjects were aware
that D was written in Hakfa. We may be curious about which subjects are
potentially able to tell Hakfa writing from Holooe writing. Table 4
indicates that 68% (i.e., 13/19) of Hakfa speakers 15 were aware of the
Hakfa writing; on the other hand, only 27% of non-Hakfa speakers were
aware of this Hakfa writing. A Chi-square test on Table 4 also reveals that
the chi-square value 12.65 (after Yates’s correction) is substantially larger
than the critical value 3.84 (1 degree of freedom) at the 5% significance
level. That is to say, Hakfa speakers are really more able to tell Hakfa
writing

from

Holooe,

compared

with

non-Hakfa

speakers.

The

comprehension of Hakfa language led Hakfa speakers to be aware of Hakfa
writing. In other words, language ability is an important factor determining
whether a person can recognize the language of a particular writing or not.
(The fact that language ability can affect readers’ evaluations is further
confirmed in section 4.4). Suppose that there are some Holooe and Hakfa
articles in a newspaper or magazine. Most Hakfa speakers might be able to
make the distinctions among Hakfa, Holooe, and Mandarin. In contrast,
most Holooe speakers might only be able to distinguish Holooe from
Mandarin. This is because most Hakfa speakers are able to speak Hakfa,
Holooe, and Mandarin. However, Holooe speakers are typically only able
to speak Holooe and Mandarin. For instance, based on the 244 subjects,

15

The definitions of Hakfa speakers and Holooe speakers in this section are defined by
subjects' language ability only, and do not necessary correlate to their mother tongue or
ethnicity. For example, the classification of a Hakfa speaker here was based on subjects'
self-report on background questions. The subject was treated as a Hakfa speaker if s/he
answered her/his Hakfa speaking ability was equal to or higher than 3, based on a fivepoint semantic differential scale.
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53% (10/19) of Hakfa speakers possess ability in Hakfa, Holooe, and
Mandarin. Only 5% (10/203) of Holo speakers posses the same ability.
Table 4 Classification of subjects for speakers and awareness
(observed)
Hakfa speaker
non-Hakfa speaker
total

aware
13
60
73

not aware
6
165
171

total
19
225
244

12.65>3.84 (df=1; after Yates's correction) ; p<0.05

4.4. Effects of raters’ backgrounds on their evaluations
In previous sections, I examined the evaluations of all raters regardless
of background. In this section, I consider whether or not raters’
backgrounds may affect their evaluations on the reading samples. In other
words, do the raters’ own characteristics, such as gender, residence, major,
age, mother tongue, language ability, national identity, and assertions on
Taiwan’s national status, have an effect on their evaluations? In order to
answer this question, Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) tests of
General Linear Model (GLM) were conducted using the SPSS program.
However, some assumed factors, such as gender and residence, consist of
only two groups (i.e., female vs. male; Taipei vs. non-Taipei). Because the
post hoc comparisons require more than two groups in a factor, the gender
and residence factors were examined with linear regression, a statistical
technique adopted for calculating the Taibun equation in the survey.
Before we determine the significant factors, we need to assume some
possible factors so that we can examine whether or not the factors are
significant. The assumed factors here are: (1) gender, (2) place of residence,
(3) major, (4) age, (5) ethnic identity, (6) mother tongue, (7) language
ability, (8) political leanings, (9) national identity, and (10) assertion on
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Taiwan’s national status. The statistical results reveal that gender, age16,
ethnic identity, and political leanings are not significant factors, but the
others are significant. The significant factors are described as follows:
(1) Place of residence: Among the subjects, 138 were from Taipei and
106 from other places. The result of regression reveals that there is
significant difference between subjects from Taipei and non-Taipei; people
from places other than Taipei give higher evaluations to the reading
samples than people from Taipei.
(2) Major: There are significant differences among the three groups of
major, that is, Taiwanese and English vs. Chinese, Japanese, and Public
Administration vs. Mechanical Engineering (groups’ evaluations are in
descending order).
(3) Mother tongue: The classification of readers’ mother tongue was
based on readers’ self-report on the mother tongue question. There were
152 subjects considering their own mother tongue to be Taiwanese, 15
Hakfa, 58 Mandarin, and 19 others. Those whose mother tongues are native
Taiwanese languages (i.e., Taiwanese and Hakfa) evaluate the readings
significantly higher than speakers of non-native Taiwanese languages.
(4) Language ability: The classification of readers’ language ability
was based on readers’ self-report on the language ability question. For
example, if a reader answered that her/his Hakfa speaking ability is equal to
or higher than 3 (based on a 5-point semantic differential scale), then s/he
was assigned a Hakfa speaking ability. Among the 244 subjects, 30 were
Mandarin monolingual and the others were bilingual or multilingual. The

16

In this investigation, all the subjects were college students. This fact reveals that we
have limited age range in this survey. Age might be a significant factor if we have a
wider age range of subjects. Further research needs to be conducted to see whether or
not age is a significant factor.
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results show that Mandarin-only speakers evaluate the readings
significantly lower than non-Mandarin-only speakers.
(5) National identity: The classification was based on readers’ selfreports to the identity questions. Among the 244 subjects, 48 persons
belong to the Taiwanese-only type, 130 to the Taiwanese-Chinese type, 2 to
the Chinese-only type, and 64 to the others. The Taiwanese-only and
Taiwanese-Chinese were grouped together as a category Taiwanese, and
Chinese-only and others were grouped together as a category nonTaiwanese. The results reveal that Taiwanese rate the readings significantly
higher than non-Taiwanese.
(6) Assertion on Taiwan’s national status: This classification was
based on readers’ self-reports to the assertion questions. After calculation,
there were 67 persons for independence (TI), 102 for maintaining the
current status (MT), 14 for unification with China (UNI), and 61 for others.
There is a significant difference between Taiwan independence supporters
and non-TI supporters (i.e. MT, UNI, and others). The independence group
evaluates the readings significantly higher than the non-TI group.

4.5. The Taibun equation for predicting reading scores
After we have examined the influences of orthographic designs and
readers’ backgrounds, a Taibun equation which can predict a reader’s mean
score on a particular reading can be formulated based on the significant
factors. In order to formulate the Taibun equation, a linear regression was
employed using the SPSS software program. All the independent variables
were encoded in dummy coding, that is, either as “1,” which means “yes”,
or as “0,” which means “no.” For example, the residence variable Taipei
was encoded in “1,” and non-Taipei was encoded in “0.”
There are two types of independent variables in the regression analysis.
All variables mentioned here are significant. The first type consists of
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reading samples A, B, C, D, EF, and G. They were treated as 6 independent
variables, and encoded in dummy coding. “EF” means that the original E
and F were combined, since Tukey’s HSD reveals that there is no
significant difference between them. The results of Tukey’s HSD reveal
that all reading samples (after E and F were combined) are significantly
different from each other.
The second type of independent variable consists of the significant
background factors. The factors were treated as seven independent variables.
They are: (1) Taipei as a residence, (2) major in Taiwanese or English, (3)
major in Mechanical Engineering, (4) native Taiwanese languages (i.e.,
Taiwanese or Hakfa) as mother tongues, (5) monolingual in Mandarin, (6)
Taiwanese identity (i.e., Taiwanese-only, or Taiwanese-Chinese), and (7)
assertion of Taiwanese independence. The variables were all encoded in
dummy coding.
After the independent variables were decided, the scores already
evaluated by the 244 subjects were treated as a dependent variable Y (Y is
observed; Y’ is predicted) in order to calculate the constant and coefficients.
In other words, the data of the 244 subjects were treated as a model to
formulate the prediction equation. Table 5 is part of the SPSS output from a
linear regression analysis. Reading sample EF was excluded from Table 5
as a criterion to compare with other reading samples.Table 5 reveals that all
coefficients of the independent variables are significantly different at the
1% level.
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Table 5 SPSS output (coefficients) from a linear regression analysis of the
equation data
Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1.00 (Constant) 4.78
0.08
Model

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.
0.000

62.17

A

-1.41

0.07

-0.32

-19.68

0.000

B

-2.92

0.07

-0.67

-40.66

0.000

C

0.25

0.07

0.06

3.51

0.000

D

-0.61

0.07

-0.14

-8.51

0.000

G

1.00

0.07

0.23

13.91

0.000

Taipei

-0.13

0.05

-0.04

-2.95

0.003

TB-EN

0.18

0.05

0.06

3.67

0.000

ME

-0.23

0.07

-0.05

-3.46

0.001

NTL
M-only
T-id
TI

0.23
-0.34
0.15
0.15

0.05
0.07
0.05
0.05

0.07
-0.07
0.04
0.05

4.58
-4.82
2.96
3.30

0.000
0.000
0.003
0.001

Based on the results of Table 5, we could formulate our Taibun
equation as follows:
Y’ = 4.78 - 1.41 (A) - 2.92 (B) + 0.25 (C) - 0.61 (D) + 0.00 (EF) +
1.00 (G)-0.13 (Taipei) + 0.18 (TB-EN) - 0.23 (ME) + 0.23 (NTL) - 0.34
(M-only) + 0.15 (T-id) + 0.15 (TI)
Key: A, B, C, D, EF, G refer to the reading sample
Taipei: Taipei as a residence
TB-EN: major in Taiwanese or English
ME: major in Mechanical Engineering
NTL: native Taiwanese languages (i.e., Taiwanese or Hakfa) as
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mother tongues
M-only: monolingual in Mandarin
T-id: Taiwanese identity (i.e., Taiwanese-only, or Taiwanese-Chinese)
TI: assertion of Taiwanese independence
All the independent variables must be encoded either 1 (yes) or 0 (no)
when applied to the Taibun equation. The value of Y’ is between the
highest 7 and the lowest 1, based on a seven-point semantic differential
scale.
The following illustrates how the Taibun equation can apply to predict
reading scores. Suppose we want to predict John’s score on reading sample
A (so, fill out A with “1” and B, C, D, EF, G with “0”). The background
information on John is: living in Kaohsiung (non-Taipei, so fill out the
Taipei variable with “0”); major in English (fill out TB-EN with “1,” and
ME with “0”); Hakfa as his mother tongue (fill out NTL with “1”); with
speaking capability in Hakfa, Taiwanese, and Mandarin (fill out M-only
with “0”); with an identity of Taiwanese-only (fill out T-id with “1”); and
with an assertion of Taiwanese independence (fill out TI with “1”).
Therefore, John’s predicted score on reading sample A will be 4.08 (on a
scale of 1-7) as follows:
Y’ = 4.78 - 1.41 (1) - 2.92 (0) + 0.25 (0) - 0.61 (0) + 0.00 (0) + 1.00 (0)
-0.13 (0) + 0.18 (1) - 0.23 (0) + 0.23 (1) - 0.34 (0)
+ 0.15 (1) + 0.15 (1)
= 4.78 - 1.41 + 0.18 +0.23 + 0.15 +0.15
= 4.08

5. Implications
There are three fundamental Taibun writing schemes currently at issue
for written Taiwanese. They are Han character-only, Han-Roman mixed,
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and Roman script-only. The results of the present investigation reveal that
the college students surveyed have positive attitudes toward Taibun overall
(regardless of orthography). As for which orthography is preferred, the
results reveal that the college students tend to prefer Han-only over HanRoman and Roman-only. These results reflect the preferences of the
Mandarin and Han character-educated college students with regard to
written Taiwanese. Since all students in Taiwan have been taught Mandarin
and Han characters through the national education system since 1945, these
findings imply the potential difficulty of promoting Roman script in a Han
character dominated society.
Many factors are generally involved in the choice and shift of
orthography. From the perspective of social demand, the increasing use of
spoken and written Mandarin by Taiwanese people has reduced the demand
for a new orthography. People may not feel the necessity of learning a new
orthographic tool, since they have already acquired writing skill in modern
standard Chinese. Even so, the readers’ positive attitudes toward Taibun
indicate that it is still possible for Taibun to be accepted in addition to the
existing Mandarin writing.
Thus, what findings of the survey may contribute to the promotion of
Taibun? According to the results of the survey, seven factors could affect
readers’ evaluations of Taibun. They are orthographic design, place of
residence, major, mother tongue, language ability, national identity, and
national status. Since place of residence and academic major are not
controllable factors (because there always will be people living in different
places and with different majors), a Taibun promoter may concentrate
attention on the other factors, which can be divided into three domains:
(1) Orthographic domain, which refers to the designs of orthography.
Even good orthographic designs are not absolutely guaranteed to be
accepted by the public. Conversely, the acceptance of orthographies by
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people does not necessarily mean that the orthographies were well designed.
In this survey, although Roman script was rated lower than Han characters,
the economy and easy learnability of Roman script make Romanization still
worth consideration. The fact that most of the current Taibun publications
are in the Han-Roman mixed scheme instead of Han-only points out that
readers may tend to prefer Roman script after they are skilled in Taiwanese
Romanization. If the current Bopomo, which is taught through the national
education system in Taiwan, could be replaced by Romanization, the
circumstance of using Romanization would thus most likely increase the
possibility of promoting Romanized Taibun. Over time, the Roman script
might come into competition with Han characters, or even replace Han
characters if Romanization were taught together with Han characters at the
time students enter elementary school.
(2) Language domain, which includes the factors of mother tongue and
language ability. The survey reveals that people who are able to speak
native Taiwanese languages are more likely to give higher ratings to Taibun.
This fact points out that the promotion of Taibun should focus on the
particular groups who frequently use or are able to use Taiwanese or Hakfa.
Moreover, Taibun should be promoted to the Taiwanese public as soon as
possible, before people shift entirely to become monolingual in Mandarin
Chinese.
(3) Political domain, which covers the factors of national identity and
national status. Political transitions can affect the language situation, such
as in the case of Vietnam (DeFrancis, 1977). In the case of Taiwan, the
current ambiguous national status and diversity of national identities mirror
people’s uncertain determinations on the issue of written Taiwanese. At the
same time, people’s uncertain determinations on the Taibun issue also
reflect the political controversy on national issues of Taiwan. Since Taiwan
has been released from the rule of the Chinese KMT in the 2000
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presidential election, in which the candidate Shui-bian Chen of the
Taiwanese opposition party DDP was elected to form a new government.
The language attitude of the new government will play an important role
on current language issues in Taiwan.

6. Conclusion
The statistical results of this research reveal that the readers’ (244
students from Tamsui and Tamkang Universities) overall attitudes toward
written Taiwanese are positive. Further, the results reveal that the readers
evaluated the prepared seven reading samples as significantly different
(except E vs. F), in a ranking that reflects the preferences of the Mandarin
and Han-character educated college students with regard to the
orthographies of written Taiwanese. Thus Roman script and Bopomo used
in Taibun texts received more negative evaluations by the 244 readers; Han
characters received the most positive evaluations. The survey indicates that
readers will give higher ratings to those orthographies which are more
“readable” to them, where readability is determined by readers’ language
and orthography abilities.
In addition to the orthography factor, the backgrounds of the readers
also affect their evaluations. The results of the investigations reveal six
factors which can affect readers’ evaluations: place of residence (Taipei vs.
non-Taipei), academic major (Taiwanese and English vs. Mechanical
Engineering vs. Chinese, Japanese, and Public Administration), mother
tongue (Taiwanese vs. non-Taiwanese), language ability (Taiwanese vs.
non-Taiwanese, or non-Mandarin-only vs. Mandarin-only), the individual’s
evaluation of her/his national identity (Taiwanese vs. non-Taiwanese), and
assertions on Taiwan’s preferred national status (independence vs. nonindependence). Three factors which do not appear to affect readers’
evaluations are gender, age, and political leanings.
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In short, whether or not Taibun will be accepted and successfully
promoted to a national status depends on people’s orthography demands
and their attitudes toward written Taiwanese. Moreover, their language
ability and national identity also will play an important role while they are
making the determinations. The present investigation implies that although
Taiwanese people may not have strong demands for a new orthography,
their positive attitudes toward written Taiwanese make the promotion of
Taibun writing possible. In addition, particular groups, such as those who
are able to speak Taiwanese, and those who identify themselves as
Taiwanese, have higher preference for Taibun writing. These groups may
be treated as priority targets in the promotion of written Taiwanese.
μChiung, Wi-vun. 2001. Language attitudes toward written Taiwanese. This paper was
originally published in Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development, 22(6),
502-523. ν
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Appendix A
Samples of Taibun Readings
Reading A
Se-han ऱ si-chunΔkui ୮ّ גkah ॳֆॳა toa ّΙhe ਢת
chng-kha ऱࢬڇΔڂૉᝑ౻چΔᠦ߫ᙰ koh २२ a niaΔᠻ߫ to ܍
5 ։ᤪ lehΖHe ਢ hit ጟڤڰײऱرΔΞ
Reading B
H…t-sî m¼ kài chhù-be , iû-kî n¼ t¤g tiõh chhit-goçh sî-á, tãk-àm n¼ siÔtiõh ài khiâ kàu kÔ-chhù tÎ Ã khí ke-bó-phôe, put-sî tÎ ài kiò hia-ko kap
góaΞ
Reading C
۱ᦰ՛ᖂגᕣছΔ٤୮ّגᡚਢ㋌়ఃΔ౿ᡚᇆψ៱
ωΰڂຍਢઌኙ࣍א৵ऱᄅαΖឈྥ۱ؔݺᆇႼᦰᅉ߱מΔ
ڂئ׀ᕷسऱᣂএΔΞ
Reading D
መڣछᏖᝫ chhin ಖΔመࡳڣထก lau လᙰΖกछ
אړ৵࿏࿏Δ࣋༓ೋִ mo ംᠲΖფଇழܐࠐ֊إଇΔ֟ڍቝ tu ભ
ഏΔ֊ cheese ٥ᑌΖᏖڶஞࠐᄾΔΞ
Reading E
ॳटॳئჺࠐᄅԱ༉ၲࢋۏسრΖԅԣԖ ԅԣԖڶԳം
ݺԅԙ໌⅄ढΛݺૉᝑԅԙᔄۏΔԳԈԗԡ ԉԣԘ ԕԅԜ
ၲۏΔԉԖ ԅԣڶԅԙ ԙ ۏԈԙΔΞ
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Reading F
ڶᖲᔆॅற kap ֏ᖂॅறࠩࢍ⅄ڶढྤՠΛ Ti chia, ԫଡ១
e տฯΖᝑࠩڶᖲॅற, হ༉უထψڶᖲልᄐΕةᥛࢤڶᖲልᄐω,
ຍଡሐట១, হല܂ढ e ࣠ኔګگΔΞ
Reading G
ॳა塄ऱᠪגΕᚅגຟਢཽإऱՒᠪΕ྾ᚅΖֲழ༉࣋،ଚװ
ၒΔᄆழթ᎔ၞװᠪᆈΖڶழᠪئૉܜسΔຟᄎၒ߫ׄװ
ືΕࢨਢၴגᇙ૿ΔބԫଡۯړΔΞ
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Appendix B
Translations of Reading Questions

1. How do you feel about this reading?
7
6
5
friendly

4

3

2

2. What percentage of this reading do you understand?
7
6
5
4
3
100%

2

3. Do you feel this reading is easy to read?
7
6
5
4
easy
4. Do you feel you like this reading?
7
6
5
like it

4

3

2

3

2. What percentage of this reading do you understand?
7
6
5
4
3
100%
5. What’s your feeling about the writing style in this reading.
7
6
5
4
3
interesting

1
unfriendly

1
0%

1
difficult

2

2

2

6. Do you think this kind of writing expresses author’s idea very well?
7
6
5
4
3
2
well

1
dislike it

1
0%

1
boring

1
bad
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7. How old would you think the author is?
7
6
5
4
7. over 60 6. 50-59
5. 40-49
4. 30-39

3
3. 20-29

2
1
2. 10-19 1. Not related

8. What gender do you think the author might be?
4 male
3 female
2 either
9. What political parties do you feel the author might support?
7
6
5
4
3
2
KMT
DPP
CNP
GPT
TAIP
not related

1 uncertain

1
uncertain

10. What religion do you feel the author might be?
7 Buddhism 6 Taoism 5 Christianity 4 Catholicity 3 others 2 not related 1 uncertain

11. What do you think is the author’s opinion on national status?
5 unification 4 independence 3 maintain status 2 not related

1 uncertain

12. What language do you feel the author might be trying to express in this reading?
7 Mandarin 6 Taiwanese 5 Hakka 4 indigenes 3 Japanese 2 French or Spanish 1 uncertain
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Abstract
Taiwan is a multilingual and multiethnic society. Due to the
National Language Policy or monolingual policy that adopted
Mandarin as the only official language for over fifty years, the
native Taiwanese languages are declining while the use of
Mandarin is increasing. This paper intends to examine the
relationships among ethnic identity, mother tongue, and
language ability occurred in the younger generations that grew
up under the monolingual policy. The results of this study show
that on one hand, the erosion of one’s original ethnic language
does not inevitably result in the erosion of ethnic identity itself;
on the other hand, the maintenance of one’s ethnic language is a
contributing factor to maintaining one’s ethnic identity.1
Keywords: Language, ethnicity, identity, ecology, Taiwanese.

1. Introduction
Taiwan is a multilingual and multiethnic society. There are more than
twenty native languages in Taiwan, including indigenous languages, Hakka,
and Holo Taiwanese (Grimes 1996). Because ethnic identity is not invariant
but changes from one occasion to another, it is difficult to clarify the
boundary among ethnic groups (Fishman 1999: 152). However, in order to
provide the readers an overall idea about the ethnicity in Taiwan, subjective
classification of the ethnic groups was given in general. There are currently
four primary ethnic groups: indigenous (1.7%), Hakka (12%), Holo

1

I would like to express my appreciation to Dr. John Paolillo, Dr. David Silva, Dr.
Jerold Edmondson, Dr. Susan Herring, Super Manuel and Sarah Yao for their insightful
discussions and comments on this paper. The author is responsible of any errors and
mistakes in this paper.
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(73.3%), and Mainlanders (13%) (Huang 1993: 21).
In addition to being a multiethnic society, Taiwan has been colonized
by several foreign regimes since the seventeenth century. The most recent
regimes are Japanese regime (1895-1945) and Chinese KMT regime (19452000). Due to the colonial language policy, the native languages were
prohibited in public domain, and Japanese and Mandarin Chinese were
adopted as the official languages, respectively. In other words, Taiwanese
people were not allowed to speak their vernaculars in public. Moreover,
they were forced to learn the official language through the national
education system. Consequently, most Taiwanese people nowadays are
bilingual with their vernacular and official language. Moreover, many
researches have revealed that there is a language shift toward Mandarin.
Chan’s (1994: iii) research shows that “proficiency in Guoyu [Mandarin] by
the Taiwanese is increasing, while that in Minnanyu [Taiwanese] is
decreasing.” Young (1989: 55) also indicates “there is increased use of
Mandarin with succeeding generation.” Huang (1993: 160) even points out
that the indigenous languages in Taiwan are all endangered.
This paper intends to examine the relationships among the three
characteristics, ethnic identity, mother tongue, and language ability
occurred in the younger generations that grew up under the Mandarin
monolingual policy. In other words, for instance, we want to answer
whether or not one is more likely to identify herself/himself as ethnic Holo
if s/he speaks Holo language; on other hand, is one more likely to be able to
speak Holo language if s/he identifies herself/himself as ethnic Holo?

2. Ethnic Background
The total area of Taiwan, including the main island and several small
islands, is 35,961 square kilometers. The population of Taiwan in 2001 was
around twenty three million. Generally speaking, there are four primary
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ethnic groups: aborigines (1.7%), Holo (73.3%), Hakka (12%), and
Mainlanders (13%) (Huang 1993: 21). The Holo, Hakka, and Mainlanders
are occasionally called Han people and their languages are called Han
languages in contrast to the aborigines. Even though they are called Han
people and Han languages, they have different ethnic languages. That is,
Holooe, Hakfa, and Taiwan Mandarin that are not mutually intelligible
(DeFrancis 1990: 54-57).
Some foreign languages such as Japanese and English are also used by
Taiwanese people for the purpose of international trade. Besides, there are
some new settlers such as Vietnamese and Filipino who recently married
Taiwanese spouses. They were all omitted in my descriptions of ethnicity
and languages in Taiwan.

2.1. The Taiwanese aborigines
There are several aboriginal tribes who have resided in Taiwan for
thousands of years. Today they speak about 12 languages, which belong to
Austronesian-Formosan language family, and they live over the island of
Taiwan (Grimes 1996). The classification of different tribes varies from
scholar to scholar such as G. Taylor, Yoshinori, and Paul Li. Generally,
they are divided into two categories, ‘Plain tribes’ and ‘Mountain tribes.’2
The ‘Plain tribes’ include Katagalan, Kavalan, Taokas, Pazeh, Papora,
Babuza, Hoanya, Thao, Siraya, and Qaugaut (Li 1997b: 61). The
‘Mountain tribes’ include Atayal, Saisiyat, Bunun, Tsou, Rukai, Paiwan,
Puyuma, Amis, and Yami (Li 1997b: 61).

2

Mountain tribes do not mean that all tribes reside in mountain areas. Some of them,
such as Amis and Yami live in coastal areas or islands.
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2.2. The Holo people
The Holo people were the first immigrants in the history of Taiwan.
They began to move massively to Taiwan after the Koxinga era in the
second half of seventeenth century.
The Holo people are also called Min-nan people (people of Southern
Min). The ethnic language used by Holo ethnicity is Holooe, which is also
called Southern Min. Moreover, Holooe is more widely called Taigi or
Taioan-oe, the Taiwanese language. The name ‘Holo’ may be written in
different Han characters and interpreted by different scholars as having
different meanings. One assumption is ࣾ (Lim 1991: 7-8), which means
the plains between the Yellow river and the Lok river (ֽ), which are the
origins of Holo people. The second assumption was issued by Ang Ui-jin
(1987: 148), who asserted that correct Han characters for Holo should be
. That means Holo people are the descendants of

, which was

one tribe of Oat race (။ග) in southeast China. Besides, Khou Kek-tun
(1992: 10-14) asserted that the widely used term 壂ࠍ is more acceptable.
That term means the people of Hokkian province.
The Holo people of Taiwan were primarily from Choan-chiu
(Quanzhou) and Chiang-chiu (Zhangzhou), which are two cities of Hokkian
Province in southeast China. According to the census done in 1926, 44.8%
of Taiwan’s population were from Choan-chiu, 35.2% were from Chiangchiu, and only 3.1% were from other cities of Hokkian (Khou 1992: 28).
Generally speaking, Choan-chiu and Chiang-chiu are two dialects of
the Southern Min language. There are some differences between Choanchiu and Chiang-chiu, such as /koe/ vs. /ke/ to represent the same meaning
of word ‘chicken.’ Although Choan-chiu and Chiang-chiu were originally
two different varieties of Southern Min, they gradually merged and became
a new ‘non-Chiang non-Choan’ vernacular after they were carried to
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Taiwan (Ang 1992: 71). Moreover, they were greatly influenced by the
languages of the plain tribes, and the Japanese language during Japanese
occupation of Taiwan. Today, this new ‘non-Chiang non-Choan’ language
is widely called Holooe or Taigi (Taiwanese).

2.3. The Hakka people
Another immigrant group, aside from the Holo people, are the Hakka.
Because Ch’ing dynasty’ earlier restriction on Hakka migration to Taiwan,
Hakka immigrants settled in Taiwan later than Holo people. (Khou 1992:
29).
Hakka literally means ‘guest’ in Chinese. The name was due to their
continuing immigrations in the history of the formation of Hakka (Lo 1933;
Kiang 1991). Hakfa or Hakkafa or the recent term Hakka Taigi all refer to
the ethnic language of Hakka people. There are two main Hakka varieties in
Taiwan, that is, Si-yen and Hoi-liuk. Si-yen means four counties. This was
because Si-yen speakers were mainly from Moi (මᗼ), Hin-nen (ᘋኑ),
Chen-phin (ؓ), and Chhong-lok (९ᑗ) counties of the Canton Province
of China. Hoi-liuk means Hoi-fong County and Liuk-fong County, because
Hoi-liuk speakers were mainly from Hoi-fong (௧᠆) and Liuk-fong (ຬ᠆)
counties of the Canton province. According to the census data in 1926,
around 65% of Hakka population were Si-yen speakers, and 35% were Hoiliuk speakers (Khou 1992). Mainly because Si-yen and Hoi-liuk speakers
settled in different places, they did not mix as much as Holo people did, the
distinction between Si-yen and Hoi-liuk still exist today.

2.4. The Mainlanders
The third vast immigration to Taiwan was so-called Goa-seng-lang
(؆ઊԳ Mainlanders or people from other provinces) or Sin-chu-bin (ᄅ۰
 اNew Settlers).
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In the year 1949, Chiang Kai-shek’s army was defeated in China, and
then he and his followers moved into Taiwan. Around 1.2 million Mainland
Chinese, including soldiers and refugees, came to Taiwan along with
Chiang’s KMT political regime (Huang 1993: 25). Those soldiers and
refugees were from all provinces of China where they spoke different
languages such as Cantonese, Shanghai, or Santong. Owing to the linguistic
diversity and national language policy, most of mainlanders have switched
from their first languages to Mandarin Chinese. Therefore, the Mandarin
language is generally regarded as the lingua franca among the Mainlanders.
Ong Hu-chhing (1993) pointed out that 54 percent of the Mainlanders
still identified themselves as Chinese. Only 7.3% identified themselves as
Taiwanese and the rest were neutral. Although most Mainlanders identify
themselves as Chinese, some regarded themselves as Sin-Chu-Bin (New
Settlers) to show their strong identity with Taiwan. It means that they were
the recent immigrant Taiwanese instead of Chinese. Moreover, they
organized Goasenglang Association of Taiwan Independence to promote
Taiwan independence in 1992 (GATI 1992).

2.5. Ethnic relations
The ethnic relations in Taiwan are much more complicated than we
can describe in this subsection. Gordon(1964)points out that intermarriage
is the most difficult stage to achieve between ethnic groups. Therefore, we
may use the proportion of intermarriage as an index to examine the current
ethnic relations in Taiwan.
In Hu-chhiong Ong’s research, he divided his subjects into two groups,
i.e. native Taiwanese (ءઊᤄ) vs.Mainlanders (؆ઊᤄ) ; 9.7%(125/1287)
of them are intermarried. He further concluded that “although intermarriage
is becoming more popular, the factor of ethnicity still plays a role in
choosing one’s significant other”(1933;77-85). For more information about
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ethnic relations in Taiwan, refer to the works such as Ethnic Relations and
National Identity (Tiunn, 1993) and Ethnicity in Taiwan: Social, historical,
and Cultural Perspectives (Chen, 1994).

3. Methodology
The data used for analysis in this study were retrieved from the survey
conducted in December 1998 for my previous study on language attitudes
(Chiung 2001). The survey was conducted in five undergraduate classes
offered at Tamkang University3 and in an undergraduate class offered at
Aletheia University 4 in Taiwan. The subjects included a total of 244
students. Among the students, 157 were female and 87 were male; 138 were
from Taipei area and 106 were from other places.
Students’ background information was collected based on a selfreported written survey as shown in appendix I. Students’ ethnic identity of
their own was determined by question 6 on the questionnaire. There were
21 subjects who identified themselves as Mainlanders, 153 as Holo people,
18 as Hakka people, 2 as Aborigines, and 50 as others.
Students’ mother tongue was determined by their response to question
7. There were 58 subjects who considered their own mother tongue to be
Mandarin, 152 Taiwanese, 15 Hakfa, 2 as indigenous languages, and 17 as
others. The data in this study show that many subjects regarded high ability
in a language as the requirement to claim the language as their mother
tongue. For example, the subjects who identified themselves as Hakka did
not always consider Hakfa their mother tongue when their Hakfa speaking

3

The classes were: Politics, offered by Department of Public Administration;
Electronics, offered by Mechanical E.; Modern Japanese language, offered by the
Japanese Dept.; Modern literature, offered by the Chinese Dept.; Translation, offered by
the English Dept.
4
The class was Taiwanese language offered by the Taiwanese Dept.
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ability is relatively low.
Students’ language ability was determined by their answer on question
14. For example, if a rater answered that her/his Hakfa-speaking ability is
equal or higher than 3 (based on a 5-points semantic differential scale), then
s/he will be assigned a Hakfa-speaking ability. Among the 244 subjects, 30
were Mandarin monolingual, 193 were Mandarin and Taiwanese bilingual,
and 19 were Hakfa plus. 5 Two subjects who did not finish answering
question 14 were excluded, so there were a total of 242 here. Among the
language categories, Mandarin speaking ability receives a mean of 4.82,
Taiwanese 3.39, Hakfa 1.35, and English 2.67. This result reveals that the
Hakfa speaking ability of the Taiwanese people is even lower than their
English ability.
The non-parametric chi-square (x2) tests were employed for statistic
analysis because ethnic identity, mother tongue, and language ability cannot
be measured in units, but are of a yes-or-no type. In addition, because chisquare cannot compare more than two namable characteristics, i.e., we are
not able to simultaneously compare ethnic identity, mother tongue, and
language, they are arranged into three pairs: Ethnic identity versus mother
tongue, ethnic identity versus language ability, and mother tongue versus
language ability. The detailed procedure and results of chi-square tests are
described and discussed in the next section.

4. Results and Discussion
First of all, the relationship between ethnic identity and mother tongue
is examined. The 244 subjects were divided into different groups by ethnic
background and mother tongue (characteristics). The classifications of
ethnicity were Mainlander, Holo, Hakka, and others. ‘Others’ here consists

5

Hakka plus means being able to speak Hakfa plus Holooe or Mandarin.
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of ‘indigenous’ and any identity other than Mainlander, Holo and Hakka.
Indigenous was not treated as an independent category because there were
only two persons who identify themselves as indigenous in the survey. The
classifications of mother tongue were Mandarin, Holooe, Hakfa, and others.
Finally, each subject was assigned a category, which consists of ethnic
identity and mother tongue characteristics.
Table 1 shows the number of each category by ethnic identity and
mother tongue characteristics. For instance, among the 244 subjects, 21
identified themselves as Mainlanders; 153 as Holo people; 18 as Hakka
people, and 52 as others; and, among the 21 subjects who identified
themselves as Mainlanders, 14 of them regarded Mandarin as their mother
tongue; 6 of them regarded Holooe as their mother tongue, etc.
Table 1. Observed number of each category by ethnic identity and mother
tongue characteristics
obs.
Mtongue

Mandarin
Holooe
Hakfa
others
total

Mainlander
14
6
0
1
21

Ethnic identity
Holo Hakka
23
4
1
126
1
12
3
1
153
18

others
17
19
2
14
52

total
58
152
15
19
244

After all subjects were assigned a category, chi-square tests were
conducted. Table 2 shows the expected frequency of each category. It
reveals that the observed number is higher than expected frequency in each
bold pair of observed and expected frequencies. On the other hand, the
observed numbers are smaller than the expected frequency in the pairs other
than boldface. For instance, the observed number of the MainlanderMandarin category in Table 1 is 14, which is higher than 4.99, the expected
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frequency of the same category in Table 2. Besides, the observed number, 6,
of the Mainlander-Holooe category in Table 1, is smaller than the expected
frequency 13.08 in Table 2. Moreover, the chi-square value 199.46 is
substantially larger than the critical value 16.92 (degree of freedom is 3*3 =
9) at the 5% significance level. Although some frequencies in the expected
table (Table 2) are less than 5 (usually, greater than 5 in each expected cell
is required), it still shows that the chi-square value is larger than the critical
value after re-classification, which made all cells greater than 5. The reclassification is Mainlander vs. native Taiwanese (Holo + Hakka + others),
and Mandarin vs. Taiwanese languages (Holooe + Hakfa + others).
Therefore, we could reject the null hypothesis, which hypothesizes that
there is no association between the two characteristics. In other words, the
preliminary conclusion is that ethnic identity and mother tongue are
interdependent. That is, if a person identifies Holooe as her/his mother
tongue, then s/he is more likely to identify herself/himself as an ethnic Holo.
Or we could say that if a person identifies herself/himself as an ethnic Holo,
then s/he is more likely to accept Holooe as her/his mother tongue. The
term ‘preliminary conclusion’ was used here because we need further
evidences to confirm or modify this conclusion. The further evidences and
discussion were described in the following paragraphs.
Table 2. Expected frequency of each category by ethnic identity and
exp.
Mtongue

mother tongue characteristics
Ethnic identity
Mainlander
Holo
Hakka
Mandarin
36.37
4.28
4.99
Holooe
13.08
11.21
95.31
Hakfa
1.29
9.41
1.11
others
1.64
11.91
1.40
total
21.00
153.00 18.00
x2=199.46>16.92 (df=9)
*p<0.05

others
12.36
32.39
3.20
4.05
52.00

total
58.00
152.00
15.00
19.00
244.00
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Although the chi-square test of Table 1 indicates that there is a
preliminary interdependent relationship between ethnic identity and mother
tongue, there is a contradictory phenomenon deserving our attention. That
is, among the 58 Mandarin speakers (in the first row of Table 1), only 24%
(14/58) of them identify themselves as Mainlanders. Comparing with
Holooe speakers, which consist of 83% (126/152) identifying themselves as
Holo people, or comparing with Hakfa speakers, which consist of 80%
(12/15) identifying themselves as Hakka people, it reveals that Mandarin
speakers are not highly correlated to the identity of Mainlanders. Therefore,
Table 1 was rearranged based on the following classification for further
analysis: if a person’s ethnic identity coincided with her/his corresponding
mother tongue, then s/he was assigned to the ethnic category ‘same;’ on the
other hand, if her/his ethnic identity did not coincide with her/his
corresponding mother tongue, s/he was assigned to the ethnic category
‘different.’ The observed numbers of new arrangement were listed in Table
3. The corresponding expected frequencies were listed in Table 4
Comparing Table 3 with Table 4, the observed values of Holooe, Hakka,
and others in the column ‘same’ are greater than the corresponding
expected values. On the other hand, the observed value of Mandarin in the
column ‘same’ is smaller than its expected value. Further, the chi-square
value 68.09 is substantially larger than the critical value 7.82 (degree of
freedom is 3*1 = 3) at the 5% significance level. The comparisons between
Table 3 and Table 4 reveal that Holooe and Hakfa speakers are more likely
to coincide with the ‘same’ ethnic identity, but the Mandarin speakers are
more likely to coincide with the ‘different’ ethnic identity. That is,
Holooe/Hakfa speakers are more likely to identify themselves as ethnic
Holo/ Hakka people, but Mandarin speakers are not likely to identify
themselves as ethnic Mainlanders. Does this finding automatically tell us
that Holo/Hakka people are also more likely to regard Holooe/Hakfa as
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their mother tongues? No, further analysis is needed to answer the question.
Thus, Table 1 was rearranged into Table 5.
Table 3. Observed number of ethnic categories “same” and “different”
obs.
Mtongue Mandarin
Holooe
Hakfa
others

by mother tongues
Ethnic id.
same
different
14
44
26
126
3
12
5
14
total
166
78

total
58
152
15
19
244

Table 4. Expected frequency of ethnic categories “same” and “different” by
mother tongues
exp.
Mtongue

Ethnic id
same
different
Mandarin
39.46
18.54
Holooe
48.59
103.41
Hakfa
4.80
10.20
others
6.07
12.93
total
166
78
2
x =68.09>7.82 (df=3)
*p<0.05

total
58
152
15
19
244

Table 5 was arranged based on the classification: if a person’s mother
tongue coincided with her/his corresponding ethnic identity, then s/he was
assigned to the mother tongue category ‘same;’ on the other hand, if her/his
mother tongue did not coincide with her/his corresponding ethnic identity,
s/he was assigned to the mother tongue category ‘different.’ The
corresponding expected frequencies were listed in Table 6. Comparing
Table 5 with Table 6 in the ‘same’ column, only the observed value of
ethnic Holo greater than its corresponding expected value. The comparisons
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between Table 5 and Table 6 reveal that only ethnic Holo people are more
likely to coincide with the ‘same’ mother tongue, but the Mainlanders,
Hakka people, and others are more likely to coincide with the ‘different’
mother tongue. That is to say, Holo people are more likely to regard Holooe
as their mother tongue, but the Mainlanders/Hakka people are not more
likely to regard Mandarin/Hakfa as their mother tongue.
Table 5. Observed number of mother tongue categories “same” and
obs.
Ethnic id.

“different” by ethnic identities
Mtongue
same
different
Mainlander
14
7
Holo
27
126
Hakka
12
6
others
14
38
total
166
78

total
21
153
18
52
244

Table 6. Expected frequency of mother tongue categories “same” and
“different” by ethnic identities
exp.
Ethnic id.

Mtongue
same
different
Mainlander
14.29
6.71
Holo
48.91
104.09
Hakka
12.25
5.75
others
35.38
16.62
total
166
78
2
x =54.87>7.82 (df=3)
*p<0.05

total
21
153
18
52
244

In short, the chi-square tests mentioned above reveal two points: (1)
Holooe/Hakfa speakers 6 are more likely to identify themselves as ethnic
6

Here, Holooe/Hakfa spakers are defined as the speakers who identify Holooe/Hakfa as
their mother tongue.
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Holo/Hakka people, but Mandarin speakers are not more likely to identify
themselves as ethnic Mainlanders. (2) Holo people are more likely to regard
Holooe as their mother tongue, but the Mainlanders/Hakka people are not
more likely to regard Mandarin/Hakfa as their mother tongue. The
relationships between ethnic identity and mother tongue in Taiwan are
illustrated in Figure 1. The results in Figure 1 reflect some phenomena in
Taiwan: (1) the relationship between mother tongue of Holooe and ethnic
identity of Holo people is interdependent. (2) Even though a person
identifies herself/himself as ethnic Hakka, s/he may not regard Hakfa as
her/his mother tongue. The primary factor might be the increasing language
shift from Hakfa toward Mandarin. This phenomenon implies that even
though a person’s mother tongue has shifted, s/he may still maintain her/his
original ethnic identity for a while. This phenomenon coincides Edwards’
address that “the erosion of an original language – at least in its ordinary,
communicative aspects – does not inevitably mean the erosion of identity
itself” (Edwards 1985: 48). (3) Mandarin speakers may not identify
themselves as Mainlanders. Owing to the Mandarin language policy,
Taiwanese people have been taught Mandarin through the national
education system since 1945. Consequently, some people may regard
Mandarin as their mother tongue. Even so, they may still maintain their
original ethnic identity. In this investigation, among the 58 Mandarin
speakers, only 14 identify themselves as Mainlanders, the others (i.e., 44)
identify themselves as Holo or Hakka people. We may want to know what
factors caused these Mandarin speakers to maintain their original ethnic
identity. After tracing the Mandarin speakers’ background, it reveals that
their parents and grandparents’ frequently used languages might play an
important role in maintaining their original ethnic identity. For instance,
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among the 44 Mandarin speakers who did not regard themselves as
Mainlanders, 13 reported7 that their parents both speak Holo, 20 reported
their parents both speak Mandarin (Among the 20 persons, 14 of their
grandparents speak Holooe or Hakfa, only 3 of their grandparents speak
Mandarin), and the remaining number did not report their answer. On the
other hand, among the 14 Mandarin speakers, 10 of them report that their
parents both speak Mandarin, and only 1 reports that her parents both speak
Holo.
Figure 1. Relationship between ethnic identity and mother tongue in
Taiwan.

Mother tongue

7

Ethnic identity

Holooe

Holo people

Hakfa

Hakka people

Mandarin

Mainlanders

The information of parents and grandparents’ frequently used languages is based on
question item 13 in the questionnaire. For instance, if a subject reports that the
frequency s/he speak Mandarin to her/his father is 3 or higher than 3, then Mandarin was
assumed her/his father’s frequently used language.
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After doing the chi-square tests for the relationship between ethnic
identity and mother tongue, the other two pairs, that is, ethnic identity
versus language ability; and mother tongue versus language ability, were
also tested and listed in the following paragraphs. Because the procedures
of chi-square tests have been described above, only the observed tables and
results of the two pairs are briefly mentioned in the following paragraphs.
The types of language ability consist of Mandarin-only, bilingual in
Mandarin and Holooe, and Hakfa plus (Mandarin-Hakfa or MandarinHolooe-Hakfa).
Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and show the data of ethnic identity versus
language ability. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between ethnic identity
and language ability.
Table 7. Observed number of each category by ethnic identity and
obs.
Lang ab.

language ability characteristics
Ethnic id.
Mainlander
Holo Hakka
M-only
15
2
7
M-Holooe
13
3
135
Hakfa plus
1
2
13
total
21
152
18

others
6
42
3
51

total
30
193
19
242

Table 8. Observed number of ethnic categories “same” and “different” by
language ability
obs.
Lang ab.

M-only
M-Holooe
Hakfa plus
total
x2=24.67>5.99 (df=2)

same
7
135
13
155

Ethnic id.
different
23
58
6
87
*p<0.05

total
30
193
19
242
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Table 9. Observed number of language ability categories “ same” and
“different” by ethnic identity
obs.
Ethnic-id

Mainlander
Holo
Hakka
others
total
x2=140.48>7.82 (df=3)

Lnag ab.
same
different
7
14
17
135
5
13
0
51
155
87
*p<0.05

total
21
152
18
51
242

Figure 2 indicates (1) Holo/Hakka people are interdependent with MHolooe/Hakfa plus. (2) Mainlanders and M-only are not interdependent
with each other. Figure 2 reveals that although Mandarin is highly used,
people may still maintain their original ethnic identity. This phenomenon
corresponds with Lu’s (1988: 99) finding “the relationship between ethnic
identity and language use in Taiwan was not one of cause-and-effect.
Speaking Mandarin may be either due to an instrumental consideration or a
conditioned language behavior. They do not have to change their ethnic
identity.”
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Figure 2. Relationship between ethnic identity and language ability in
Taiwan.

Language ability

Ethnic identities

M-Holooe

Holo people

Hakfa plus

Hakka people

M-only

Mainlanders

Table 10, Table 11. and Table 12 show the data of mother tongue vs.
language ability. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between mother tongue
and language ability.
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Table 10. Observed number of each category by mother tongue and language
ability characteristics
obs.
Lang ab.

M-only
M-Holooe
Hakfa plus
total

Mother tongue
Mandarin
Holooe Hakfa
12
0
15
41
2
137
1
2
13
57
151
15

others
3
13
3
19

total
30
193
19
242

Table 11. Observed number of mother tongue categories “same” and
“different” by language ability
obs.
Lang ab.

M-only
M-Holooe
M-Hakfa
total
x =5.27<5.99 (df=2)
2

same
15
137
13
165

Mtongue
different
15
56
6
77
p>0.05

total
30
193
19
242

Table 12. Observed number of language ability categories “same” and
“different” by mother tongue
obs.
Mtongue

Mandarin
Holooe
Hakfa
others
total
x =124.51>7.82 (df=3)
2

Lnag ab.
same
different
15
42
14
137
2
13
0
19
165
77
*p<0.05

total
57
151
15
19
242
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Figure 3. Relationship between mother tongue and language ability in Taiwan

Language ability

Mother tongue

M-Holooe

Holooe

Hakfa plus

Hakfa

M-only

Mandarin

The dotted line in Figure 3 means that the statistical p value was not
substantially smaller than 0.05. The result that language ability does not
always correspond to their mother tongue is reasonable because a person
may possesses the ability of several languages but only recognize one as
his/her mother tongue. Figure 3 indicates (1) people with Holooe/Hakfa as a
mother tongue are more likely to possess M-Holooe/Hakfa plus ability. (2)
People with Mandarin as a mother tongue do not necessarily possess
Mandarin-only ability.
In summary, the chi-square tests reveal that only Holo people show
substantially interdependent relationships among the three characteristics,
i.e., ethnic identity, mother tongue, and language ability (see Figure 4).
Hakka people show partly interdependent relationships among the
characteristics as shown in Figure 5. As for Mainlanders, there is no
interdependent relationship among the characteristics as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Relationships among
Holooe speakers, M-Holooe
ability, and Holo people

Figure 5. Relationships among
Hakfa speakers, Hakfa plus ability,
and Hakka people.

Figure 6. Relationships among
Mandarin speakers, M-only ability,
and Mainlanders.
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5. onclusion
Much research such as Ross (1979: 4) has pointed that the relationship
between language and ethnicity is not static, but subject to considerable
alternation as the environment around them changes. In this study, the
different relationship patterns among the Hakka, Holo, and Mainlanders
categories reveal the effects of monolingual policy on the ecology of
languages in Taiwan.
In the Hakka category, the one-way dependent relationship between
mother tongue and ethnic identity reveals that people are losing their Hakka
mother tongue faster than their Hakka identity. Since the Hakka are a
minority compared to the Holo, the monolingual policy has had a greater
impact on the Hakka than the Holo. On the other hand, the two-way
interdependent relationship between language ability and ethnic identity
reveals that Hakfa still plays a crucial role in constructing their Hakka
identity. The case of Hakka has shown: 1) On one hand, the erosion of
one’s original ethnic language does not inevitably result in the erosion of
ethnic identity itself. 2) On the other hand, the maintenance of one’s ethnic
language is a contributing factor to the maintenance of one’s ethnic identity.
These findings imply that the promotion of the Taiwanese language(s) is a
plus to foster the identity of Taiwanese, although, people with Taiwanese
identity do not necessarily own the ability of speaking the Taiwanese
language(s).
As for the Mainlanders category, the interdependent relationships
among the Mandarin mother tongue, Mandarin ability, and Mainlanders are
not yet well established since Mandarin was introduced as the official
language or lingua franca in Taiwan only about 55 years ago. In general,
ethnic identity is contextually constructed (Fishman 1999: 154). Language
may be a primary defining characteristic of a collectivity, while in the
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meantime, it may play only a modest role (Ross 1979: 4). For the
Mainlanders, their collective memory of the Chinese civil war and anticolonialism in the first half of the twentieth century probably plays a more
crucial role than Mandarin in constructing their identity of the Mainlanders.
For the people other than the Mainlanders, Mandarin is primarily
considered a medium of communication rather than a characteristic of
ethnicity. Consequently, speakers’ ability or mother tongue in Mandarin
does not necessary refer to their identity of Mainlanders.
μ Chiung, Wi-vun. 2002. Impact of Monolingual Policy on Language and Ethnic
Identity: A Case Study of Taiwan. This paper was originally presented at the
International Conference on Language and Identity, Baruch College, City University
of New York, Oct. 2-5, 2002.ν
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Sex Female Male

2.

Age ᨛᨛ

3.

Major 

Taiwanese

English

Chinese

Public Administration

Mechanical E.  others _______________
4.

What class are you in, as you complete this survey?_______________

5.

In which city have you lived the longest amount _______________

6.

What 's your ethnic identity᧻
5 Mainlander (New settler) 4 Holo (Southern Min) 3 Hakka 2 Aborigines 1 uncertain

7.

What do you feel your "mother tongue" is?
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain

8.

In which language do you speak most fluently?
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain

9.

What is the language you learned before attending elementary school᧻
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain

10. What is the language you use most often?
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain
11. What is the language your father uses most often?
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain
12. What is the language your mother uses most often?
5 Mandarin 4 Taiwanese 3 Hakka 2 Aboriginal language 1 uncertain
13. Please indicate the frequency of each language you use when you talk with
these persons.
(leave it blank if you don't understand that language)
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Frequency scale 5 always 4 often 3 sometimes 2 seldom 1 almost never
Grand-p.

parents

Siblings

Friends

Significant other

G.pa G.ma Pa. Ma. Bro. Sis. male female
Mandarin
Taiwanese
Hakka
others
14. What degree do you feel your listening and speaking ability of these
languages might be?
Listening
Mandarin

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

Taiwanese

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

Hakka

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

English

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

Speaking
Mandarin

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

Taiwanese

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

Hakka

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

English

5 native 4 no problem 3 so so 2 a little 1 zero

